


anointed.
5 Therefore did the pro
phet Edison come forth 
from the Land of Ohio and 
create a disc which would 
transcribe the performer’s 
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thousandfold. And in this 
manner did the performer 
make his song known even 
unto the ends of the earth
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wonder of his music.
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in multitudes, even so his I 
song could not carry
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ARE YOU EQUIPPED TO CROSS 
HI-FI'S FINAL FRONTIER?

We refer to the advent of satellite broadcasting. 
An occasion to which few tuner and ^p 

cornbinations will be able to rise.
And which very few indeed will positively 

relish.
Of the latter we’d single out the ST-S707, a 

quartz synthesizer tuner with microcomputer 
control of unparalleled sophistication

To ensure optimum reception even on 
programmes bounced through space, the ST-S707 
microprocessor can switchbetween normal or 
supemarrow hi bandwidth, and regulate RF band
width in the event of distortion or interference.

MPX demodulation guarantees exceptional 
stereo separation.

And a 25 kHz reference frequency instead 
of the usual 5 kHz further improves the 
performance.

Add auto-scan tuning a random access 
memory for pre-tuning on up to 16 FM/AM 
stations, a multi-function 2-colour digital read
out ;md ynu have a rnacnine thafs practically in 
a league of its own.

Had it not met its match in the SU-V707
This 90 watts per channel stereo integrated 

DC amplifier is Technics' answer to the demands j



I

of near-flawlessness that satellite transmission 
■wil make.

i-elimin-It features a revolutio 
ating technique known as

Linear Feedback, which guarantees a total har
monic distortion of no more than 0.003%.

Coupled with the dramiatic level of clarity 
assured by a Computer Drive New Class A circuit, 
this makes the SU-V707a world-beater in its own 
right

Together with its tuner it's ready to take on 
the heavens.

Technics
STr-S707^merandSU-V707^nplifiec

300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL! 6]B. Tel: Slough 34522.



A new concept in human engineering.
This is the hi-fi system that does absolutely 

everything in the way of making music. Including 
things you have never even imagined, let alone seen 
or heard before.

And it does them all superbly. Automatically. At 
the touch of a button. By remote control. From 
anywhere in the house if you like.

With the Beosystem 5000, 'user-friendly' is an 
understatement.

The only time you need go near the system is to 
load the tapes and discs. Then sit down in comfort 
with the miraculous Master Control Panel at your 
side and program the receiver's microcomputer for 
a whole evening's leisured listening.

Play a record, a cassette, a Compact Disc and up 
to 9 pre-set radio programmes - in any sequence - 
without further instructions. Scan the tape or CD 
for the tracks you like best. Repeat the record up to 
7 times. Set the timer to play any source at any time 
on any or every day. Automatically.

The controls are all there at your fingertips.
At the receiving end of the Master Control 

Panel's infra-red signals is the 2 x 55 watts

Beomaster 5000 tuner-amplifier. And connected to 
the Beomaster by electronic data link is the 
Beogram 5000 record deck and the Beocord 5000 
cassette recorder. All this human engineering, 
including Beovox S 55 speakers, is yours to 
command for around £ll50.

Explaining all its features, functions and extra
ordinary benefits would take up almost as much 
space as the Beosystem 5000 itself. But we have 
compiled the main facts into a 32 page Design 
Story which you are invited to send for. This free 
booklet also contains technical details of the 
matching Beogram CD 50 Compact Disc Player.*

See, hear and try the new Beosystem 5000 at 
your nearest Bang & Olufsen dealer. He can also 
demonstrate our unique Master Control Link that 
lets you enjoy and control your hi-fi from other 
rooms in the house. Or contact us for full details at 
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept H C 2., 
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone 
(0452) 21591.
*Reogrnm CD 50 lomracr Disc Player available April 1984.

Bang&Ol^^n



HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Each edition In the HFFi Choice series tests as many models as possible In a particular hi-fi 
product category. It provides both a comprehensive buying guide and a valuable reference.

At Hi-Fi Choice our steadfast aim is to provide, 
quite simply, the most comprehensive guide to 
current hi-fi products. Every competing model 
is tested exhaustively, under consistent con
ditions which make it possible to draw 
straightforward and valid comparisons be
tween models on performance and value for 
money.

This edition deals with both amplifiers and 
tuners, and so effectively is divided into two 
parts. Amplifiers come first and have been 
given the lion's share of the available space, 
reflecting the importance of the amplifier's 
role in a hi-fi system; our tests on tuners are no 
less thorough, but we have assumed that most 
people will choose their amplifier first and then 
consider a matching tuner.

The Editorial Introduction gives a general 
background to the project, including recent 
market developments, general review policy 
and, perhaps most important, some words on 
interpreting the review findings. The very 
nature of amplifier reviewing is such that some 
care must be taken to keep things in perspec
tive, and readers are entreated to heed these 
points before hurrying through to the reviews 
and 'Best Buys'!

The Consumer Introduction, dealing with 
amplifiers, is a non-technical guide to their 
functions and the facilities and features of 
current types. It covers the matching of amplb 
tiers with other parts of the system, and what 
to look for when setting out to choose an amp
lifier to suit your needs. Written strictly in 
layman's language, this chapter is for the 
general consumer rather than the more know
ledgeable hi-fi buff; it is well provided with sub 
headings which should make it easy to find 
clarification on any particular point without 
reading the whole chapter.

The Technical Introduction which follows 
describes the methods and standards used in 
amplifier testing, including the listening tests 
which were conducted to assess subjective 
sound quality.

Amplifier Reviews include comprehensive test 
measurement results with appropriate graphs, 
while the text in each case gives a careful 
analysis of the model's performance on test 

both in the lab and in the listening room, an 
assessment of the quality of materials, com
ponents and construction used, and the tacil- 
ities provided. Each review is concluded with a 
clearly-stated summary of the model's merits 
in our view.

Conclusions summarises the findings of the 
amplifier test programme from a general point 
of view, and explains in some detail our criteria 
for final recommendation or otherwise.

Best Buys and Recommendation gives short 
summaries on those models we have chosen 
as outstanding performers or particularly 
worth considering in the various price 
categories.

The Overall Comparison Chart gives an 
'instant' guide to some of the more important 
measurements and listening test results; while 
it may be a useful guide in shortlisting models 
for a particular requirement, please note that 
the tabulated assessments here should be 
taken in the context of the review comments, 
not in isolation!

Consumer Introduction: Tuners is a brief look 
at the way a modern tuner fits into a hi-fi 
system, the pros and cons of the various types 
of tuners and points to consider when buying.

Technical Introduction: Tuners explains the 
relevance of the various technical measure
ments to performance in the home, and also 
covers aerial considerations.

Tuner Reviews include lab test measurement 
results, which are analysed in the text, and the 
results of the listening panel tests. In each 
case, the conclusion sums up the tuner's 
ability to give good results in poor reception 
areas as well as its general sound quality and 
ease of use.

Best Buys and Recommendations: Tuners 
gives a brief summary of the main points on 
those models in the test group which we feel 
are of outstanding merit.

Finally, the Glossary of technical terms gives 
quick explanations of amplifier and tuner 
jargon.
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It turned

WhenAmericans first heard the dynamic 
strength of Fishers high-fidelity sound reproduc
tion, they were overwhelmed.

Because they enjoyed it so much, rather' 
than turning the volume down when they needed 
to talk, they simply learned to speak louder. Soon 
they were shouliiig Lhe v ir Lues uf Fisltei. Arnl il 
became America’s top name in Hi-Fi.

Now that Fishers exceptionalnew System 77 
is available in Britain, how will we react?

With true British aplomb, we will discreetly 
compare Fisher to other quality systems. In doing 
so, one is impressed with the facilities offered on 
the new Fisher System 77.

Take for instance, the MT 125 turntable 
which features direct drive. Or the CA77 stereo 
dmplifiei S impressive 40 watts RMS and graphic 
equalizer.

And surely one can but appreciate the
precision engineering that has gone into the PLL



quartz locked synthesized tuner
While the stereo single or optional twin 

deck cassette with Dolby* B and C noise reduction 
and two speed dubbing are features one simply 
cannot ignore.

Nor, could one fail to notice the aesthetic 
appeal of the 3-way speakers, component stacking, 
concealed wires, and soft touch controls.

Yet, before buying, one would still check 
that the experts agree on Fishers impeccable 

reputation for quality engineering and reliability.
Only then will we purchase the new Fisher 

System 77, completely assured it is the best of its 
kind. At that point, we'll bring it home, plug it in, 
turn it on, and blast the neighbours till they're 
green with envy

FISHER
The Sight and Sound of Precision.
'Noise Reduction System manufocrured under/kense from Dolby Lobororories Licensing Corporalion



Perfectly equipped for 
an imperfect world.

If all the links in the audio chain between the records and your ears, including the 
acoustic properties of your room, were ideal that would be perfection. If only.

At A&R we started with imperfect reality and produced a quality audio amplifier system 
which offers the perfect solution - the 200 series. It provides all the benefits you have come 
to expect from A&R - high quality sound, reliability and styling-and more.

The C200 stereo control unit offers you both 'straight line' amplification and 
sophisticated treble and bass controls, which allow you to get the best results from your 
complete system

The C200 tone controls are limited to frequency extremes only and compensate for 
any performance constraints in cartridges, speakers and listening room In addition, the 
30Hz filter minimises rumble and deals kindly with small high quality speakers of limited low 
end capacity. Both moving coil and magnetic inputs are fully programmable to achieve 
optimum cartridge loading.

The story is completed by the SA200 stereo power amplifier rated at over 100 watts 
per channel into 8 ohms (though it will drive speakers down to as little as 2 ohms impedance).

For full details of the A&R route to perfection and the name of your nearest dealer
simply return the coupon. A&lt

CAMBRIDGE

For people with ears.



EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

Recently the ranks of Japanese-made hi-fi amplifiers have thinned a little, as some large manufacturers now concentrate entirely on integrated audio systems and no longer sell separate components. But at the same time there has been an unprecedented wave of activity in the more specialised British hi-fi industry, with the result that the range of amplifiers available is greater (or perhaps more bewildering!) than ever before.Gone are the days when competing amplifier manufacturers could fight their battles on the safe ground of paper specifications, paring down their distortion figures and claiming just a little more power each year. Now, especially among the specialist manufacturers, the subjective sound quality of an amplifier is likely to be its main selling point. The audible superiority of one amplifier over another is actually very hard to prove, though easy to deny or to exaggerate, because audible differences do not seem to correlate at all well with traditional measurements of total harmonic distortion, for example.Amplifier differences may often be subtle but can certainly be important to the overall sound of a system. To take extreme examples, a very poor-sounding amplifier may prove harsh and insidiously tiring to listen to, so that the user finds less and less satisfaction in his records and finds some of them too uncomfortable to listen to. A very good amplifier, on the other hand, might well reawaken interest and enjoyment in familiar discs, by reproducing the music in a manner which sounds lively but free from any sense of strain.Our final judgements in this issue, then, are very firmly based on the author's asessment of sound quality, which in turn rests on the results of carefully conducted tests using a small listening panel; we have assumed that sound quality is of prime importance and hence in our value judgements have attached less weight to features and facilities, convenience of use and finish.Matters are complicated by the fact that all design (except possibly at very high price levels!) must be a compromise, and clearly each designer will choose his own trade-offs to produce results which he feels to be subjectively as good as possible. Additionally, some designers will argue that an amplifier intended for use with a fairly modest turn- table/arm/cartridge combination should be designed if anything to mask the latter's 

failings, rather than to be as 'good' as possible when tried with an expensive 'reference' system. There is perhaps no answer to this controversy, which will certainly cause some disagreement over the results in this book. Where a manufacturer claims special virtues for his amplifier when used with a particular system, the reader should take this into account, as our findings are inevitably aimed at establishing a general order of merit.In any case, 'Best Buy', 'Recommended' and 'Worth Considering' classifications should be taken only as a guide and not as the be-all and end-all of the review analysis. With regard to system matching, the review comments on subjective tonal balance, such as 'hardness' or otherwise, and other sound-quality comments, may in themselves prove extremely helpful. We have tried to include pointers to successful matching wherever appropriate.For the technical laboratory tests in this issue we were fortunate to be able to enlist the help of Stan Curtis, whose independent electronics consultancy CamTech Ltd has extremely comprehensive and up-to-date facilities. As a leading amplifier designer of many years standing, Stan Curtis could hardly be better qualified for the laboratory work, but we did not ask him to take any part in the listening tests or writing for this issue because of his involvement in the design of the Cambridge, Rotel and Sugden amplifiers covered in this book. Accordingly, Stan's name should not be associated with the subjective opinions or recommendations expressed by the author. By agreement, all test results relating to products where there might be a conflict of interest were confirmed separately by the author.In retrospect, it seems that this time we have been able to cover the amplifier field more thoroughly than ever before, with the inclusion of an American 'super-Ii' contingent as well as a solid coverage of the British scene and the leading Japanese products.From the outset, our intention was to review tuners which matched the amplifiers tested, and while I must admit to having sacrificed the numbers slightly to make way for the 'last minute' amplifiers, I think we have included a good representation of what is available. It is often said that nearly all tuners today are very good, but we certainly found plenty of significant differences between models, even if there weren't quite as many surprises as with the amplifiers! Steve Harris
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high fidelity 
equipment

excellence 
in sound

Meridian Component Amp - There's a 
tremendous gap between Meridian and 
it's closest competitor.

Naim-N ait-we have on demonstration 
the entire range of Nairn products from 
!he Nait to the 32-Snaps-250.

BRADYS BRITISH HI-FI

Audio Lab 8000A - handsomely 
reviewed in Hi-Fi Answers too, but why 
not carry out your own review?
Ring or; write for details.

The Best of the Rest

DEMONSTRATIONS

Mission 778- the new integrated 778 
amplifier turns in a storming 
performance and can be bought for 
£229 alone or as part of the new 
Mission System 1 at £499 saving £50 
on the components.

From the Creek to the Kreil

BY APPOINTMENT
W.A.

ft son

401 Smjthdown Road Liverpool L15 3JJ 
Telephone 051 - 733 6859 SSg

LUNCH: 1 to2H5. * CLOSED ALL WEDNESDAY H.P. Terms
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CONSUMER INTRODUCTION
:;, ÍI JI?».

This section explains what the amplifier does, the Inputs and facilities, what to look for in 
performance terms and when matching an amplifier to other parts of the system.

It's an old hifi cliche to say that 'the amplifier 
is the heart of the system', but the metaphor 
still holds good. Like hearts, amplifiers are 
often described as 'hard' or 'soft', 'fast' or 
'slow' and while some are robust enough for 
any amount of hard work, others tend to give 
way under stress or produce results that are 
audibly anaemic. But before getting involved in 
the subtle and often controversial question of 
how amplifiers affect the sound of a system, 
we should start with their basic functions.

WHAT AN AMPLIFIER DOES
By definition, an audio amplifier takes small 
electrical signals which represent musical 
sounds and amplifies or enlarges them enough 
to drive loudspeakers. In practice this Is not a 
simple operation, but is carried out in several 
stages. The stages of amplification needed to 
connect a record deck (for example) to a pair of 
loudspeakers may be all contained In one box 
— the familiar integrated amplifier. Or they 
may be separated Into two units, each with 
their own mains power supply — the pre
amplifier and the power-amplifier.

Pre-amplifiers and power amplifiers
Sometimes referred to as the control unit or 
control amplifier, the pre-amplifier Is primarily 
designed to take the very small voltage signals 
from the pickup cartridge or other source and 
amplify them to a suitable voltage for feeding 
to the power amplifier. The pre-amplifier will 
also Incorporate facilities for switching be
tween various Inputs, routing signals to output 
sockets for cassette deck recording and so on. 
Tone controls may be provided which also 
operate on the signal at this stage, as does the 
volume control.

A power amplifier Is once again a device that 
accepts a voltage and enlarges it — but In 
order to drive the loudspeakers, the power 
amplifier must be able to supply current as 
well as voltage. This current has to be supplied 
by the amplifier's mains transformer and 
associated components, known as the power 
supply. However good the design of the actual 
amplifier circuits, they depend on being able to 
draw the power they need from the power 
supply, and so the design of the power supply 
Is very important. Sometimes the power supply 
unit Is In a separate case of Its own, and one or 
two manufacturers (such as Meridian and 

more recently Mission) have introduced 
optional-extra uprated power supplies whose 
greater capacity claims to give an improved 
sound from the amplifier.

Integrated amplifiers
The vast majority of hi-fi amplifiers are 
integrated amplifiers, which simply means that 
pre-amplifier, power amplifier and power 
supplies are built into one box. In the days of 
valves, it made a lot of sense to separate the 
pre-amplifier and power amplifier stages 
because the latter was a bulky and (except to 
enthusiasts' eyes) unsightly object, and also 
separation of the two units could be used to 
keep the power supply away from the smalt 
signal stages which were likely to pick up 
radiated hum from the transformer. Nowadays 
there Is little to be gained by separating the 
pre^ and power amplifier stages in the case of 
lower powered units; but where large outputs 
are Involved, the physieal size of the power 
supplies and the heatsinks for the output 
transistors soon make two separate units a 
sensible Idea again. •

INPUT FACILITIES
A pre-amplifier, or the pre-amplifier section of 
an Integrated amplifer, will need to have the 
ability to accept signals from record deck, 
cassette deck, tuner and perhaps a Compact 
Disc player, a second cassette deck or a reel- 
to-reel tape deck. It should also provide a 
suitable output signal for recording onto tape. 
In electrical terms, the same type of Input 
characteristic will suffice for all these signal 
sources, with the notable exception of the 
record deck.

Disc Input
The pickup cartridge or disc input of the 
amplifier obviously should be designed around 
the kind of signals It receives from the 
cartridge. Until fairly recently, almost all 
cartridges were of the moving-magnet* type 
with a typical output level of ImVlcmlsec, this 
definition relating voltage output to groove 
velocity on the record. Although some mm •

* the term 'moving-magnet' or 'mm' Is used to 
cover cartrldpes more accurately described as 
'moving-Iron, 'Induced magnet' and so on, as 
well.

11



CONSUMER INTRODUCTION

cartridges do produce measurably more output than others, the difference is not great enough to produce problems for a well- designed amplifer disc input stage.When discs are mastered in the cutting studio, a standard amount of equalisation, taking the form of a bass cut and treble boost, is applied so as to get the maximum dynamic range onto the record while keeping the size of the groove excursions within reasonable limits (without this, loud bass notes would produce unacceptably large 'wiggles' in the groove, which would both limit the playing time available and present problems for the cartridge on replay).Because of this pre-emphasis at the recording stage, the disc amplifier stage on replay must perform a compensating de-emphasis — effectively a bass boost and treble cut — to bring things back to normal. This compensation is called RIAA equalisation, and is built into the disc input circuitry of every amplifier. The standard curve for RIAA equalisation should be followed to very close limits by the amplifier designer — experience shows that even quite small deviations from the RIAA specification, giving small amounts of treble boost or cut to the final frequency balance of the hi-fi system, can have surprising results on the subjectively-perceived overall sound quality.Many designers now 'tailor' the RIAA somewhat to achieve the desired result.Apart from making sure that the equalisation is accurate, the designer has to make sure that this stage does not introduce undue distortion either, and this calls for careful attention to detail.This is not the end of the problems for the pickup input. The modern pickup cartridge is a mechanical miracle that has no right to work at all, and succeeds in doing so by mechanical wizardry that has placed the two major unavoidable 'resonances' outside the audio band. A resonance is, basically, a mechanical loss of control which will be reflected in the electrical output. This is a major difference between the pickup and the other types of signal with which the amplifier is required to deal; namely that neither the bandwidth, nor the behaviour outside the required bandwidth are accurately known or predictable. The preamp has to cope with resonances beyond the audio bandwidth in both directions, ie infra- and ultrasonic.Until fairly recently, most moving-magnet cartridges incorporated an automatic HF roll- 12

off (due to an electrical filter caused by the resonant interaction of their internal inductance and resistance with the resistance and capacitance of the arm lead and pickup input). For a number of reasons including the flirtation with CD4 quadrophony and the desire to avoid 'messy' compatibility problems, the emergence of low inductance cartridge types came about, including by their very nature the moving-coil types, leaving the ultrasonic band with its tip-mass resonance 'wide open'. The significance of this remains the subject of disagreement among manufacturers and de^ signers, although I have heard of claims that signals of a much higher level than expected and at extremely high frequencies have been measured, and if this is substantiated it may cause some concern.With cartridges of high inductance (this including many moving-magnet types) the effect of high input capacitance in the amp will be to rolloff the treble somewhat. This is mentioned in reviews where appropriate.Moving-coil disc inputTypical moving-coil type cartridges produce much lower voltage outputs than movingmagnet ones — in the order of a few hundred microvolts (mV) rather than a few millivolts. For this reason they need a special input of greater sensitivity, or, to put it another way, the input needs to have about 20dB more gain. There are some 'high-output' moving-coils that will work satisfactorily into a moving-magnet input, but these are a minority.In the days when moving-coil cartridges were a rarity, few amplifiers offered a suitable input and most users resorted to a step-up device (either a 'head amp' or a transformer) to raise the voltage to moving-magnet levels, but it must be said that the majority of these were either extremely expensive or had an adverse effect on sound quality or both. However, they are now generally unnecessary because even some quite modestly-priced amplifiers come with a moving-coil input. Some manufacturers offer a simple switch which alters the disc input sensitivity, while others offer their product in alternative mm and me-compatible versions; and yet others allow the user to switch from mm to me by changing over a plugin circuit board inside the amplifier.So all in all, the disc input of an amplifier has a number of potential troublespots: it requires heavy equalisation and much more gain than the other inputs, particularly for moving-coil 
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cartridges; certain input parameters are not 
standardised, and yet can affect the 
performance of the system; the absolute 
content of the signal in terms of bandwidth 
and amplitude is not precisely known, and 
therefore could cause overload or slew-limiting 
problems. As the disc is both the most 
important signal source for the hi-fi user, and 
also the one most likely to cause problems, we 
have concentrated on this input in our 
examination of the amplifier.

Tape inputs and outputs
Connections between a cassette recorder and 
the amplifier must not only allow replay of 
tapes through the system, but must also allow 
the cassette deck to record from any of the 
other signal sources, such as tuner or disc.

The compatibility of Brand X cassette decks 
with Brand Y amplifiers or vice versa depends 
on there being some standard for input 
sensitivities and impedance. The situation 
here used to be made rather tricky by the 
conflict between the German DIN standard, 
adhered to by European manufacturers, and 
the use of the so-called phono plug and socket 
by Japanese and American manufacturers. 
Now that there are virtually no hi-fi cassette 
recorders fitted with DIN sockets, and 
consequently wired to DIN input/output level 
standards, these problems should be virtually 
a thing of the past (Angus McKenzie, in Hi-Fi 
Choice: Cassette Decks, gave a hearty cheer 
on discovering that B&O were the only 
remaining deck manufacturer to retain DIN 
sockets).

The five-pin DIN connector is by no means 
dead, though. It does have some advantages 
over the phono in engineering, compactness 
and convenience. Many British amplifier manu
facturers use DIN sockets for tape input/ 
output, but these are virtually always wired to 
phono-level standards - not to the intended 
DIN levels at all. This means that a DIN-to-four- 
phonos lead should connect the cassette deck 
correctly, with no level matching problems. 
Ironically, you are only likely to have problems 
connecting a British amplifier's DIN socket to 
an older European cassette deck whose DIN 
socket is actually to the DIN standard! Con
versely, where Japanese cassette decks were 
fitted with DIN sockets, these seldom did 
adhere to the DIN standard. If doubt or distor
tion should arise, your dealer will be able to 
sort things out for you.

Tape monitoring
The tape selector on an amplifier is usually 
fitted to a different switch than the main input 
selector in order to take advantage of off-tape 
monitoring, which is offered by many reel-to- 
reel and some of the more expensive cassette 
decks. This means that the pre-amp continues 
to handle input from disc or tuner, processing 
and sending this signal to the tape deck, while 
the power amp section of the amplifier (and the 
later stages of the pre-amp) can be switched 
independently between this 'source' and the 
tape input. Tape recorders which have 
separate record and replay heads (ie three- 
head machines) can replay a signal that they 
are recording almost simultaneously, so the 
user can make instant comparisions between 
the signal that he wishes to record and the 
recording that he is making, which is an 
extremely useful way of ensuring that no 
problems are being encountered.

Tape-to-tape dubbing
Many amplifiers offer 'tape dubbing or 'tape 
copy' switches, which are designed to allow 
you to make copies of cassette tapes by using 
a second cassette recorder connected to the 
'tape 2' sockets. If you intend to do a lot of 
copying this facility may be worthwhile, but 
otherwise note that you can in fact produce 
tape copies using any amplifier that has an 
'aux' (or even 'tuner') input by feeding the 
output of a second cassette deck to this and 
then recording on to a cassette deck 
connected in the normal way by setting the 
source selector to 'aux'.

Aux/Compact Disc input
Most amplifiers have an 'aux' or auxiliary 
input, which will accept a signal from cassette 
decks, reel-to-reel decks or Compact Disc 
players. Its specification will almost invariably 
be the same as that of the tape inputs. It is 
noticeable that a number of amplifiers now 
have inputs and switch positions labelled for 
Compact Disc, and strictly speaking the 
performance of these inputs should be of a 
high enough standard to do justice to the 
Compact Disc medium - they should have a 
wide frequency response, good overload 
margin and good stereo separation even at 
high frequencies, to do justice to the potential 
quality of CD programme. In practice, though, 
the demands which CD makes on the power 
amplifier stages are more likely to cause 
problems - more of this later.
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ESSENTIAL CONTROLS
Which controls are essential and which are 
merely unnecessary extras is always a matter 
for debate. A number of manufacturers now 
unhesitatingly adopt the so-called 'staight- 
line' design approach, the idea being that the 
signal path through the amplifier should be as 
direct as possible, and it should not be routed 
through convoluted tone control circuitry or 
unecessary switch contacts. Few people these 
days would argue with the basic common 
sense of this approach, which is simply trying 
to avoid including in the amplifier any 
components which inherently degrade the 
sound. On the other hand, it is not safe to 
assume that amplifiers with tone controls 
sound worse than those without, because this 
certainly is not always the case!

Volume control
If the volume control on an amplifier is well 
designed, both electronically and 
ergonomically, you will happily use it without 
giving it any thought at all. But a poorly- 
designed volume control can be very annoying. 
I deally the volume control should give control 
down to at least 60dB below full output without 
significant shifts in channel balance - any 
imbalance between the channels will only get 
worse as the volume goes down and this can 
be a nuisance if you want to listen quietly very 
late at night.

Another related failing of volume controls is 
that they often do not give fine enough control 
at the lower settings, a slight movement 
causing too big a change in volume. A 'muting' 
switch, which reduces the level by say 20dB, 
will effectively stretch out the lower part of the 
scale and allow accurate control.

Perhaps the worst kind of volume control to 
come to come into fashion was the 'click stop' 
type, which while actually using an ordinary 
potentiomenter, was made to mimic the step 
action of a professional-type attenuator. 
Usually the steps proved infuriatingly large 
and you could never get the volume exactly 
right - but fortunately this particular gimmick 
seems to have largely disappeared.

To the uninitiated, an amplifier gives an 
impressive display of its power output if it will 
produce normal listening levels with only a 
small movement of the volume control, but of 
course in reality this is no good indication of 
how loud it will go wilhoul Uislur liuii.

Volume controls using sliders instead of 
rotary knobs may be found more awkward to 
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use, and the same goes for electronic types 
where you have to push a button for 'up' or 
'down' and wait for the reaction of a motor 
driven potentiometer. In our opinion, such 
devices are just a nuisance in ordinary use but 
they do allow the manufacturer to add a 
remote-control facility.

Balance control
Giving control over the relative levels of the 
two channels, the balance control can be 
important. Its uses include compensating for 
an off-centre listening position, or for an 
imbalance caused by asymetrical room char
acteristics which make one speaker sound 
more dominant even when you are seated cent
rally; or for slight differences in sensitivity 
between two speakers, or volume control 'mis
tracking' between the channels, as mentioned 
already.

Most balance controls will almost com
pletely silence one or the other channel at the 
ends of their travel, and most have a centre 
indent, that is a 'click' to mark the centre 
position, which is useful. Without this, there 
tends to be a feeling of uncertainty although of 
course the purist argument is that the listener 
should set the balance by ear anyway.

ADDITIONAL FACILITIES
Stereo/mono switch
Switching to mono can be a useful, some 
would say essential feature. When playing old 
mono records it can reduce background noise 
(especially low-frequency 'rumble' type 
effects) and it is of great benefit in mitigating 
the horrors of 'reprocessed for stereo' 
recordings, although it often doesn't cure 
them completely. It is a pity that so many 
record companies reissue excellent old mono 
recordings only in this unsatisfactory form.

Other 'mode' switching options such as left
channel or right-channel only, or stereo 
reversed left-to-right are seldom offered these 
days.

Tone controls
One of the classic definitions for an ideal 
amplifier a 'straight wire with gain', meaning 
that the amplifier should merely produce a 
magnified version of the input signal, and 
otherwise leave it unchanged. In fact few hi-fi 
users seem content to leave things as simple 
as lhal, aiiU mual StH:mr lu UerrrarrU a number of 
special controls to interfere with the original 
sound balance created by the recording 
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engineer.
To return to the definition, a magnified 

version of the input signal implies that the 
amplifier magnifies an the frequencies 
presented to it by the same amount, and is 
therefore described as operating 'flat' - its 
frequency response graph is a straight line. 
The various sound-shapers, including tone 
controls, are designed to change this 'flatness' 
by emphasising or de-emphasising some fre
quencies with respect to others, and this is 
what is meant by changing the sound 
'balance'. There are a number of different types 
of sound shaper, and these will be discussed 
separately, most have some potential for 
adversely affecting the signal, and for this 
reason, as already mentioned, a number of 
amplifiers omit them entirely, or going to some 
lengths to ensure that they can be switched 
out of the signal path.

Most tone controls are designed to act over 
a large segment of the audio band, usually 
introducing a tilt centred around the middle 
frequencies, so that the frequencies above or 
below receive a fairly gentle rate of boost or 
cut (the rate depending on the setting of the 
control). Some manufacturers like Quad for 
example offer slightly different modes of 
operation. Some manufacturers increase the 
flexibility of tone controls by providing 
alternative 'turnover points', ie the frequencies 
at which the shape of the frequency response 
changes, so that the bass control may operate 
only over the bass region or well up into the 
midband if desired.

A few manufacturers also offer a 'middle' 
tone control that boosts or depresses the 
midband, usually to a fairly small degree. If 
these three tone controls are in the form of 
sliders, we have the most rudimentary form of 
graphic equaliser; but even when the number 
of bands is increased to say, five, this in our 
view gives no benefit over a conventional array 
of tone controls and filters.

But what are the reasons for fitting tone 
controls in the first place? A number of 
explanations can be given, including enabling 
the user to compensate to some degree for the 
characteristics of the listening room, helping 
to overcome inadequacies in the other equip
ment used (notably cartridges, loudspeakers 
and cassette decks), and attempting to 
compensate for a poorly balanced commercial 
recording. Taking these applications in turn, 
the treble control can help to compensate for a 
poor loudspeaker/room match, but its action 

usually extends over too wide a band to give 
more than crude assistance, and it is more 
sensible to ensure speaker/room matching 
before purchase; as far as bass compensation 
is concerned, the tone control is completely 
inadequate, and the only solution is to use a 
professional type (expensive) graphic equal
iser that enables complex tailoring to be 
accomplished. Even so many people regard 
the adverse effects of the multiple resonances 
introduced by such a device as far more 
detrimental than the original room-induced 
deviation from the 'flat' state.

The tone control can help compensate for 
the inadequacies of ancillary equipment, and 
indeed it was probably introduced to enable 
this to be done. Nowadays however even mod
estly priced equipment can be found which 
gives a tolerably flat response, or one which is 
sufficiently flat to be beyond effective tone 
control compensation. Cartridges are best 
compensated by their pre-amp loading, 
cassette decks can give a fairly flat response 
at modest cost provided they are aligned and 
adjusted correctly and used with a properly 
matching tape. Perhaps the most useful appli
cation is in helping to augment the bass 
response of a small loudspeaker, but as before 
the value of the tone control must always be 
offset against its distortions.

A further application of the tone control 
might be to doctor the balance offered by the 
recording engineer. This is also one of its more 
defensible roles, but again one only has to 
contrast the crudity of its operation to the 
variety of complex equalisations available to 
the engineer on the individual constituent 
parts of a recording to appreciate the ultimate 
futility of the 'hi-fi consumer as recording 
engineer'. This is not to deny that some users 
find the ability to change a recorded balance 
useful, particularly on recordings made more 
than about fifteen years ago; our experience 
on modern recordings is that it is invariably 
better to use a carefully set up and optimised 
'flat' system.

Loudness control
The loudness (contour) switch or control often 
fitted to amplifiers, is of even more question
able value than tone control circuitry. The 
theory is that because the ear is progressively 
less sensitive to low and high frequencies 
compared to middle frequencies as volume 
levels are reduced, the loudness control 
attempts to compensate for this effect by 

1 7।
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boosting low and high frequencies by an 
appropriate amount, for use at low listening 
levels. However in our opinion the loudness 
effect perceived by the ear is an essential part 
of the hearing mechanism, and any attempt to 
mess around with it introduces its own forms 
of distortion. Because the mechanism is in
built, we are used to living with it, and in fact 
use it to help determine absolute levels of 
loudness. So when we are listening quietly it is 
more natural to hear the bass and treble some
what suppressed than to boost them in order 
to try and fool the ear into believing that it is 
hearing sounds at a higher level than they in 
fact are. It seems that the better the hi-fi 
system is, the less necessary and the more 
obtrusive a loudness contour becomes.

Filters
The final 'sound-shaper' is the filter, whose 
operation is normally rather more discrete 
than tone controls and loudness contours. 
While a variety of different filter types are used 
in different electronic applications (with 
evocative names such as 'notch', 'comb', and 
'band-pass'), from the point of view of the 
audio amplifier we really only have to consider 
two types: the treble, scratch, high, or (strictly 
speaking) 'low pass' filter, and the rumble, 
subsonic, low, or high-pass filter. As its name 
suggests, the filter acts to remove certain 
parts of the signal bandwidth, and its activities 
are usually restricted to the extreme ends of 
the audible frequency spectrum, or even be
yond the audible range.

There is an old but nonetheless sound adage 
in audio that goes 'The wider you open the 
window, the more the muck flies in', and the 
purpose of filters that act beyond the actual 
audio band (ie infra- and ultrasonic types) is to 
curtail the passage of too much 'muck', which 
can have unpleasant repercussions on the act
ual audio signal. In many cases these filters 
are optional and operated by a front panel 
switch, but in other models they are tailored 
into the design concept of the amplifier, in 
order to prevent successive stages from get
ting each other into trouble. An advantage of 
the 'fixed' filter is that the designer can take it 
into account when considering the overall 
phase and slewing characteristics of the amp; 
if the filter is switchable, its effect upon the 
system phase or slew rate will depend on whe
ther it has been selected by the user or not.

While most filters offer a fixed rate of 
attenuation, some enable gentle or steep slope 
1 8

rolloffs to be selected.
Although fixed or variable filters are some

times fitted to operate outside the audio 
bandwidth, there are many designs which offer 
them working within the band also. This, like 
the tone control, is something of a throwback 
to the days when equipment was less capable 
than it is today, and the familiar names of 
these filters — rumble and scratch — indicate 
their original purposes. However very few 
turntables worthy of the description hi-fi 
produce significant amounts of rumble these 
days, and the problem at low frequencies has 
much more to do with the LF resonance of the 
arm/cartridge combination than any other 
factor. The 'scratch' filter is a hangover from 
the days before the LP disc, the idea being that 
it helped to remove record surface noise or the 
exaggeration of surface noise due to the tip 
mass resonance of the cartridge. Here again 
events have rather overtaken the filter, and 
surprisingly few hi-fi cartridges now have an 
obtrusive tip mass resonance within the aud
ible regions. While the exaggeration of record 
surface noise remains an unpleasant phenom
enon, it is more likely to be improved by a 
change of cartridge, arm, turntable or even pre
amp than any attempt to use filtering.

So despite their limitation, switchable filters 
can be useful in some circumstances, al
though predominantly in attempting to cover 
up problems in the system. The argument for 
fixed filtering at the extremes of the audio 
band does seem rather more cogent, because 
under these conditions the filtering can be 
regarded as an integral part of the amp itself, 
and hopefully, problems can be avoided while 
the benefits accrue.

THE POWER AMPLIFIER
What distinguishes the power amplifier from 
the preceding pre-amplifier stages is the fact, 
already mentioned, that in order to drive 
loudspeakers it must produce current as well 
as voltage — power, expressed in watts, is 
defined as voltage multiplied by the current in 
amps.

For those less familiar with electricity, the 
'water analogy' gives a useful if simplified way 
of looking at volts, amps and ohms. Electricity 
is concerned with the movement of electrons 
within the atomic structure of a conducting 
material (usually a metal) and, crudely, this can 
be compared with the flow of water through a 
pipe.

If you consider the flow of water through a
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tap, two factors determine the rate at which 
the water flows. One of these is the force or 
pressure at which the water is being pushed; 
this corresponds to the voltage in an electrical 
system. The other parameter is the size of the 
outlet through which the water flows, and this 
corresponds to the electrical circuit's resist
ance. The smaller the hole, the higher the 
resistance. So the rate at which the water 
flows (current) is dependent on both the 
pressure (voltage) and the size of opening 
through which it can pass (resistance).

When the tap is open as wide as it will go, 
water is flowing out as fast as the pressure 
(from the 'head' of water in the tank) will push 
it through the pipe. As anyone who has lived 
with antiquated plumbing will know, if 
somebody now turns on another tap drawing 
water from the same supply, the flow through 
the first one will probably slacken off; the two 
taps are sharing the available pressure, which 
is now not sufficient to drive the full amount of 
water through both of them. This situation can 
be avoided by having not only a sufficient head 
of water (voltage) but also big enough pipes 
(current capacity) to meet all demands.

The analogy becomes rather more hazy 
when considering how one uses electricity. 
Water is drawn by turning a tap so that the 
water flows, impelled by the pressure at a rate 
which also corresponds to the size of the 
orifice. One 'draws' electricity by completing a 
circuit so that a voltage difference lies across 
a resistance, and this impels the current to 
flow, the amount depending on the voltage and 
the resistance according to that tried and 
trusted relationship Ohm's Law. The resistance 
is frequently a heating coil (to provide heat or 
light) or a motor; in fact, a loudspeaker is just a 
rather specialised form of motor, in that it 
moves a cone back and fourth rather than turn
ing a spindle.

Audio signals are in the form of alternating 
current, which means that the direction of flow 
around the circuit reverses at a number of 
times per second called the frequency of the 
signal. This complicates the whole idea of 
resistance, which in alternating current (ac) 
conditions becomes bound up with the more 
abstruse concepts of capacitance and induc
tance, and is known as impedance. In simple 
terms, both capacitances and inductances are 
resistive elements whose resistance changes 
with frequency, duA tn their ability to 'store' 
electricity for brief moments. These compon 
ents have the effect of throwing the alternating 
20

cycles of voltages out of phase (out of step) 
with those of the current.

So, in the pre-amp stages the audio signal is 
in the form of a voltage developed across quite 
high impedances and little current actually 
flows. The power amplifier has to maintain the 
fidelity of the 'voltage model' to the original 
music waveform, while connected to a low 
impedance — the loudspeaker. The loud^ 
speaker will draw current from the output 
stage corresponding to its impedance at any 
given instant in time, and as this varies with 
frequency, the current demand will also vary 
continuously. But determining what the actual 
impedance of a real loudspeaker is at any 
given moment while it is being driven with a 
musical signal is no easy matter.

Those who have read reviews of loud
speakers in hi-fi journals (including our own) 
will be aware that curves are shown which 
depict the 'modulus of impedance' of the 
loudspeaker, as a function of the different 
frequencies it is required to handle (typically 
from 20Hz-20kHz). Although this 'modulus of 
impedance is intended to represent the 
resistance load of the speaker at different 
frequencies, and hence the current that will be 
drawn to correspond to a particular voltage, it 
is well known that the capacitance and 
inductance components that make up part of 
this load may cause problems, due to large 
currents 'disguised' by the current/voltage 
phase-shifting mechanism mentioned earlier. 
Some designers take an even more extreme 
view, pointing out quite correctly that the 
modulus type of measurement merely aver
ages out the impedance value over the whole 
cycle. This they suggest disguises the fact 
that at some frequencies, and under certain 
transient conditions common in music signals, 
the amount of current required to satisfy the 
speaker's demands (and hence keep it under 
control) can be considerably larger and also 
far less predictable than that required to meet 
steady state conditions.

While there has been no real end to the 
controversy over just how important a high 
current capability is for sound quality, the 
number and reputation of 'high current' 
designs has grown steadily, their manu
facturers perhaps taking the lead from one or 
two well-established 'esoteric' or top-end 
models.

Slew rate limiting
Amplifier design never seems actually to 
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stabilise, even though many commentators and designers tend to suggest that all the problems are long solved and nicely under control, and certainly orders of magnitude less severe than the distortions which occur in other components in the audio chain. Over the last few years the related distortion mechanisms known as Transient Intermodulation (TIM Or TIO) and Slew Rate Limiting have both been put forward, hotly debated, and finally won a grudging acceptance that has finally found its way into commercial design. The concept of slew rate limiting is fundamentally so simple and obvious that it is surprising it was not 'discovered' earlier.As mentioned previously, the audio signal is modelled by a complex alternating voltage, and one of the amplifier's tasks is to magnify that voltage to a sufficient level to enable the attendant current to drive loudspeakers with the original signal. This is usually accomplished by using a number of amplification stages, each of which in turn enlarges the voltage. One of the characteristics that defines the performance of transistors is known as the 'slew rate', and this is the maximum speed at which the voltage in the transistor can change. When taking into account the maximum voltage swing required (ie the signal level), this slew rate determines how quickly the device can switch on and off, and hence how high a frequency it can handle before limiting and distortion sets in (it has been suggested that the slew rate should be two octaves - four times - the required high frequencies).Obviously for the same device, the smaller the voltage swing required, the higher the frequency that can be handled. It we then start with a very small very high frequency signal, such as might be developed by a moving-coil cartridge for example, and the amplification stage provides an overall gain of X10, then the transistors that provide the output from that stage must be capable of slewing ten times faster than the fastest input signal to avoid distortion. This is not so much of a problem with the fast, small transistors used in the middle of the amplifier, but the large output transistors which have to pass heavy currents to drive the loudspeakers are by their very nature comparatively 'slow', so there is a danger that the devices will not be able to keep up with themselves. Two solutions are open to the designer, the 'low-key' approach is to use carefully designed low-pass filtering between the various stages so that no stage receives a

signal that is too fast for it to handle; the 'hi- tech' approach is to develop faster and faster devices at the high voltage end, and this has led to 'superfast' output devices like the V-FET, EBT, and power MOSFETWhile Hitachi won some critical acclaim with their own original MOSFET power amplifier design, their devices are now available to other manufacturers; MOSFETs have now appeared in several British-built power amplifiers.More or less complex circuit innovations for amplifier output stages have appeared from all the major Japanese manufacturers, in most cases attempting or claiming to get the benefits of Class A operation without drawbacks. Briefly, Class A is a mode of operation in which the paired transistors which produce the positive and negative halves of the output waveform are both 'on' all the time - this is because in addition to the actual audio signal they are fed an unchanging bias current which keeps the audio signal within the most linear part of the transistor's operating range. Now, this is inefficient in that a lot of power is used, and heat produced, even when the signal waveform is at the zero point in its alternation, and so Class A amplifiers need large and robust transistors, large heatsinks (and perhaps a cooling fan) and very large power supplies, all of which adds up to a lot of weight and expense.So a whole generation of Japanese 'super amps' have attempted to get around these disadvantages. One answer, which varies from manufacturer to manufacturer in the actual execution, is to have a form of siding bias - the amount of bias applied is varied in accordance with the signal conditions. Although this kind of hi-tech approach involves the use of many more components, these are in the form of relatively cheap ICs. As to the audible benefits, it would be very unwise to generalise, but we could cautiously state that the 'new' amp circuitry has not so far convinced UK ears that it inherently shows any benefits over the conventional compromise of Class A/B. This probably just goes to show, once again, that good results are to be attained by good overall design, and not merely by the application of some new innovation, excellent though this may be in achieving a specific goal.Power outputThe power of an amplifier is traditionally expressed in watts, which is the unit of2 1
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electrical power derived by multiplying 
together the volts and amps supplied across 
and through a specified load.

All electrical power systems work by setting 
up a voltage across a load, and this itself 
determines the current required: with ordinary 
power systems like the mains or car battery 
(and ignoring AC voltage complexities), the 
voltage supplied is set at 240 and 12 respec
tively, so 114 amp at 240volts will give 60watts, 
whereas 5amps will be necessary at 12volts to 
give 60watts ('14x240 = 5 x 12 = 60). If the 
voltage is fixed, then the power is determined 
by choosing the load to allow the right amount 
of current to flow. This can be worked out by 
means of Ohm's Law, which states that the 
current (I, amps) multiplied by the load (R, 
ohms) equals the voltage (V, volts). So the load 
that gives 60watts via '/•amp from the mains 
will have a resistance of 960ohms, but with the 
12volt battery it will be2.4ohms. Getting back 
to the audio situation, the amplifier sets up a 
voltage that corresponds to the required 
loudness and the signal content, and the 
loudspeaker then specifies the required 
current according to its load.

As we have seen, the impedance of a 
loudspeaker is not in reality fixed at the 
nominal '8ohms' but is constantly changing. 
So when testing amplifiers it is well worth 
checking the power output into 4ohms and 
2ohms to see whether the amp can still 'deliver 
the goods'. Because of Ohm's law, this comes 
back down to current capability, which is really 
dependent on the power supply. A power 
supply which will still feed the amplifier 
sufficient current to supply the loudspeakers 
under tougher load conditions is described as 
'stiff'.

Watts can be a misleading way of quoting 
power output really, because they bear little 
relationship to the loudness that the amplifier 
can achieve. Decibels give a better picture of 
relative power, because their logarithmic scale 
has some relation to subjective perceptions of 
volume. The use of decibel (dB) ratings for 
amplifier power is explained in the Technical 
Introduction; suffice it to say here that power 
ratings in watts tend to give an exaggerated 
idea of the difference between two amplifiers; 
for example, you might think that a 40W ampli
fier would go noticeably louder than a 30W 
one, before overloading. In fact, the difference 
in level achieved (all else being equal) would be 
barely 1dB, and 1dB is usually taken as the 
smallest change in volume that the ear can 
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easily detect. In practice, the subjective 
loudness to be got out of an amplifier is often 
not what would be predicted by the rated 
power output anyway. Some units are 
conservately rated and give far more power 
than their makers claim, others are only just 
able to give their rated power into 8ohms and 
'give up' when trying to drive real speakers, 
Also, amplifiers behave differently at the onset 
of overload (called clipping because the peaks 
of the waveform are clipped off when the amp
lifier cannot supply any more power). Some will 
sound quite nasty almost immediately,while 
others will produce tolerable sounds when 
mildly clipping and so in practice be capable of 
higher subjective levels. The tests in this book 
have taken these factors into account to give 
an idea of the real capabilities of each 
amplifier in terms of subjective volume level on 
a typical speaker. As a parting shot at power 
output specifications, do not forget that 
changing to a loudspeaker 3dB more sensitive 
(say from one of 86dB for 1W (or 86dB/W) to 
one rated at 89dB for 1W) has the same effect 
as doubling the number of watts available from 
the amplifier!

Output connections and switches
Some designers have long held that switches 
or other movable connections are to be 
avoided between the output stage and the 
speakers, and so have omitted to offer 
switching for two sets of speakers for ex
ample. It would be very difficult to pronounce 
judgement on the significance of this in terms 
of any possible sound quality benefits.

Even where only one set of speaker outlets 
is provided, the existence of a headphone 
socket, which automatically mutes the 
speakers when used, means that there is a 
switch in the signal path to the speakers 
already. Some makers have elected not to 
provide headphone switch either! However, 
various approaches can be used to get the 
best of both worlds here and provide at least 
one 'straight through' speaker connection.

The whole area of interfacing between 
amplifiers and loudspeakers is sufficiently 
riddled with doubts, controversies and 
unknowns that the connection of more than 
one set of speakers for serious listening must 
be open to question. The problems of loud
speaker drive are complicated to say the least 
but the fact remains that an amplifier is 
primarily designed for one set on terms of its 
'conventional' power rating and impedance 
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matching, and even its ability to do this 
adequately is challenged by the existence of 
multi-amplification systems (where a separate 
power amplifier is used for each loudspeaker 
drive unit).

Headphone driving poses few of the 
problems found with loudspeakers, if only 
because a far smaller amount of energy is 
required, the headphone only needing to 
energise the ear canal rather than an entire 
room. The majority of headphones should work 
without any difficulty from a normal head
phone socket, which should be designed to 
give a fairly good match for the various types 
encountered as well as a measure of protec
tion against their being overdriven and 
destroyed by the comparatively high-powered 
amplifier. Some of the more exotic headphone 
designs, typcially those using electrostatic or 
electret principles of operation, are designed 
for direct connection to loudspeaker terminals 
via special adaptor boxes which also ensure 
this matching/protection function. Those amp
lifiers which are not provided with headphone 
sockets can use them via an external 
adaptor/switch box, but the same comments 
and reservations about switching in the 
speaker signal path mentioned above will of 
course apply.

Power indicators
Many amplifiers are adorned with so-called 
output power meters, which these days usually 
consist of a fast-acting fluorescent display or 
a string of LEDs. In fact, such indicators 
measure the voltage across the speaker term
inals rather than the power; they are calibrated 
in watts on the extremely unsafe assumption 
that the loudspeaker's impedance is a 
constant 8ohms, which in practice it never is.

But the voltage indication may be useful 
sometimes if it shows when the amplifier is 
going into clipping, though a more sober 
display of one or two LEDs can do this as well 
as a string of flashing lights. This kind of 
display does graphically illustrate that the 
average output level on music will be only a 
small fraction of that attained on peaks, with 
the meters indicating less than a watt a lot of 
the time. What really proves that power meters 
are purely cosmetic devices is the fact that 
some makers offer an option of a magnified 
scale reading in tenths or hundreds of a watt, 
to ensure that you can have the lights all 
flashing while listening quietly! However, they 
clearly do no harm, except that once installed 

at home the hi-tech display which seemed so 
alluring and appropriate in the shop might 
become just an irritation.

POWER SUPPLIES
In discussing the ability of the amplifier to 
drive loudspeakers we have really been looking 
at the abilities of the power supply - trans
former, rectifier and reservoir capacitors - to 
provide power when demanded. The amplifier 
output devices are there to control the flow 
and make it resemble the musical waveform. 
So it is not surprising that the power supply 
has claimed a lot of attention from designers, 
some of whom would say that it is the most 
important part of an amplifier design.

It would be too easy to generalise and say 
that the bigger the transformer and capacitors 
are, the better, because there are plenty of 
amplifiers whose designers have skilfully 
produced very good results from relatively 
small ones.At the same time, it is possible to 
point to some amplifiers whose subjective 
sound quality defects - for example, lack of 
subjective dynamics, or weak bass - do ap
parently correlate with the easily-measured 
lack of instantaneous current availability from 
an inadequate power supply.

Even where the power supply is quite 'beefy', 
the current instantly available on demand may 
be limited by protection circuits which are 
there to save the output devices from overload. 
These represent a reliable alternative to fuses, 
which in some circumstances may not blow as 
quickly as the transistors they are meant to 
protect! While protection circuitry can make 
an amplifier virtually indestructable, well- 
designed amplifiers without protection should 
stand up to a fair amount of abuse and be 
reliable under normal circumstances.

On the basis that current drawn by one 
signal channel will affect that available at the 
same instant for the other, it would appear to 
be a good .idea to have completely separate 
power supplies for the two stereo channels. 
The disadvantage, of course, is the added cost, 
bearing in mind that the power supply is the 
most expensive part of the amplifier anyway.

Another approach is to regulate a single 
power supply, that is, to control its output to 
the two channels by electronic means, and 
hence remove any problems of interaction 
though probably at the cost of peak output.

Recently, some manufacturers have evolved 
high-frequency switching power supplies in 
which the usual 50Hz mains transformer is
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done away with altogether. First in this field were Sony, while recent top-end designs using this new form of supply are Meridian and Revox. Switching power supplies have the advantage of light weight as well as avoiding the high material cost of large copper-wire transformer windings.
AMPLIFIER/LOUDSPEAKER MATCHINGMany people are nervous about matching amplifier power with speaker power handling, and consequently stick slavishly to manufacturer's recommendations without perhaps realising the slim premises on which they are based. The ability of an amplifier to damage a loudspeaker depends on so many more things than just its power rating, not all of which can be predicted, and there are really no worthwhile rules. It depends on the type of programme (electronic synthesiser type music being the most dangerous), the ability of the amp to keep control of itself particularly when driven hard, and the clean-lines of the programme source. It was salutary to note during the work for Choice: Loudspeakers that a 500 watt amp was used for some of the time; although it was possible to make some of the speakers protest audibly, none were permanently damaged, and it was surprising how many quite modest models accepted the full power rating on peaks. Although this was partly due to the very clean signals used, it also tended to show how the extra headroom and consequent extra control of a big amp helped matters.In practice, then, it is not very likely that you will end up with too much power. It is a fact that loudspeakers are far more often damaged by an underpowered amplifier than by an 'overpowered' one. This is because of the phenomenon of clipping, mentioned earlier, when at the limit of its power capability the amplifier can no longer stretch to the peaks of the signal waveform. Instead, it produces an output with the tops of the waveform 'clipped' off at the point where the amplifier runs out of volts. This means that most of the amplifier's power is going into the production of distortion harmonics, which are of high enough frequency to get into the speaker's treble unit and may well burn it out. Even on fairly large speakers, the tweeter alone may not be designed to handle, say, 20W continuous input, because normal music programme would not demand this. However, having warned against persistent overdriving of an underpowered 
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amp, it must be said that treble units in quality speakers do seem to be more robust than they used to be.So what is the minimum power you can get away with? Again one factor in the equation will be how well the amp behaves when it is giving almost its maximum output and begins to clip. But the most important considerations will be how loud you like to play music, how large the listening room is, and how sensitive the loudspeakers are. The first will depend on personal taste, and the second on circumstances, but we may as well consider an average room of say 80 cubic metres, while the third can have the most marked effect of all. Amongst the loudspeakers in one of our surveys there was a difference of rather more than 10:1 in the amplifier power needed to achieve the same level of loudness! So if you have very sensitive speakers, you should be able to get loud levels in a normal sized room using only a few watts of amplifier power, while the less sensitive designs may need as many as 40W to achieve a similar level; this in turn means that the less efficient speakers will be working an amp rather harder, and will leave less in hand to cope with peaks (which can be much higher than the average power levels in music). 50W or so is likely to leave sufficient in hand for the 'average' situation, but if the speakers used are fairly sensitive, 20W may be ample. If you find even more powerful amplifiers of 100W or more beginning to strain and giving insufficient 'headroom', it is time to consider using more sensitive speakers; this will usually be a cheaper way of getting a higher loudness capability. Once again there is no substitute for listening to a combination for yourself to determine whether it is loud enough or tolerable at its higher levels; sheer numbers of Sohm watts do not give a reliable indication of whether a combination will sound good at high levels.Facilities and features obviously have to be considered when choosing an amplifier and here the aim must be to sort out which 'extras' or inbuilt facilities are really going to be used. This does in a sense boil down to philosophies of system-building; if you once begin to adopt the purist or 'straight-line' approach, you will be more concerned with getting the signal sources and speakers (and even the room) right in the first place rather than trying to correct their imperfections electroncially. But even so, it is worth checking to see that the elegantly-simple controls of an 'audiophile'
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amplifier won't leave you without the conven
ient source switching you really need.

Styling, finish and build quality are often 
important factors in choosing a purchase. 
Whether the 'looks' of a product appeal is a 
matter of personal taste, but most people are 
able to agree on the tangible 'quality' which 
comes from good materials and good work
manship. Unfortunately this may add quite a 
lot to the price of a product, but for many 
people will be worth it.

Finally, and of course in our view of 
overwhelming importance, is the question of 
actual sound quality. The whole business of 
subjective sound quality in amplifiers is a very 
vexed question indeed, and although in this 
book we have tried to give clear assessments 
of our findings there is still plenty of room for 
interpretation. We feel that ideally no hi-fi 
product should be sold without a demon
stration, and that if at all possible customers 
should have the opportunity of comparing 
alternatives in the context of their own system, 
prefeiqbly in their own home. An amplifier, 

theoretically, can only reproduce what is fed 
into it, but many modern designs are cunningly 
wrought to mask the deficiencies of the 
incoming signal to a remarkable extent. Some 
designers have also learned how to produce 
subjectively better results with a little 
'cheating' in terms of response tailoring; and 
this will work better in some systems than 
others.

A good dealer should be able to demon
strate an appropriate improvement if he tries 
to sell you a more expensive amplifier instead 
of a cheaper one. The main thing is to try and 
listen with a relaxed, open mind, and to be 
swayed by what you hear rather than anyone 
else's analysis or persuasion. A sympathetic 
and helpful dealer will allow you the time and 
facilities to do this.
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In the test programme for this edition, comprehensive laboratory testing was combined with 
carefully-controlled listening tests. This Technical Introduction explains the methods and 
relevance of the various lab tests and the approach used in the subjective assessment.

In this section, the test procedure is covered in 
some detail, both as regards subjective and 
objective methods. Within the constraints of 
time and finance, these tests were designed to 
extract the maximum of useful information 
while at the same time verifying all basic 
aspects of measured performance, in order to 
ensure that the samples supplied were to 
specification and were not faulty.

Laboratory tests
In general the tests conform to the IHF A202 
practice which makes comparison of the 
results between units straightforward. Where 
possible use has been made of dB rather than 
percent or linear scaling, which again makes 
comparison of product performance rather 
easier. For example, dB scaling of power 
output shows the subjective capability far 
better than linear watts ratings. For reference 
purposes, OdB is set at 1 watt and the typical 
100w amplifier output is thus 20dBW. The next 
higher power to give a worthwhile subjective 
power increase is 23dBW, 200 watts. While 
when quoted in watts this may seem a lot 
louder, in reality it isn't that much of an 
increase. Average amplifier outputs are around 
17dBW (50W) which in fact is not a lot less in 
subjective terms than the levels produced by 
the 100W/20dBW models. It is worth 
remembering that 3dB is only a little greater 
than one notch on a typical volume control.

While power output may be the most often 
quoted specification for amplifiers, in fact it is 
not the most important. Indeed the test pro
gramme demonstrated that some 50W-speci- 
fied models could get louder under real use 
conditions than some 120W-specified units.

With a typical loudspeaker of BBdB for 1W 
sensitivity, a 100W undistorted programme 
input will raise an in-room stereo sound level of 
around 102 to 104dBA, which is pretty loud. A 
25W model will still achieve 9B-100dBA, and 
more if allowed to clip occasionally, while a 
250W model, assuming the speakers are able 
to tolerate it, will raise only 4dB more, giving 
106-10BdBA.

With modern speakers in average rooms, 
30-60W is all that is required for decently 
musical maximum sound levels. A low sensitiv
ity model such as the Celestion SL6 (at B3dB 
for 1W) will need 100W plus for highish 

volumes, while those users who want the 
potential for really loud sounds will need a 
combination of 100W plus per channel and 
speaker sensitivity of 90dBW or more; 
alternatively, an active speaker system might 
give them what they desire, employing multiple 
power amplifiers to do this.

Output power and current
Output power is referred to output level on the 
basis of a good amplifier representing a 
voltage source. Zero reference, OdB, is equal to 
1W, that is 2.B3V across the standard Bohm 
load. The scaling of level is not adjusted in 
power terms to account for the various load 
regimes, however. The objective is to explore 
the 'stiffness' or load tolerance of the 
amplifiers, and the addition of 3d8 for 4ohms 
and a further 3dB for 2ohms only serves to 
confuse this fact. The reality of many of the 
more sophisticated Bohm speakers is a com
plex and variable load impedance which can 
fall as low as 2ohms under dynamic music- 
related drive conditions. The matching 
amplifier is likely to have been purchased for 
its specified Bohm output level, but we need to 
know how that level is sustained under pos
sible real load variations.

Accordingly, the output level was examined 
for Bohms, one channel, at less than 1 % 
clipping distortion, as well as 4ohms both 
channels, and 2ohms pulsed, 20Hz to 20kHz. 
For pulsed and peak analysis a toneburst was 
used, consisting of 4 waveform cycles inter
spersed with 500mS rests.

In addition, peak output level readings for B, 
4, and 2ohms impedance are shown for com
parative purposes. A further test served to 
explore momentary peak current capability 
and its symmetry. To achieve this a 1ohm or 
when necessary 0.5ohm load was used. Short 
pulses of 1kHz repetition rate are used here, 
current excursion being read from an oscillo
scope trace.

The peak current figures should be judged 
with some discretion since the required 
capability logically must depend on the 
available power rating as well. Thus a small 
amplifier of up to 15dBW is unlikely to need 
more than ±9 amps while for 20dBW (100W) 
model, ± 25A would be more appropriate. With 
really large amps of 23dBW and more, 35A 
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would be regarded as a generous peak current 
capability.

Total harmonic distortion
The figures recorded for total harmonic 
distortion include the noise within the 
measuring bandwidth of 400Hz to 80kHz, and 
for the 20Hz results they also include hum. The 
amplifier is set at one channel driven, 8ohms, 
rated output and these tests provide a check 
on sample quality as well as a general idea of 
linearity.

Intermodulation distortion
This is a more sensitive indicator of per
formance. The test is carried out with 19kHz 
and 20kHz input frequencies, the sum of the 
difference tones being recorded using an 
HP3582a sprectrum analyser with a resolution 
of 80d8. Where no products were visible the 
result is given as better than 80d8 down. Via 
auxiliary input the peak composite input levels 
was 1V, via moving magnet 200mV, and via 
moving coil 20mV. These are strong signals but 
are within the normal expected dynamic range. 
For example, 50cm/sec peak disc modulation, 
15kHz to 20kHz will typically raise 250mV peak 
from a moving magnet cartridge and 10-40mV 
from a moving coil model.

Noise
An average of left and right channels was 
recorded, with the input appropriately loaded 
- for example, with equivalent cartridge 
sources for mm and me (200ohms, 100ohms). 
The noise contribution of the termination has 
been deducted, leaving weighted CCIR/ARM 
readings. Residual noise was also noted over a 
20Hz to 20kHz bandwidth, with the volume 
control at zero. A 1kHz reference frequency 
was used.

DC offset
This was measured with inputs and outputs 
terminated and when the equipment was well 
warmed up.

Input overloads
These are referred to IHF input levels of 0.5mV 
for me, 5mV for mm and 500mV aux at 1kHz. 
Note that for practical purposes the maximum 
recorded disc modulation remains pretty 
constant above a few kHz. In consequence an 
amplifier does not require a much increased 
disc input overload at high frequencies. More 
than 15dB at 20kHz will be ample for disc 

headroom.
Input overload for auxiliary/line input was 

also checked and if it exceeded 20dB, for 
example 5V, a '>20d8' figure was given.

Channel separation
Using a sensitive B&K tracking filter, stereo 
channel separation was measured with the in
puts terminated.

Output resistance (damping factor.)
At OdBW a 2ohm load was applied and the drop 
in open circuit output voltage noted. This loss 
represents the amplifier output resistance and 
is converted to ohms. The notion of damping 
factor is considered irrelevant in the light of 
cable and loudspeaker resistance. A simple 
figure for the amplifier's resistance con
tribution is much easier to judge.

Disc sensitivity
This and the other sensitivities were measured 
using a computing DVM to compare input and 
output voltage at a decent signal to noise 
ratio, providing the voltage gain. This is 
converted to IHF sensitivity for a rated 0.5V in 
the case of a pre-amp or for a complete ampli
fier, to a OdBW output.

Input impedance
In general these were checked using an 
automatic RLC bridge but where the input 
conditions (biasing, overload etc) gave 
erroneous results, the loss produced over a 
600ohms source resistance was computed to 
loading factor for 1kHz and 20kHz.

Disc equalisation
For moving magnet this was measured using 
an HP85 computer via reference to a look up 
table of exact RIAA equalisation values which 
were then used to plot the final curve. A 
600ohm source impedance generator was 
employed, representative of a cartridge 
source; and hence where substantial input 
capacitance was present some high frequency 
loss would be experienced in the response, as 
would be the case with a real cartridge.

General appraised
In addition to normal lab test procedures - for 
example observation of distortion waveforms 
and so on - where practicable, the products 
were opened up for an engineering design 
appraisal as well as an assessment of safety 
and constructional quality.
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Some of the test result figures in the review 
may cause readers some confusion if they are 
compared with manufacturers' specifications. 
With the latter, for example, the sensitivities 
are usually related to full output, but with IHF 
practice they are referred to a standard 1W 
(OdBW) output for all amplifiers, thereby 
allowing better comparisons to be made. A 
100W (20dBW) amplifier with an 0.28mV IHF 
disc sensitivity will have a sensitivity figure of 
2.8mV for full output.

Listening tests
A two-tier system of listening tests was 
employed, whereby the procedure was divided 
into two parts. A/B full blind listening was 
found to be impractical for all the 75-plus 
models we auditioned, including the tuners. 
I nstead, using listening techniques developed 
by the author and his assistant, the products 
were carefully assessed on an individual basis. 
Many of the products were subjected to repeat 
assessments, and in addition a number were 
monitored under blind conditions to ensure 
that the panelists were not subject to 

significant errors or indeed predjudice.
Key factors involved in arriving at 

satisfactory judgements included the author's 
personal experience of over 100 models over 
the past two years; the use of an acoustically 
controlled and neutral listening room; 
ancilliary equipment of good accuracy, and the 
use of both analogue and digital programme.

Typical listening levels were around 95dBA, 
which was within the compass of the smaller 
models. Following analytical auditioning via 
the disc inputs, (both mm and me where 
applicable) and the auxiliary input, the 
amplifier's volume was increased to the onset 
of audible distortion under two conditions, 
namely on 'Bohm' speaker load and a '3.0ohm' 
simulated speaker load. Peak programme 
power levels were monitored to subjectively 
assess the adverse load capability, as well. The 
dynamic possibilities of the larger amplifiers 
were also explored.

Where the pre- and power-amps from a given 
manufacturer could logically be separated, 
these were assessed as individual com
ponents, and if appropriate, individual ratings

HifichoiC
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

may appear in the conclusions.
The Celestion SL600 loudspeakers were 

used for monitoring in a high proportion of the 
tests, but the Quad ESL63 was also employed, 
especially with the better amplifier designs 
where its use in the home is more likely. 
Dynamic tests on the smaller amplifiers 
benefited from the use of the more sensitive 
Spendor SP1.

Less critical moving magnet disc audition
ing employed a Technics EPC 20511/L cartridge 
specially fitted to an SL? turntable, but for the 
bulk of the tests, a Koetsu Black moving coil 
was used, for both mm and me inputs, with a 
high quality, low-ratio transformer where 
necessary. Rigid floor-coupled speaker stands 
with spiked feet aided evaluation, together 
with Mission speaker cable.

The test programme comprised classical 
and popular material, chosen for its revealing 
qualities. The models were assessed for tonal 
neutrality, stereo image sharpness, as well as 
depth, ambience and width; musical trans
parency; bass definition and extension, treble 
sweetness and clarity as well as overall 
musical effect, and the amplifier's ability to 
'involve' the listeners in the musical 
programme.

Equipment used in listening tests
Reference pre-amplifiers: Burmester 808, 
Audio Research SP8, Sondex passive control 
unit
Reference power amplifiers: Krell KSA50, 
Mission 777BU
Disc inputs: Lux PD300 (special), Zeta arm, 
Koetsu Black and Red Level cartridges; 
Technics SL? with EPC205111L cartridge.
Aux inputs: Sony PCMF1 and PCM701 for 
digital mastertapes; Sony CDP101 (latest) and 
Philips CD300 Compact Disc players.
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63, Spendor SP1, 
Celestion SL600; used with matching custom 
stands, floor bonded.
Location: Author's IEC listening room.
Listeners: Paul Crook, Neil Whitely-Bolton and 
the author.

Programme material
Compact disc:
Roxy Music: 'Flesh and Blood'
Dire Straits: 'Love Over Gold'
Dire Straits: 'Communique'
Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra (Solti)
Nimbus Records sampler
Ry Cooder: 'Bop Till You Drop'

Shostakovitch: Symphony No 5 (Haitink) 
Digital PCM 'classical sampler' master tape, 
compiled by Tony Faulkner.
Analogue discs:
Rickie Lee Jones: 'Pirates'
'Dave Grusin Revisited' (direct cut)
Ry Gooder: 'The Slide Area'

Laboratory test equipment
Amplifier tests were carried out by Camtech 
Ltd, under the supervision of Stan Curtis. 
Equipment used was as follows:
HP 8903A Analyser
HP 3314A Function Generator
HP 3580A Spectrum Analyser
HP 3582A FFT Analyser
HP 334A Analyser
Sound Tech 1700B Analyser
Gould 054040 Digital Storage Scope
Wavetek Sweep Generator
CSC Pulse Generator
Wayne Keer B424 Automatic Bridge
B&K 2305B Recorder
J. J. Lloyd PL4 Plotters (two)
Thurbly & Fluke Precision Programmable 
DVMs
HP 85C Controller
Radiometer BKF10 low-distortion Oscillator 
B&K Tracking Multiplier 1901 
B&K Band Pass Filter 2020 (two)

In addition to the main lab test programme, the 
following equipment was used by the author 
for cross-checking and additional tests:
HP 3582A FFT
HP 8903 analyser
HP 9816 computer
Baxendall sweep oscillator
Rion LR04 level recorder
Hitachi 50MHz scope
Aim microprocessor RCL bridge
Exact pulse generator
Nicolet 444 computing analyser
Audio Lab test loads
B&K 4403 equaliser
B&K 2203 sound level meter
Technics peak programme meters
Wayne Kerr AMS1 multipurpose unit
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A&R Cambridge A60 Mk II
A&R Cambridge Ltd, Denny End Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB 
Tel (0223) 861550

The A60 has been available for a number of 
years but has undergone a series of upgrades, 
culminating in a fairly significant changes 
early in 19183 which were sufficient to justify a 
Mk II designation. Its track record has been a 
good one and this model in earlier form was 
strongly favoured in the last Amplifiers issue 
some two years ago.

For its type, the A60 offers some usefully 
versatile features for example, the disc input 
boards are interchangeable for moving-magnet 
and moving-coil, and each of these in turn 
provides a comprehensive spectrum of loading 
options, which again are purchased separately 
in the form of an adjustable card.

Nicely finished in a veneered wooden case, 
the A60 has a power rating of 35W per channel. 
Disc, tuner, auxiliary and tape inputs are all 
offered in DIN, plus a headphone outlet. 
Speaker drive is via 4mm socket/binding posts, 
and controls include a 7.5kHz treble filter, a 
mono button and bass and treble controls. The 
tape replay sensitivity may also be varied.

On the technical side, the output stage is a 
quasi-complementary configuration with dir
ect speaker coupling to the plastic encapsu
lated '3055' type output transistors. A 
generous toroidal transformer feeds the 
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2 x 10000^F reservoir capacitors with separate 
regulators to serve the low level stage. The 
disc input/equaliser is straightforward, using a 
5534 iC, with the additional me again provided 
by the usual low noise complementary buffer 
employing large chip transistors. It is safely 
built, to a high manufacturing standard.

Sound quality
Set against the new generation of integrated 
amplifiers, the A60 no longer sparkles, and its 
overall subjective rating is now about average. 
It proved to be entirely competent, producing 
reliable noise-free sound from a variety of 
sources. Its shortfall was less evident on disc 
inputs with the more modest cartridges, but 
when fed master level material its general 
character appeared more strongly defined. 
Some mid tonal hardness was noted, with a 
'compressive' effect tending to reduce the 
impression of life and stereo depth while the 
treble showed mild again, and the bass lacked 
real definition. It could however produce a 
healthy output and proved tolerant of the 
taxing special load, reaching 99dBA here.

Lab results
A&R are conservative in their specified data, 



and the amplifier proved capable of 17dB (50W) 
on a programme basis into standard loads. 
Power bandwidth was fine, with 4ohm peak 
delivery good but disappointing into 2ohms. 
Peak current reached ±?amps, marginal for its 
peak power capability. Distortion was fine at 
lower frequencies but increased towards 
20kHz particularly via me disc (lower sensi
tivity options would improve this). Noise levels 
were good, and the de output offset fine. Input 
overload margins were good.

Channel separation was typical, though for 
CD better figures would be helpful at 20kHz via 
aux. Channel balance was generally good 
though this deteriorated in the last few 
notches at the lowest volume settings.

The disc response curve was uniform cent
rally, but quite strongly filtered at the band 
extremes: -1.5dB at 20kHz and -4.5dB at 
20Hz. The auxiliary response was wider, while 
the tone controls have perhaps over-generous 
control ranges.

Conclusions
The >460, while in my view no longer gaining a 
high commendation, nonetheless remains, 
worthy of consideration. Consistency is per
haps, this model's keynote; it can be relied 
upon to give a competent result in many 
systems, and is both well built and finished 
with versatile inputs and good facilities.

Unfortunately, the past few months have 
seen the mtroduct'on of a new breed of small 
amplifiers offering distinct sonic improve
ments over the earlier generation. This recent 
activity has tended to leave the A60, along with 
many other good desi gns, J ust a little behi nd, 
though still very much worth considering.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3d8 or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier

Power output 

Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec.......................... 35W( = 15dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

au ne cnannei, ooiim ioau..........................irunow if .uudvv iu.hudw
Both channels, 4ohm load. . ..12.BdBW 14.BdBW 14.3dBW 
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed 6.BdBW 7.7dBW 7.5dBW 
Instantaneous peak current.................................... + 7 A -7A

Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input....................... -69dB -70dB -53dB
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, rated power, aux input.................-77dB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).......................-63dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc(me). .... -54dB

Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................................. -78dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................................- 72dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)..........................  ... -84dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)..............................- 78dB
DC output offset..................................................................................................................10mV

input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)................................. 32dB 32dB 32dB
Di3C (me) input (IHF)................................. 26dB 26dB 11dB
Aux/CD input(IHF)........................................ >20dB >20dB >20dB

Stereo separation

Aux input............................................................... -74dB -71dB -42dB

Output impedance (damping). . ..0.18ohm 0.18ohm 0.20ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz. ............. OdB
Vofume/balance tracking OdB -20d8 -60dB
Aux input.............................................................. OdB OdB 4dB

Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input................ DIN 0.35mV variable
Disc (me) input.................... DIN 0.017mV variable
Aux input............................. DIN 1B.7mV 97kohms, 110pF

Disc equalisation error, 30HzJ5kHz....................................+OdB, -2.4dB
Size (width, height, depth).................................................................. 42 x 25 x 6cm
Typical price inc VAT........................................................................................................£199
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A&R Cambridge C200/SA200
A&R Cambridge Ltd, Denny End Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB 
Tel (0223) 861550

Tested mainly as an amplifier combination, the 
C200 pre-amplifier and SA200 power-amp were 
also assessed individually, with ratings given 
where appropriate. At over £600 the pair, the 
performance needs to be good, although it 
must be said that the price is fairly competitive 
for the power rating and facilities offered.

The C200 is internally constructed on 
modular principles, allowing the user consid
erable flexibility as regards the number and 
type of input facilities; for example, multiple 
moving-coil inputs if so desired. In its standard 
form it provides disc mm and me, aux, tuner, 
and tape 1 and 2, with variable sensitivities 
and tape replay gain, plus a wide range of 
input loading possibilities. Most sockets are 
DIN, but the disc inputs are duplicated in 
phono. Bass and treble controls are also 
provided, and these circuits may be cancelled 
by the appropriate buttons. A treble filter, 
mono switch and headphone socket complete 
the facilities line up.

The SA200 uses a generous toroidal 
transformer with separate rectifier/reservoir 
supplies for each channel, these kept physic
ally well apart within the strong steel chassis. 
The output is a direct-coupled quasi- 
complementary while the input is ac coupled 
with an ultra-sonic filter. Fast acting, the 
electronic protection has a generous operating 
area.

While the preamplifier circuitry is quite 
conventional, with a mixture of many discrete 

plus some integrated devices, much work has 
been done of late on component sound quality, 
and both the C200 and SA200 show that great 
care had been taken in both design and build.

Sound quality
Via moving-coil input the sound quality was 
reasonable, with pleasing dynamics, good 
bass and quite good detail. The treble was a 
trifle uncontrolled but this improved when we 
tried the moving magnet input. Here depth 
effects and stereo focus were promising and 
both detail and vocal articulation were 
advanced in quality.

On digital programme the sound was on a 
large scale, with tuneful, musical quality, good 
tonal balance, decent bass plus an effective 
representation of depth and space. The SA200 
could be driven hard, producing high sound 
levels; 104dB into the adverse load was a fine 
result.

These two units are now well matched in 
quality terms, and do not change their sub
jective ratings much if partnered by more 
costly models.

Lab results
While representing a matched combination, 
these two units are well designed and inte
grate quite satisfactorily with other equipment 
when required. Power output comfortably ex
ceeded specification, with a good peak 
reading, this excellently maintained over the
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adverse load range despite measured peak 
current limits of ± 11A. The latter figures are 
not representative of the unit's real power 
capacity, this confirmed in the listening tests.

Harmonic and intermodulation distortions 
were moderate, with decent noise levels 
recorded via the tested inputs. Measured de 
output offset was satisfactory for both pre-and 
power amplifiers. Input overload margins were 
generous while channel separation was satis
factory, and channel balance was well 
maintained over the entire operating range. 
Sensitivities and input impedances were fine, 
though the auxiliary input value was lower 
than usual at 14kohms.

Disc equalisation was pretty accurate whilst 
the tone controls were usefully mild in action. 
The pre-amp is capable of driving long cables, 
and any other power amps, while the SA200 
also works well with other models of pre
amplifier.

Conclusion
While I must say that in the past I have re
served judgement on the original C200, this 
current model has demonstrated much im
proved transparency and in now a worthy per 
former offering great versatility. The SA200 
also commands respect as a powerful, neutral 
amplifier capable of satisfying dynamics and 
stereo depth at a realistic price. The technical 
performance is also good, with tolerance of 
awkward loads impressive, and the build qual
ity is high. Value considerations cannot be as 
relevant here as at lower price levels, but these 
two products have delivered a performance 
which merits inclusion in the 'recommended'

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Pre- and power amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec.... 1OOW( = 20dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load............... 20.5dBW 20.7dBW 20.1dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load. .19.4dBW 19.9dBW 18.8dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed. .19.7dBW 19.8dBW 19.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current.................... + 11 A -11 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.. -80dB -81dB -76dB
Intermodulation, 19120kHz. rated power, aux input - 76dB 
Intermodulation, 1920kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm). ... - 77dB
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)................ -70dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................- 76dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................. - 72dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted). . -78dB
Residual. unweighted (volume control at min). . -70dB
DC output offset..................................................................... 22mV
DC offset, pre-amp.................................................................. .2mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 36dB 35dB 35dB
Disc (me) input (IHF). . 30dB 30dB 30dB
Aux/CD input (IHF).................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -64dB -62dB -41dB
Aux input............  -67dB -63dB -41dB
Output impedance (damping)....0.04ohm 0.04ohm 0.12ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz...............  .............. 0,1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB - 20dB - 60dB
Aux input.................................. OdB 0.2dB 0.2dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.. DIN/Phone 0.27mV 50kohms, var pF
Disc (me) input...........DIN/Phone 0.015mV 340ohms, var nF
Aux input........................ DIN 11.1mV 14kohms, 170pF
Power amp.................... DIN/Phone 104mV 21kohms, 110pF
Output, pre-amp (tape). .................... 8.9V max, 350ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz^ 15kHz...................... + OdB, -0.6dB
Size (width, height, depth)..............43 x 30 x 5cm, 43 x 34 x 10cm
Typical price inc VAT...............  .......... ..£275, £350
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Akai AM-U3
Akai UK Ltd, Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Hounslow, Middlesex
Tel 01-897 6388

A feature of the AMU-3, a moderately-priced 
integrated amplifier, is the bright blue 
fluorescent display, illustrating the various 
functions selected. One idiosyncrasy of the 
front panel is that it employs a direct-access 
volume control, this being a horizontal touch 
plate where volume changes are made by slid
ing a finger along it. Electronic switching for 
source is used, but I wonder whether this is too 
complicated for its own good. Inputs provided 
are for disc (moving-magnet), tuner, Compact 
Disc/aux, plus tape 1 and 2. Two sets of 
speakers can be connected via bare-wire 
spring-clips. Bass and treble controls are 
sliders. The headphone socket is concealed 
behind a flap, and all rear sockets are phonos.

Inside, the power supply uses a large trans
former with shared 2 x1 OOOOpF reservoir 
capacitors, and internal wiring was to a good 
standard, using properly shrouded mains 
connections.

An integrated-circuit disc amplifier stage is 
used, with another IC for the tone/buffer, and 
the direct coupled complementary output 
amplifier uses a DC servo loop and has elec- 
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tronic sensing protection plus a relay. Overall 
the constructional quality was good.

"Sound quality
Rated below average on audition via the disc 
input, the AMU-3 sound was considered fairly 
clear with reasonable vocal projection plus fair 
tonal balance. The bass appeared somewhat 
lumpy while the treble showed some 'breath^ 
iness' and although the stereo image was 
reasonably precise the amplifier did not 
portray depth well.

Some improvement was noted via auxiliary, 
particularly in the bass, and slight advances in 
clarity and detail were also achieved. Depth 
and ambience were still lacking however, with 
the stereo effect rather two-dimensional.

Driven hard, this amplifier coped well and 
also sustained a decent 99dBA sound level on 
the extreme speaker load. It was also well 
behaved into mild clipping.

Lab results
Comfortably exceeding specification on 
output power, this unit produced a typical 



18dBW on a continuous-rated basis and a 
good power bandwidth was demonstrated. The 
delivery was fine on peaks into 4 and 8 ohm 
loads, falling moderately into 2 ohms, and the 
peak current capability was also good.

Harmonic and intermodulation distortions 
were low, particularly at moderate power 
levels. Noise levels were fine and de output 
offset negligible. Disc overload was satisfac
tory if lower than usual, while stereo 
separation was to an average standard; it 
could be better via auxiliary, though. Channel 
balance was generally good, even at low 
volume settings.

Disc input parameters were normal, but 
tapelaux input showed a rather high 
capacitance of 700pF which might restrict the 
treble response of some sources.

The tone controls showed reasonably subtle 
ranges, whilst the subsonic filter was rather 
weak at just 6dBloctave, and -3dB around 
25Hz. Auxiliary frequency response was wide, 
while the disc equalisation showed a mild 
bump of + 0.6dB in the low bass, though this 
was insufficient to account for the subjective 
characterisations.

Conclusion
A generally well-built product, the AMU-3 is in 
practice quite powerful, and also tolerant of 
the normal extremes of loudspeaker loading. 
Its sound is reasonably pleasant, but lacks 
image depth, as well as any convincing im
mediacy. In a sense it represents the average 
standard against which the 'special' designs 
can show their advantage, and while at the 
price it fails to be recommended it is nonethe
less worth considering.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec............45W(= 16.5dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load...............18.1dBW 18.3dBW 18.1dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load............. 15.3dBW 15.8dBW 15.5dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed......... 12.7dBW 14.2dBW 13.8dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... +13 A -15 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -74d8 -74d8 -70d8
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input..........-79d8 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)............ >-80dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).............................. -77d8
AuxlCD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-85d8
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -81dB
DC output offset........................................................................ 4mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 21dB 20dB 19dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... 18dB 18dB 18d8
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -65d8 -61d8 -46d8
Aux input....................................... -70d8 -63d8 -48dB
Output impedance (damping).... 0.13ohm 0.15ohm 0.20ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................0.3d8
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60d8
Aux input....................................... 0.1dB 0.2dB 0.4dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.34mV 49kohms, 120pF
A ■ aw am^ai* OkzxM/x QQLzzxkmn

Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.................... +0.6dB, - OdB
Size (width, height, depth)........................................44 x 21 x 10cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................................ £129
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Akai AM-US
Akai UK Ltd, Unit 12, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Hounslow, Middlesex 
Tel 01-897 6388

Cos-ting nearly double the price of its smaller 
brother the AMU-3, theoretically the '5 has a 
higher power output, offering 60 as opposed to 
45 watts. However the rest results deny this.

Moving coil inputs are provided in gold 
plated phono sockets, with the test in normal 
nickel plate. Two sets of speakers may be used 
via binding post connectors, while the avail
able inputs include disc (moving-magnet and 
moving-coil) tuner and Compact Disc, plus tape 
1 and 2. The controls are unnecessarily 
complicated, with bass, treble and ‘balance’ 
concealed behind a panel; as with other Akai 
models, volume is controlled by a slider Other 
facilities include a subsonic filter, mono 
switch, headphone socket and tone ‘bypass/ 
direct'. Three unshrouded mains outlets are 
provided, and mechanically it was very quiet.

The power supply transformer is toroidal, 
heavily shielded and feeding 2 x 12000p<F 
reservoir capacitors. The complementary 
direct-coupled output stage is subject to a de 
servo loop and has ‘zero drive’ circuitry to 
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reduce crossover distortion. Generous heat
sinks are used for the Sanken A1105/C2580 
output transistors, while dual FETS in the disc 
amplifier are followed by extensive use of 
dicrete transistor circuitry. The low-level 
supplies are carefully regulated, and the unit is 
as a whole well built.

Sound quality
All this attention to detail design has unfortun
ately not in our view produced a worthwhile 
sound quality. The AMU-5 scored below 
average on an overall basis, the tonal balance 
appearing cold and thin, with evidence of 
resulting listener fatigue.

Via the moving-coil input, the treble was 
slightly brittle with a feathery quality, with loss 
of depth and stereo focus.Things improved 
however via moving magnet input, with better 
clarify and depth plus a I ighter, firmer 
impression all round.

While the amplifier drove a complex speaker 
load well, the sound increased in hardness at 



higher listening levels; superficially impressive 
via auxiliary inputs, the end result nonetheless 
failed to satisfy the listeners.

Lab results
Surprisingly, the test results show the AMU-3 
and not the AMU-5 to be the larger amplifier! 
Very similar on peak power levels at 18.6d8W, 
8ohms, the '3 has the greater peak current 
capacity, so what price specification? 
Nonetheless the '5 delivers its power well, 
except into the lowest impedances where a 
little more peak current would help. Distortion 
figures were satisfactory as were signal to 
noise ratios, while de offset at the speaker 
terminals was very low.

On the plus side, the input overload margins 
were very generous, but conversely the stereo 
separation was rather poor at 20kHz, with 
30d8 recorded even via the auxiliary input. 
Output impedance for the power stage was 
higher than usual but still harmless.

Channel balance was fine, while sensitiv
ities were on the high side, particularly moving 
coil and aux inputs. The 310pF input capaci
tance on the moving magnet input should be 
borne in mind when selecting a cartridge, this 
though was not apparent considering the 
treble lift noted on the RIAA equalisation. This 
curve has a bias towards a 'thin' tonal quality, 
in addition to that noted via the flat aux input.

Conclusion
We cannot see any advantage in this model 
over the cheaper AMU-3. The me input is weak, 
the power delivery no greater than the '3 and in 
our opinion the AMU-5 actually sounds inferior, 
despite the doubling of price that is involved.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W}, without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Poweroutput
Rated power Into 8ohms, maker"s spec flJW( = 17.MBW} 
Power output 20Hz......... 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load................ 18.2dBW 18.3dBW 18.0dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 16.4dBW 16,4dBW 16.1dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed......... 14.3dBW 15.8dBW 14.?dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... +10 A -9 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -62dB -72dB -61dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -65dB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm).............. -70dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)................ -69dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................-79dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).............................. - 74dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-81dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -73dB
DC output offset.. ............................. ............ .......... 1mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 35dB 34dB 32dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)... :. 35dB 34dB 32dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation

Aux input....................................... -67dB -53dB -30dB
Output im^ance(damping)... .0.32ohm 0.33ohm 0.39ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz. . ...0.1dB
Volumelbalance tracking OdB - 20dB -flJdB
Aux input....................................... OdB 0.3dB O.8dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.26mV 47kohms, 310pF
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0.007mV 49ohms
Aux input.................... Phono 19mV 150kohms, 190)pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz...............+ 0,3dB, -0.7dB
Size (width, height, depth)...................................43.5 x 36 x 11cm
Typical price inc VAT. . . ............ £250

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy Tone control/filter responses
5k 10k 20k 50k
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Audiolab 8000A
Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd, Roman Way Estate, Godmanchester, Huntingdon, 
Cambs PE18 9LN Tel (0480) 52521

A brand new amplifier, the BOOOA is intended to 
be one of a new range of electronics designed 
by two UK engineers with an established track 
record in this field. It is conservatively rated at 
50W per channel.

In contrast to much UK equipment today, 
which is of 'straight line' design, the Audiolab 
does have tone controls; these are however 
said to be specifically designed to produce a 
negligible subtraction of sound quality. 
Comprehensively equipped, the input facilities 
are all in DIN, and include disc (mm and me), 
tape 1 and 2, plus tuner and CD/aux. A proper 
'record out' selector matches the input selec
tor. Two sets of speakers can be used, with one 
permanently connected, the other switched, 
and the second pair partners the headphone 
socket. A small dealer modification provides 
for pre-amp/power amp use if this is required 
(note that in this mode the circuitry which 
prevents switch-on thumps does not operate).

As well engineered internally as it is finished 
externally, the amplifer uses a large 250VA 
toroidal transformer specially mounted to re
duce mechanical hum. The output stages are 
high-current, direct-coupled complementary, 
with a de servo to rolloff the extreme subsonic 
response without need for the usual decoup
ling capacitor in the feedback loop. Full 
electronic protection is fitted and designed to 
allow adverse load drive. All discrete circuitry 
is employed, the me headamp a particularly 
careful design; in fact many of the design 
features are more commonly associated with 
more costly models.
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Sound quality
This amplifier surprised all those who heard it. 
On moving-coil input the overall subjective 
rating was 'very good', which is miles ahead of 
the competition. Its character was highly neut
ral, if very slightly 'clinical', with an open, wide 
frequency range and very presentable bass, 
the latter offering power, precision and extens
ion. The midband was well defined, articulate 
and well focused while the stereo image 
showed decent depth and ambience.

Via moving-magnet input a marginal im
provement of depth was noticed, while the 
treble remained slightly imperfect; here a hint 
of fuzziness and grain was still noted. 
However, the effect was a little sweeter than on 
moving-coil, with some further advance in 
treble quality and a touch more clarity.

Via aux the sound remained very good, 
dominated by a fine transparency and with 
additional, admittedly minor, improvements in 
stereo staging, depth, bass power and detail. It 
could get pretty loud, and sounded very toler
able into clipping, with 103dBA possible into 
the normal loudspeaker. A fine load tolerance 
was also evidenced by the 102dBA produced 
into the severe load.

Lab results
Specified at 50W (17dBW) the amplifier demon
strated a fine power bandwidth at 19dBW into 
8ohms. The 4ohm continuous delivery was 
also pretty good, while its :1:15A peak current 
capability was more than sufficient for the 
rated power. Peak level approached 100W per



channel, at 19.8dBW, holding well into 4ohms 
at 18.6dB and still very strong at 18dBW, 
2ohms.

Harmonic and particularly intermodulation 
distortions were at negligible levels, in a sense 
showing that high-linearity circuits are not in 
themselves a barriers to good sound quality. 
Noise levels were fine, and the de output off
sets negligible. Input overload levels were 
ample, and stereo separation up with the best 
in the issue, bar the special double-mono 
amplifier types. Output impedance was low 
and channel balance very accurate, except at 
the lowest volume settings. Input sensitivities 
were sufficient for all classes of source, and 
the input characteristics were well defined. 
The mm disc characteristic can be changed via 
optional loading plugs. RIAA equalisation 
followed the IEC rolloff, hence the subsonic 
fall shown here, while the tone controls were 
suitably mild in action. The pre-amp output 
also offered a decent output level at low 
impedance for other power amplifiers. Subjec
tively, no significant change in some quality 
could be heard with the tone controls engaged.

Conclusion
If sold just as a pre-amplifier the BOOOA would 
get a good value for money rating, but as its 
power amplifier section is of comparably good 
quality, then the end result is a highly competi
tive unit.

It was accurate, powerful, load-tolerant, ver
satile and compatible and it also set an envi
able standard for sound quality. In our view 
this modestly priced but excellently built 
amplifier sets a new reference standard and 
easily achieves 'Best Buy' status.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3d8 or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Po-r output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec................MW( = 17dBW)
Poweroutput 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load................19.4dBW 19.5dBW 19.0dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............17.2dBW 17.6dBW 17.0dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed.......... 17.8dBW 180dBW 17.3dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 15 A -15 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -83dB -86dB -77dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input..........-85dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. -85dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz. at OdBW, disc (me)................ -80dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................- 78dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). .. -73dB
AuxiCD input (IHF, CCIR weighted). -82dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)....................- 78dB
DC output offset................................................ left 2mV, right 3mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 29dB 30dB 30dB
Disc (me) input (IHF.................... 26dB 26dB 26dB
Aux/CD input (IHF). >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Aux input.   -78dB -77dB -56dB
Output impedance (damping). 0.03ohm 0.04ohm 0.12ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz........................................ 004dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -2QdS -KWB
Aux input. .................... 0.04dB O.OdB 3.6dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input. DIN 0.3mV 47kohms, 35pF
Disc (me) input. DIN 0.007mV Wohms, 4.7nF
Aux input. DIN 12mV 20kohms, 70pF
Output, pre-amp (tape).....................................7.7V max, 600ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.................... + 0.1dB, -2.2dB
Size (width, height, depth)...................................44.5 x 7.4 x 34cm
Typical price inc VAT. ...............................£2flJ
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Audio Research SP8 pre-amplifier
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 42 Parkside, London SW19
Tel 01-947 5047

Something of an audiophile legend, this US- 
made pre-amplifier is a valve (tube) design 
offering superb build quality. The design 
follows the purist school, and no tone controls 
or filters are provided, nor is there provision for 
a moving-coil input. The highest output mov
ing-coils may however prove suitable for 
moderate listening levels, but if decently low 
input noise levels are required, then an 
external high quality pre-amp is essential.

A large and imposing unit, the SP^B is 
finished in silver aluminium, with large black 
handles. Input selection is from disc, tape, 
tuner plus aux 1 and 2 with all inputs via phono 
type sockets.

Inside, the power supply is almost as com
plex as the amplifier section with de regulated 
lines to both the HT lines and to the valve 
heaters. Selected triodes are used throughout. 
The disc equalisation and input section com
prises a three-stage circuit with conventional 
series feedback RIAA. A similar circuits is 
adapted for line level use and feeds the output 
terminal. Very high quality coupling capacitors 
are used, and particular care has been taken 
over the power supply decoupling. Frequency 
responses are very wide and only top-class 
signal sources are suitable.

Sound quality
As 'reference' pre-amplifiers go, this was 
undoubtedly a very fine-sounding unit. Equally 
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good via aux or mm inputs, it was character 
ised by a fine spatial effect, the sound stage 
full of ambience and depth, with a natural 
perspective. Stereo focusing was very good, 
the mid tonal balance exceptionally pure and 
natural, while the frequency extremes sounded 
firm, detailed and well controlled. Even the 
bass was very rewarding when compared with 
lesser products. The auxiliary socket trans
mitted PCM digital material with very little 
alteration, giving a very truthful result.

A suspicion arose concerning a possible 
mild aberration, though; the ambience effect 
was a touch excessive and we believe this was 
actually a function of the mild microphony 
exhibited by this and several other tubed 
designs. Also, the audible level of mechanical 
transformer hum was a minor source of irrit
ation, at least in my room, and a site well away 
from the listening position is therefore ad
vised.

Lab results
The sensitivities are those obtained with the 
unit as supplied but they may be halved to 
achieve a lower value by a small board change 
which can be carried out by the supplier.

Harmonic distortions were very low, but the 
intermodulation result was poorer than expec
ted, particularly via disc, though not enough to 
cause concern. Signal-to-noise ratios were 
above average but not outstanding, but input 



overload margins were exemplary. Likewise, 
the output could exceed many tens of volts at 
a low distortion level: sufficient for any known 
power amplifier.

Stereo separation was satisfactory via disc 
but suprisingly weak via auxiliary, here tending 
to compromise the high separation available 
on PCM programme.

Channel balance was well-maintained 
across the volume control range, while the 
input characteristics were standard. 
Components may be fitted on a board to adjust 
the disc input loading if so desired, with the 
RIAA proving to be very wide in bandwidth (ex
ceptionally so for a valve model), and giving an 
almost textbook accuracy. Turntable/arm/cart- 
ridge combinations giving excessive subsonic 
resonance output are to be avoided.

Conclusion
This is one of those products that demands to 
be auditioned at home as part of a good sys-

GENERAL DATA Pre-amplifier
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input............. -B5dB -85dB -B5dB 
Intermodulation, l9/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -75dB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)...............-65dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................-77dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................   -dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)......................................-81dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)................. -75dB 
DC offset, pre-amp.. ..................................left OmV, right OmV
Input overload
Disc (mm) input (IHF) 
AuxlCD input (IHF).
Stereo separation 
Disc input................
Aux input......... .

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
40dB 44dB 43dB

>20dB >20dB >20dB

- -70dB -43dB
— -56dB -37dB

Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz. ................O.ldB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input........................... 0.05dB 0.1dB 0.3dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.2mV 50kohms, var pF
Aux input..................... Phono 29mV 50kohms, l00pF
Output, pre-amp (tape).....................................>20V max, 600ohms
Oiscequalisationerror, 30Hz-15kHz.................... +0.ldB, -0.1dB
Size (width, height, depth)......................................48 x 13.4 x 26cm
Typical price inc VAT.......... .................................... £1400 

tern, and I believe that many of those who take 
this step will not return the SP-8 to their dealer. 
11 does possess certain minor irritations and 
also lacks an me input, but with this level of 
sound quality, price becomes a secondary con
sideration, and a recommendation is clearly 
indicated.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

r-RADLETT A UDIO-x
YOU'VE READ THE REVIEW!
YOU'VE SEEN THE PICTURE!
NOW HEAR THE PRODUCT!

As the first dealer in the country to personally own 
an Audio Research SP8 and now the incomparable 
SPIO, I take pleasure in reading reviews which back 
up my, and my customers feelings for these 
sensational products. However, words and pictures 
cannot begin to do them justice - they must be 
heard to be appreciated. To this end, we would be 
delighted to put our single speaker studio at your 
disposal, so that you too can discover just how much 
better Audio Research pre-amps are than the others. 
For your further delectation we have Krell, the 
ultimate class A solid state amplification. Musical 
Fidelity-Dr. Thomas for the best of British and 
Greek audio for esoteric quality at a budget price.

ALSO: REGA • LINN PRODUCTS • PROAC • 
ORACLE • KOETSU • HELIUS • SYRINX • 

MONITOR AUDIO • PINK TRIANGLE • SUPEX
• GRACE • A + R • QUAD • EMT (VDH) 

AND MANY OTHERS

141 WATLING STREET, RADLETT, 
HERTS. Tel: RADLETT (09276) 6497
\_ ___________________ /
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Burmester 785 pre-amplifier
Automation Sciences Co, 58 Eton Avenue, London NW3 
Tel 01-435 8210

Though the name is not widely known in the 
UK, the Burmester audiophile pre-amplifiers 
have been in production for some five years 
now, and are built in West Berlin. Minor 
improvements have been made over the years 
to maintain standards, and the designer aims 
to provide a very long and trouble free life for 
these units. Built to very high standards, the 
pre-amplifier may be obtained in three panel 
colours, namely mirror-finish brass or chrome 
as well as a more sober satin black. A 'straight
line' design, the 785 has no filters or other 
facilities; just moving-coil and moving-magnet 
disc, tuner and two tape inputs. Disc inputs are 
duplicated to allow the fitment of a variety of 
loading plugs to give many impedance and 
capacitance variations.

Two gain adjustments are also possible for 
disc, via a subsidiary switch marked 1 or 5mV, 
and also 'level' controls on the front panel 
which are secondary to the main volume con
trol. All sockets are phono types, apparently 
silver plated and slightly oversized externally, 
making for a very tight grip on the plugs.

Internally, this unit, like the Musical Fidelity, 
is built using high quality integrated circuit 
amplifiers, carefully decoupled and employing 
first rate power supplies. Component quality is 
excellent, with the volume control handbuilt as 
a precision attenuator using discrete melaI 
film resistors. The mains supply is filtered, and 
an earthed three core mains cable should be 
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used to obtain the lowest noise levels. This 
versatile pre-amp is self-contained and should 
prove to be compatible with a number of super
ior quality power amplifiers.

Sountl quality
It proved hard to realistically separate the 
sonic achievement of the 785 from that of 
some of the finest pre-amps we tried. In fact, 
the tabulated 'excellent' rating is slightly 
generous, but only just.

A hallmark of the sound was its neutrality — 
a general aura of accuracy and precision 
which inspired confidence. The bass was to a 
high standard being deep, articulate and well 
defined, while the treble was clear and open, 
and possessed a pleasant nature. The mid was 
evenly balanced, and free of hardness, with 
stereo images produced with good precision. 
Depth and ambience effects were also well 
reproduced.

Another strong feature was its consistency 
of sound quality with no evident shortcomings 
via the wide range of inputs that were tried.

Lab report
The unit could produce more than 7V output 
from a source resistance of typically 100ohms, 
and will drive most known power amplifiers, 
imi:lutllng the dlftlcult Electrocompaniets.

Distortion levels were very low except via 
moving coil, and here the poorer figure is a



function of the high gain setting used for test. 
Likewise the disc overload margins were re
ferred to a maximum gain setting and im
proved to decent levels when the pre-amp 
overall gain is adjusted to suit the cartridge.

Stereo separation was very high while chan
nel balance was excellent. The output was de 
coupled but had no unwanted offset, while 
sensitivities were in accord with the 
specification; the moving coil sensitivity, 
though, remains possibly too low for the 
lowest output models.

Conclusion
Demonstrably an audiophile product, the 785 
left me with an impression of enduring con
sistency. Although it is not strictly comparable 
with exotic pre-amps in the £1500 range and 
higher it nonetheless offers a very high 
standard of sound quality and has the 
advantage of being fully-self-contained. 
Compared with its serious competition the 785 
is fairly priced for its build quality, finish, and 
compatibility and we found it partnered the
GENERAL DATA Pre-amplifier
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at 1V, 10kohms load....................... -87dB -98dB -85dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input >-S0dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............>-B0dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me).............. -67dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).  ...........................-72dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................. -67dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)......................................-96dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).....................-96dB
DC offset, pre-amp..................................................................... 2mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz OmV
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 20dB 20dB 20dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)..................... 3dB 3dB 3dB"
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation 
Disc input............ ........................... -75dB -77dB -76dB
Aux input........................................ -84dB -74dB -49dB
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................. 0.1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input........................................ OdB OdB OdB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input  Phono 2.40mV K)kohms, 50pF
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0.03mV 500chms, 0.3nF
Aux input. Phono 45.1mV 30kohms, 60pF
Output, pre-amp................................ 7.73V max, 100chms typical
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz^ 15kHz...................+ 0.35dB, -0.1dB
Size (width, height, depth)........................................... 48 x 23 x ?cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................................. £880
Note: all results ref 500m V output
•At max gain; improves to 2MB at min gain

Krell KSA50 and Mission 7778U power amps 
well, although no doubt there are many other 
suitable combinations. Those interested in 
Burmester products should note the avail
ability of a new modular design in the not too 
distant future, this costing in the region of 
£700-£1300, based on sections of the £3500 808 
model. In any case, the 785 is recommended.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy
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Cambridge P35
Cambridge Audio Research Ltd, Home Farm, Diddington, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 1 XU 
Tel (0480)811811 -

In traditional Cambridge Audio livery of silver 
and grey with solid wood end caps, the P35 is 
nonetheless a completely new design. A mod
erately-priced 35W integrated amplifier, it 
provides disc, tuner and CD inputs, with 
moving-magnet and moving-coil disc options 
selected via a rear switch. Bass and treble 
controls are also included, plus a mono button, 
with the headphone socket at the rear - a 
trifle inconvenient. 4mm sockets connect the 
speakers, while inputs are DIN, with the 
exception of the disc input, which has phono 
sockets.

The review sample supplied by Cambridge 
initially was a prototype; the company did 
promise a production model to follow, but 
unfortunately were unable to deliver one 
before we went to press. Thus in fairness to all 
the 'official' products here included, a full 
approval, must be withheld, and the following 
findings are only provisional.

Internal construction was clearly to proto
type level, using two main expoxy printed 
circuit boards. A decent-sized toroidal trans
former supplies the shared reservoirs, with the 
output direct coupled complementary, and the 
system non-inverting. Following a variable 
gain mm/me input buffer, the RIAA 
equalisation is performed in two stages; an 
input buffer feeds the passive tone controls 
leading to the power amplifier. The steel base
plate of the case itself forms the heatsink.
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Sound quality
Slightly marred by some residual hum (which 
was better with a second sample we obtained), 
the design scored a commendable 'good' on 
the listening tests sessions.

Via the auxiliary input the sound was 
smooth, even bland, with reasonable midband 
stereo focus and some good depth effects. 
Musical detail was to a high standard in the 
mid register, but the amplifier sounded less on 
control at the frequency extremes.

Via disc some loss of detail and clarity were 
noted but the standard remained pretty good. 
Both bass and treble registers were above 
average and the midband particularly so, with 
the overall effect quite musical. The amp did 
not clip particularly well, and the adverse 
loading, while well-attempted in the sense of 
maintaining loudness, otherwise served to 
produce an effect of increasing 'thinness' and 
muddle. In fact, 100dBA was possible on the 
difficult load, this improving to a decent 102dB 
with 8ohms.

Lab results
Rated at 15.5dBW, the second sample gave a 
generous 18.8dBW, which is heading towards 
BOW per channel. Power bandwidth was fine at 
8ohms but more restricted at 4ohms. Peak 
power into 8ohms approached 100W (19.5dBW) 
and held well into 4ohms, while at 2ohms, a 
reasonable 4dB overall loss occurred. Peak

I



current capacity was a generous ±19A. 
Distortion was satisfactory, with the IM and 
the 20kHz results only average, but at lower 
levels the high frequency results improved 
greatly.

Signal-to-noise ratios were good (second 
sample) and de offset satisfactory. All input 
overloads were ample while separation was 
fairly typical and could be improved via the 
auxlCD input. Output impedance was constant 
and moderate, while channel balance was 
good at higher levels but deteriorated at low 
volume settings.

Moving-magnet sensitivity was lower than 
usual, and the moving-coil gain will not suit the 
lowest output models such as certain Ortofon 
models. Note that the mm and me resistances 
are the same at 47kohmsl150pF, while the aux 
input impedance is lower than usual at 
10kohms; however this should not cause prob
lems except possibly with older sources.

Conclusion
This visually attractive amplifier, if well built 
and well quality-control tested in production 
could be 'Best Buy' material. It offers a clear, 
musical sound with a good performance stand
ard, while the technical results were most 
promising. It was also generous as regards 
power and tolerant of adverse loading. How
ever, as the P35 was available only in prototype 
form at the time of writing, I must give it only a 
reserved recommendation.

(Note: fortunately we were able to test a
production sample just as we went to press,

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec.. . .35W( = 15.5dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel. Sohm load. . .18.SdBW 18.9dBW 18.9dBW
Both channels. 4ohm load. ...15.5dBW 16.5dBW 14.4dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed. 12.0'dBW 15.6dBW 14.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 19 A -19 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion. 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input. -70dB -73dB -65dB
Intermodulation. 19120kHz. rated power. aux input. -63dB 
Intermodulation. 19/20kHz. at OdBW. disc (mm). . .>-80dB
Intermodulation. 1&20kHz. at OdBW. disc (me) >-80dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).............................. - 79dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). . . . -75dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).. . -81dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control atmin).................... -77dB
DC output offset...................................................................34mV
Input overload 20Hz tkHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF). 34dB 32dB 30dB
Disc (me) input (IHF).................... 31dB 29dB 28dB
Aux/CD input (IHF).............................>20dB >20dB >20d8
Stereo separation
Disc input.................................... -68dB -62dB -42dB
Aux input..................................... -70dB -62dB -42dB
Output impedance (damping). 0.3ohm 0.3ohm 0.3ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz. ..OdB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input.............................................0.1dB 0.1dB 5.8dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input. Phone 0.52mV 47kohms, 150pF
Disc (me) input............ Phone 0.032mV 47kohms, 150nF
Aux input........................ DIN 24.2mV 10kohms. 50pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz..................+0.2dB, -0.3dB
Size (width, height, depth).................... . . 43 x 7 x 28.5cm
Typical price inc VAT........  ......................£170
•Fuse blows at this level
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Creek 4040
Creek Audio Systems, 2 Bellevue Road, Friern Barnet, London N11 3ES 
Tel 01-368 4425

Creek's UK-built budget amplifier has been 
making good headway on the market in recent 
months. Priced at just over £100, it is specified 
at 35W (15.5dBW) per channel, and while feat
ures are fairly basic, it does provide tone 
controls as well as a headphone socket. 
Loudspeaker connection is via 4mm socket/ 
binding posts, while all the input connectors 
are DIN sockets. These are chosen by many 
designers of budget equipment for their 
assembly convenience, low cost and good 
electrical performance.

The 4040's low-level stages use top quality 
integrated circuits, with the RIAA effected in 
two stages. The treble rolloff section is 
passive, with a separate switchable rumble 
filter to add the final low-frequency rolloff, this 
-3dB at 45 Hz.

The tone controls are incorporated in the 
feedback loop of the power amplifier section, 
this a high loop gain design. The strong 
negative feedback is necessary to reduce the 
otherwise high level of distortion that results 
from the use of an unbiased pure Class B out
put stage, with further assistance given by the 
Class A driver, which is run at higher than 
usual current. The review sample, we should 
point out, was obtained via retail channels and 
not direct from the manufacturer.
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Sound quality
Performing fairly well on audition, the disc 
input showed a noticeable treble and presence 
lift, in other words more deviation from a flat 
tonal balance than is usually encountered. The 
bass was slightly softened with a lumpy effect 
but solo vocalists were quite well projected 
with a lively effect. Above average depth and 
ambience were noted, but a trace of muddle 
was apparent in the mid register, this 
increasing on loud passages.

Via the auxiliary input the clarity improved, 
and tonally it was more neutral showing only 
slight hardness. Fairly good stereo focus and 
depth were demonstrated, but the bass was 
probably the weakest point, sounding a touch 
lumpy and inarticulate. The treble was satis
factory.

The Creek could be driven hard, showing 
good clipping tolerance and it also coped with 
the adverse loading in an acceptable manner.

Lab results
Some weakness was exposed by the lab tests. 
The output specification was just met over the 
power bandwidth, 8ohms, one channel driven. 
The small power supply was reflected by the 
loss into 4ohms on continuous drive, but it 
made a good try at the 2ohm load on peaks, the 



level here falling by a reasonable 4.5dB below 
the Bohm peak level. The peak current capacity 
was satisfactory at + 10, -9A

Harmonic distortion results were poor and 
the high frequency intermodulation also weak, 
with a figure of -35dB, or 1.6%, noted here. 
The intermodulation result via disc was in fact 
so poor that the result is not shown, this due to 
the inadequate overload margin. In fact, at 
20Hz and 1kHz, disc overload margins were 
barely adequate, particularly since the low 
sensitivity would suggest the use of higher 
output cartridges, while only 3dB of overload 
was permissible at 20kHz, a figure I regard as 
seriously inadequate. Noise levels were 
satisfactory and de offset negligible.

Stereo separation was about average and 
channel balance good, except at very low 
volume settings where a 5dB error appeared. 
Input sensitivities were rather low, particularly 
auxiliary, this measuring 70mV as opposed to 
the usual 20mV or so. Disc equalisation had a 
significant error in the treble.

Conclusion
At moderate disc modulation levels one 
cannot deny that this amplifer sounded quite 
presentable - almost 'Best Buy' quality in 
view of its price. However it suffers from an 
overload problem which goes on to affect the 
sound on loud recorded sections. Distortion is 
also high for a hi-fi amplifier, and is believed to 
be responsible for the slight 'hardness' and 
'muddle' we noted. Relying more on the sound 
than the test results, I can give the Creek a 
reserved recommendation, but I feel personally

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, mak er's spec............ 35W( = 15.SdBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................15.5dBW 16.1dBW 16.0dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............11.0dBW 13.9dBW 13.2dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed............8.5dBW 12.0dBW 12.6dBW
Instantaneous peak current  .......... + 10 A -9A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20 Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input. .. -50dB -57dB -38dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -35dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)..............see text
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)..................... . - 74dB
AuxlCD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).............. .................. .. -75dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)............... . - 61dB
DC output offset. ........ — ....................................... 2mV
Input overload 20 Hz 1kHz 21kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 16dB 15dB -3dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... 17.9dB 18dB 17.9dB
Stereo separation
Disc input............ ........................... -69dB -67dB -43dB
Aux input........................................ -65dB -65dB -40dB
Output impedance (damping).... 0.03ohm 0.04ohm 0.09ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz. . ..0.4dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB - 2adS - 60dB
Aux input...................................... 0.6dB 0.2dB 5.1d8
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phone 0.47mV 47kohms, 220pF
Aux input................... DIN 70.4mV 54kohms, -pF.
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.................... + 1.4dB, -0.5dB
Size (width, he ight, depth).......................................... 42 x 6 x 18cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................................. £115

that more work could much improve this al
ready promising design.
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Paradox.
Quad products incorporate the 

same traditional values of engineering 
and craftsmanship which have made 
early Quad products collectors items.

Quad products incorporate 
innovative ideas which put them ahead 
of their time and set standards for 
the industry.

Paradoxical? 
Not if you think about it.

Quad is designed and manufactured 
by a company which for 45 years 
has been unremittingly devoted to 
the cause of excellence in music 
reproduction, a company in which 
respect for tradition and a quest 
for improvement go hand in hand 
to produce products which represent 
an investment in musical 
enjoyment.

Quad 405 Power Amplifier - with current 
dumping, an ingenious circuit developed 
by Quad using feed forward techniques, 
the merit of winch is now widely , 
recognised.

The Quad ESL 63 Electrostatic Loudspeaker - successor to the 
legendary Quad Electrostatic, 
uses concentric annular 
electrodes fed via a sequential 
delay line to produce a sound 
pressure pattern which 
approximates to that of an ideal 
point source.

Quad FM4 Tuner - superb ergonomics 
and a level of performance limited only 
by the quality of the incoming signal.

Quad 34 Preamplifier - 
provides everything that 
the serious music 
listener needs to obtain 
maximum enjoyment 
from disc, radio, tape 
and compact disc.

Music systems for thinking people.

QURD<I>
for the clo^t app^^h 

to the ordinal sound
For further details and the name and address of your nearest Quad dealer write or telephone 

The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs.. PE18 ?DR Telephone: (0480) 52561
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REAL HIFI
IN IRELAND.

WHY BY APPOINTMENT?
Because we believe this is the only way to audition hi-fi equipment 
properly.

There is no charge for an appointment, you simply telephone us, 
arrange the time (bring a couple of records), sit down and listen. 
You can compare turntables, amplifiers, tuners, tape decks and 
loudspeakers - naturally we stock the "best buys".

There is no better more civilised way to the best sound around, and 
the prices are surprisingly reasonable too!
We are open Saturday without appointment so that you may browse
around if you wish. However don't forQet our funny lunch hour

AUDIOCONSULTANTS 
LEINSTER MEWS 
154 LEINSTER ROAD 
RATHMINES 
DUBLIN& 
TEL:961316

Sbout &ounb
LAi-eci Specialists

QUAD — SUGDEN — S.M.E. — AUDIO-TECHNICA — 
HADCOCK —ALPHASON — HR IOOS ON 

DEMONSTRATION —WHARFEDALE — TANNOY — 
MORDAUNT SHORT — NAGAOKA — AUDAN^AUDIO 
— SHURE —PICKERING — GOLDRING —TENORELL. 

— VOGELS — AKROYD — QUANTUM — GLANZ — 
•OSAWA - TDK — SENNHEISER —WALKER — 

THORENS — S.T.D. —SANSUI — SONY — DUAL- 
Q.E.D. PRODUCTIONS INC. — PROTECH — ARISTON 
KORD VULCAN —ORTOFON — CASTLE — SYRINX — 

MERIDIAN — MYST — MERIDIAN — HUNT EDA 
ROYCE AUDIO —NAKAMICHI — YAMAHA

We also stock an extensive range of stylii and audio 
connecting leads.
Our listening room is atyour disposal (by appointment please) 
to audition tne equipment of your choice.
We will be pleased to install and set up the equipment of your 
choice in your home free of charge.

Friendly aduice — after sales service and repairs to all makes. 
Your satisfaction is our guarantee.

CREDIT FACILITIES
(SAME OAY POSSIBLE)
Tricity Finance APA LA.6% 
Written details on request.

LAo CAL VERec (WIDNES) LTD.,
#AsoERT ROAD, 
WIDNES, CHESHIRE

Where the parking is free and easy.

LAlephone: eclsoKI 1lY 
aEqerhoun: 
&o1som:AL12

HALCYON
OF BROMLEY

Come and make your "Best Buy" 
with the help of our friendly, 

experienced staff.

\ \\ 1 \ 11 \ \.ii>ii

STOCKISTS OF QUALIlY 
(Equipment &om:

DUAL e JVC e NAO 
e N^^ICHI 
• YAMm

38 WIDMORE ROADD 
BROMLEY KENT 

I ()I 4'14 22(>()

TREND
VIDEO& HI-FI LLA

PIONEER 
F90

Listen to tLA lull ranec of PionMr equipmnt 
In our demonstrate area. 

Fre lnstellatlon, fre dellvEq. 
2 year guarantee end Instant cr&oit. 

01her quellty ampllllera In stock Include: 
T^hnlcs • Marante • Alwe • JVC • JVny

9.30am — 6pm Mon — Sat
Free local delivery

•157 HIGH STREET, WALTHAMSTOW, 
LONDON E17 
01^521 6146
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Crimson 610/620
Crimson Elektrik, 9 Claymill Road, Leicester 
Tel (0533) 761920

Crimson first supplied us with the 6101630 
combination for test, but later they submitted 
a more recent 6101620 duo for audition. As a 
result, the tabulated figures are for the 
6101630, an BOW (18.5dBW) combination, while 
the audition comments are for the 6101620. The 
620 power amp is a 40W model and aside from 
the 3d8 reduction in maximum output level, is 
generally similar to the 630.

The Crimson units are encased in long tubu
lar extrusions with small front panels, and are 
finished in metallic grey. Facilities are basic, 
inputs being for disc (with an me option) 
tuner/aux and tape, and the output cables are 
carefully designed, coded and fitted with sup
erior quality BNC hardware. The power ampli
fier has no controls as such, the front 
comprising a small heatsink, and the rear 
equipped with 4mm socket/binding posts for 
speaker connection.

The pre-amp is unusual in that its power is 
provided by nickel-cadmium layer recharge
able batteries, which are themselves supplied 
by an external transformer unit. The power 
amp is self-powered using a toroidal 
transformer, with a quasi-complementary 
output, this direct-coupled to the speakers. In 
the pre-amp the usual complementary large- 
chip low-noise transistors are used for moving 
coil, their bases spread by extra diodes to 
improve signal handling. RIAA equalisation is 
a combination of active and passive stages, 
and back-to-back electrolytics appear in the 
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signal path in an attempt to minimise the 
distortion from this source. Overall construc
tional quality is reasonably good.

Sound quality
The Crimson 6101620 achieved an above 
average result overall. Via moving coil input, 
the midrange was notably sweet and natural, 
with vocalists well reproduced. The treble 
resister was also pleasant, with reasonable 
detail but some added 'haze.'

In stereo terms, acoustic space was not fully 
revealed, while focusing was mildly blurred, 
but some depth was present. It was weakest in 
the bass where definition was notably soft
ened.

Via auxiliary, the sound was not particularly 
transparent, and it sounded a little constric
ted, with a lack of real articulation and 
precision. The full authority of some PCM 
programme was not conveyed and when 
played loud, further detail was lost. The 
'extreme' loudspeaker load was handled well, 
however.

Lab report
These test results pertain to the 610 and 630 
combination, which gave a typical 19dBW out
put. For reference, the 620 was also checked 
and gave around 16dBW The output power on 
peak programme reached 20dBW and showed 
a good performance into adverse loads, falling 
3d8 from 8 to 2 ohms. Some lack of power was 



evident at 20kHz where the full output was 
more restricted than usual, and when 
measuring harmonic distortion it was 
necessary to reduce the 20kHz level to 18dB, 
but even then the figure was poorer than 
-60dB. Distortion improved to satisfactory 
levels at lower powers, and via other inputs, 
and a good peak current capacity was 
recorded.

Noise levels were generally satisfactory 
though the residual at volume control 
minimum was poorer than average. The de 
offset was satisfactory as were the input 
overloads, though these were on the lower 
limit of desirability.

Channel separation was modest, but con 
sistent over the band, while the power 
amplifier output resistance was negligibly low. 
Channel balance was poorer than average with 
increasing low level error culminating in a 
serious 15.3d8 at -60dB; at this price level a 
more accurate potentiometer is desirable.

Input sensitivities were satisfactory and the 
pre-amp output just sufficient for most other 
power amplifiers. Disc equalisation was fine, 
with a well tailored subsonic rolloff, though a 
treble rolloff would also have been welcome.

Conclusion
This generally pleasant amplifier is unfortun 
ately not so strong as regards its clarity at high 
sound levels, and bass definition, while stereo 
focus could also be sharper. In the light of its 
current £300 plus price for the 6101620 
combination, the performance is not all that 
unreasonable, but it is insufficient to justify 
recommendation in this highly competitive 
market.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
GENERAL DATA Pre^ and power amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec................80W(=1OdBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load.................19.4dBW 19.4dBW 18.OdBW
Both channels, 4óhm load...............17.9dBW 18.3dBW 17.1dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed.......... 15.7dBW 16.OdBW 16.3dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 19 A -17A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at 60W output, aux input.............. -77dB -81dB -58dB 
In11>rmodulation, 19120kHz, rated power, aux input..........-69dB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)............> -80d8
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW, disc (me).................-79d8
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-81d8
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................. - 72d8
AuxlCD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-88d8
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -64dB
DC output offset......................................................................23mV
DC offset, pre-amp...................... .................... .............. ..OmV
Input overload 20H z 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 22d8 22d8 21dB
Disc (me) input (IHF.................... 21d8 21d8 15d8
Aux/CD input (IHF)........................ >20d8 >20d8 >20d8
Stereo separation
Disc input...................................... -48dB -SOdB -42dB
Aux input..................................... -50d8 -4Od8 -46dB
Output impedance (damping).... 0.08ohm 0.10ohm 0.40ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................1.0dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 1.OdB 1.9d8 15.3d8
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.30mV SOkohms, 130pF
Disc (me) input........... Phono 0.01mV 100ohms, 10nF
Aux input........................ Phono 15.5mV 53kohms, SOpF
Power amp...................... Phono 8.8mV
Output, pre-amp............................................... 3.4V max, 700ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz15kHz......................+ 5d8, -0.5dB
Size (width, height, depth). ...9.5 x 12.5 x 37cm, 9.5 x 12.5 x 37cm 
Typical price inc VAT..................................................... £135, £270"
"Note: Test results refer to 6101630 system: listening tests were 
carried out on latest 6101620 combination. See text.
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Denon PMA-750
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9LW 
Tel (0753) 888447

Cleanly styled in the usual silver finish, the 
medium-priced PMA-750 is quite substantially- 
built and is rated at BOW per channel. The front 
panel is well supplied with controls, giving 
quite a 'technical' appearance, and indeed 
many facilities are offered.

Inputs include both moving-magnet and 
moving-coil disc options, tape 1 and 2, tuner 
and aux/CD, all these indicated on an LED 
display. Two sets of speakers may be 
connected, using strong binding posts. Other 
details include a headphone socket, 
stereo/mono switching, bass and treble 
controls plus tone 'defeat', and both subsonic 
and loudness filtering. Input connectors are all 
phono types except tape 2, which is duplicated 
in DIN.

Good components are used in this design, 
with a massive power supply and a 2 x 15000pF 
reservoir capacitors, but the internal wiring is 
rather untidy, and some mains contacts are left 
unshrouded. Some ICs are used in the pre
amp, though the vital me section has a dual 
FET stage to improve noise levels. The power 
amplifiers are of considerable complexity, 
using a direct coufllAd complementary output, 
protected via top-class relay. Large Sanken 
SC2838/A1187 output devices are fitted.
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Sound quality
Achieving an 'average' rating on audition, the 
PMA-750 did quite well against its oriental 
opposition, but proved to be less competitive 
when compared with recent UK offerings.

Via moving-coil input, it was pleasantly 
delicate on low level sounds but it worsened 
on louder sections. Some tonal 'thinness' was 
observed, with a forward quality that com
pressed stereo depth. The bass sounded 
uneven with some boominess and, in the mid
band, soloists lacked real focus or 
'vocalisation'. However, significant 
improvements were heard via the moving 
magnet input and so this should be considered 
more seriously.

On line input, clarity was quite good, depth 
satisfactory though with a mild brashness in 
the treble. Detail still appeared to be mildly 
obscured, but the bass was definitely firmer 
via this input. High sound levels were possible 
and it clipped well, driving the complex 
speaker loads to a substantial 103dBA.

Lab results
The maker's power specification was comfort
ably oxoooded at 20.3dBW on leal, with 2 ldBW 
peak programme on Bohms. This was quite 
well maintained into 4ohms but it deteriorated 



into 2ohms. Nevertheless, this is rather better 
than the low peak current measurement of ± 3 
amps suggests - this figure is probably not a 
true representation but is due to premature 
operation of the protection circuits.

From the 2ohm test, the peak current is 
nearer 13.5A, which is not quite enough for a 
20dBW amplifier. Power bandwidth was very 
good, while all measured distortions were 
negligible.

Noise levels were good, including the de 
offset at the speaker output terminals. 
Overload margins were ample, and not 
obtained at any compromise to input 
sensitivities. Stereo separation was good and 
power amp output impedance negligible. 
Channel balance was accurate throughout the 
operating range.

The disc (moving-magnet) input impedance 
was a little higher than usual, with a signifi
cant input capacitance, but other inputs were 
fine, and the disc equalisation was held to very 
fine close error limits indeed. Tone control 
ranges were sensible and the auxiliary 
response was very wide - perhaps too much 
so. The graph shows no visible deviation from 
10Hz to 50 kHz!

Conclusion
This well made and well specified amplifier 
offered a good power delivery, especially into 
normal loudspeaker loads. Many facilities are 
offered, and it should appeal to the more 
technically-minded user. It is superior to the.
average run-of-the-mill Japanese product, but 
unfortunately just did not sound good enough 
for a recommendation, though it must be said

Disc input: A/AA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB= 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Sohms, maker's spec SOW( = 19dBW) 
Power output 20Hz......... 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load................20.5dBW 20.MBW 20.3dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 18.0dBW 18.3dBW 18.0dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........15.3dBW 15.SOBW 15.7dBW
Instantaneous peak current..................... + 3A -3 A^
Distortion
Total harmonicdistortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
atrated power, aux input.............. -76dB -84d8 -77d8
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input........> -SOdB 
Intermodulation, 1920kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)...............-SOdB
Intermodulation, 1920kHz, at OdBW, disc (me). . . .> -SOdB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). ............................-84d8
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................-76d8
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................... -85d8
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)............... .  -85d8 
DC output offset................................................................ ..3mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 32d8 31d8 28d8
Disc (me) input (IHF)..................... 32d8 32d8 30d8
Aux/CD input (IHF). ...............  >20dB >20dB >20d8
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -64d8 -60d8 -45d8
Aux input..................................... -74d8 -69d8 -45d8
Output impedance (damping).... 0.08ohm 0.08ohm 0.08ohm
ghanne:balance, disc.aMkH;. ....OdB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60d8
Aux input....................................... OdB 0.1dB 0.3dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.28mV Mkohms, 190pF
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0.013mV 110ohms
Aux input........................ Phono 16.9mV 74kohms, SOpF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hzd5kHz...................... + OdB, -0.1dB
Size (width, height, depth)................................ 43.5 x 39 x 13.5cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................................£235
•Not a representative result; see text

Tone control/filter responses
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Tel 01-471 1512

Now generally known as Electro for short, the 
Electrocompaniet amplifier line has suffered 
an uneven history, mainly due to the lack of 
continuity in manufacturing and distribution. 
The original 25W power amplifier acquired a 
very good reputation some years ago and was 
joined by a less well developed pre-amplifier 
with moving-coil input. However for this review 
we chose the latest series, comprising a new 
pre-amp with an external me head amplifier, 
and an updated stereo power amplifier. The 
style and finish are in the audiophile tradition 
coming in satin black aluminium with a mini
mum of spurious facilities, filters or tone con
trols. All the units are now self-powered, and 
thus may be used with other equipment or in 
isolation.

The amplifiers are now built to rather a 
better standard than before, though signs of 
late modifications and amendments were still 
evident. The pre-amp uses a toroidal mains 
transformer with a good reservoir capacity and 
sub regulators, while all-discrete circuitry is 
used, with matched and selected transistors.

Inside the power amplifier is a massive toro
idal transfomer with separate reservoirs to 
feed each channel. Designed on low-TIO guide
lines for a good high frequency performance, 
the output stage uses a direct-coupled com
plementary configuration with a large number 
of small, fast output transistors connected in 
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parallel. When factory-wired in bridge mode, 
the stereo power amplifier forms the basis of 
the 150W mono power amplifier also available 
and measured in the lab.

Sound quality
Pre- and power amplifiers were considered to 
be well matched, providing equivalent sound 
quality at an impressive 'very good' level. The 
power amplifier possessed a spacious, slightly 
'sweet' character, with a touch of softness in 
the bass, while the pre-amp offered a closer 
stereo perspective with a mild tonal hardness 
evident in the mid register. Using the moving
coil headamp, a clear well defined sound was 
produced with good detail, focus and stereo 
depth, and via moving-magnet a slight sharp
ening of detail was observed, with the effect a 
mite more controlled. Finally, a really good 
sound was obtained via auxiliary, with fine 
ambience and depth, sharp image focusing 
and a clean detailed treble. A maximum sound 
level of 102dBA was obtained with good 
delivery into the adverse loading at 100dBA, 
but the amplifier was not thought to sound too 
good when clipped, so it should not be driven 
too hard.

Lab results
Rated at 50W (17dBW) per channel, this ampli
fier delivered 17.5dBW over its Bohm power 



bandwidth with very little deterioration into 
4ohms. It exhibited a good load tolerance with 
the 4ohm peak output at close to the Bohm 
peak level of 18.5dBW. Premature fuse blowing 
curtailed the 2ohm and peak current tests on 
this model.

Both the total harmonic distortion and the 
intermodulation test results were fine, if a little 
poorer at higher frequencies. Good signal-to
noise ratios were demonstrated, while the de 
output offset was quite satisfactory. Ample 
input overload margins were measured, while 
the stereo channel separation was well above 
average. Power amp output impedance was 
negligible while channel balance and tracking 
were held to a very good standard even at low 
volume control settings.

Good sensitivities were shown, with normal 
matching characteristics, except for the power 
amplifier, which has a rather low input 
resistance. The pre-amp provided a low source 
impedance to match, with a healthy output of 
up to 17V.

RIAA equalisation was very accurate with a 
welcome subsonic rolloff to the IEC recom
mendation. No filtering occurred in the 
measured range to 50kHz.

Conclusion
Left with the feeling that this design is still 
slightly pre-production, we nonetheless found 
that the Electro gave a good lab performance 
together with a fine transparent sound and 
very good stereo images. It was however rather 
an expensive model for its power rating and 
thus value for money is not very good, and it 
scores a recommendation on the basis of its 
sonic merit alone.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
GENERAL DATA Pre^ and power amplifier
Power output^
. ~~ ~ ~ ~ —. . . ~ — — —..... —,...—... —. — —— —.... , ,
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load................ 21.0dBW 22.2dBW 22.0dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 20SdBW 21.0dBW 20.WBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed......................................... fuses blow
Instantaneous peak current.. .................................. fuses blow
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 00kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -76dB -75dB -72dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input  -79dB 
Intermodulation, 19/0kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm) -71dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me). . .>-80dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). ...................... -81dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................ -76dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-89dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)................ .. -61dB 
DC output offset........ ................ , .............. l7mV
DC offset, pre-amp...................................................................OmV
Input over1oad 20Hz 1kHz 00kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 36.5dB 36dB 35.5dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)....................................... cartridge-dependent
Aux/CD input (IHF)........................ >20dB >00dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -7MB -73dB -51dB
Aux input....................................... -75dB -75dB -51dB
Output impedance (damping)... .0.08ohm 0.08ohm 0.16ohm 
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz... ........ .. .0.4dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -2odB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.4dB 0.3dB OdB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.22mV 47kohms, 220pF
Disc (me) input............ Phono cartridge-dependant
Aux input.................... Phono 10.8mV 50kohms, 50pF
Power amp.................. Phono 82mV 13kohms, -pF
Output, pre-amp (tape)...................................17.1 W max, 51ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz^15kHz...................+ 0.2dB, -0.8dB
Size (width, height, depth)................ 38 x 9 x 33cm, 38 x 9 x 33cm 
Typical price inc VAT............. .£785, £785^
*Power measurements are tor mono power amplifiers in bridge 
mode. See text. Power amp price is for single mono unit.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy Disc input: stereo separation
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Fisher CA-275
Fisher Sales (UK) Ltd, 1-4 Walter Lawrence Estate, Otterspool Way, Watford, Herts.
Tel (0923) 31974 -

Fisher, incidentally a subsidiary of Sanyo, 
specify the CA-275 as a fairly modest 75W per 
channel design, selling at a moderate price of 
well under £200. In the event it turned out to be 
one of this edition's more interesting surprises 
since it proved to be one of the most powerful 
models tested into an Sohm type load!

Fitted with a 'busy' looking front panel in 
black, this amplifier offers many controls and 
facilities. For example there is a three band 
graphic equaliser (100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz centres) 
with an A/B switching headphone socket, a 
subsonic filter, mono switch and loudness 
control. Inputs include disc (moving-magnet 
only) tape, aux/CD and tuner.Large dual scale 
fluorescent power meters are fitted, and input 
selection is possible via a touch panel switch 
which may be remotely tuned to matching 
ancilliaries. Input connectors are 
phono/sockets while the speaker connectors 
are linked via bare wire spring clips, which are 
rather light duty for the amp's measured power 
capability.

Inside, the unit was neatly constructed with 
a generous power transformer and large heat
sink. Integrated circuit blocks designed for 
audio use are used extensively, including the 
output stages, these direct coupled and fed 
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from a 2 x 7500pF 75V -rated electrolytic 
reservoir capacitors.

Sound quality
Scoring 'average' on the listening tests, which 
was reasonable for the price, the 275 sounded 
best with the tone control circuits bypassed. 
The midband was fairly neutral in a frequency
balance sense, with the treble a trifle 'obvious' 
and splashy, and the bass of only average 
definition. Stereo depth was restricted though 
it was reasonably clear-sounding.

Via auxiliary, digital programme gave a 
surprising 'big' effect and stereo depth was 
also improved. Bass definition was reasonable 
and the treble of cleaner quality. It could get 
very loud indeed into the normal speaker load, 
reaching 107dBA, but it collapsed into the 
extreme load, falling to 102dBA, which was 
still a decent level, though. Used with well- 
matched speakers, this is a surprisingly big 
amplifier.

Lab results
Confirming the listening test result, the 275 
peaked at 23.OdBW into 8ohms, which is over 
200 watts. Into 4ohms (resistive) it also did well 
at 22dBW but is showed its adverse-load weak



ness on 2ohms where it fell 9d8 below the 
Sohm peak level. Awkward speakers are not 
recommended here. For the delivered power, 
the ± 15amps peak current capability was only 
just adequate.

At close on full power and more than 3d8 
above spec, the amplifier demonstrated a good 
power bandwidth.

Harmonic distortion rose at high fre
quencies towards full power, but was 
otherwise very good, as was the high 
frequency intermodulation result.

Disc input noise was satisfactory and the de 
output offset set correctly low. In view of the 
unit's higher than average input sensitivity 
input overloads were sufficient, but stereo 
separation was about average and was not 
particularly good at higher frequencies.

Disc input capacitance was a little high at 
210pF, and this requires allowance to be made 
when used with certain cartridges. Disc 
equalisation was pretty good with just a hint of 
lift at 35Hz and 10kHz, which was however 
insufficient to significantly influence the 
audible results. Graphic equaliser variation is 
shown on the graph, and was clearly quite 
broad acting.

Conclusion
The Fisher tuned out better than we antici
pated. Its general sound quality was merely 
average but it provided an exceptional 
dynamic range with straightforward loud
speaker loads. On this basis therefore the 
design is worth considering. It seems well built 
and could form the basis of a 'disco- 
orientated' system using powerful, high sensi
tivity loudspeakers.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Behrns, maker's spec... ..... 75W( = 18dBW) 
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load............... 22.6dBW 22.SdBW 22.WBW
Both channels, 4ohm load............. 17.SdBW 18.5dBW 18.1dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed......... 14.0dBW 14.1dBW 14.1dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 15A -15A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at ratedpower,aux input.............. -^OdB -83dB -65dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input..........-76dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. -BOdB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................ -73dB
AuxlCD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-76dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................-77dB
DC output offset....................................................................... 4mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 25dB 25dB 23dB
AuxlCD input (IHF)......................... 1MB 19dB 19dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -62dB -61dB -37dB
Aux input....................................... -56dB -61dB -36dB
Output impedance (damping).... 0.16ohm 0.16ohm 0.21ohm
Channel balance,disc, at 1kHz................................................OdB
Volumelbalance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... OdB GWB 1.4dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0 20mV Mkohms, 210pF 
Aux input..................... Phono 14.1mV 87kohms, 40pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.................... +0.4dB, -OdB
Size (width, height, depth)........................................44 x 27 x 11cm
Typical price inc 'VAT................................................................£180

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy
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Hafler DH110/DH220
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 BEQ
Tel 01-607 0293

The recently-introduced DH110 and 220 units 
complement the earlier 1001200 models and as 
before they can be obtained at a notable dis
count if purchased in kit form. Finish and 
styling is much improved however by com
parison with the earlier models; this is 
especially true of the power amplifier with 
(thankfully!) bevelled heatsink fins. Lettering 
on the pre-amp does however remain a trifle 
coarse.

The DH110 is quite comprehensive in of
fering a headphone outlet in addition to bass 
and treble controls with tone defeat, a mono 
switch and filter. Inputs may be selected from 
disc 1 and 2 (me optional), tuner, aux tape 1 and 
2. The sockets are all phono, but cheap tinned 
types.

The power amplifier uses good 4mm socket/ 
binding posts for speaker connection, and has 
no controls bar on/off. It uses a large 
transformer and two 10000pF computer grade 
reservoir capacitors. This largely symmetrical 
amplifier has high-power MosFET output de
vices — some secondary components, sold
ered on their back pins, were nearly shorting 
on our sample. Inside the pre-amplifier, neat 
construction was evident, with ribbon cables 
linking the boards. A basic amplifier gain block 
is used for all stages, this of complementary 
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symmetry and employing six transistors per 
unit; in general good switches and controls 
have been used.

Sound quality
The pre-amplifier was not fitted with moving
coil input, but past experience with the 101 pre
amplifier would suggest that quite a good 
performance can be expected from this sec
tion when used. Commensurate with its track 
record, the Hatler system gave a good account 
of itself on audition.

On analogue disc the sound was clear, with 
a 'solid' midrange and an above-average bass 
quality, demonstrating weight, extension and 
definition. The high frequencies were less 
favourable, with some loss of definition here. 
Tonally it sounded a trifle 'clinical and cold' 
while the full depth effects of familiar pro
gramme were not wholly discernible.

Via, auxiliary, the sound was somewhat 
improved. The treble register was tidier now, 
almost equalling the fine bass, while depth 
was also improved; though neither in this 
respect nor as regards absolute transparency 
did it compare too well against the top class 
references.

Driven to high levels the sound held up well, 
bar a mild increase in mid 'hardness'. A high 



106dBA sound level was produced which was 
very well maintained into the adverse loading.

Lab results
Rated at 20dBW, the Hatler power amplifier 
comfortably exceeded this specification over 
the full bandwidth. A generous 23dBW into 
8ohms, the level barely fell with 4ohms, and 
only showed signs of stress at 2ohms, with a 
4.2dB fall in level from the Sohm figure. In fact, 
the ± 20 amp peak current rating is not quite 
sufficient to support full 2ohms drive, but it 
nonetheless remains a lusty amplifier. Dis
tortion levels were generally low, though the 
-67dB two tone intermodulation result (mm 
disc) was higher than expected. Noise levels 
were fine, and power amp de offset 
satisfactory. Disc overload margins were very 
good, and while stereo separation was good 
via disc, it could have been better via aux, 
particularly in view of the superior perform
ance of digital sources.

Channel balances were closely defined and 
the input impedances gave rise to no concern. 
Disc equalisation was respectably accurate 
and the pre-amp could supply a substantial 
output if so required for alternative power 
amplifier inputs.

Conclusion
This impressive product was capable of high 
levels with good power and authority. Good to 
listen to, it provided flexible input facilities and 
signal handling. While it is not a front rank de
sign as regards the more subtle aspects of 
musical reproduction, such as rendition of 
depth and ambience, it nonetheless sets a 
standard that justifies recommendation.

Test measurements
Too show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1W), without adding 3d8 or 6dB 
respectively, as in m^ual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Pre- and power amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec.............. 115W( = 21 dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................22.1dBW 22.4dBW 22.0dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load............. 20.0dBW 20.9dBW 20.3dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........17.5dBW 18.MBW 18.7dBW
Instantaneous peak current..................... +20 A -19 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -87dB -92dB -8MB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... - 73dB 
Intermodulation, 1920kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)..............-69dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................-7MB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-8MB
Residual, uniweighted ('volume control at min).................. -71dB
DC output offset......................................................................24mV
DC offset, pre-amp....................................................................2mV
I nput overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Dsc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 3MB 36dB 36dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... »MB >20dB >20dB
Stero separation 
Oisc input.................................. . -70dB -59dB -43dB
Aux input.......... ............................. -70dB -59dB -43dB
Output Impedance (damping)... .0.04ohm 0.04ohm 0J(0ohm

W , — --- , —........ —..............................................- _---
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60d B
Aux input....................................... Q4dB 0.2dB 0.2dB
I nput data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.27mV 47kohms, 190pF
Aux input.................... Phono 14.3mV 34kohms, 100pF
Power amp................... Phono 14.1mV 249kohms, 130pF
Output, pre-amp.............................................15.3V max, 330 ohms

¡Size (width, heght, depth).......... 43 x 24.5 x Born, 405 x 20 x 12.5cm
T^^l M^ inc VAT.................. £310 £330 ((n kit form, £245, £295)



Harman-Kardon PM-640
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 500 
Tel (0753) 76911

Harman-Kardon have been researching the 
peak current requirements of loudspeakers, 
resulting in their producing a new line of 
amplifiers. As the ‘starter' model in this range, 
the PM-640 is a fairly modest unit, selling for 
around £170 and rated at 30W per channel, yet 
endowed with a high current capability. It is a 
slim design in the usual HK livery, offering 
switching for two pairs a speakers, bass and 
treble controls with ‘tone defeat', mono/stereo; 
subsonic filter and, finally, a loudness control. 
Inputs are provided for disc, tuner and two 
tape decks, all connections being phono, while 
speaker connections are via fairly light-acting 
spring clips.

Internally, this unit is carefully constructed, 
with properly-shrouded mains sections. The 
complementary direct-coupled output stages 
are designed to provide a high current and use 
substantial driver transistors, while heat
sinking is ample.

Sound quality
With scores well above average, listening tests 
confirmed that the 640 was a competitive per
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former Its basic qualities included an easy, 
clear character with an above average perform
ance over the whole frequency range.

Via moving magnet input, the sound was 
described as pleasant, with a good midrange, 
fair stereo depth and satisfactory bass 
definition, the latter with good extension. The 
treble was clear and unfatiguing, but slight 
muddle and defocusing was evident on more 
complex sound textures.

Via auxiliary input, a fine performance was 
obtained; the sound was considered to be 
neutral, well integrated and of decent ‘scale’ 
and depth. Quite good sound levels were 
obtained, which belied the modest specifica
tion, and it also tackled the ‘extreme’ 
loudspeaker load with little hesitation. Even 
here, sound levels topped 100dBA, good for a 
small amplifier

Lab results
Specified at 15dBW, the 640 typically 
measured at 17.5dBW with a fine power hanri
width. The loss into 4ohms on continuous 
loading suggested that the money has been



spent on good peak delivery rather than high 
continuous powers. The peak programme rat
ings confirmed this, with 18dBW available at 
Bohms, which was double the specification, 
and still held to a decent 15.5dBW into 2ohms. 
Peak current capacity was very good at ±25A, 
which is sufficient for the most difficult of 
speakers.

Distortion levels were satisfactory, if poorer 
than average, but noise levels were particularly 
good. Power amp de offset was a little high at 
30mV. Input overload margins were fine and 
generally good separation results were re
corded, though better 'aux' results would be an 
advantage for CD programme.

Amplifier output impedance was negligible, 
and channel balance more than satisfactory 
throughout the range. Input characteristics 
were typcial though the sensitivities were a 
little lower than average, which is fine for CD, 
but the use of very low output moving magnet 
cartridges might be questionable. Disc equal
isation showed a slight treble range 
depression of just 0.25dB, and the tone control 
responses were sensibly tailored.. The sub
sonic filter provided -5dB of cut at 10Hz, 
which was a reasonable compromise.

Conclusion
The 640 is a more powerful amplifier than it 
looks and it delivered a generally good lab 
performance combined with a strong results 
on the auditioning test. Its provided a pleasing 
dynamic sound of wide response, good stereo 
presentation and substantial strength, even 
with severe speaker loads, and while we felt it 
was not best buy material, it still deserves a 
confident recommendation.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec................ 30W( = 15dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................ 17.4dW 17.6dW 17.6dW
B oth channels, 4ohm load.............. 14.7dBW 15.7dBW 15.5dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........14.0dW 15.6dBW 14.?dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... +25 A -25 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input............ -69d B -70d B -65d B 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input..........-69d B
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdW, disc (mm).............. -65d B
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................-83dB
AuxlCD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-87d B
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. - 74d B
DC output offset. ...................................  30mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 30d B 30d B 30d B
AuxlCD input (IHF)........................ >20d B >20d B >20d B
Stereo separation 
Disc input....................................... -70d B -66d B -42dB
Aux input....................................... -74d B -63d B -39dB
Output impedance (damping). . . . 0.13ohm 0.13ohm 0.15ohm 
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz. .....................................0.2dB
Volume/balance tracking Od B -20d B -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.2d B 1.0d B 1.1dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.41mV 53kohms, 98pF
Aux input.. .......... Phono 24mV 150kohms, 300pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.................. +OdB, -0.2dB
Size (width, height, depth)......................................44 x 36 x 10cm
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................£169
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Harman-Kardon PM-650
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD 
Tel (0753) 76911

Although a larger 660 model is also available in 
the HK 'high peak current' range, it seemed to 
us that the already well-received 650 was the 
more natural choice tor inclusion here. Basic 
power rating is specified as 50W per channel 
(17dBW). It comes in a 'champagne silver' case 
with a neat front panel layout, and is well 
equipped; both mm and me disc inputs are pro
vided as are aux, tuner, tape 1 and 2, while two 
sets of speakers may be connected via sub
stantial binding posts - which are necessary 
in view of the high current capacity. The 
moving magnet input capacitance may be ad
justed in four steps via a front panel control, to 
give an additional 50, 100, 150 or 250pF; other 
facilities include a subsonic filter, bass and 
treble equalisation plus a 'loudness' contour.

The amplifier is constructed to a high stand
ard using good supply wiring, this marred on 
the sample by the inclusion of three unshut
tered US-type mains sockets on the rear. 
I deally, these should be blanked off to conform 
to UK standards. A substantial mains trans
former is fitted, using double secondaries 
which feed separate rectifiers and reservoirs 
for each channel. In accordance with modern 
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practice, the amplifier output is direct-coupled 
complementary, using a generous Sanken 
output transistors mounted on a large internal 
heatsink.

Sound quality
This model scored well in the listening tests, 
achieving an impressive 'good plus' via its 
auxiliary input. Here it was considered to be a 
powerful performer, well focused with firm, 
punchy bass substantial depth and ambience 
rendition with a generally neutral character.It 
clipped well, providing substantial sound 
levels and also took the adverse speaker load 
in its stride, attaining over 103dBA on this 
difficult test.

This generally good sound was maintained 
via the disc (mm) input, the main effect being 
that of promising attack and definition. Via the 
me input, a mild shortfall was however appar
ent, for although the sound was more than 
satisfactory, the treble register nonetheless 
showed a mild 'featheriness', while the stereo 
images were mildly diffuse and the bass less 
well controlled. If the amp is to be used with 
me cartridges it might even be worth consid

character.It


ering a competent ancilliary step-up or head
amp unit since the good quality of the mm 
input would appear to justify this.

Lab results
Rated at 17dBW, the 650 raised around 18.5dB 
under continuous-rated conditions, with a 
good power bandwidth. On peaks, 19.5dBW 
was available into 8ohms, this falling by only 
2.5dB into 2ohms (Of passing interest may be 
the fact that such a level is equivalent to 200W 
peak, 2ohms!) Peak current was exemplary at 
±39 amps which was in line with HK's design 
target.

Harmonic distortion was fine, although the 
intermodulation results were poorer than 
expected. Noise levels were fine except on 
moving coil, where the high sensitivity 
achieved has served to reduce this somewhat. 
The de offset was satisfactory with ample 
input overload margins and stereo separation 
rather better than usual.

Good channel balancing was demonstrated, 
and all the input parameters were satisfactory. 
Disc equalisation showed some mild bass 
rolloff though it met close tolerances above 
80Hz.

Conclusion
This well built and powerful amplifier has an 
outstanding peak current capability, and in 
consequence it is very load-tolerant. The 
sound was confident and firm, working particu
larly well with digital programme while moving
magnet disc source also gave fine results. A 
dependable product, then, offering good value 
for money, the 650 achieves certain 
recommendation.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB= 1 W), without adding 3d8 or 6d8 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 80hms, maker's spec................. MW( = 17dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load. . ,18.4dBW 19.03dBW 18.4dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load............19.6dBW 20.7dBW 20.3dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed 21.7dBW 23.0dBW 22.MBW 
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 39 A -39 A
Distortion
Total harmonicdistortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
atrated power, aux input.............. -78dB -79dB -72dB
Intermodulation, l9/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -69dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm)...............- 71dB
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at WBW, disc (me).................-67dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weghted)...............................- 80dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighed).. ...... ...........-68dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................- 80dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)...................-78dB
DC output offset......................................................................19mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF}..................... 33dB 34dB 34dB
Disc (me) input (IHF}..................... 23dB 23dB 23dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >2WB
Stereo separation

Aux input....................................... -73dB -71dB -49dB
Output Impedance (damping).... 0.07ohm 0.07ohm 0.15ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.................................................. OdB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -2Qdd8 -60dB
Aux input....................................... OdB 0.1dB 1.2dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phone 0.28mV 46kohms, var
Disc (me) input............ Phone 0J008mV 112ohms
Aux input.................... Phone 18.4mV 31kohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.................... + OdB, -0.8dB
Size (width, height, depth)........................................44x40 x 14cm
Typical price inc VAT.  ..........................................................£230

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy
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Hitachi HA-2
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd, Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR
Tel 01-848 8787

An inexpensive slimline model, the Hitachi 
HA-2 has a rather cluttered front panel, 
sporting an over-bright blue fluorescent 
display, which shows both power output and 
the various functions selected. Bass/treble 
and balance are controlled via rather awkward 
sliders. The usual phono input sockets are 
provided for aux, tuner, disc and tape. Two sets 
of speakers may be connected (via spring 
clips) and a headphone socket is also fitted. 
The volume control is power-operated via push 
buttons — another nuisance in our view. The 
remaining facilities comprise a subsonic filter, 
20d8 mute switch and loudness contour.

Inside this 50W per channel amplifier is a 
single large printed circuit board, with a 
central coutout for the integral multifinned 
heatsink. A 4558D IC is used for the disc 
amplifier stage, with another JC in the line 
buffer. Modular power amp packages are used, 
these numbered STK 4191, while the small 
mains transformer supplies 2 x 6800pF 
reservoirs of average quality. The live mains 
wiring is neither shrouded or sleeved in 
accordance with safety regulations. Electronic 
protection is used with a 'fault' relay.

Sound quality
Scoring below average, the HA-2 showed some 
degree of 'up front' midrange hardness. Depth 
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effects were weak, while ambience seemed 
suppressed. Stereo focus was none too sharp 
in the frontal plane and the reproduction also 
suffered from a general lack of real definition.

The amp did not clip very well, very quickly 
sounding hard when driven beyond full peak 
output, but the 4ohms load was reasonably 
well handled at lower levels.

Via moving magnet disc input, the sound 
was similar, but with with a mild further loss of 
definition.

Lab results
Output power comfortably exceeded the 
specificaion, meeting 18.8dBW for the full 
power bandwidth. Loss of level into 4 and 
2ohms was greater than usual, and using peak 
measurement, the loss from 8 to 2ohms was 
high at 9.2dB. Adverse loads are not 
recommended, though a simple Sohm speaker 
should be coped with.

All the distortion results were satisfactory. 
Disc input was however poorer than average, 
despite a comparatively low sensitivity, and as 
a result, weak-output moving magnet cart
ridges may not suit this model particularly 
well. The de offset was fine while disc input 
over load levels although adequate, were again 
poorer than average.

Stereo separation was uninspiring, particu



larly via auxiliarly where only 27dB was 
recorded at 20kHz. On the other hand, channel 
balances were excellently maintained. Disc 
input capacitance was on the high side, 
totalling 370pF with a typical tonearm, and 
may need consideration when choosing a cart
ridge, while the auxiliary input capacitance 
was also surprisingly high at 400pF.

RIAA equalisation showed a mild upper 
treble rolloff and some bass lift, but at just 
0.6dB this was not very serious.

Conclusion
This model frankly offers nothing special, 
possessing no strong points. In general it was 
rated as below average, both in the lab and the 
listening room, and while it was possibly spoilt 
by its overcomplicated controls, it does not 
merit any recommendation.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB= 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec.. ..........MW( = 17dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................ 19.1dBW 19.1dBW 18.MBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 16.1dBW 16.7dBW 16.4dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........10.2dBW 10.3dBW 10.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 14 A -12 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -61dB -79dB -74dB 
Intermodulation, l9/20kHz, rated power, aux input..........-BOdB 
Intermodulation, 1920kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm).............. -7MB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-76dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................... -8MB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -73dB
DC output offset....................................................................... BmV
Input ovarload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 25dB 23dB 23dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... 19dB 19dB 19dB
Stereo separation

Output Impedance (damping).. . .0.23ohm 0.23ohm O.BOdhm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz............................................ 0.1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input........  - . 0.1dB 0.2dB 0.2dB
Input data socket type sensilivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.34mV 48kohms, 220pF

Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz....................+ 0.5dB, -0.3dB
Size (width, height, depth)................... ........ . 44 x 27 x 8.5cm
Typical price inc VAT..............................................................£120

Disc input: R/AA equalisation accuracy
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JVC AK-22
JVC (UK) Ltd, 6-8 Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, London NW2 7AF 
Tel 01-450 2621

Rated at 38W per channel, the AK-22 is an 
inexpensive integrated model which sells for 
under £100. Finished in silver and blue, it has a 
low-profile format and facilities include con
nections for two sets of speakers, via clamp 
spring terminals. Inputs are provided for tape, 
video (aux), tuner and disc, while the slider
type bass and treble controls are supple
mented by a loudness button. All input sockets 
are phonos.

Inside, the AK-22 was found to be neatly 
constructed with a good standard of mains 
wiring. One main printed circuit board is used, 
with secondary link boards for front and rear 
panel facilities. Disc input and RIAA equalis
ation are catered for by a 4558D integrated 
circuit, with discrete circuitry used for the tone 
controls. The output is complementary direct- 
coupled, the transistors protected by a relay, 
with the comparatively small mains trans
former feeding a 2 x4700pF reservoir, shared 
for both channels. Internal wiring is tidy, and 
well harnessed.

Sound quality
Scoring below average the '22 showed no 
serious subjective faults but failed to convey a 
convincing impression of Liu:! piuyici..... .. re
produced. Via disc (mm) input, the low 
frequency range lacked attack and was not 

very 'tuneful', while at moderate levels the mid 
was fairly pleasant, even delicate, with a 
promising clarity. Conversely, however, stereo 
focus was unexceptional and little impression 
of depth or space was apparent.

Via auxiliary, digital programme seemed to 
lack power and authority, with tonal balance 
marred by a touch of nasality. Deterioration set 
in at higher listening levels, and the amplifier 
was none too comfortable on the adverse 
speaker load, even to the extent of the protec
tion relay operating occasionally.

Lab results
Rated at about 15dBW, the AK-22 did well in 
output terms on 8ohms loads, maintaining 
17.6dBW over the power bandwidth. on peaks 
18.5dBW was possible but the small power 
supply was reflected by the considerable 
reduction in the continuous 4ohm .level. On 
peaks the 2ohm output fell by a total of 9.5dB. 
The current output suggested better than this, 
but was upset by a marked assymetry, 16A 
positive, but with 25% less in the negative 
direction.

Distortion levels were good, and noise levels 
more than satisfactory via the various inputs. 
No problem should arise witn Input overloads 
and the stereo separation figures were quite 
typical. Higher than average, the output imped
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ance figures were still comparatively 
harmless.

Channel balance was well maintained over 
the operating range and the input character
istics were satisfactory, though the disc input 
resistance was 20% higher than usual at 57K 
ohms.

The auxiliary response was very wide, and 
the uniform, but RIAA equalisation was 
lumpier than usual, though still within a 
reasonable tolerance.

Conclusion
The AK-22's performance was quite reasonalbe 
for the price level, but in our view it none
theless has nothing special to offer. Unfortun
ately, such are the standards shown by some 
new designs in this issue, that models which 
might have had some chance of recommend
ation two years ago, no longer qualify. 'Easy' 
loudspeaker loads are suggested for this unit; 
and given these conditions it does get quite 
loud for the price asked.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated ampl ifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec...........38W( = 15.5dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load...............17.WW 17.9dW 17.6dBW
B oth channels, 4ohm load.............13.0dBW 13.8dBW 13.5dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed...........8.0dBW 9.0dBW 9.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current.................... +16 A -12A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
atrated power, aux input............. -76d8 -87d B -6Bo8
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input >-BOd B 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)............. -78d8
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)............................-75d8
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................. -BOd B
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................-84d8
DC output offset................................................................. 4mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)................... 27d B 27d B 27d8
Aux/CD input (IHF)...................... >20d B >20 B >20d8
St^ereo separation
Aux input................................... -72d B -61d B -37d8
Output Impedance (damping)... ,0.2Odhm 0.22ohm 0.30ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz..........................................0.2dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60 B
Aux input.................................... 0.1d8 0.6d B O.Od B
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input......... Phono 0.28mV 59kohms, 98pF
Aux input................... Phono 25mV 54kohms, 300pF
Disc ^uallsatlon enor, 30Hz-15kHz.................+0.7d8, -0.4d8
Size (width, height, depth).....................................44 x 30 x Born
Typical price inc VAT........................................................... £90
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JVC AX-40
JVC (UK) Ltd, 6-8 Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, London NW2 7AF 
Tel 01-450 2621

A mid-priced model from one of the larger 
Japanese companies, the AX-40 is specified at 
50W per channel (17dBW). This amplifier uses 
JVC's ‘Super A' power amp circuitry which 
minimises switching distortion and employs a 
proprietory IC. Also following current JVC 
practice, a simple graphic equaliser tone 
control is fitted, with operating frequencies set 
at 64Hz, 250Hz, 1kHz, 4kHz and 16kHz. Wide- 
range fluorescent power meters are also fitted, 
scaled from a low 3mW to 100W, and other 
facilities include two sets of speaker outputs 
(with connection made via binding-post term
inals), a headphone socket and a loudness 
switch. All input sockets are phono save tape 1 
which is duplicated in DIN; the selection 
includes video/aux, tuner, disc tape 1 and 2.

I nterior layout was considered to be rather 
untidy with no less than 16 printed circuit 
boards wired together.Power supply arrange
ments followed normal practice, and the mains 
section was to a good standard of safety.

The disc amplifier/equaliser is based on an 
integrated circuit type 45600, but discrete 
circuitry is u!ed lu 1.ive the yraphlc section. 
The output stage is the usual direct coupled 
complementary and electronic protection is 
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employed with a diconnect/muting relay.

Sound quality
This amp was rated as below average on 
audition. It was considered to be rather 
similiar to the smaller JVC model, the AK-22, 
and failed to set a worthwhile standard.

Via the disc input, the bass lacked definition 
and sounded a little 'thumpy', while the treble 
was slightly harsh and the mid both forward 
and hard. A modicum of stereo depth could be 
heard, and stereo focus and detail were both 
fair enough. A dry, crisp character was noted.

Using the auxiliary input a better impression 
of depth and space was obtained, and the 
sound was rendered with more authority and 
detail. Some listener fatigue was however 
recorded and the sound quality deteriorated 
further at high levels, and more particularly 
into adverse speaker loads. Under the latter 
conditions only 96.5dBA could be obtained, 
which is rather less than the specified power 
suggested. Simple Bohms speakers are recom
mended in consequence.

Lab results
On test the specification was certainly met on 



Bohm loads, but showed signs of rapid weak
ening into 4 and especially into 2ohm condit
ions. For the latter, even on peak, the output 
fell a crippling 10dB and only ± 5A peak was 
available, this confirming its poor performance 
on the high level listening test. However under 
ideal Bohm conditions, the power bandwidth 
was fine.

Highly linear, the AX-40 gave very low 
harmonic and intermodulation distortions, 
once again demonstrating the lack of 
correlation between these parameters and 
sound quality. Signal-to-noise ratio were 
satisfactory, and de offset at the speaker 
terminals was negligible. Input overloads were 
fine, and channel balance also held up well. 
Input characteristics were standard, albeit 
with some parallel input capacitance while 
disc RIAA equalisation was very good, and the 
versatile tone control responses can be seen 
on the graph (note that only the boost posi
tions are shown; the results are comple
mentary for the cut positions.)

Conclusion
The graphic equaliser might be an attractive 
feature and the peak power meters look tech
nical, but neither these nor the other facilities 
offered can make up for the fact that this 
design is not equipped to drive real loud
speakers. Its basic capability is for B-16ohm 
models; and for hi-fi purposes the idea of using 
two pairs of speakers together, for example in 
another room, is in my opinion out of the 
question. In any case the lower volume-level 
sound quality was not sufficient for a 
recommendation. In our view the AK-22 is a 
superior amplifier.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Po-r output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec................ MW( = 17dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load. ...18.MBW 18.MBW 18.4dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load............. 14.5dBW 14.MBW 14.MBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed...........8.2dBW 8.BdBW 7.MBW
Instantaneous peak current. ................ +5A -5A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -83dB -8MB -80dB 
Intermodulation, 19/0kHz, rated power, aux input........ >-^WB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm)............>-^WB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)........................ .. -76dB
AuxlCD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)............ ...................... -7MB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)...  -8MB 
DC output offset................  ........ ............................... 8mV
Input owrioad 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 31dB 31dB 30dB
AuxlCD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation 
Disc input.........................  -56dB -55dB -33dB
Aux input...................................... -6MB -55dB -^MB
Output Impedance (damping)... .O.OBohm 0.08ohm 012ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz..................................................OdB
Volumelbalancetracklng OdB -2MB -60dB
Aux input. ........    OdB 0.2dB 1.MB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono OJ^V Klkohms, 200pF
Aux input................. Phono 19.4mV 63kohms, 290pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hzd5kHz.................... +OdB, -0.1dB
Size (width, height, depth)....................................... 44 x 30 x 12cm
Typical price inc VAT.........................  ■.............£154

Tone control/filter responses
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Krell KSA-50
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 42 Parkside, London SW19 
Tel 01-947 5047

An American heavyweight built to the highest 
standards of finish and construction, the 
KSA50 is a very expensive power amplifier 
modestly rated at 17dBW (50W). Versions at 
100W and 200W are also available, and with 
the exception of the power output, these are 
broadly similar in performance to the '50.

The amplifier runs in pure Class A into Bohm 
loads up to its rated power, and employs a 
forced-air heat dissipator to provide steady 
thermal conditions as well as a rapid warm up 
(minutes rather than the usual hour or so for 
other Class A designs.) The fan is relatively 
quiet producing no more noise than the large 
toroidal transformers fitted, audible hum from 
the latter varying according to the quality of 
the mains supply, which depends on the time 
of day! I would not recommend locating the 
amplifier too near the listening position if the 
room's ambient noise levels are low, however.

Below 8ohms, and at higher output levels, 
thA amplifiAr mnmpntMily departs into Cla1111 8 
operation, and here a large reserve current 
capability is provided to cope with the most 
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taxing of loads. Internally, no expense has 
been spared and the unit is arranged as a 
double mono design. Just a hint of its en
gineering quality may be gleaned from the use 
in the power supply of two 1kVA toroids, and 
4 x 40000pF high-current reservoir capacitors!

Sound quality
This remarkable amplifier delivered an 
exceptionally good sound, and rarely has a 
product so consistently exposed the short
comings of others. It lead the field by a 
substantial margin, providing stereo images of 
seemingly effortless depth, clarity and focus. 
Its stature was apparent throughout the fre
quency range, from its deep, powerful, and 
highly articulate bass to a neutral accurate 
midrange, and a sparkling but delicately 
musical treble. It consistently provided more 
musical information in a more natural manner 
than other models we tried, including a number 
of roforonooo at rather higher price!. It! !uuinJ 
also continued to improve with the use of 
better pre-amplifiers, these ranging from the



Audio Research SP8 to the Burmester 808.
11 sailed through the awkward load test, and 

the maximum sound levels obtained contra
dicted the conservatively-rated output 
specification. A considerable 102 to 103dBA 
volume was obtained in the listening room, 
which was not that much less than some of the 
most powerful designs tested in this issue.

Lab results
Rated at only 17dBW, the Krell typically 
produced on continuous ratings at 19.1dBW 
output level, and such was the extraordinary 
power bandwidth that no significant fall 
occurred from 20Hz to 20kHz, relative to 1kHz. 
Likewise the loss into 4 and 2ohms was small. 
Peak output was approaching 100W, reading 
19.3dBW, with 18dBW still provided into 
2ohms, the Krell proving to have one of the 
‘ stiffest' output and power sections measured. 
Peak power into 2ohms exceeded 240W. Peak 
current output was symmetrical at a substant
ial + 29A, -30A, which was sufficient for the 
worst loads.

Harmonic and intermodulation distortion 
was negligible with noise levels also very low. 
One sample had a slight driver fault resulting 
in some moderate de offset, this negligible 
once the problem was corrected. Stereo

GENERAL DATA Power amplifier
Power output 
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec................. 50W( = 17dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 29kHz
One channel, 8ohm load.............. 19.1dBW 19.1dBW 19.1dBW
Both Channels, 4ohm load............ 18.4dBW 18.9dBW 18.3dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed........ 17.9dBW 17.9dBW 17.8dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 29 A -30 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 29Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input............... - 90dB -91dB -83dB
Intermodulation, 19/29kHz, rated power.........................>-8OdB
Noise
PA input (IHF, CCIR weighted)..........................................- 103dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)...................-92dB
DC output offset..............................................left 6mV, right 74mV
Output impedance (damping).... 0.02ohm 0.02ohm 0.04ohm
Channel balance,-at 1kHz...............•............................................OdB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Power amp................... Phono 110mV 22kohms, 176pF
Size (width, height, depth)........................................ 48 x 43 x 2cm
Typical price inc VAT........ ...................................................... £1230
•Sample fault, see text 

separation was predicably excellent, and the 
output impedance at levels of little 
importance. Input requirements were 
straightforward, indeed, suitable for the direct 
connection of some of the higher-level output 
sources via a passive control.

Conclusion
This massive amplifier can be expected to 
deliver an exceptional sound for many years, 
and could be viewed more as an investment 
than, as is all too often the case, a product 
likely to become obsolete rapidly. For 
dedicated audiophiles the Krell will justify its 
high price in an enduring sonic pleasure. We 
managed also to briefly audition the matching 
PAM1 pre-amplifier (too late to do a full report) 
we can confidently say that this beautifully- 
built product was capable of attaining a sim
ilar fine sonic standard.

11-FllN
WESTCt"1SUPERMARE

We have a large selection of 
amplifiers on continuous 

demonstration. Most are chosen 
from Best Buys or recommendations 
of this and other Hi-Fi publications. 

Call in today and audition them 
using the most demanding source.

DIGITAL AUDIO

WE HAVE THE LARGEST 
SELECTION OF COMPACT 

DISCS AND PLAYERS IN THE 
WHOLE OFiENGLAND! 

^^^^^^ 
203 MILTON ROAD 

WESTON-SUPER-MARE 414423
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Luxman L230
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7
Tel 01-607 0293

Well-presented and finished in the usual Lux 
manner, the L230 is a medium-priced 
integrated amplifier and comes with a compre
hensive specification. Rated at 60W per 
channel (17.5d8W), it offers moving-coil and 
moving-magnet disc inputs plus tuner and 
aux/CD and facilities for two tape decks.

Elaborate tone controls offer a choice of 
frequency turnovers for bass and treble plus a 
loudness contour,plus 30Hz subsonic and 
?kHz treble-cut filters. Two sets of speakers 
can be used (connected by bare-wire spring 
clips) and a headphone socket is provided. All 
input sockets are phonos.

Built on one large printed circuit board, the 
L230's internal constructional quality was 
considered to be average, with a number of 
trailing wires in evidence. As noted with 
certain other cost-conscious designs, the tone 
controls are integrated in the feedback 
circuitry of the power amplifier,the latter a 
direct coupled complementary type using bi
polar transistors. A large transformer feeds 
? )(1000011F res11rvoir capacitorc, and while a 
primary fuse protects the mains side of the 
equipment, the mains wiring is unshrouded, 
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not to BS recommendations.
An integrated circuit is used for the disc 

input/RlAA equaliser, gain adjusted for moving 
magnet and moving coil sensitivities, with 
good quality components in evidence through 

out.

Sound quality
The L230 gave an encouraging performance 
during its auditioning. Rated as 'good' which is 
competitive at its price level, it was felt to have 
a slightly 'thin' tone quality giving a clinical 
effect which was however not too severe.

Via moving-coil input the sound was judged 
precise and well-controlled with a pleasant 
mid and treble. Focus and depth were both 
better than average, though the bass was 
midly lumpy. Via moving-magnet some 
moderate improvement in focus and detail 
were apparent, while the bass extension also 
seemed to be improved.

The amplifier gave a pleasant relaxed 
presentation via auxiliary, with fairly good 
perspectives, although it failed tu properly 
capture the attack and life of the best digital 
programme. It could be driven hard, though, 



and did not deteriorate appreciably into clip
ping using normal loudspeakers. Its perform
ance on adverse loading was also pretty fair.

Lab results
Rated at 60W, 17.5d8W, the L230 could 
produce a continuous full-bandwidth output 
into 8ohms happily exceeding 19d8W, and on 
peaks it reached 20d8W (100W). Lower load 
impedances were however handled less well, 
with a fall of 3d8 on 4ohm peak, and a serious 
10.5d8 into 2ohms. The maximum current 
limits checked out at ±6A, so this model 
clearly preferred higher impedance speakers.

Low levels of distortion were measured 
throughout the test range, while the signal-to
noise ratios were fine, considering the 
sensitivity, with the exception of moving coil. 
Speaker terminal de offset was negligible and 
input overloads ample. Stereo separation was 
pretty average for all inputs, while channel 
balances were well maintained except at the 
lowest volume setting.

RIAA equalisation did show a mild uptilt 
which might have influenced the comment of a 
'thin' tonal balance, but the deviation was 
quite small. Tone controls and filters were all 
satisfactory (see graph).

Conclusion
While more difficult speaker loads are in
advisable, in all other respects this model 
represents a competent and versatile package 
offering a pleasant sound and better-than- 
average stereo presentation. A recommend
ation is in order since in this instance such a 
combination of attributes costs well under 
£200.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
P^ower output
Rated power Into 8ohms, maker's spec............^&Ml( = 17.5dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load...............19.1dBW l9.4dBW 19.3dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............14.80BW 14.WBW 14.WBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed........... 9.5dBW 95dBW 95dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 6 A -6 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1 kHz 20kHz

Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input........>-80dB 
lnterrnodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)............> -30B
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me).............. > -80dB
Noise
Disc (mm) Input(IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................-82dB
Disc (me) Input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................- 7OdB
Aux/CD Input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-84dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -72dB
DC output offset.........................................................................5mV
Input ^»rload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) Input (IHF)..................... 29dB 29dB 2MB
Disc (me) Input (IHF)..................... 37dB 34dB 29dB
Aux/CD input (IH F)................... >20dB >2OdB >2OdB
Steereo separation
Disc Input....................................... -57dB -60dB -34dB
Aux input....................................... -75dB -63dB -30B
Output im^ioance (damping).... 0.16ohm 0/16ohm 0.2ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1 kHz.............................................0.4dB
Voiume/baiance tracking OdB - 30B - 30B
Aux input....................................... 0.2dB O.BdB 2.7dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phone 0.23mV 55kohms, 160pF
Disc (me) Input............ Phone Q023mV 117ohms
Aux Input.................... Phone 24mV 52kohms, ^WpF
Disc equaiiaetionrar, 30Hz 15kHz.................. + 0.MB, -0.2dB
Size (width, height, depth)....................................... 45 x 32 x 11cm
Typicai price Inc VAT................................................................£180
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Luxman 1430
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7
Tel 01-607 0293

Substantially more expensive than the L230 
also reviewed the 430 claims nearly twice the 
output at 105W (20dBW). Comprehensively 
equipped, it comes in a substantial case and 
provides good input facilities — disC moving
magnet and moving-coil, tape 1 and 2, tuner, 
and aux/CD. Subsonic and treble filters are 
provided, togther with mono switching and 
'four frequency' tone controls at 20Hz and 
400Hz in the bass, with 1 kHz and 10kHz in the 
treble. A headphone socket is included plus 
facilities for two sets of speakers, their cables 
connected via substantial binding-post term
inals. A direct path for high-quality Cd signals 
is present.

The control layout is logical and the stand
ard of finish is high. Inside the amplifier is well 
built, but employs the multiple-board style of 
construction, the boards linked by neat wiring 
looms. A large power transformer is fitted, the 
rectifier feeding 2 x 15000pF special audio
quality reservoir capacitors.

The disc input stage begins with low noise 
dual FETs, these followed by an integrated 
circuit RIAA equaliser section. Later circuitry 
is discrete, with a complex FET input amplifier 

leading to the substantial output stage, the 
latter employing parallel pairs of comple
mentary output devices, direct-coupled to the 
load. The mains cabling is well managed and 
high quality components are used in the 
construction.

Sound quality
Rated as 'good plus', the L430 did quite well on 
the auditioning. Its strong points were its 
clarity and stereo depth, the latter exceptional 
among Japanese-type integrated designs.

No specific problems were noted via moving 
coil though changing to the high-level moving 
magnet input provided a significant improve
ment in several areas. Stereo focus was pretty 
good, with pleasing depth, and a well- 
controlled overall impression but the tonal 
balance remained slightly thin-sounding.

Moving on to the aux input, further gains in 
sound quality were noted. Here the amplifier 
seemed capable of providing a large scale 
sound stage, plus decent depth and good 
midband clarity, focus and articulation. It 
could also be taken to the limit on the normal 
load, providing a substantial 105dBA, and
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although 104dBA was attained on the adverse 
loading, the amplifier did not sound quite so 
comfortable here.

Lab results
Demonstrating an excellent power bandwidth, 
a fine tolerance to 4ohm resistive loading, the 
430 proved itself to have a substantial power 
supply. 21.6dBW was available into Bohms on 
peaks, this barely reduced into 4ohms. How
ever, the 2ohm load was not favoured, with a 
?dB shortfall here. In practice, the 'worst' 
Bohm speakers should be avoided, but most 
others will be driven very well by this model.

Peak current was just satisfactory at ±16 
amps, while harmonic distortions were neglig
ible as were the intermodulation figures. Noise 
levels were generally good, and de offset 
satisfactorily low. The disc overload levels 
were sufficient, particularly in view of the 
higher than average input sensitivities; but 
stereo separation was only about average, and 
could be improved for CD purposes. Channel 
balance was accurate with fine input 
characteristics, the usable with the least 
sensitive models. RIAA equalisation was 
pretty flat, aside from a mild bump at 25Hz, 
before the subsonic rolloff comes in.

Conclusion
A robust, well-finished and well-built amplifier, 
the L430 offers a good blend of facilities, 
power and sonic performance. If severe loud
speaker loads are avoided, it will perform well, 
and although it is above the true 'value for 
money' price limit, this design is strong 
enough to merit a performance recommend
ation .

Disc Input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W}, without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Po-routput
Rated (power into Sohms, maker's spec...............105W( = 20dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load................21.2dBW 21.2dBW 21.1dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 19.1dBW 19.MBW 19.MBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........14.1dBW 14.1dBW 14.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... +16A -16A
Distortion
Total harmonicdistortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -88dB -88dB -77dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input........ >-BOdB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)...............-76dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me).................- 7MB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................-84dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................. -71dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)..................................... -85dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)...................-BOdB
DC output offset......................................................................10mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 23dB 2MB 2(6dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)..................... 24dB 21dB 19dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc Input....................................... -60dB -56dB -43dB
Aux input....................................... -76dB -66dB -43dB
Output Im^dance (damping)....0.14ohm O.IOdhm 0.26ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz............................................. 0.1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -2OdB -60dB
Aux Input....................................... OdB OdB O.MB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.19mV Wkohms, 100pF
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0. 3mV 2^tohms
Aux Input........................ Phono 21mV 44kohms
Disc equalisation a^r, 30Hz-15kHz.................+ 0.MB, -0.15dB
Slza (width, height, depth)........................................45 x 42x 14cm
Typk:cal prion inc VAT................................................................£325
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Marantz PM-230
Marantz (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex UB7 OLW Tel 01-879 6633

A budget priced, low-profile amplifier the 
PM-230 is in fact one of the cheapest models to 
be included in this issue, and is rated at 30W 
(or 15dBW) per channel. We found its gold- 
finished alloy front panel awkward to use, 
carrying as it does most of the controls in 
slider form. These included volume, balance, 
bass and treble, with other facilities com
prising a loudness compensator (which ought 
perhaps to be called a 'softness compen
sator'!) plus a low filter and a headphone 
socket. Inputs for CD, tuner, disc, tape and 
tape/aux are provided, the sockets all in 
phono, and speaker connection is via light 
spring clips.

The interior layout is very tidy; the main 
printed circuit board used is common to other 
Marantz models, though some sections are 
omitted for the 230. Disc amplification/equalis- 
ation is carried out by means of a dual iC, with 
CMOS electronic signal switching following. 
AnothfH I\. is iisP.rl in the tone control stage, 
feeding an integrated power amplifier driver, 
number STK3042, which is turn is coupled to 
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large Sanken output transistors. The latter are 
direct-coupled complementary. The trans
former is adequately sized, feeding rather 
small 2 x 1800pF reservoirs, and while 
construction was quite good, live mains parts 
were unshrouded.

Sound quality
Careful auditioning revealed via the disc input 
a just adequate sound quality. The tonal 
balance was pleasantly neutral but no real 
definition or impact was apparent; the bass 
was rather flabby and the treble mildy fizzy.

Turning to the aux/CD input, the treble 
improved a little but nor so the bass. The 
sound just did not appear 'interesting' or 
involving. Sound stages were relatively flat, 
and detail was compressed. In clip it proved 
comfortable, reaching 101dBA, and it re
mained pleasant at a lower power level into 
awkward speaker loads.

Lab results
Rated at 15dBW, the 230 comfortably 



maintained a 15.4dBW level into Bohms over 
the measured bandwidth. The loss into 4ohms 
reflected the most power supply and in con
trast, this unit's peak current capacity was 
quite good at + 13, - 14A. This was no doubt a 
factor in the reasonable peak programme 
levels reported, the 2ohm figure reading 4d8 
below that for Bohms.

Distortion increased at high frequencies, but 
remained within satisfactory limits. Intermodu
lation via the disc input was poorer than 
average, especially in the light of the fairly 
insensitive pickup input, but de offset was 
fine, and disc overload margins fairly typical. 
Stereo channel separation was considered to 
be quite good, while the channel balance was 
satisfactory over the normal working range.

Disc input capacitance was fairly high at 
280pF, and should be noted in connection with 
the use of some of the more termination-sens
itive cartridges. The disc equalisation showed 
a gentle downtilt, which may partly account for 
its slightly rich and veiled quality via the disc 
input. The low filter rolloff had rather dramatic 
effects on the bass response (see tone control 
responses).

Conclusion
In fact, it is worth noting that previous models 
at the bottom end of the Marantz range have 
done well in reviews, but the 230 emerged as a 
pretty ordinary sort of amplifier, with its main 
redeeming feature being its low price. This is 
not unreasonable in view of its output power, 
as well as load-tolerant speaker matching. 
However, on audition it failed to excite 
sufficient interest to warrant any special 
commendation.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB= 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec................30W( = 15dBW
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load. . .15.7dBW 15.7dBW 15.4dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 13.0dBW 13.3dBW 12.7dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........11.6dBW 12.1dBW 11.7dBW
Instantaneous peak current..................... + 13 A —14 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input............... -79dB -86dB -72dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input....... > -80dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm).. . —66dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).............................. -74dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................. -82dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)....................- 70dB
DC output offset........................................................................8mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 28dB 28dB 28dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)........................ >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input..................................... -65dB -66cB -40dB
Aux input....................................... -69dB -WdB -41dB
Output Impedance (damping)....0.10ohm 0.16chm 0.13ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.. .. 1.0dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.7dB 1.2dB 0.1dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.45mV 49kohms, 280pF
Aux input.................... Phono 31.7mV 42kohms, 160pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-l5kHz ..................+ 0.6cB, -0.6dB
Size (width, height, depth).......................................42 x 27 x 6.6cm
Typical price inc VAT..................................................................£90

Tone control/filter responses
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Marantz PM-330
Marantz (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex UB7 OLW Tel 01-879 6633

Priced at some £30 more than the PM-230, the 
Marantz PM-330 actually has the same speci
fied power rating. However, in addition to the 
features of the cheaper model, the 330 offers a 
'power' volume control, using an electronic 
attenuator rather than the normal mechanical 
type. I must say that personally I fail to see the 
advantage of this.

The case is a similar slimline form to the 230, 
and the usual disc, tape, tuner and aux inputs, 
plus bass, treble and loudness controls are 
provided, together with a subsonic filter. 
Speaker connection is made via weak spring 
clips and all the input socketry is in phono.

I nside, the resemblance to the 230 is strong, 
though the 330 is fitted with rather larger 
power transformer which should improve the 
4ohm power ratings a little. Integrated circuits 
are widely used, while the complementary out
put transistors themselves are discrete units. 
Good quality workmanship was evident.

Sound quality
While the sound quality from the 230 was 
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thought inoffensive on audition, the 330 was 
rather less pleasant. On the disc input, the 
midrange was a trifle 'hard' sounding while the 
treble was splashy and fatiguing. The bass 
was adequate, with reduced definition; but 
depth rendition in stereo terms was weak, 
clarity was marginal and stereo focus none too 
sharp.

Via its auxiliary input a slight improvement 
was noted, but this was insufficient to mask 
what one panelist described as the 'music 
centre sound'. The programme lacked interest 
or immediacy and seemed both muddled and I 
defocused.

On the positive side, the 330 could be driven 
hard to respectable levels, did not become ag
gressive into clipping, and also survived the 
adverse speaker load quite well. Maximum 
sound levels averaged 100dBA.

Lab results
Hated at 3UW (15dBW) its output was typically 
2dB better, measuring 17dBW over the band
width. The fall into 4ohms was about average



at 2.7dB and the peak programme results were 
reasonable, with the fall at around 4dB from 8 
to 2ohms. A decent 16A peak current capacity 
was measured while harmonic and intermodu
lation results were satisfactory, as were the 
signal-to-noise ratios via the standard inputs. 
The de offset at the speaker terminals was 
commendably low, while input overload levels 
were fine, though disc input sensitivity was 
lower than average. Stereo separation was 
satisfactory and output resistance negligible. 
The electronic volume control maintained a 
good channel balance over the entire 
operating range. Disc input capacitance was 
fairly high at 270pF; consider this added to the 
typical 120pF of arm cable, and the 400pF or so 
total may need some thought when matching a 
cartridge.

Disc equalisation, as with the 230, showed a 
'rounded' effect with mild upper bass lift and a 
rolled off treble. Via the aux input some bass 
rolloff was also apparent though the coarser 
scale of tone control graph makes this less 
obvious.

Conclusion
Despite its modest price and clearly favourable 
peak current capability, the sound quality of 
this design fell well short of the required 
standards on the listening tests. The PM230 is 
the better buy, with the 330 coming nowhere 
near to 'recommended' levels of performance.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec.. ...30W(=15dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load................17.2dBW 17.3dBW 16.8dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............14.4dBW 14.6dBW 14.6dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........13.3dBW 13.9dBW l3.7dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... +16 A -16 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -79dB -^dB -72dB
Intermodulation, i9/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -7ldB

Noise 
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................. ............-76dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................. -82dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -75dB
DC output offset....................................................................... 3mV
Input oserioad 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 28dB 28dB 28dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)....................... >2WB >20dB >20dB
St^llnlO separation

Aux input....................................... -72dB -ouB -42dB
Output Im^^anpo (damping).... 0.06ohm 0.06ohm 0.12ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz..........  ...0.3dB
8olum5dalance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.1dB 0.1dB 0.4dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.40mV 49kohms, 270pF

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz...................+ 0.2dB, -0.5dB
Size (width, height, depth).................. .................42 x 27 x 6.5cm
Typical price inc VAT....................................................... ....£110
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Meridian MCA-1
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd, 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 ?EJ 
Tel (0480) 57339

In the space available here we cannot do full 
justice to the new Meridian modular system of 
electronics. When complete, the range of 
modules will allow the purchaser to select the 
combination to meet his requirements. For 
example, if you only play records you need 
only buy the amplifier with phono facilities, but 
modules can be added to give other combin
ations of multiple inputs, with tuner, tone 
controls, headphone outputs, and separate 
power amplifiers.

All the modules clip readily together with 
automatic electrical interconnection, so there 
are no trailing wires. The slimline cases are all 
finished in durable grey Nextel paint.

We tested the MCA-1 unit, which assumes 
the role of an integrated amplifier selling at 
about £375, offering only a single moving
magnet disc input; in adding moving-coil and 
auxiliary input options we brought the total 
cost to nearer £500.

Internal design of the MCA-1 is also unusual 
- the power amplifier has complementary 
transistor outputs in a double-mono configur
ation, fed from a balanced input signal. Power 
supplies use 'flyback transformer' switching 
and arc regulated. The pre-amp ilstdf Is 
designed with balanced signal handling 
stages based on the use of multiple high 
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quality integrated circuits. The moving-coil 
input is discrete and employs shunt feedback 
which gives a 'universal' input with a 
terminating impedance of 12ohms resistive.

Sound quality
As an integrated amplifier, the MCA-1 rated a 
'good plus' score, and as a pre-amplifier used 
with more substantial power amplifiers, this 
improved to 'very good.'

Via moving-coil input, the sound was sub
stantially good, with a clean and articulate 
bass, a natural and pleasant midband, and 
quite good treble, the latter suffering from just 
a hint of 'edge' or 'featheriness'. In stereo 
image terms it was particularly competent, 
proving capable of fine natural perspectives 
with good space and depth, plus much low 
level detail. The moving-magnet input was 
generally similar; these input options are in 
each case dedicated modules rather than ‘add 
on' compromises.

Via aux the sound was still clearer, and 
slightly more 'open'. The mid treble anomaly 
remained however. Driven hard the amp did not 
clip well, and sounded a little 'small', while 
heavy drive into the adverse load constrained 
the maximum level to a modest 97.5dBA. The 
pre-amp section could sound better with a



larger power amplifier, where the dynamics 
were better reproduced.

Lab results
Measured output levels were close to specific 
cation, with a good power bandwidth into the 
8ohm load. Sufficient peak current, ± 12A, was 
available to fully drive all the loads on the peak 
programme tests, while the loss from 8 to 
2ohms was only 0.8dB — an excellent result. 
Clean, short peaks will be well handled into 
some of the most difficult loads. Harmonic and 
intermodulation distortion results were fine, 
and even better at low levels, with the signal to 
noise ratios particularly good, even though 
some de offset was observed at the speaker 
terminals.

Input overload margins were ample, while 
the pre-amp could produce decent output 
levels from a 600ohm balanced or 300ohm 
unbalanced terminal. Stereo separation was 
very good, and output impedance negligible, 
while channel balance was fine and the input 
characteristics well in order. Disc equalisation 
was to a good accuracy, with a subsonic rolloff 
on moving-coil but not on moving-magnet.

Conclusion
Its musical, spacious and relaxed sound 
quality makes this combination a natural 
candidate for recommendation despite the 
fairly high price tag, which is not particularly 
competitive in view of its 100dBA or so 
maximum sound level. The pre-amplifier 
section also sounded good, and is also a 
competitive contender in the quality stakes; 
this too is recommended, especially for use 
with Meridian's own active speaker systems.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB= 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Pre- and power amplifier
Po—r output
Rated power into Sohms, maker's spec................35W( = 15dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

nc cuannei, onm ioau...............i .1 . 8
Both channels, 4ohm load........... 13.8dBW 14.0dBW 13.0dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed 84.2dBW 14.7dBW 14.0dBW 
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 12 A -11 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
atrated power, aux input.............. -76dB -84dB -74dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -77dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)............> -80dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)..............> - WdB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).............................. -84dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). ........................ - 76dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).............................. -94dB
Residual, unweighted (volum control at min) .............. - 87dB
DC output offset......................................................................40mV
Input overload
Disc (mm) input (IHF)....................
Disc (me) input (IHF)....................
Aux/CD input (IHF)........................
Stereo separation 
Disc input......................................  
Aux input......................................

20Hz
30dB
24dB

>20dB

1 kHz 
29dB 
23dB 

>20dB

20kHz
30dB 
22dB

>20dB

-80dB
-80dB

-78dB
-82dB

-58dB
-61dB

Output impedance (damping). .0T06ohm 0.05ohm 0.0ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.. ...................................0.5dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.dB 0.dB 0.9dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input......... Phono 0.6mV Wkohms, 100pF
Disc (me) input........... Phono • 12ohms, OnF
Aux input.................... Phono 24.4mV 49.5kohms, 1WpF
Output, pre-amp................................................ >6V 60/30ohms
Disc "'1uallsatlon 8fTOr, 30Hz-5kHz....................+ 0.2dB, -0.3dB
Sim (width, height, depth)...................................... 480 x 6 x 31cm
Typical price inc VAT..............................................£375 (disc only)
•Cartridge-dependent
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The review is by Martin CoHoms

This visually attractive amplifier, if well built and 
quality control tested in production, could be best 
buy material.
It offers a clean musical sound with a good 
performance standard, while the technical results 
were most promising. It was also generous as 
regards, power and tolerant of adverse loading. 
However, as the P35 was available only in prototype 
form at the time of writing, I must give it only a 
reserved reccomendation.
NOTE: ! Fortunately, we were able to test a 
production sample just as we went to press and thus 
confirming the best buy rating for this model. ''
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Mission 778
Mission Cambridge, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6ED 
Tel (0480) 57477

A recent introduction to the Mission range, 
this elegant and compact amplifier forms the 
heart of the company's complete mid-priced 
disc playing system.

Finished in satin black, this model belongs 
to the 'straight-line' generation, with no tone 
controls or filters provided — there is not even 
a balance control. The calibrated volume con
trol is accompanied by two selector switches, 
one for input (disc, aux, tuner, CD or tape) and 
the other being the tape record output selector. 
The latter includes an off position to prevent 
distortion due to an unpowered anciliary. 
Inputs are in phono, with output to 4mm 
sockets/binding posts, these rather closely 
spaced for comfortable access. A neat rear
mounted plug/switch selects moving-coil or 
moving-magnet sensitivity.

Inside, the main circuit is largely based on 
the established Mission separates. The power 
amp is a direct-coupled design with FET 
output devices and no protection circuits. A 
modest power supply is fitted, though this 
section can be upgraded by the user with the 
addition of an optional extra plug-in power 
booster. The staiiUarU of construction was 
high with fine quality components employed 
extensively.
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Sound quality
Rated as 'good plus' on audition, this amplifier 
has done well in its price group. Used via its 
moving-coil input, it delivered a well-balanced, 
'musical' sound, with a pleasing accurate 
treble, an open and clear presentation, plus 
quite good bass. Occasionally a hint of hard
ness was noted in the upper-mid and the full 
depth and focus of programme was not wholly 
reproduced.

Comparably good results were obtained via 
the moving-magnet, input, together with some 
added precision and focus. Via aux, digital 
programme was well reproduced with good 
rendition of detail, and while the bass was well 
extended it lacked ultimate authority as well 
as attack, this aspect said to benefit from the 
booster supply.

High sound levels were attained on normal 
loading with a consistent sound into clipping. 
Good results were also possible with the 
adverse load, though maximum level reduced 
here to a more modest 101dBA.

Lab results
Rated at 50W per channel (17dBW), the 778 
comfortably met this specification into 8ohms, 
with a satisfactory power bandwidth. More 



loss than usual occurred with continuous drive 
into 4ohms, but the pulsed power delivery was 
fine, with 18dBW at 8ohms, and a pretty good 
14dBW into 2ohms. The peak current was suf
ficient but assymetric at + 14, -20A, and due 
to speaker impedance asymetry, maximum 
power in some cases may be obtained by re
versing the cable polarity.

Distortion levels were satisfactory, if poorer 
than average, with moving-coil signal-to-noise 
ratio at a figure which must be rated average in 
view of the low sensitivity; very low output 
cartridges are not suitable. The other figures 
were however fine.

Input overloads were ample, though disc
input separation could have been better. 
Channel balance was well maintained while 
the input parameters were quite typical. Fitted 
with the IEC rolloff, the RIAA equalisation on 
the disc input showed the usual bass droop, in 
this case -1.8dB by 30Hz. Effectively, then, a 
subsonic filter is inbuilt.

Conclusion
Suited to all sources bar really low output 
moving-coils, this compact and load-tolerant 
amplifier proved to be a lusty performer, 
particularly into normal Bohm speaker loads. 
In the listening tests, it gave a lively 
performance and yet had much detail and 

. musical subtlety to boot.
While this might be regarded in some as

pects as a 'minimalist' product, in fact the 778 
does what it sets out to do. It is also compet
itively priced for the sound quality, available 
loudness and build quality offered, and 
logically it must be awarded 'Best Buy' status 
in this edition.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6d8 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Behms, makers spec.................50W( = 17dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load................18.0dBW 18.4dBW 17.MBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............14.3dBW 14.8dBW 14/ldBW
One channel,2ohms, pulsed..........13.MBW 14.0dBW 13.5dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 14 A -20 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
atratedpower,aux input.............. -68dB -68dB -68dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -65dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm).............. -^WB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me).................-58dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................-77dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-^WB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................... -7MB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................... -71dB
DC output offset...................................................................... 25mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)................ 34dB 32dB 32dB
Disc (me) input (IHF).................... 30dB 30dB 26dB
Aux/CD input (IHF). >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input..................................... -64dB -62dB -36dB
Aux input....................................... -7MB -68dB -44dB
Output impedance (damping) .... 0.(09ohm 0.08ohm 0.8ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................0.1dB
Volumalbalance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input..............  OdB 0.1dB 0.MB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.31mV 46kohms, 110pF
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0.02mV 119ohms
Aux input........................ Phono 17.11mV 12kohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.....................+OdB, -1.MB
Size (width, height, depth)......................................... 22 x 35x Bern
Typical price inc VAT................................................................. £240

Disc input: stereo separation
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Mission 777BU power amplifier
Mission Cambridge. Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6ED 
Tel (0480) 57477

Mission's largest component power amplifier 
currently awaits a pre-amp revision and so was 
assessed alone. The distinctive cast enclosure 
has the front deeply sculpted in the company 
logo, this styling feature also being exploited 
as a heat radiator.

Massively constructed, this amplifier was by 
far the heaviest for its size in the test group. 
Generous screened toroidal transformers are 
used these feeding a total of 70,000pF reservoir 
capacity. It is built as a double mono unit in 
one case, and rated at 100W per channel, using 
paralleled complementary FET output devices. 
The design has a wide bandwidth. nominally 
de to 1 MHz, and it uses a low order of negative 
feedback, quoted at 14dB. Inputs are in phono 
while the single speaker connections are via 
4mm socket/binding posts. The output speaker 
fuse is included in the feedback loop to 
minimise its effects on the loudspeakers.

Sound quality
With a comfortable 'very good' rating for 
sound quality the 777BU is up with the best in 
its price range.

It 80UMM llVely with an 1mpress1ve clarity, 
while tonally it was essentially neutral, with 
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perhaps a trace of mid hardness. Subjective 
frequency response was very wide with a clean 
sparkling treble, plus articulate powerful bass 
of good transient attack, despite a slight effect 
of low frequency overhang. Stereo images 
were quite stable and well focused, with both 
depth and ambience effects well portrayed. It 
could play to very high volume levels with an 
above-average clipping tolerance; 104dBA was 
reached into the normal load, and 102dBA into 
the adverse load. It also proved tolerant of a 
wide range of speaker types including 
electrostatics.

Lab results
Rated at 100W (20dBW), the 777BU proved to 
have a substantial power supply and its output 
into 4ohms was barely lower than that into 
Behrns. Power bandwidth was excellent at 
20.BdBW with the peak Bohm output at 
21.3dBW backed by a high but rather asymetric 
peak current capacity of + 17, -2BA, the 
imbalance fortunately in the preferred negative 
direction. The output was well maintained into 
2ohms at 19.4dBW, approaching 275W burst 
per channel, with total harmonic distortion 
measured at better than -60dB and the two-



tone intermodulation figure at -66dB.
Signal-to-noise ralTo was fine, output 

impedance negligible and de offset 
satisfactory.. Input sensitivity was high enough 
for direct connection of some auxiliary signals 
especially CD. For its power rating, 
mechanical hum was fairly low.

Conclusion
While this is an expensive amplifier, it was 
pretty powerful, with double mono power 
supplies of a size that bring the unit close to a 
regulated supply performance. The output was 
comfortably load tolerant and could be driven 
into mild clipping, producing high sound 
levels. The sound quality was in the very good 
class which goes some way towards meeting 
the price, and aside from strict value 
considerations, such results do justify a firm 
recommendation.

GENERAL DATA Power amplifier
Power output
Rated power Into 8ohms, maker's spec.............. 100W( = 20dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................20.MBW 20SMBW 20.MBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............20.MBW 20.4dBW 20.2dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed.......... 19.2dBW 19.4dBW 19.1dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 17 A -28 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -63dB -64dB -60dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHzi rated power.............................-66dB
NolH 
PA Input (ref 1W, 8ohms CCIR weighted)..........................-91dB
DC output offset...........................................left 25mV, right 25mV
Output Impedance (damping) .... 0.12ohm 0.12ohm 0.15ohm
Input date socket type sensitivity
Power amp...................................................phono 80mV
Size (width, height, depth).......................................45 x 10 x 32cm
Typlcel prtce Inc VAT................................................................ £750
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Musical Fidelity The Pre-Amp/Dr Thomas
Musical Fidelity Ltd, Unit 208, 16 Brune Street, London E1 7NJ 
Tel 01-247 3066

On the market for some time now, and priced at 
around £250, The Preamp has already made a 
good name for itself. The matching power amp
lifier has only become available more recently.

Outwardly, the Preamp's appearance is 
unusual and rather plain, except that when 
switched on, its name is brightly illuminated in 
red. Simple lever switching provides for tape, 
tuner and disc selection while interchange 
between moving-magnet and moving-coil re
quires the lid to be removed to gain access to 
an internal switch (but disconnect from the 
mains first).

The Dr Thomas power amplifier offers a 
substantial 120W per channel, and is 
conceived with elongated proportions, the 
sides clad in finely-finned heatsinks.

Constructional details of the review sample 
suggested that the pre-amplifier's mains 
wiring was not to full safety standards; for 
example the transformer appeared not to be 
double insulated but the case is not grounded. 
Integrated circuits are used - for example, 
LM394 for the moving-coil input and LF363W 
for later stages.

The power amplifier uses a large trans
former plus a generous reservoir capacity and 
paralleled Hitachi MOSFET output transistors 
from the direct coupled output stage. The 
speaker protection fusei are incorporatod in 
the feedback loop in order to reduce their 
spurious effects.
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Sound quality
As a combination this system held up well 
during the listening tests, scoring a 'good 
plus'. Dynamics were strong and the power 
amp could play very loud, attaining 1C6dBA for 
the normal loudspeaker load and 1C4.SdBA for 
the adverse load.

Via the moving-coil input, the sound showed 
good clarity and was generally well balanced, 
particularly in the midrange but overall it did 
tend to a mild 'brightness'_ Bass was well 
above average, however, with fine power and 
attack, with vocal lines nicely articulated.

On the debit side, the stereo presentation 
was a little two dimensional, and the depth 
effects were not as strongly portrayed as by 
some models.

Moving-magnet input performance proved to 
be quite similar, confirming the good me result. 
Via aux, digital programme was clear and art
iculate with good weight and extension in the 
bass. Impressive in scale and power, more 
depth and subtlety would have further en
hanced the sound.

Lab results
Rated at 12CW (21dBW), the amplifier showed 
a good power bandwidth at a 22dBW level, and 
held to practically its rated power into 4ohms, 
both ohannela continuously driven. Pedk 
ratings were good, measuring 23dB (2CCW) into 
8ohms, falling only 1.2dB into 4ohms, and a



reasonable -4dB into 2ohms. For its power, 
the amp's + 21, - 19A peak current capacity is 
just satisfactory.

Distortion and high frequency intermodu
lation levels were negligible over the 
measurement range, while signal-to-noise 
ratios were good, and output offsets, for both 
pre and power amp, were negligible. Input 
overload levels were fine and the power amp 
output impedance low. Good at higher settings 
channel balance deteriorated at -60dB vol
ume setting to a poor - 10dB, due to the cheap 
volume control used.

Input characteristics for The Preamp were 
very satisfactory, but it should be noted that 
the power amplifier has a lower than usual 
input impedance, not suited for example, to 
weak pre-amps or passive control units.

Conclusion
Priced well above the 'value-conscious' 
brackets, the Musical Fidelity combination 
was a clear candidate for recommendation on 
the ground of its basic sound quality, as well 
as dynamic range and maximum sound level.

Considered separately, the power amplifier 
was load-tolerant as well as powerful, and 
provided a pretty good sound. If it had sounded 
a little ‘sweeter', with more stereo depth our 
enthusiasm would be greater. The Preamp 
continues to stand up well as a musical 
performer, with particularly good midrange.

(Note: Since this review was completed, 
Musical Fidelity have changed the cabinet and 
internal layout of the Dr Thomas power amp; 
although the circuit itself is unchanged, the 
new layout is claimed to improve performance 
in the areas criticised.)

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Pre-and power amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Sohms, maker's spec.............. 120W( = 21dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 29kHz
One channel, 8ohm load................22.0dBW 22.4dBW 22.1dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............19.8dBW 20.4dBW 20.1dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........18.4dBW 19.0dBW 19.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current........ .............. + 21 A -19 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input............... -77dB -77dB -77dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -71dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. -8OdB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)................ - 79dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)............................... -79dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-78dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)..................................... -82dB
Residual, unweighted (volumecontrol at min)...................-65dB
DC output offset  .............................................................. 13mV
DC offset, pre-amp.................................................................. 1mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 32dB 32dB 32dB
Disc (me) input (IHF). 24dB 25dB 14dB
AuxlCD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -550B -56>dB -41dB
Aux input....................................... -68dB -67dB -43dB
Output impedance (damping) .... 0.04ohm 0.04ohm 0.12ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz............................................. 0.1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... OdB 0.1dB 10dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0^c5mV 47kohms, 170pF
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0.016mV 198ohms, 10nF
Aux input........................ Phono 18.5mV 44kohms, 60pF
Power amp...................... Phono 101.6mV 10kohms, 380pF
Output, pre-amp (tape).. . 9.4Vmax, ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz ...................+OdB, -0.3dB
Size (width, height, depth)......................... 30 x 11 x 5cm, See note
Typical price inc VAT.........................................................£250, £490

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy Disc input: stereo separation
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Myst G-Ohm and Tma-3
Myst Ltd, The Old Surveyors Office, Weobley, Hereford 
Tel (05445) 8811

When this review of the established G-Ohm 
amplifier system had been completed, we were 
informed by the manufacturers that we should 
try out their new integrated model, which we 
were happy to do. Bearing in mind broad 
similarities in circuitry and design, the test 
results were pretty close with the proviso that 
the integrated Tma-3's output level was 3dB 
less than the G-Ohm separates.

Built into a set of excellently finished cases 
which are assembled together and intercon
nected at the rear-, the G-Ohm comprises a 
large power supply, the bottom unit, a small 
pre-amplifier (moving-coil or moving-magnet 
available) plus two BOW power amplifier units. 
The Tma-3 integrated comes as a single low- 
line case, and as with the G-Ohm, also has only 
input selection buttons and a volume control. 
Inputs are in DIN, with speaker connection via 
4mm socket/binding posts.

Technical details for the G-Ohm include a 
fine standard of construction and a minimum 
of wiring. Disc input (mm) is by a 5534 IC buffer 
followed by TL071 ICs for the two stage RIAA 
equalisation. Variable gain and loading is 
possible, while moving-coil uses the LM394 
multiple transistor chip, and a TL072 used in 
shunt/feedback configuration. The power 
amplifiers are straightforward, and used a 
complementary MOSFET output 11tag11i and a 
large transformer is fitted, feeding 2x 15000pF 
computer grade reservoirs.
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Sound quality
Fairly well-regarded in the listening tests, the 
G-Ohm was felt to be in good control, but with 
some mid-hardness, this notwithstanding a 
good performance in the vocal register. The 
bass and treble were not obtrusive, and the 
amplifier showed good focus and depth in the 
stereo image. Both moving-coil and moving
magnet inputs were of comparable quality.

On master programme via aux, the sound ap
peared quite dry in the bass, and well bal
anced, crisp and clear, but somehow seemed 
held back. Transparency and depth were not 
present in full measure, while a trace of 'edge' 
was also apparent in the treble. A decent 
102dBA was available into the adverse load.

The integrated Tma-3 was not as powerful, 
producing 102dB into Bohms, and just 97.5dBA 
into the adverse load. The family resemblance 
was clear, though this model appeared to show 
some improvement in transparency and detail, 
sounding more 'open' than the G-Ohm.

Lab results
Rated at BOW (19dBW), the G-Ohm demon
strated an excellent power bandwidth, holding 
fairly well into 4ohms. Peak current capability 
was +15, - 21A, rather assymetric, and not 
really sufficient for the 20dBW maximum avail- 
ablo. 4ohm was handled well on peak&, but into 
2ohms a 5dB loss was recorded relative to 
Bohms. At full power the distortion results 



were good, except at 20kHz, but the high 
frequency intermodulation was found to 
improve at lower power levels.

Signal-to-noise ratios were satisfactory, but 
input sensitivities were on the low side, sug
gesting the use of higher output cartridges. 
Output de offset was within acceptable limits, 
as was that of the pre-ampli-fier. Via moving
magnet input, disc overload level were fine, 
while the lower figures obtained at 20kHz via 
moving-coil were still just sufficient to avoid 
trouble. Stereo separation was better than 
usual, though worse on aux than disc. Channel 
balance was fine except at very low volume 
settings. However, 220pF of capacitance is 
present on the moving-magnet input, which 
should be allowed for when matching cart
ridges. The power amplifier input resistance is 
also rather low at 8kohms.

Following the IEC bass rolloff, the disc 
equalisation met close limits above 50Hz, but 
showed no ultrasonic filtering.

Conclusions
The G-Ohm represents that now not-so- 
uncommon British phenomenon — a carefully- 
designed and built product, coming from a 
small manufacturer. Despite one or two 
oddities the system did provide good sound 
levels at a well above average sound quality, 
which warrants a recommendation.

Turning to the integrated version, costing 
about half as much as the G-Ohm, it offered a 
further improvement in sound quality, though 
with an indication of poorer adverse load toler
ance. Since the smaller model was not subject 
to full test, a reserved recommendation is 
appropriate here.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Pre- and power amplifier
Po^r output
Rated power Into Bohms, maker's spec ^W(= 19dBW) 
Power output MHz..........1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................19.7dBW 19.7dBW 19.7dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............17.2dBW 17.7dBW 17.MBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........14.1dBW 15.MBW 15.MBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... +15A -21 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input  -7MB -80dB -60dB 
Intermodulation, l9/20kHz, rated power, aux input.........- 72dB
Intermodulation, 1920kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)..............-7MB
Intermodulation, 19(20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)............... - 7MB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................-76dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-70dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................... -74dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -71dB
DC output offset.......................................................................22mV
DC offset, pre-amp.......................................   imV
Input ovedoad 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 33dB :n:lB -18dB
Disc(mc) Input (IHF see note 1)... 20dB 17dB -7dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
St^M eeparatlon
Disc input....................................... 7MB 73dB 65dB
Output Immpedanee (damping).... aiohm 0.1ohm 0.19ohm
Ch.nnel b8tence, disc, at 1kHz................................................ OdB
Vol^^A8tenee IrKklng OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux Input....................................... 0.1dB 0.1dB 6.SdB
Input date socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) Input.......... DIN 0.45mV 47kohms, 220pF
Disc (me) input............ DIN see note 2
Aux input (Se note 3). DIN 38mV 32kohms, 100pF
Power amp................... DIN 974mV Bkohms
Output, pre-amp...............................................9.7V max, ISehms
DIk eeuallsstlonerror,30Hz-15kHz.................. + 0.MB, -1.4dB
Size (width, height, depth)................................ 37.5 x 20.5 x 12cm
Typical price Inc VAT............  ....................... ,£440
Note:1,Hith 2R2 sou;ce; 2: depends on sou;.:e i 0.14mVfor 
^60hm source Z 3, LOW gain position
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NAD 3020A
Hi-Fi Markets Ltd, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB 
Tel (0923) 27737

When first produced a few years ago, the 
budget-price 3020 amplifier showed original 
design work. In fact, its introduction helped a 
re-evaluation of standards at this end of the 
market. The 3020A is an updated version of 
this bestseller, with a moving-coil input now 
fitted.

A 20W per channel model, it has many facil
ities such as bass and treble controls, a 
loudness button, mono and a headphone 
socket. A row of LEDs gives a coarse-scale 
indication of peak power, this shared for both 
channels. Inputs include tuner, aux, tape, and 
disc; moving-magnet or moving-coil options 
are selected via a lever at the rear. Spring-clip 
connectors are provided for the speaker 
cables, while input connections are via phono 
sockets, with tape duplicated in DIN. The 
moving-coil input has been added by altering 
the disc input gain, but the input characteristic 
remains unaltered at 47kohms.

Engineering examination revealed an untidy 
layout with considerable surface wiring, 
although the soldering quality was superior to 
that of earlier 3020 versions. The output is 
diroot coupled complementary, willi 'wurk- 
horse' 3055^2955 transistors on an aluminium- 
bracket heatsink. Commercial quality 4400pF 
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reservoir capacitors are used for the power 
supply. Some circuitry has been simplified 
since the design was first introduced, but the A 
form is otherwise quite similar to the original, 
including the optional 'soft clip' mode, which 
allows working into clipping but with a reduc
tion in 'edgy sounding' distortion harmonics.

Sound quality
Scoring above average on audition, the NAD 
lent a slightly bloomed or rich character to the 
reproduction, which was quite pleasant. Via 
moving-coil input it provided quite good defin
ition but lacked real 'see-through' clarity. 
Complex passages showed some confusion in 
the midrange and neither stereo focus or depth 
were very strongly shown. Via moving-magnet, 
the sound improved a little with more explicit 
presentation, but bass was still just average.

The output was however notably improved 
via aux, with better focus and depth as well as 
a feeling of better control all round. It could 
play rather louder than the specification 
suggested, reaching 100dBA and falling only 
1dB into the adverse load.

Tuwartts full output the sound hardened 
somewhat, while at higher mild clipping level, 
the 'soft clip' switch did smooth the sound at 



the expense of added muddle, which was not 
really considered an advantage.

Lab results
Rated at 14dBW, the amplifier produced 
15.6dBW over the power bandwidth into 
8ohms. The small power supply was reflected 
by the greater-than-usual fall into 4ohms on 
continuous loading; but the peak delivery was, 
however, good, with nearly 5OW (16.5dB) 
available into 8ohms, falling only by 3.6dB into 
2ohms.

Distortion, both harmonic and intermodu
lation was exemplary, measuring typically 
better than 80dB down overall. Signal-to-noise 
ratios were also good, bar the moving-coil 
input where some compromise was evident. 
Disc overload margins were ample, and 
channel separation good at low and mid fre
quencies. More separation at 20kHz is desir
able though, especially via CD/Aux. Channel 
balance was fine throughout, and the input 
characteristics were satisfactory, bearing in 
mind the lower than average sensitivities, as 
well as the 50kohm input resistance. Typical 
bass and treble control responses were 
obtained, while the RIAA equalisation was 
pretty linear with the mild 0.8dB lift at 30Hz 
rated as unimportant.

Conclusions
The NAO 3020A continues to justify its 
position as a popular budget amplifier. Strong 
on maximum sound levels, it was also load tol
erant, and will now accept the higher output 
moving-coil cartridges. Sound quality was also 
above average at a well below average price, a 
sure recipe for recommendation.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Poower output 
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec........... 20W( = 13.5dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................ 15.MBW 16.MBW 16.1dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 12.4dBW 13JMBW 13.7dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed.......... 12.0dBW 13.0dBW 13.0dBW
I nstantaneous peak current..,................ + 17 A -14 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -84dB -86dB -81dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -78dB 
I ntermodulation, 1920kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)............ > -BOdB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me).............. > -BOdB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-83dB
Disc(mc) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-70dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-88dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................... -86dB
DC output offset....................................................................%mV
Input oovwtoad 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 35dB 34dB 34dB
Disc (me) Input (IHF)..................... 33dB 32dB 32dB
Aux/CD input (IHF}......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
St^M sep1ratlon

Aux input....................................... -78dB -61dB -36dB
Output Impedance (damping)....0.12ohm 0.12ohm 0.16ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................0.1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.1dB 0.1dB 0.3dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.48mV 50kohms, BOpF
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0.033mV 50kohms, BOpF
Aux input..................... Phono 33.5mV 84kohms
Disc equalisation ^mr, 30Hz-15kHz....................+ O.OdB, -O2dB
Sia (Width, height, depth)........................................42 x 24 x 10cm
Typk:al price inc VAT................................................................£119

Disc input: RIAA equa/isauon accuracy
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Nairn NAIT
Nairn Audio Ltd, Southampton Road, Salisbury SP1 2LN 
Tel (0722) 332266

Awaited with eager anticipation, the NAIT, 
Naim's inexpensive integrated amplifier, was 
included in this issue on the basis of its market 
importance. At well under £200 it offers an 'un
specified' low output power, with a 'straight
line' circuit design format.

Tape, tuner, and disc mm inputs are 
provided, the first two in DIN and the last- 
named in phono. Controls comprise push
button selectors, balance and volume. The unit 
is built in a traditional Nairn extruded alloy 
case with a black texture finish and the front 
edge satin polished. The effect is simple and 
clean, this aspect also reflected by the interior, 
which from an engineering viewpoint, is most 
elegant. A single printed circuit board is 
employed, well laid out and using good quality 
components. A toroidal transformer supplies 
the modest reservoir capacitors, chosen to 
give a quick recovery as well as high peak 
current capacity. The output stage is fully 
complementary direct-coupled, while the 
electronic protection integrates voltage and 
current against time, and allows the use of 
complex speaker loads. In fact the circuitry is 
largely borrowed from Naim's more costly 
amplifier line.

Sound quality
The NAIT was found to produce a clear crisp 
sound with a surprisingly good exposition of 
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the depth and atmosphere present on many re
cordings. It played louder than expected, 
louder in fact than the peak programme ratings 
suggested, due to its good subjective behav
iour into mild clipping. For the normal loud
speaker load, it provided 97.5dBA with 95.5dBA 
into the adverse load.

Via disc the tonal balance was a trifle thin, 
but vocal detail was impressive with decent 
focus and depth rendition. The bass was not 
perfect and yet it seemed articulate and gave a 
good impression nonetheless. The treble was 
not too precise, but did not raise objections 
from the panelists.

On auxiliary input, the sound quality was 
better still, with the detail and mid trans
parency of this design remaining its strongest 
point.

Overall the effect was that of a lively, 
involving and musical sound, one which bore 
comparison with some of the best amplifiers 
tested in this issue.

Lab results
Hearsay suggests a 15W programme rating 
(12dBW), though Nairn offer no specifications 
whatever. Measurement indicated 13dBW over 
the audio bandwidth, with a fair tolerance of 
4ohm loading on continuous duty. The ,, peak 
current delivery was fine for the size of 
amplifier, with the Bohm peak output level



measuring 13.5dBW and still holding up well at 
11.3dBW for the 'extreme' 2ohm load.

Harmonic distortion was just satisfactory at 
20kHz, but improved at lower frequencies. Via 
aux the full-power intermodulation was fine, 
but via disc at a lower output it was less 
impressive. The input signal level was closer to 
the disc overload point in this test. Signal-to
noise ratios were fine, though the disc input 
sensitivity was lower than average. Disc input 
overloads were satisfactory and stereo separ
ation about average, with output impedance 
negligible and channel balance good, except 
at the lowest volume settings.

While the auxiliary frequency response was 
essentially flat, the disc input showed a mildly 
rising characteristic, with fair agreement to the 
IEC rolloff in the bass. Mild lift around ?kHz 
and a subjective treble rolloff of -1.5dB at 
20kHz were also apparent. Such a response 
may help to 'flatter' inexpensive mm cart
ridges, however.

Conclusion
Despite its mild RIAA response aberration, 
which in a sense is inextricably bound up with 
any judgement of sound quality, and also 
bearing in mind the modest output, the NAIT 
must nevertheless be viewed very favourably. 
Possessing an excellent build quality and 
good load tolerance, it also delivered a sound 
which comfortably bettered its immediate 
competition, and it went on to demolish a num
ber of more expensive and established per
formers. With little hesitation, then, we give 
the NAIT a Best Buy rating. We were not, 
however, impressed by the switch-on thumps 
from the loudspeakers!

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB=1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec..........15W(= 12.5dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................ 13.0dBW 13.3dBW 13.1dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 10.0dBW 11.6dBW 11.4dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed........9.4dBW 11.3dBW 10.9dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 9 A -9 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input............... -68dB -72dB -51dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -70dB

Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)....................... -. -78dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-80dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)...................-75dB
DC output offset......................................................................... 2mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 25dB 25.5dB 24dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation

Aux input....................................... -68dB -66dB -42dB
Output Impedance (damping)... ,0.03ohm 0.04ohm 0.04ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................0.3d B
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input..................................... OdB 0.3dB 8.1dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.52mV 46kohms, 140pF

Disc equalisation error, 30HzH5kHz...................+0.5dB, -1.5dB
Size (width, height, depth)........................................28 x 22 x 7.5cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................................ £180
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FREE WITH EVERY 
SYSTEM ...
Friendly and helpful advice, 
plenty of time to choose, 
properly conducted 
demonstration, 
installation if required, 
seven day exchange.
Cup of teal
Audio Excellence is an independent 
hi-fi shop run by enthusiasts with 
the time and expertise to help you 
choose the right system -whether 
you are spending ^£250 or
After extensive listening we recommend 
products from the following manufacturers:
Audio Research, A&R, Ariston, AR, ARC, 
Celestion, Creek, Dual, KEF, Kiseki, Krell, 
Linn, Meridian, Monitor Audio, Mission, 
Mordaunt Short, Marantz, NAD, Nakamichi, 
Nairn, Nytech, Pink Triangle, Quad, Revox, 
Spendor, Systemdek, Syrinx, Supex, 
Thorens, Walker, Yamaha, Zeta

STOP PRESS . . .
JUST IN!!

THE AUDIO LAB
134 CRWYS ROAD
CARDIFF TEL^28565

10 FORGE ROAD
PORT TALBOT tel^^
TUES-SAT 9.30-5.30 CLOSED MON

229 Ombersley Road, 
Worcester. WR3 7BY
(opp. Cheketts Lane) 

Tel: 0905 58046

PRODUCT LIST

LINN PRODUCTS 
NAIM AUDIO 
SUPEX 
NAKAMICHI 
YAMAHA 
MERIDIAN
A&R CAMBRIDGE
HEYBROOK
REGA RESEARCH
NYTECH
KEF
MONITOR AUDIO

^
MORDAUNT-SHORT

OPEN 9AM - 8.30PM
bìrci*yc*rd
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naim auaio
MANUFACTURERS OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT

naim audio
DEFINITELY 

NOT ...
SCI-FI

or EYE-FI
or even HI-FI

cam audio
where the naim is

STRICTLY
I

music

LINN . REGA. NAIM . 
CREEK.NYTECH .OAK. 
DUAL. SANSUI.
MORDAUNT-SHORT. AR. 
THORENS. NAKAMICHI. 
TEAC. ARC. MARANTZ. 
YAMAHA sound advice

BIRMINGHAM
AND WEST MIDLANDS 

Telephone (021) 449 3328

1 1O Mill Road 
Cambridge (0223) 
60442

LOUGHBOROUGH
AND EAST MIDLANDS

Telephone (0509) 218254
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Nairn NAC32/NAP2SO
Nairn Audio Ltd, Southampton Road, Salisbury SP1 2LN
Tel (0722) 332266

Designed as a system, these Nairn com
ponents are rarely assessed as separate 
items. It is probably true to say that their 
manufacturer has dominated the UK audio
phile amplifier area for many years now, and in 
conjunction with the special power supply 
(SNAPS) for the pre-amplifier, the units here 
reviewed represent the company's top line 
models. Active crossovers are also available 
for selected speakers, allowing the use of 
multiple power amplifiers.

The NAC32 lacks tone controls or filters but 
can offer moving-coil and moving-magnet disc 
inputs, as well as tuner and tape. Sockets are 
mainly DIN, with disc duplicated in gold plated 
phonos. Both output signal and supply power 
are sent via the pre-amp power supply, en route 
to the power amplifier, using special cable and 
4-pin DIN connectors.

Both units are built to an excellent construc
tional standard, the 250 power amplifier using 
a refined version of a traditional quasi- 
complementary circuit, direct-coupled and 
employing high quality power regulators, these 
as complex as the amplifier itself. A large 
torodial transformer is fitted. The pre-amplifier 
employs a mother board with an array of plug
in circuit cards. The mm and me sections are 
separate, and following an Input butter, 
passive high frequency and active low 
frequency RIAA equalisation is used. Top 
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quality components are used throughout. The 
power amplifier uses electronic protection, 
this set so as not to prejudice the peak delivery 
into complex loads.

Sound quality
Though the price is high the 321250 quickly 
demonstrated the standard of sound quality 
appropriate to its high reputation.

Although a trifle 'doctored' or 'bandlimited' 
in character, with a mildly 'forward' stereo 
presentation, the amplifier sounded superbly 
confident and controlled. It proved to be both 
detailed and articulate throughout the fre
quency range and held a good standard of 
image focus and reasonably good depth. Re
laxed and musical, the performance was both 
involving and revealing.

Via moving-coil the results were fine, improv
ing a little further on clarity and focus via 
moving-magnet. Via auxiliary, a good impres
sion of the scale and attack present on the 
PCM programme was also given. It clipped well 
and could provide 103dBA into the normal 
speaker load, with a decent 101 dBA into more 
difficult loads. Good subjective volume levels 
were possible, with more 'power' than the 
specification suggests.

Lab results
Rated at 70W (18dBW) the 321250 showed a 



superb power bandwidth into 8ohms, deliver
ing 19dBW. The loss into 4ohms was very 
small, though the amp disliked the 2ohm 
pulses at 20kHz. A sufficient ± 16A peak 
current rating was noted, with the fall in level 
from 8 to 2ohms held to just 2.5dB, which was 
a fine result. This is clearly a load tolerant 
model. Distortion levels were low, except at 
high frequencies where the results were poorer 
than average, and were considered just satis
factory. Signal-to-noise ratios were fine and 
output terminal de offsets also commendably 
low. Input overload margins were fine, and 
stereo separation better than average, though 
it could be better still via aux. Channel balance 
and tracking were very good, with the pre-amp 
input characteristics fine. The power amplifier 
was not considered a difficult input to drive, 
and with short or even low-capacitance inter
connects, it is possible to use even a passive 
control unit. The pre-amp will happily drive 
other models of power amp. The disc 
equalisation showed a broad, tailored 
response, very uniform through the middle 
octaves, and 1dB down at 20Hz and 10kHz.

Conclusion
This costly amplifier system comes with an 
excellent reputation and an evidently high 
build quality. It was well finished and produced 
reasonably high sound levels, with a fine 
tolerance of the more awkward speaker loads. 
The sound quality was rated at the 'very good' 
level, consistently maintained via the various 
inputs and over the whole dynamic range. The 
two units are well matched to each other, and 
set a standard that justifies recommendation 
despite the substantial price.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Pre-and power amplifier
Power« output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec  . . 70W( = 18dBW) 
Power output 20Hz..........1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load................19.0dBW 19.OdBW 19.0dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load............. 18.MBW 18.3dBW 18.3dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed......... 16.MBW 16.5dBW 16.9dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 16 A -16 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -SOdB -SOdB -63dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input..........-6MB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)..............-65dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)................ -63dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).............................. -79dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................ -72dB
Aux/CD Input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................... -SOdB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -75dB
DC output offset.......... ............................................................11mV
DC offset, pre-amp.....................................................................1mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... SOdB 32dB 32dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)..................... 25dB 25dB 25dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >2OdB >20dB >20dB
St^pu separation
Disc input....................................... -74dB -7OdB -47dB
Aux input..................................... -7OdB -7OdB - 48dB
Output Impudance(damping).... 0.1£ohm 0.18ohm 0.1£ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz..............................................0.OdB
Volummelbalance tracking OdB -20dB -SOdB
Aux Input...................................... 0.5dB OdB 0.2dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) Input............. Phone 0.^rnV 46kohms, 100pF
Disc (me) Input.......... Phone 0.01mV 1kohm
Aux input......................... DIN 10.3mV 20kohms, 220pF
Power amp....................... XLR 105.4mV 18kohms, 190pF
Output, pre-amp (tape)...................................7.7V max, 4.9ohms
Disc equallsetlon error, 30Hz-15kHz...................+ OdB, -0.7dB
Size (width, height, depth)..32 x 20.5 x 8.5cm, 32 x 43.5 x 8.5cm
Typical prtce Inc VAT..................................................... £340, £780

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy
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Nytech 202
Nytech Audio Ltd, High Street, Chew Magna, Bristol BS18 8PW 
Tel (027589) 3232

Nytech's CA202 is the least expensive model in Sound quality
their current range of electronics. It borrows Despite its modest price, the 202 rewarded the
much from the more costly 252, essentially 
only lacking the latter's moving-coil facility.

Ergonomically styled, with a conveniently 
sloped front panel, this compact unit offers 
input selection from disc, tuner and tape, the 
only other controls being balance and volume 
sliders. At the rear there are 4mm sockets for 
speaker cable connection, the signal input 
connectors being DIN save for the disc, which 
is via phono sockets mounted on short lengths 
of cable. A rear headphone socket is provided, 
which mutes the second set of speaker 
outlets.

Of good workmanship, the interior displays 
a surprising total of five printed circuit boards 
interconnected by extensive wiring. The ampli
fier output is capacitor coupled comple
mentary, with quite complex circuits, and a 
single-rail power supply is used, with a 3300JJF 
capacitor plus separate regulators to the low 
level stages. Good quality components are 
employed, though I would not like the task of 
servicing this model, as I feel that disassembly 
is likely to prove something of a headache. 

panel with a generally above-average sound 
quality. Pleasant and lively, with a mildly 'thin' 
or light texture, it was easy on the ears — an 
important aspect, as some budget amplifiers 
can prove fatiguing over extended listening.

Via the disc input quite good detail was 
shown, and singing voice demonstrated good 
exposition and detail. Bass was of ¿•¡♦arage 
definition, with some loss of power in the 
lowest register, while stereo focus was quite 
good, with an above-average representation of 
depth.

Via auxiliary, a hint of treble 'grain' and 
imperfection was heard but not considered to 
be too serious. The 202 sounded comfortable 
up to full power, providing a moderaie 98dBA 
with the normal load, and a presentable 96dB 
into the adverse speaker load. It was found to 
clip quite well, subjectively.

Lab results
Rated al 20W (13.5UBW), 11ie202 wuld produce 
15dBW at mid and treble frequencies but the 
power bandwidth was reduced at 20Hz, pos-
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sibly due to the small power supply. This 
shortfall was shown more severely under 4ohm 
continuous drive, where only 8.9dBW was 
available at 20Hz. It did better on the pulsed 
tone tests, producing 15.5dBW into 8ohms 
with a good 14dBW into 4ohms and a reason
able 10.6dBW into 2ohms. Peak current was 
asymetric and just satisfactory at + 4, -6A.

Distortion, both harmonic and intermodu
lation, was fairly satisfactory, with the weak 
two tone IM result partly due to the poorer- 
than-average result for disc input overload. 
Disc signal to noise was reasonable, and de 
offset quite negligible.

At just 13dB, the disc overload measurment 
suggests that some of the higher-output 
moving-magnet cartridges should be avoided, 
and indeed CD players with a 2V maximum 
output level will also overload the aux input by 
a few dB (1.4V max). Stereo separation was 
rather below average with a 3dB channel im
balance noted via disc. The auxiliary input 
sensitivity was rather high at 16.SmV IHF, and 
a line attenuator would be advisable for CD 
players with fixed 2V maximum output levels.

The disc equalisation was uniform and well- 
tailored bar a mild 0.5dB lift in the treble, and 
showed an effective subsonic filter.

Conclusion
Despite some weaknesses that were exposed 
during the lab testing, it would be difficult not 
to recommend this model on the simple 
grounds of its good sound quality for the price. 
Assuming the dealer is helpful in the choice of 
ancilliary equipment, to avoid input problems, 
then the 202 does in fact merit a recommended

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
RatedpowerintoBohms, maker's spec.............20W( = 13.5dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................ 13.4dBW 15.0dBW 15.0dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load................8.9dBW 12.0dBW 12.0dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed............8.2dBW 10.6dBW 10.5dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 4 A -6 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power-, aux input............... -64dB -62dB -60dB
Inter-modulation, 19/20kHz, rated power-, aux input...........-60dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm)...............-54dB
Noise
Disc (mm) Input (IHF, CCIR weighted)............................... -76dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)....................................-82dB
Residual, unweighted (volumecontrol at min)....................- 74dB
DC output offset........................................................................1mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF}..................... 13dB 13dB 12dB
Aux/CD input (IHF......................... 9.6dB 9.6dB 9.6dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -43dB -45dB -35dB
Aux input....................................... -49dB -48dB -39dB
Output Impedance (damping).... 0.10ohm 0.04ohm 0.18ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz................................................ 3dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.2dB OdB 0.6dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phono 0.33mV 42kohms, 140pF
Aux input..................... DIN 16.8mV 46kohms, 20pF
Disc equallsatlon error, 30Hz-15kHz...................+ 0.5dB, -OdB
Size (widthi height, depth).......................................21 x34x8cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................................ £125
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Onkyo A22
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd, Downley Road, Havant, Hants
Tel (0705) 486344

Onkyo products are now available again in the 
UK after a gap of some years. The A22 
amplifier is an inexpensive but presentably- 
finished model, which offers 35W per channel. 
It is comprehensively specified to the IHF A202 
recommendations. Front panel facilities in
clude a headphone socket, speaker selection 
('A' or 'B' speaker sets or both), bass and treble 
controls and a loudness switch. Also on the 
front is a jack socket for connection of an 
electronic musical instrument such as a key
board. There is a selector for disc, tuner and 
tape 1 and 2 inputs, while the volume and 
balance controls are arranged concentrically. 
Rear connectors for all input sources are 
phono, with spring clip type sockets for the 
loudspeaker cables.

Internal inspection showed the wiring to be 
none too tidy, and the mains cabling was 
unshrouded. Obviously built to a budget, the 
input is designed to use mainly ICs, with the 
STK 645 output dual power IC mounted on a 
large heatsink and fed from RR00pF rASArvoir 
capacitors. The signal circuits are catered for 
by a 45590 IC dual amplifier equaliser, and the 
mains transformer was considered quite small. 
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Protection steps included a muting relay and 
speaker plus power supply fuses.

Sound quality
Without doubt the A22 performed well on 
audition. Barring a mild 'thinness' or hardness 
in tonal balance, vocal soloists 'sang' well with 
quite good clarity and articulation. Focusing of 
the stereo image was better than usual and a 
good representation of depth and space was 
conveyed. The treble was fairly tidy, with a 
slightly brittle, forward character and the bass 
was likewise above average with a decent sub
jective extension to lower frequencies, this de
grading a little at high sound levels.

Via the auxiliary input the sound quality con
tinued to impress, the unit sounding generally 
tidy, and comparable with models at higher 
prices. Towards full power it became 
marginally more aggressive, but it clipped 
fairly well and produced a decent 101dBA into 
the normal load, with a well sustained 100dBA 
into the adverse loudopoakor load. It was thus 
quite load-tolerant and will be able to sustain 
its output into two pairs of speakers 
simultaneously.



Lab results
Rated at 35W (15.SdBW), the A22 comfortably 
produced 16.8dB over the whole 20Hz to 20kHz 
bandwidth. 4ohm power delivery was also 
quite good, with sufficient peak current, 
although this was rather asymetrical at + 15A, 
- 10A. Peak level into 8ohms was a generous 
17.7dBW, fine into 4ohms at 16.0dBW and 
moderately reduced to 13.1dBW for 2ohms. 
Both harmonic and intermodulation distortion 
results were fine, as were the input noise 
levels. The de offset at the speaker terminals 
was well within bounds and the input overload 
margins were ample. Stereo separation was 
above average, and the power amplifier output 
impedance was negligible.

Channel balance was well maintained 
throughout, and the input characteristics 
satisfactory, bar the higher than usual input 
capacitance values. The auxiliary response 
was quite uniform and the tone controls of 
gentle action, the RIAA equalisation smooth, 
though showing a mildly downtilted response 
from 100Hz to 20kHz, which is perhaps supris
ing in view of its subjectively good detail and 
clarity. Perhaps this compensates for a 
character which might otherwise sound too 
bright.

Conclusion
Attractively priced, this well-equipped ampli
fier showed a generous output power, good 
load tolerance plus a well-ordered and 
predictable lab performance with no matching 
or overload problems. Its sound quality was 
above average but its price rather below, such 
a combination assuring this newcomer of

Disc Input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Powerer output
Rated power into Behrns, maker's spec................ 35W( = 15dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1 kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................16.OdBW 17.1dBW 16.OdBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............13.3dBW 14.5dBW 14.3dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........11.0dBW 13.1dBW 13.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... + 15 A -10 A
Dlatortlon
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -77dB -84dB -70dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input........>-8OdB 
Intermodulation, 1920kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. -79dB
NolM
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................- 77dB
Aux/CD Input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-83dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................... -81dB
DC output offset.......................................................................14mV
Input 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input(IHF)..................... 33dB 32dB 32dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stelenloseperatlon
Disc input....................................... -72dB -65dB -41dB
Aux input....................................... -73dB -66dB -42dB
Output I^^^^ (damping)....0^08ohm 0.11ohm 0.15ohm
Chenne baance, disc, at 1 kHz................................................. OdB
Voumelbumelbelancetracklng • OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... OdB 0.5dB 0.4dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phone 0.43mV 47kohms, 210pF

Dlec equalisation ^enor, 30Hz45kHz...................+ 0.3d B, -0.4dB
Size (width, height, depth)....................................... 44 x 39x 12cm
T^cal price inc VAT.................................................................. £90
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Pioneer A-80
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 BUZ 
Tel 01-575 5757

One of Pioneer's larger integrated models, the 
ABO costs close on £400, and is a heavy silver
alloy finished amplifier is rated at 100W, or 
20dBW channel. In the Pioneer tradition, it 
comes comprehensively equipped, for example 
providing switching for speaker sets A or B or 
both, with an impedance matching selector 
present on the rear panel to help optimise the 
output stage for these different regimes. A 
headphone socket is included, with a power
level indicator, plus bass and treble controls, 
and a subsonic filter operating at a nominal 
15Hz. Input selection is from tape 1 and 2, disc 
(moving-magnet or moving-coil, this with 
3ohms or 40ohm matching) tuner, CD/aux 1 and 
aux 2. Rear connections are in phono, which 
are gold plated for disc, while speaker cable 
connections are made to large binding posts.

The interior is a complex jumble of no less 
than 13 printed circuit boards, linked by a 
mass of wires and ribbon cables. Interestingly,, 
the me input uses a screened step-up trans
former with two gain/impedance settings. A 
large mains transformer is fitted, with 
separated secondaries feeding the left and 
right input channel power supplies. Employing 
fully discrete circuitry, the amplifier uses a 
direct-coupled output sldye willi masslve com
plementary output transistors, well heat- 
sinked, and apart from the untidy wiring, the 
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component quality and workmanship was to a 
high standard.

Sound quality
Judging by this sample, the sound of Pioneer 
amplifiers does not appear to have advanced a 
lot in recent years. Scoring just ‘average’ 
despite its upmarket price, the ABO possessed 
a touch of 'thinness' or brightness in its tonal 
balance and did not portray stereo depth very 
well. Via me (40 ohms) the output was fairly 
crisp sounding, but was also strangely 'veiled’, 
and while the bass was above average in 
weight and definition, the treble lacked clarity. 
Ambience was weak, and stereo focus merely 
average. Via moving magnet, more low fre
quency definition was apparent, with a clearer 
treble register. Midrange focus was reas
onable, but overall the effect was rather 
lifeless. Via the aux input the amp sounded a 
trifle brash, forward and thin tonally, and it did 
not prove to be a good clipper. On the normal 
load it sounded loud, reaching 105dBA, but fell 
significantly into the adverse combination, 
with nearly 3dB of level reduction here.

Lab results
The 20dBW specification was comfortably met 
at 21.7dBW, 8ohms, over the entire power 
bandwidth. The large power supply maintained 



a good level into 4ohms, but a significant loss 
occurred into 2ohms. For Sohm peaks, 
22.5dBW was possible, but the output fell 7dB 
into 2ohm loading, with current limiting at 
± 11 A mainly responsible; this was insufficient 
for peak level delivery into the adverse load. 
Harmonic and intermodulation results were 
however exemplary with the signal to noise 
ratios also very good (disc me measured via 
the high ratio, 3ohms); de output offset was 
very low.

Ample overload margins were measured via 
all inputs, and the stereo separation was 
rather better than average. Channel balances 
were excellently maintained, with input 
sensitivities sufficiently high for al I known 
sources. The mm input capacitance was how
ever on the high side. RIAA equalisation was 
commendably accurate, with helpful tailoring 
at the bandwidth extremes. The subsonic filter 
was rather gentle in slope measuring just 
-5dB at 30Hz, while the tone controls had 
more range than was strictly necessary for 
correction of programme differences.

Conclusion
Aside from the somewhat limited peak capabil
ity, a point of stress towards maximum output 
level only, the measured performance of this 
design was very good indeed, and will match a 
wide variety of signal sources. This stood in 
marked contrast with the plain 'average' sound 
quality rating. In a sense, this amplifier 
continues to show how weak the correlation is 
between conventional lab measurement and
subjective sound quality. Lacking in depth, life 
and ambience, the ABO was a sonic disappoint
ment and cannot be recommended.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power Into Sohms, maker's spec 1WW( = 20dBW) 
Power output 20Hz......... 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load............... 22.1dBW 22.3dBW 21.7dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............19.7dBW 20.2dBW 19.MBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed......... 14.6dBW 15.MBW 14.MBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... +11 A -11 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input............... -89dB -92dB -86dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input >-SOdB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............>-80dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me).................-8MB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-83dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-69dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-84dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)...................- 83dB
DC output offset.........................................................................1mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................. 40dB 40dB 37dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)..................... 33dB 36dB 32dB
Aux/CD input (IHF).    >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -70dB -75dB -58dB
Aux input....................................... -75dB -75dB -58dB
Output Impedance (damping).... 0.04ohm 0.04ohm 0(06ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz..............................................0.1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB - 20dB - 60dB
Aux input....................................... OdB OdB 0.5d
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.16mV 47kohms, 250pF
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0.(005mV 3ohms, 0.5nF
Aux input.. Phono 12.1mV 49kohms, 2(00pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz...................+0.15dB, -OdB
Size (width, height, depth)..................................... 42.5 x 42 x 15cm
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................£390

Tone control/filter responses
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PS Audio IV/Two C
PS Audi<\ 27 Long Causeway, Peterborough PE1 1YJ 
Tel (0733) 45890

A respected American-made amplifier system, 
the PS Audio range offers several possible 
options. We chose the model IV, a comprehen
sive pre-amplifier which includes a passive 
control option for high level sources, plus the 
50W Two C power amplifier.

Presented in slim satin black aluminium 
cases, both units use separate power supply 
transformers, with that for the pre-amp not 
much smaller than the generous power amp
lifier supply unit. Pre-amp facilities include a 
choice of inputs from tape 1 and 2, video/aux, 
tuner and disc (moving-magnet). Input con
nections are phono sockets, which lock when 
the appropriate locking plugs are used. The 
Two C uses 4mm socket/binding posts for 
speaker connection, and may be switched to 
mono bridged mode to give 150W plus per 
channel when a second power amplifier is 
added.

Beautifully built, the pre-amplifier uses 
entirely discrete circuitry with passive RIAA 
equalisation, plus special three-wire signal 
cabling, comprising signal and ground, twisted 
together, plus a screen wire. High quality 
components are much in evidence.

The. power amplifier is less tidy, but uses 
careful decoupling of the reservoir capacitors 
with smaller-value components. The output is 
complementary direct-coupled, with Darling
ton type power tran&l&tor&, and no elaotronio 
protection is provided bar simple speaker line 
fuses which are not feedback corrected.
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Sound quality
Via moving magnet, the sound was thought a 
trifle brittle and clinical, but very transparent. 
Stereo focus was very good, with fine vocal 
articulation as well as a sharp, well-defined 
bass full of detail. A good proportion of the 
depth available in the programme was present 
in the reproduced sound stage. Via auxiliary 
(active), the 'cool', clinical impression 
remained, with the treble a trifle edgy and 
prominent, but the overall sound was nonethe
less very good. Switching to 'passive' oper
ation, the sound stage opened up, and the 
effect was one of better dynamics with a rather 
clearer and purer treble, a more rounded voice 
balance and improved depth.

The power amplifier could play quite loud, 
reaching a measured 101.3dBA before clipping 
on the normal load, and its fine clipping 
performance meant that higher subjective 
levels were possible. It proved very tolerant of 
the adverse load, as a 'bridgeable' amplifier 
should be, and could still produce 100dBA. In 
bridge mode on the standard load, 106dBA was 
possible, a substantially high sound level.

Lab results
Rated at 17dBW, the amplifier returned an 
excellent power bandwidth at 17.6dBW. The 
strength of the power supply was demon
strated by the good 4ohms continuous deliv
ery, both channels driven. It also possessed a 
very generous current capacity for its output 



level, at ±25A, and drove the peak levels into 
2ohms very well, falling only 2dB below the 
8ohm level. This amplifier is superbly load
tolerant and will therefore drive most loud
speakers even in bridge mode. Harmonic and 
intermodulation distortion results were fine, as 
were the signal-to-noise ratios for the various 
inputs. Overload margins were more than 
satisfactory, while stereo separation was 
above average.

Input and output impedances were in ac
cordance with sensible practice, though the 
fairly low 10kohms auxiliary input impedance 
should be noted. RIAA equalisation met very 
close tolerances, and although tailored at the 
treble end (above the limit of audibility), no roll
off appeared in the bass, this responsibility 
left to the switchable subsonic filter.

Conclusion
Overall this combination was bigger and better 
than its specification might suggest. Despite 
the 'clinical' character noted, the sound 
quality was nonetheless very good, with a 
consistently open and transparent sound, a 
fine articulate bass, sharp stereo focus plus 
good ambience and image depth. Of the two 
PS models tested here the power amp is in our 
view the superior unit, in fact near to Krell 
class so far as load tolerance is concerned. As 
a system, this PS combination can be recom
mended despite its high price, with the sweeter 
sounding power amplifier possibly justifying 
further investigation if coupled to an even 
better pre-amplifier. The potential for a fourfold 
increase in power output by adding a second 
unit in bridge mode is a further consideration 
in its favour.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
GENERAL DATA Pre- and power amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec SOW(= 17dBW) 
Power output 20Hz..........1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load................ 17.MBW 17.7dBW 17.7dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 16.7dBW 17.WBW 17.0dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........16.0dBW 16.3dBW 16.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 25 A -25A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -77dB -78d8 -68dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input........ >-80dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)...............-72dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)................. -72dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)............................... -80dB
Disc (me) Input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-71d8
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)....................................-82dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................... -7MB
DC output offset.........................................................................3mV
DC offset, pre-amp..................................................................... OmV
Input o^^acl 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 31dB 30dB 22d8
Disc (me) input (IHF)..................... 25dB 24dB 16dB
Aux/CD input (I HF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20d8
Stereo seperatlon 
Disc input...................................... -81dB -76d8 -45dB
Aux input....................................... -7M8 -64dB -40dB
Output lm^dance (damping)....0.04ohm 0.04ohm O.C05ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................O.MB
Volumalbdance tracking OdB - 20dB - 60dB
Aux Input........................................ 0.1dB 0.2dB 0.5d8
Input dll^ socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phono ).23mV 100kohms, 100pF
Disc (me) Input.......... Phono O.OImV 50kohms, 100pF
Aux input.......................  Phono 33.OmV 10kohms
Power amp...................... Phono 137m\ 36kohms, 30pF
Output, pre-amp (tape)................................. 19.2V max, 1.3ohms
Disc equalisation error, 3)Hz-15kHz...................+ OdB, -0.2dB
Size (width, height, depth)...............48 x 24 x 6cm, 48 x 26 x 9cm
Typical price inc VA!.....................................................£569, £411

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy
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Quad 34/405
Acoustical Manufacturing Co Ltd, St Peters Road, Huntingdon PE18 706 
Tel (0480) 52561

Quad's 34 and 405 are a well-established pre- 
and power amplifier combination, selling for 
little under £500. A 100W per channel unit, the 
405 'Current Dumping' power amplifier is now 
in Mkll form and seeks to serve more difficult 
loudspeaker loads than previously accommod
ated, this overcoming a known drawback for 
405 purchasers in the past. The compact 34 
pre-amp is attractively styled, and offers good 
versatility. Inputs here include disc (moving
magnet and moving-coil modules are user- 
interchangeable, with alternative loading as 
well as sensitivity options available), tuner, 
aux/CD and tape. If a three-head tape machine 
is to be used, the aux may alternatively double 
as a second tape facility.

Together with electronic signal switching 
using CMOS, the main pre-amp circuitry is 
based on TL071 IC amplifiers. The power amp 
uses a generous 'C core' mains transformer 
feeding 10000pF reservoir capacitors, with the 
output stage employing unbiased, quasi-com- 
plementary current dumpers, with a 5W Class 
A 'base amplifier'. Another TL071 is used at the 
input here. The new electronic protection 
provides for peak currents up to 8A depending 
on the previous programme power history.

Sound quality
Scoring rather above average over the spec
trum of listening tests, the result was 
nonetheless not too promising in view of the 
high allai «nl adileveU by some of the latest 
generation of amplifiers.

Via disc (moving-coil) the sound was pleas- 
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antly neutral, particularly in the mid register. 
Both bass and treble resolution were above 
average though it was not especially trans
parent. Stereo images were rendered with only 
average focus and depth, but via moving
magnet the sound did improve slightly as 
regards clarity.

Via the auxiliary input some additional 
improvement was noted, but this was insuffic
ient to raise the subjective rating into the 
'Good' category. The treble was still showing 
some mild 'feathery muzziness', while the bass 
could have offered more extension and impact, 
this especially noted on digital programme. 
The amplifier did show an improved capability 
into adverse loading, with a mild 1dB fall from 
the normal 105dBA maximum output, but it 
still sounded poor if even mildly clipped; and 
the maximum sound level was in practice little 
higher than for the smaller PS Audio model, for 
example.

Lab results
Rated at 100W (20dBW) the Quad 405 met 
specification over the 20Hz to 20kHz power 
bandwidth. Into 4ohms the bandwidth loss was 
more serious but this result may be due to the 
operation of protection circuits. Peak current 
measured ±8A which was not really enough 
for the output level. Peak output held well from 
8 to 4ohms, but fell by a total of 7^8dB into 
2ohms. Really severe loads are not recom 

mended.
Distortion levels raised no queries, while the

signal-to-noise ratios were fine. The de output



offset was very low Disc overload margins 
were also satisfactory; the reduced 10kHz fig
ure still within the required margin. Stereo 
separation was above average and channel 
balance highly accurate over the whole oper
ating range.

Input characteristics were typical and 
though the moving-magnet capacitance was 
rather high, this could be easily altered if 
required by the dealer. The power amp was 
easy to drive but as supplied the pre-amp has a 
rather limited output, of just over 0^6V A 
resistor change inside (Quad-approved) will 
however allow an increase to several volts if 
required for use with other power amplifiers of 
1-2v sensitivity. The RIAA equalisation was 
uniform in response, and sensibly tailored to 
rolloff the output beyond the audible range. 
The versatile tone control stages are shown, 
our graph too small to carry the additional 
variable ‘tilt' tonal balance facility.

Conclusion
These two finely-constructed components 
partner each other well, and for basically Sohm 
speaker loads, they can offer a pleasant and 
consistent sound, with considerable versat
ility. In particular the special tone controls 
provide for a wide range of adjustment to cope 
with some of the more difficult programme 
sources available, and would for example suit 
a collector with an extensive disc library.

The sonic attainment was however not in our 
view quite sufficient at the price for a full 
recommendation, but the system nonetheless 
remains worthy of consideration, taking into 
account aspects such as build quality and 
longevity.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
GENERAL DATA Pre- and power amplifier
Po—routput
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec...............100W( = 20dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz Ä)kHz
One channel, Bohm load................20.4dBW 2O.8dBW 2O.3dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............15.3dBW 19.1dBW 15.3dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........12.7dBW 13.2dBW 10.4dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 8 A —8 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, ^Hz 1kHz 20Hz
at rated power, aux input.............. — 68dB — 79dB — 66dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input > -BodB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. -70dB
Intermodulation, 19/20Hz, at OdBW, disc (me)................ -69dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................— BodB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-74dB
Aux/CD Input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................. —1dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -70dB
DC output offset....................................................................... 3mV
DC offset, pe-amp.................................................................... 1mV
Input owrio8d ^Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 20B BodB 19dB
Disc (me input (IHF)..................... 27dB 27dB 16dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... 20dB 20dB 20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -68dB —67dB -49dB
Aux input....................................... -68dB -65dB -51dB
Output Im^ràance (damping).... 0.04ohm 0.04ohm 0.08ohm
Channel blitence, disc, at 1kHz............................................. 0.2dB
Volumelbatance tracking OdB — 20dB — 60dB
Aux input....................................... OdB OdB 0.1dB
Input drift socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phono 0.30mV 48kohms, 277pF
Disc (me) input.......... Phono 0.013mV 100ohms, 22nF
Aux input..................... DIN 11.3mV kohms, pF
ft’S»""?'•"• DIN 53^v
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz................ + OdB, -0.35dB
Size (width, height, depth)....................................... 32x 21 x 6cm
Typical price Inc VAT..................................................... £229, £2259
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Quantum IA1OO
Sound Marketing Ltd, Halldore Hill, Cookham, Berks 
Tel (06285) 22726

Quantum had been making the IA-100 for some 
time, housing it in a plain black metal case, 
before updating the styling to a black ash 
wood-surround case with a silver grey front 
panel. In addition a moving-coil amplifier board 
may now be fitted internally at an extra cost of 
some £10.

The IA-100 is essentially an inexpensive 
'straight-line' model, with no tone controls or 
filters. Input selection is via two push buttons 
which cover aux/tuner,tape and disc (moving
magnet as tested). A headphone socket is pro
vided on the front panel, and at the rear the 
speakers are connected via 4mm socket/bind- 
ing posts. Both tape and aux inputs are in DIN, 
with the disc in phono type sockets.

Internally the unit is built on a strong steel 
chassis plate with the majority of components 
mounted on a single printed circuit board, this 
helping to reduce construction costs. The cir
cuitry is quite comprehensive; for example.the 
disc section employs a linear input buffer 
followed by the RIAA equalisation section, the 
latter using a TL082 IC in shunt feedback mode 
and working from a single rail supply. A further 
IC stage follows the selector and volume con- 
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trol, thence feeding the power amplifier sec
tion. The latter's output configuration is quasi- 
complementary, direct coupled. It uses sturdy 
Toshiba devices, these rather better than the 
ubiquitous 3055s often encountered.

The construction standard is quite good 
while both 2A speaker fuses and an electronic 
circuit provide for fault and overload pro
tection.

Sound quality
Scoring a little above average, the IA100 did 
quite well during the listening tests. Commenc
ing with the moving-magnet input, the sound 
was judged quite lively and detailed. Bass was 
encouraging, and the stereo focus above aver
age, and some impression of depth and ambi
ence was noted. On the debit side the tonal 
balance tended to brightness, together with 
some brittle effects in the treble.

Via aux, there was some improvement in 
terms of both clarity and depth. At higher 
sound levels the tonal balance began to 
harden, though the amplifier's clipping 
performance was pretty fair and it also coped 
with the severe loudspeaker load test quite



well. It provided 97dBA maximum sound level 
here, as opposed to 99dBA for the normal 
loading.

Lab results
Rated at 25W or 14dBW the IA 100 managed to 
produce a decent 16.1dBW level over the 8ohm 
power bandwidth and held up fairly well into 
4ohms. Peak current was generous at ± 12A, 
though the peak level into 2ohms did not quite 
reflect this ability. At 17dBW, peak level into 
8ohms was equivalent to 50W; this fell 1.2dB 
into 4ohms and 4.4dB into 2ohms, which was 
pretty reasonable. Harmonic and intermodu
lation distortion levels were sensibly low, while 
noise levels were more than satisfactory. 
However, the de offset was marginal at almost 
50mV. Input overload margins were fine but the 
stereo separation measured oddly, improving 
at higher frequencies to 65dB (this noted with 
a second sample), but only 45dB mid band. 
Output resistance was negligible, and the 
input characteristics normal. The RIAA equal
isation was pretty uniform, particularly for a 
budget amplifier, and illustrated desirable out- 
of-band rolloff tailoring, below 20Hz and above 
20kHz.

Conclusion
Selling at present at £120 for the moving
magnet and £130 for the moving-coil version, 
this Quantum in its latest form provides a 
generally good performance with a quite 
respectable output power.Its load tolerance 
was also above average and its sound quality, 
similarly, of a promising standard.All in all, 
this UK-built amplifier fully deserves a HFC 
recommendation.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec................ 25W(=14dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load............... 16.1dBW 16.5dBW 16.2dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load............. 14.OdBW 15.0dBW 14.2dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed......... 10.MBW 12.6dBW 12.4dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 12 A -12 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -72dB -81dB -74dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz. rated power, aux input.......... -72dB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. -79dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)............................ ‘
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).........................    -77dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).............................................‘
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)....................................-83dB
Residual, unweighted (volumecontrol at min)................... -62dB
DC output offset..............-...................................................... 49mV
Input overtoad 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 3OdB 29dB 23dB
Disc (me) input (IHF).........................................................................*
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >2OdB >20dB
Stereo saparatlon
Disc input....................................... -37dB -37dB -37dB
Aux input....................................... -37dB -3OdB -37dB
Output Impedance(damping)....0X»ohm 0.(06ohm 0.13ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................0.1dB
Votume/balancetracklng OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux Input....................................... 0.1dB OdB 6.7dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ DIN 0.37mV 52kohms, 100pF
Disc (me) input..................................................................................•
Aux input..................... DIN 26.5mV 120kohms, 30pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz^ 15kHz.............. + 0.2dB, -0.2dB 
Size (width, height, depth)........................................38 x 28 x 7cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................................£119
•Moving-coil input version not available in time for lab tests.
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Revox B251
F W 0 Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Road, Borehamwood, Herts WD2 4RZ 
Tel 01-953 0091

Part of a new range of high-quality electronics, 
the Revox 8251 is a generously-powered 
amplifier with a fully equipped front panel 
catering for almost every conceivable need of 
the technically-minded enthusiast. Not sur
prisingly perhaps, some of the numerous 
features are directed towards tape recording, 
such as the accurate peak-responding meters 
which can be directed to show gain, balance 
level and output power.

Rated at 100W per channel, the 8251 has 
variable gain inputs, moving-coil and moving
magnet disc facilities in addition to all the 
usual features such as multiple speaker sets, 
headphone socket, tone controls and filter. 
The volume and source selection are under 
electronic control with an optional handheld 
transmitter providing full remote operation, 
this shared with the other units in the range.

Inside, the design is unusual in many ways. 
The power supply dispenses with the usual 
mains transformer, and instead a fully 
stabilised high-frequency supply is used, with 
a saving in weight which makes the 251 a 
lightweight model. A heat pipe cools the 
output stage, dissipation being achieved via a 
large multi-finned heatsink within the case. 
The circuitry is built to a high standard, mainly 
with discrete transistors, while the direct- 
coupled complementary power amplifier runs 
at a low Quiescent current, with a dynamic 
biasing circuit to minimise crossover distor
tion. IEC rolloff is used on the disc input, this a 
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conventional series feedback RIAA equal
isation type.

Sound quality
With a price approaching £900 if the remote 
control is included, the sound rating of merely 
'average' was a serious shortfall. The numer
ical scores told their own story but it proved 
quite difficult to pin down what we felt to be 
the actual shortcomings of this model.

At moderate sound levels it sounded smooth 
and relaxed with a fairly neutral tonal balance. 
Subjectively, the music played right enough, 
but somehow it seemed the amplifier's 'heart' 
was not in it. Stereo image focus was 
satisfactory but depth and ambience both 
seemed obscured; one panelist used the word 
'lifeless' though this is probably too extreme a 
judgement. Somehow the transient and 
percussive qualities in the recordings were 
smoothed over, removing the impact, life and 
attack of the music. Some treble imprecision 
was also noted, this of a feathery and slightly 
brittle nature, and heard mainly via the moving
coil disc input.

The amp was reasonably load tolerant, 
clipped well, and achieved a loud 106dBA into 
the Bohm speakers.

Lab results
Tho 8261 illwitrated a fine bandwiUlli al l.3d8 
above the specified 20dBW (100W), and also 
drove 4ohms well under continuous duty_ Peak 



measured currents of ±5A were meagre for a 
100W model, however, and this was respon
sible for the level reduction of 7dB from Bohm 
to 2ohm peak delivery. The more awkward 
speaker systems are not advised!

Distortion results were in the main axem 
plary, though the intermodulation distortion 
was weaker via me despite an ample overload 
margin.

Signal-to-noise ratios were particularly fine, 
whiie the de offset was also very low. Overload 
levels were fine and stereo separation 
remarkably good. Channel balance was well 
maintained and the various input character
istics gave no cause for concern; the moving
magnet disc input allows a range of optional 
loading variations.

RIAA equallsation followed the IEC rolloff at 
Iow frequencies, the result showing a gentle 
up-tilt in response. The tone controls and sub
sonic flitter, as shown in the graph, provided 
suitable moderate control ranges. The sub
sonic flitter was quite steep, and in my view, 
would make the IEC rolloff redundant on the 
disc inputs.

Conclusion
For a tape enthusiast committed to the new 
Revox system; the 8251 would be a logical 
consideration, with the matching tuner proving 
to be a particulady good example of its kind. 
The amplifier is however likely to disappoint an 
audiophile used to extracting the maximum 
musical impact and involvement from his 
recordings. An audition is mandatory for as a 
system amplifier it succeeds very well, but as a 
music ampllfier it fails, in HFC terms, to meet 
the ^equ^erd standard.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec.............. 100W( = 20dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................21.3dBW 21.7dBW 21.6dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............20.1dBW 20.3dBW 20.2dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........15.0dBW 15.0dBW 15.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... +5A -5 A
Distortion
Total harmonicdistortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input............... - 87dB - 86dB - 79dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input........ >-BOdB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. -82dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)................ -60dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).......... ......................-85dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-76dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-100dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................... -95dB
DC output offset.........................................................................6mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 30dB 27dB 23dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)..................... 37dB 3MB 32dB
Aux/CD input (IH F)................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -BOdB -83dB -BOdB
Aux input....................................... -86dB -86dB -BOdB
Output impedance (damping).... 0.05ohm 0.0Mhm 0.11ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................0.6dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB - 20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.MB 0.4dB 1.MB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input........ Phono 0.19mV 46kohms, var
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0.02m\ 98ohms
Aux input....................... Phono 24.35mV 46kohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz..................... +0.2dB, -2dB
Size (width, height, depth)....................................... 45 x 34 x 16cm
Typical price Inc VAT................................................................£897
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HI-FI IN PLWOUTH?

Basically Sound

PETER RUSSELL'S HI-FI ATTIC
58 NEW GEORGE ST PLYMOUTH 669511

THE BEST DEALER IN THE SOUTH WEST FOR 
QUANTUM e HAKMAN-KARDON

e LINN 
e MISSION 
e K.E.F.
• QUAD 
e HARBETH 
e S.M.E.
eHEYBROOK 
eTEAC
• DUAL

e CRIMSON ELEKTRIK 
e A&R CAMBRIDGE 
e MAYWARE 
eNAKAMICHI 
e BEYER
e SENNHEISER 
e DYNAVECTOR 
e GOLDRING

We also have a 48-HOUR STYLUS REPLACE
MENT SERVICE and over 100 types always in 
stock.

Hi-fi for the discerning

OF NORFOLK

0TT stas, ^od me, B^M LAH 
NR NOMCH 

TElf^F (R.) 70829

A&R CAMBRIDGE * CREEK * GOLDRING * HARBETH 
HEYBROOK* LINN* MORDAUNT* SHORT 

MUSICAL FIDELITY * NAIM * NIGHTINGALE 
NYTECH * QED * REGA * SONDEX 

SPENDOR * SUPEX * THORENS * ZENN 
* AND OTHERS

• SEND S.AE. FOR PRICE LIST OR PHONE
• Single speaker demonstration
e Free price list on request
• Usually a reasonable selection of good-quality USED 

equipment
e ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD accepted
• Good advice - always! MOH-m 930-530 EVENINGS t SATURDAYS WAPFoPFmon

e I DONT SELL HI-FI FROM MY 
FRONT ROOM

So when you come to see me I'm afraid you won't have 
any of the aura or mystique surrounding a visit to a 
"Hi-Fi Consultant". Mind you, you won't have any 
difficulty finding my high street shob, and when you 
get here you'll find there are more than just a few 
products to choose from. You won't have to make an 
appointment to get in either because I'm open normal 
shop hours and have a late night every Friday. You 
may need to book the dem room if you don't want to 
be kept waiting whilst we set up the equipment of your 
choice, but if the room is free I'll even do dams at the 
drop of a hat. 
Being a normal shop I can of course offer full credit 
facilities and take credit cards. My well equipped 
service dept is capable of rectifying any faults and the 
optional 5 years insurance scheme will let you rest 
easy. Add all that to 1 5 years experience in the hi-Ii 
industry and what have you got?
I think I'll change the name\to NORMAN AUDIO (HI-FI 
CONSULTANn 
Come on over and make your choice from: 
ALPHASON, ARISTON AR, A&R, AUDIO TECHNICA, 
BOSE, CRIMSON, DBX, DUAL, EXPOSURE, HARBETH, 
HEYBROOK, IMF, JVC, LINN, MARANTZ, MICHELL, 
MISSION. MORDUANT SHORT, NAO, NAKAMICHI, 
QUAD, QUANTUM, SONDEX VALUE, SPENDOR, STD, 
SUGDEN, TANNOY, TECHNICS, THORENS, WALKER, 
YAMAHA, YORKSHIRE HI-FI, ZETA

NORMAN AUDIO LTD 
51 FISHERGATE, PRESTON, 
LANCS PR1 OOH
TEL 0772 53057

ETS HI-FI . CENTRE
HELSTON 3285 PENZANCE 4274 

ST. IVES 795101 CAMBORNE 712344

M OFFER. A WIDE RANGE OF EQUIPMENT, 
HOME DEMONSTRATIONS. EXPERT & 
HELPFUL ADVICE FREE DELMRYANO 
iNSSALLAOON IN OUR AREA

FFUS That all important 
ingredient not always 
found tG-day!

AFTFR SALES SERVICE
You can rely on us to 
keep your equipment in 
SOUND CONOmON

TTNstN
SIT 
8od to Sme
LA 44FFR
BY^R.WIERA

l/STTN AT stSURE
IN DUA NEW SINGLE 
SPEAKER LISTENING 

STUDIO LISTENING BY 
APPOINTMENT ARRANGER

AT _

25 KNG ST, TRURO 
WHNWALL Itl U8/1-/58U3 

(OPPOSITE rATHEDRAI/
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‘CHOICE’ BEST BUYS 
& RECOMMENDATIONS 

COME WITH A FREE 
2 YEAR GUARANTEE 
& FREE CARRIAGE 
FROM BARTLE'ITS.

Hafler DH110/DH220
Luxman L230
Mission 777 & 778
NAD 3020A
Nytech 202

Quantum 1A100 
Rotel RA820 & 870
Sansui AUD 101
YamahaA300

'Phone now for Bartlett's competitive prices on the 
above models now or call in for a listen in one of our 
three demonstration rooms.

Mail Orders: 01-607 2148. General Enquiries: 
01-607 2296. Open 9.30-6 Mon -Sat. (Cl. Thur}
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Rotel RA-820
Rotel Hi-Fi Ltd, 2-4 Erica Road, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes MK12 6HS 
Tel (0908) 317707

Ratel have had a successful 820 model in their 
range for some time now, but this review 
relates to the more recent version which will be 
available by press date. If critics thought the 
last model was promising, then wait until they 
hear this one!

Rated at 20W (13.5dBW), the 820 seems to all 
outward intents and purposes to be a normal 
'Japanese style' amplifier, Taiwan-made, with 
tone controls, headphone sockets and the like. 
Inside however it has benefited from a sizable 
injection of British audio circuitry, directed 
towards maximising sound quality. An audio
phile version (RA820B) will also be available, 
offering a mild further improvement in sound 
quality by stripping out the tone controls and 
other related non-essentials, and spending a 
little more on components.

Using a simple, single board construction, 
the power supply is reasonable at the price, 
with a high current rectifier bridge feeding 
6800pF reservoir capacitors. A dual integrated 
circuit 5532(4) is used in the disc input stage 
with normal series feedback equalisation. The 
tone controls are passive. The power amplifier 
is quite standard, direct-coupled comple
mentary, and dispenses with protection, using 
high current output transistors. The speaker 
fuses are included in the negative feedback 
loop to null their effAct, while special pha&e 
compensation is used and the usual output 
choke is absent
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Sound quality
The 'good' sound quality rating achieved was 
disbelieved at first until rechecked, whereupon 
the 820 happily demonstrated a repeat 
performance. This economy lightweight easily 
bettered a large number of rather more 
expensive designs.

It provided, on disc, a musical-sounding 
immediacy, with a sound field conveying 
depth, space and ambience, all in good 
proportion. The bass was reasonably artic
ulate, and the mid tonal balance generally 
good with presentable focus; the treble had a 
'silvery' quality, a trifle too bright with a hint of 
'edge'.

Via auxiliary, the stereo focus showed a 
further improvement, the sound impressive as 
regards both dynamics and clarity. Reasonably 
good sound levels were provided into the 
normal loudspeaker, reaching 99dBA, while on 
adverse load it showed signs of mild weak
ness, this more a 'running out of breath' than a 
protection-initiated limiting. It also sounded a 
trifle 'glassy' and bright played to the power 
limit but was considered to clip fairly well.

Lab results
Rated at 20W (13.SdBW), this little amplifier 
produced a generous 15.4dBW over the power 
bandwidth into 8ohms. On 4ohms some luaa 
was seen at the band edges and the design 
recipe was clearly balanced more towards



peak than continuous delivery. A high 16.3dBW 
(nearly SOW) was available on Sohm peaks 
which held up well at 15.1dBW into 4ohms 
while into 2ohms it was still 13.0dBW, almost 
equaling the Sohm specification. Peak current 
was a surprisingly high ± 25A.

Harmonic and intermodulation distortion 
results were satisfactory and noise levels 
equally unspectacular. The de output offset 
was a little high but probably not sufficient to 
do any harm. Input overload levels were fine 
and the output impedance moderate and con
sistent over the frequency range. Stereo 
separation was below average, particularly the 
20kHz results, which could so easily be 
improved. Channel balance was satisfactory.

Input sensitivities were rather low, partic
ularly on auxiliary, but I understand from Rote! 
that this has subsequently been improved.

RIAA equalisation was quite uniform with a 
sensible rolloff at low frequencies corres
ponding to a built-in rumble filter. The tone 
controls gave a sensibly mild action, with 
treble cut also acting as a useful treble filter.

Conclusion
For the price the RA820 proved a remarkably 
good product. Offering a good standard of 
load tolerance, it produces a fairly decent 
output with a basically neutral sound of good 
clarity, musical quality and solid stereo 
imaging. The rating in this issue is a good one, 
as reference to the comparator table will 
quickly demonstrate. 'Best Buy' classification 
is a certainty for such a high value product, 
and this rating must also be extended to 
include the 'straight-line' version, which is 
designated the RAB20B.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec.............20W( = 13.5dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................ 15.6dBW 15.MBW 15.4dBW
Both channels, 4ohm toad.............. 12.4dBW 14.MBW 13.MBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........12.0dBW 13.MBW 12.80BW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 26 A -26 A
Distortion
Total harmonicdistortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux Input.............. - 62dB -70dB -62dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -58dB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. -58dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................- 70dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................... -71dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)...................-64dB
DC output offset......................................................................35mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 26kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 32dB 3MB 2MB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation

Aux input....................................... —60dB -39dB —27dB
Output Impedance (damping)....0.30ohm 0.3Mhm 0.3Mhm
Channel balance, disc, at 1 kHz..................................................OdB
Volumalbalancetracklng OdB -20dB —60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.4dB 1.3dB 3.2dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phono 0.58mV 48kohms, 1MpF

Disc equallsatlon error, 30Hz-15kHz....................+ 0.2dB, -1dB
Cl-A rlorUhi At w 07 w CL Co™

Typical price inc VAT...................................................................£80

Tone control/filter responses
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Rotel RA-870 and RB-870
Rotel Hi-Fi Ltd, 2-4 Erica Road, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes MK12 6HS 
Tel (0908) 317707

Rotel's current flagship amplifier system 
consists of the integrated 60W per channel 
RA870 partnered by ihe RB870 power amplifier. 
When both are set to bridge mode, a system 
giving around 200W per channel results! We 
assessed the combination, the RA870 alone, 
and finally the RB870 taken as a separate 
stereo power amplifier.

Mainly designed in the UK though built in 
Taiwan, the RA870 is a 'straight-line' model 
lacking such frills as tone controls or the usual 
Rotel power meters. Nonetheless, two sets of 
speakers may be used, with binding posts for 
connection, and a headphone socket is 
included. The input sockets are all in phono.

Internally, the RA870 contains rather a lot of 
messy wiring interconnecting a number of 
printed circuit boards. The power supplies are 
substantial with double mains transformers 
and 2 x 8200pF reservoir capacitors. The disc 
input uses a high-gain input amplifier of 
variable gain for the me and mm input sensi
tivities, followed by two stage RIAA equal
isation, first the passive 75p5 rolloff and then 
the active low frequency boost.

The power amplifiers in both models are 
straightforward differential input types, but 
they. are distinguished by a good performance 
in the driver stage, thereby providing a high 
peak current capability from the paralleled 
pairn of complementary, direct cuupleU uulput 
transistors. Electronic protection is deliber
ately omitted, while the single output fuses are 
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included in the error-correcting negative feed
back loop.

Sound quality
As an integrated amplifier the RA870 aquitted 
itself very well. Via moving coil, good stereo 
images were produced, with a decent rendition 
of both focus and depth. The bass showed 
good extension and tunefulness, but the tonal 
balance was a touch 'bright' with mild 
'brashness' in the treble. The latter aspect 
improved via the moving magnet input while 
stereo depth and focus also advanced a little. 
Via aux, the character remained unchanged - 
a touch light and hard but with a well- 
integrated, lively effect and good detail.

The bridged RA870/RB870 combination was 
capable of very high sound levels but did not 
sound quite as tidy, with mild bass softness. 
However it was a different story when a 
separate preamplifier was employed. Here the 
RB870 proved to be a very pleasant device, full 
of relaxed detailed power, with good marks 
scored for stereo depth and focus despite a 
midly 'slow' character. It worked well in 
bridged mode reaching a very good 105dBA 
into the normal load, while unbridged the 
amplifiers reached 102dBA into the adverse 
load and illustrated a fine load tolerance.

Lab results
Rated at 60W (18dBW), the RA870 delivered 
18.3dBW over the Bohm power bandwidth and 



the all under 4ohm continuous drive was mild. 
Peak current capability was a whopping ±34A, 
providing a good peak power into adverse 
loads. With 19dBW into 8ohms, the fall into 
2ohms was fine at less than 3dB for 
programme peaks. In bridged mode 24dB peak 
was available falling to 18dBW for 2ohms, 
such a load rather tough for bridge duty. 
Distortions were generally low though the 
moving coil intermodulation result was not too 
encouraging. Both de output offset and input 
noise levels were fine. Input overload margins 
were considered ample and stereo separation 
was rather above average, with power amp 
output impedance negligible.

Disc input capacitance was a little high, but 
the other input characteristics were fine. It is 
worth noting that the power amp sensitivity 
was slightly low, especially in bridge. The RIAA 
response was pretty flat over the midband and 
mildly over-tailored at the band extremes, 
measuring -2dB at 20Hz and 20kHz.

Conclusion
Once again Ratel UK have been instrumental 
in producing an amplifier design which is 
rather better than the opposition - load 
tolerant, offering decent output power a good 
stereo sound with versatile input facilities. The 
basic RA870 comfortably scored a 'Best Buy, 
but the RB870 plus suitable pre-amp is priced 
out of this category, so must be content with 
'strongly recommended.' Finally, although it is 
not reviewed here, the author has also 
assessed the RA860, the cheaper, tone-control- 
equipped version of the 870 whose perfor
mance would also justify a warm 
recommendation.

Disc Input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.
GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier'
Po-routput
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec................ OOW( = 18dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................ 18.3dBW 1&MBW 1&MBW
Bothchannels,4ohm load.............. 17.1dBW 17.MBW 17.MBW
One channel, 2ohms,pulsed.......... 15.BOBW 16, OdBW 16.4dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 34 A -34 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
atrated power-, aux input.............. -74dB -75dB -BOdB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, rated power-, aux input.......... -77dB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. -69dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)............... -52dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)..............................   -BOdB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................- 78dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-86dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)....................- 75dB
DC output offset......................................................................... 4mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 34dB 34dB 28dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)..................... 31dB 31dB 23dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)........  >20dB >20dB >2OdB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -74dB -73dB -50dB
Aux input....................................... -75dB -75dB -52dB
Output Impedance (damping)....0.04ohm 0.06ohm 0.08ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................0.3dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -OOd B
Aux input....................................... 0.2dB OdB 1.WB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phono 0.27mV 44kohms, 240pF
Disc (me) input.......... Phono 0.013mV 270ohms, 0.2nF
Aux input........................ Phono 19.5mV 54kohms, 110pF
Power amp...................... Phono 135mV 21kohms, 400pF
Disc equalisation error, BOHz-15kHz............. + 0.2dB, -0.5dB
Size (width, height,depth).,.................................43 x 32 x 9.4cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................................£220
• Note: Test results refer to RA870 only. With RB870 added in
bridged mode, power at 1kHz was 217W (23dBW) into Bohms.
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Sansui AU-DlOl
Sansui (UK) Ltd, Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford Middlesex 
Tel 01-575 1133

A budget model, the 101 is specified at 30W The construction is of good quality but the 
per channel and comes in a low, slim-profile main terminals are unshrouded internally, and
satin black case. Tidily presented, the front 
panel offers a headphone socket, speaker 
muting, bass and treble controls, a high 
frequency filter, and selection of inputs: these 
are tape 1 and 2, aux/CD and tuner. A loudness 
contour switch is also provided and there are 
coloured lamps to show which input function 
is selected.

Sansui are pursuing a policy of continuous 
product development, and this explains why an 
earlier sample of the AUD-101, which I 
reviewed in a monthly magazine some months 
ago, did not do as well as this one has done in 
the HFC test programme.

Inside, an average sized mains transformer 
is fitted, with 2 x 4700pF reservoir capacitors. 
The output stage is fully complementary using 
Sanken A1102/62377 output transistors, in a 
Sansui 'Super Feedforward' circuit. Electronic 
output protection is employed with peak 
current limiters and the heatsinking is gen
erous, cooling both faces of the power transis
tors. The disc input is built around a M5220L 
dual integrated circuit stage with good 2% 
tolerance equalisation components, and the 
tonA r.ontmlR arp incorporated in the feedback 
loop of the power amplifier. The usual line 
buffer amplifier is absent. 

located rather close to the headphone socket 
- possibly a questionable aspect of the 
construction!

Sound quality
On disc the 101 scored an 'average sound' 
quality rating which was quite good for its 
modest price. Via the moving magnet disc 
input vocal sections sounded a touch 'thin', 
while the bass and treble regions were satis
factory. Some 'featheriness' and 'grain' could 
be heard in the upper register and while the 
stereo focus was quite good, the impression of 
depth was weak.

Via the auxiliary input, some improvement 
was noticed particularly with regard to clarity. 
Some 'lispiness' was heard on vocal sibilants 
and the overall sound was lacking real attack 
and life. It was however relativity unfatiguing. 
The amplifier also sounded quite pleasant into 
mild clipping, and reached a 101dBA equiva
lent sound level into the normal load. The 
adverse load was less well handled, however, 
with a reduction of 4dB in maximum level.

Lab rocult6
Rated at 30W per channel or 15dB, this 
amplifier produced considerably more output 
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on test, meeting a 17.?dBW level over the Bohm 
power bandwidth; this is more than 50W. The 
small capacity power supply was reflected by 
the shortfall into 4ohms on continuous 
loading, this averaging 3dB. Peak current was 
modest at ± 6A, and clearly curtailed the peak 
delivery into the most severe load. A generous 
18.5dBW was available into peaks into 8ohms 
but this fell by 9dB into 2ohms, and difficult 
speaker impedances are therefore to be 
avoided.

As claimed by the makers, harmonic and 
intermodulation distortion results were 
excellent, while input noise levels were also 
very good, and the de offset satisfactory.

Disc and auxiliary input overload margins 
were fine while the channel separation was 
reasonably good. Output resistance was negli
gible and channel balance well maintained on 
all inputs over a range of volume control 
settings.

Input characteristics were typical, while the 
RIAA equalisation was very good, especially 
for a budget model. The tone controls has 
sensibly moderate control ranges, the treble 
action centred more in the main treble range 
than usual, and continuing to roll off at higher 
frequencies.

Conclusion
This neat little amplifier has been improved 
since first introduced, and into straightforward 
speaker loads it provided good 'strain-free' 
sound levels, all for a modest price. It was 
relatively unfatiguing on audition, and offered 
a presentable overall quality, with the com
bination of test and subjective results making 
recommendation appropriate.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB= 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec.................30W(= 15dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load. ..17.MBW 17.MBW 17.7dBW
Both channels, nohm load............ ih.jubw ij.uudw ii.idow
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed 9.0dBW 9.4dBW 9.0dBW 
Instantaneous peak current...................... +6A -6A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -8MB -91dB -84dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input ....> -BOdB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)............>-80dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................ -81dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-83dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)...................-77dB
DC output offset...................................................................33mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... -32dB -31dB -30dB
AuxlCD input (IHF)......................... >2MB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -6MB -7MB -48dB
Aux input....................................... -7MB -7MB -51dB
Output impedance (damping)....0.10ohm 0.11ohm 0.15ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz............................................ 0.2dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.3dB O.MB 0.9dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phono 0.39mV 46kohms, 160pF
Aux input.................... Phono 36.7mV 52kohms, 140pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.............. +0.4dB, -0.2dB
Size (width, height, depth)....................................... 43 x 27 x Bern
Typical price inc VAT..................................................................£99
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Sansui AUD-SSX
Sansui (UK) Ltd, Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford Middlesex 
Tel 01-575 1133

The AU0-55X is a fairly upmarket design, rated 
at ?OW per channel and employing the latest 
Sansui 'Super Feedforward' power amplifier 
circuitry. Comprehensively equipped, it offers 
facilities for two sets of speakers, plus tone 
controls, a headphone jack socket, record/out 
dubbing selector, a high filter, loudness button 
and 20dB mute. The inputs comprise tape 1 
and 2, aux, tuner and disc, both moving-coil 
and moving-magnet. Speaker connection is via 
spring clip terminals, and all input connectors 
are in phono. Bright fluorescent power meters 
dominate the front panel.

Internal design points include the use of a 
heatpipe dissipator system for the comple
mentary direct-coupled output stage, plus 
toroidal mains transformer with separately- 
rectified supplies for each channel, having 
total of 4 x 10000pF of reservoir capacity.

Internal wiring was very neat, with safe 
mains sections. The output stage uses modest 
output transistors, possibly over-protected by 
an integrated circuit over-current/fault detec
tion unit. The disc amplifier/equaliser uses the 
M5220L integrated circuit with series feedback 
plus a gain change to accommodate moving 
coil and moving magnet cartridge sensitivity 
requirements. A further IC plus some discrete 
circuitry forms the basis for the line amplifier 
and the tone control buffer funcliunb. A 
separate section runs the output power 
meters.
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Sound quality
Given the good results obtained from some of 
the larger Sansui amplifiers in previous years, 
those obtained for the 55X were a distinct 
disappointment. This amplifier was well above 
the base price level of the group tested, but its 
overall sound quality rating in fact fell below 
average by some margin; in other words rather 
worse than the inexpensive 101.

Via the moving-coil input the sound was 
'thin' and noticeably lacking in detail and 
transparency. Stereo depth was virtually 
absent while only moderate image focus was 
observed. The treble register was not favoured.

Via moving-magnet, a noticeable improve
ment in clarity and depth were noticed, though 
the bass remained seriously lacking in defini
tion.

On auxiliary input the grainy treble effect 
continued, while the overall effect was soft 
and bland with very restricted depth and ambi
ence. It sounded unpleasant in even mild 
clipping, and was worse still when subjected 
to the severe speaker loading. However, its 
high level of Bohm delivery should ensure that 
in normal use there will be no need to drive it 
into clipping anyway.

Lab results
Ttie manufacturer's WdbW rating was com
fortably exceeded on test with an Bohm power 
bandwidth of at least 20.2dBW. Nearly 4dB of 



loss was noted on 4ohm continuous delivery, 
both channels driven. Peak current was 
meagre at ±7 amps, in view of the output level, 
and this was reflected in the considerable 
curtailment of peak output level into the lower 
2ohm load. Here the 21dBW 8ohms result dip
ped a serious 10.4dB, the resulting 10.6d8 level 
rather smaller than that provided into similar 
loads by several budget 'tinies'. Difficult 
loudspeaker loads are thus not advisable with 
this particular amplifier.

Harmonic and intermodulation distortions 
were very low but de output offset was rather 
high at 91mV; less than 20mV is advisable. 
Signal-to-noise ratios were fine in view of the 
input sensitivities, while input overload 
margins were ample, but stereo separation 
was weak at high frequencies. Output imped
ance was quite negligible. Channel balance 
was found to be satisfactory as were the input 
characteristics.

RIAA equalisation was clearly accurate with 
signs of a careful subsonic rolloff, and the 
typical tone control responses can be seen on 
the accompanying graph.

Conclusion
Something must be seriously wrong if the 
sound quality of this amplifier falls so far 
below that of Sansui's much cheaper AUD-101. 
Many of the results were good but the high 
level performance into awkward loads was 
distinctly weak; furthermore stereo separation 
was below par with indications of treble 
distortion crosstalk. Last but by no means 
least, the below-average sound of this model 
unfortunately must rule out any 
recommendation here.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W}, without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec................7OW( = 18dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load.. .20.5dBW 20.5dBW 20.2dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load...............16.1dBW 16.7dBW 16.4dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed.......... 10.7dBW 10.8dBW 10.8dBW
Instantaneous peak current.................. +7A -7A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1 kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input...........  -90dB -91dB -82dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input. .. .>-8OdB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm). ...... 78dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)................- 76dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................-83dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................-71dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................... -86dB
Residual, unweighted (volumecontrol at min)...................-87dB
DC output offset................ . . ........................................... 9)1 mV
Input overload 20Hz 1 kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 31dB 31dB 28dB
Disc (me) input (IHF). . .   , 31dB 30dB 28dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input...............  ................ -68dB -52dB -28dB
Aux input................ . .......... .... - 75dB - 53dB - 30dB
Output impedance (damping)....0.10ohm 0.10ohm 0.12ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz. .......................................OdB
Volume/balance tracking OdB - 20dB -60dB
Aux input........ .............. .......... ...... OdB 0.3dB 2.6dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phone 0.24mV 50kohms, 210pF
Disc (me) input......... Phone 0.005mV 100ohms, 0.3nF
Aux input................... Phono 22mV 55kohms, 270pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.................. +OdB, - 0.3dB
Size (width, height, depth)....................................43 x 33.5 x 11 cm
Typical price inc VAT............................................................... £239
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Sondex S230
Aston Audio Ltd, 4 West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire 
Tel (0625) 582704

This moderately-priced amplifier comes from a 
small UK manufacturer whose chief designer 
was responsible for the early Radford valve 
amplifiers. Rated at 30W per channel, it is a 
'straight-line' type where, unusually, the 
auxiliary/CD input bypasses the pre-amp sec
tion and instead is fed direct to the power amp 
via the volume control. Alternative plug-in 
circuit boards can be fitted by the dealer to 
give moving-coil or moving-magnet disc input 
as required, with no difference in price.

A compact unit, the S230's rear input 
socketry is in phono while speaker connection 
is via 4mm socket/binding posts. The internal 
construction is very tidy, employing a single 
printed circuit board. Unusually, the output 
stage is capacitor-coupled, this component 
being included in the feedback loop to correct 
its residual errors. The main reservoir of 
6800pF is fed by a toroidal transformer, the 
supply shared between the two channels. The 
output stage employs complementary output 
transistors biased in conventional class A/B 
mode. Load-line electronic protection is fitted; 
we are informed that this will be tailored to 
provide higher peak currents than on the 
review sample before this review goes to press.

The disc input begins with a variable-gain, 
low noise input buffer followed by passive 
RIAA equalisation and then active LF equalis
ation, a good system. Discrete transistors are 
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employed, the mains wiring neat and well 
shrouded.

Sound quality
Scoring a respectable 'good plus' in the list
ening tests, the Sondex gave a good result for 
an under-£200 model. Via moving-coil input it 
seemed marginally bright, but with a neutral 
mid range balance and pleasant voice repro
duction. Stereo focus was quite good, and 
depth better still. Slight bass softness and 
treble grain were evident but not enough to 
detract from the musical performances.

Via the moving-magnet input the sound was 
similar except it was slightly sweeter in treble 
tonal balance terms.

Via auxiliary a further improvement in defin
ition occurred, with superior bass and all
round detail. Good results were obvious via 
this input, and the amplifier also proved 
tolerant of mild clipping, producing decent 
sound levels. In practice it also coped better 
than expected with the adverse load, with 
101dBA possible into 8ohms and 99dBA into 
the low load.

Lab results
For a full power bandwidth at 8ohms, the 
SnndP.x jiist mP.t thP. 3OW spRcifiRRtinn at 
15.1d8W. The modest power capacity was 
reflected by the fall on 4ohms continuous duty,



both channels driven, but peak current cap
acity at ±BA was reasonable for the power 
level concerned peak output level into the 
adverse loads was quite well held, measuring 
about a 5.5dB drop from 8 to 2ohms.

Distortion levels were satisfactory except 
via disc where the intermodulation results was 
marred by premature input overload. Due to its 
passive control unit construction, the disc 
sensitivity needs to be correctly matched to 
the chosen cartridge to get the best results, 
and if this is done, the input overload margins 
will be sufficient. Noise levels were satisfac
tory, and the output offset negligible.

Stereo separation was ample and the output 
impedance low even at 20Hz. A mild disc 
channel imbalance was noted, but tracking 
over the volume control range was very good. 
Input characteristics were quite standard bar 
the auxiliary which has a designed low 
sensitivity to give suit high output sources 
such as CD. However, check that your tuner or 
tape unit will also produce sufficient level.

RIAA equalisation follows the I EC rolloff, 
nominally -3dB at 20Hz and above this range 
the curve is nicely accurate.

Conclusion
Given the versatility offered by the manufac
turer, with respect to input sensitivity and 
cartridge matching, the limited overload 
margin should not present a problem. Fairly 
load tolerant, this compact, 'musical ' 
sounding amplifier offers good clarity and 
depth effects in the stereo image, and its 
objective score was sufficiently high com
pared with the group average to indicate a 
Best Buy rating at its well-under £200 price.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 WJ, without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms. maker"s spec ............. . 30W( = 15dBW)
Power outpuf 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load.. .15.1dBW 16.0dBW 16.0dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load..............11.6dBW 13.6dBW 13.5dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed........... 9.0dBW 11.0dBW 10.8dBW
Instantaneous peak current..................... +BA -BA
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -59dB -61dB -54dB
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, rated power, aux input..........- 68dB 
Intermodulation, 19120kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)...............—36dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). ................ . - 80dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................. ..............- 77dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)............................. .  . -75dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min). ........-72dB
DC output offset.................... ............................ .............. .2mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 18dB 16dB 17dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -66dB -60dB -40dB
Aux input....................................... -64dB -60dB -36dB
Output impedance (damping). 0.1ohm 0.08ohm 0.1ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz............................................. 2.0dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... OdB 0.4dB 0.3dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phono 0^^6mV 48kohms, 130pF
Disc (me) input.......... Phono 0.04mV 330ohms, 22nF
Aux input.. Phono 82mV 48kohms, 316pF
Disc equalisation error, 20Hz-15kHz...............+ 0.2dB, - 2.6dB
Size (width, height, depth)................................ 32x 26^5 x 7.5cm
Typical price inc VAT............................................................... £179

• Note: dislikes capacitive loads

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy Disc input: stereo separation
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Aui'io Researcn - they have done For years

audio research

There are good preamps. 
There are very good preamps. 
And there is the Audio Research SP8
Class 1b International Audio Review Hotline #12
August 1981 Peter Moncnett

"here we have an 
extraordinary product....."
Martin Colloms Hi Fi News February 1983

Also available from the Audio Research range

D-250 Power Amplifier VT (251JW per eh)

SP 10 VT Preamplifier auto mutinglscparalc power supply
SP 7 Solid state preamplifier
SP K VT Preamplifkr simplified muting

Power Amplifier VT ( ?OW per eh) 
□• 7lJ( Power Amplifier VT (75W JX'Teh) 
D-11 :'H liwcr Amplifier VT ( 1 l5W per eh)

I can t recommend the Audio 
Research SP8 highly enough. 

"I wonder how I could have 
tolerated less."

Practical Hi-Fi June 1982—David Wrenn

"If you ever considered spending 
over £2000 on a system you 

owe it to yourself to hear this preamp"
David Prakel Hi Fi Answers February 1983

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS 
42 Parksidr. London SW19. 
Tri. 01-947 5047

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR FOR: Audio Research, 
Krell, The ARM, Audiophile Products, DCM (Time 
Windows). Koetsu, Etude, Oracle, OLN, 
RG Dynamics, Threshold.

AUDtO RESEARCH DEALERS:
UNILET PRODUCTS, 35 High St, New Malden, 
Surrey. Tel: 01 9429567
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High
NW1. Tel: 01 3878281
SIMPLY HtFI, 48 Springbank, Hull, 
N.H umberside Tel:_0482 29240
SOUt D SENSE,42Ccwgat;, 
Peterborough. Tel: 0733 41755

JEFFRIES HI-FI. 69 London Road, Brighton 
Tel: 609431
W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Ad, Liverpool
15.Tel:051 7336859

St. London, AADLETT AUDIO, 36 Beech Avenue, Aadlett, Herts. 
Tel: 09276 6497
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 St. Vincent St., Glasgow.
Tel: 041 221 25
SPALDINGJ, 3§2-4 Lower Addiscombe Rd..
Cro'don, Surn y
T;fO1g54 f2j1
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Sony TA-AXSOO
Sony UK Ltd, Staines House, 158-162 High Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4AZ
Tel Staines 61600

The previous generation of Sony integrated 
amplifiers were lightweight affairs with clever 
microprocessor-run control panels and switch
ing power supplies. However, the TA-AX500 
reverts to a more traditional style, with a 
normal mains transformer and control hard
ware. Costing fractionally under £200, it looks 
impressive in satin silver livery and sports a 
comprehensive specification which includes 
provision for A and B speaker sets usable 
separately or in combination, a headphone 
socket, bass and treble controls' 'CD Direct' 
pre-power connection and subsonic filter. 
Inputs may be selected from tape 1 and 2, 
auxiliary (front jack socket provided) disc 
(moving-magnet and moving-coil), plus CD and 
tuner.

Inside, the contruction was neat but without 
properly shrouded mains sections. The TA- 
AX500 is labelled 'audio current transfer', and 
current drive amplifiers are used in the pre and 
power sections, to minimise their mutual 
interaction. A large mains transformer charges 
the main reservoir capacitor of 2 x15,000pF 
capacity. A very large internal heatsink is 
fitted, and much of the pre-amp employs 
multiple section integrated circuits. Speaker 
connections are via tough binding posts while 
the signal inputs are all in phono.
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Sound quality
Scoring a straight 'average' on listening tests, 
the TA-X500 set no new records for fidelity. Via 
moving-coil input, the bass was somewhat 
lumpy with a loss of detail here, and in the 
treble register. A feathery, blurred quality was 
noted in the treble and neither stereo focus or 
depth were very good. Via moving-magnet, 
focus improved, and the sound was clearer 
with a better mid tonal quality as well as more 
image depth. Via auxiliary, set to CD direct, the 
midrange showed little enhancement, but 
depth effects were a trifle improved and left-to- 
right separation appeared more promising. No 
real impression of the scale and liveliness of 
the master programme was however conveyed.

The TA-X500 was also of average merit as 
regards mild clipping, reaching 104.5dBA, and 
it drove the adverse load to a quite good 
103dBA; but it would not tolerate any clipping 
in the latter condition, the amplifier then 
shutting down under relay protection.

Lab results
Rated at BOW per channel, or about 18.5dBW, 
the unit happily exceeded this specification 
over the 8ohms power bandwidth, producing 
20.1dBW The continuous delivery into 4ohms 
was also good. For the output level, the 



restriction to a peak current of ±9amps was 
too severe and certainly curtailed the peak 
output level into 2ohms resistive, this 6.2dB 
below the 20.SdB level which was available 
into Sohms.

All distortion results, harmonic and inter
modulation, were exemplary, typcially at 
-90dB relative to the fundamental - or 
0.003%. Signal-to-noise ratios were also good, 
and the de offset at the speaker terminals was 
quite microscopic. Input overload margins 
were ample and stereo channel separation was 
particularly good.

Output resistance was at a negligible level, 
while channel balances held to a high standard 
of accuracy on all inputs and even at low 
volume control settings.

Noting the 210pF on the mm disc input, the 
remaining input characteristics were to the 
usual standard. RIAA equalisation was rather 
wideband, with no out-of-band tailoring at all, 
remembering that our graph extends right from 
10Hz to 50kHz. The useful subsonic filter can 
be seen on the graph along with the tone 
control responses, but in use it does degrade 
the midband tonal balance somewhat.

Conclusion
In some respects Sony are providing a lot of 
amplifier for the money, for the TA^AX500 is 
well equipped, well built and well finished, and 
possesses considerable versatility. Into 
moderate loads it is capable of decent sound 
levels proportional to its near 100W per 
channel output power, but on the debit side the 
sound quality is certainly uninspiring. While 
not the stuff of which recommendations are 
made, it is nonetheless worth considering.

Disc Input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB= 1 W), without adding 3d8 or 6d8 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec SOW( = 19dBW) 
Power output 20Hz..........1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................20.2dBW 20.3dBW 20).1dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load............. 17.4dBW 17.8dBW 17.5dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed.........14.6dBW 14.6dBW 14.4dBW
I nstantaneous peak current. . ................. + 9 A -9A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -90dB -93dB -87dB
Intermodulation, l9/20kHz, rated power, aux input........ > -BOdB 
Intermodulation, 19/2CkHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)............ > -BOdB
I ntermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)...............> -BOdB
Noise
Disc (mm) Input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-84dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)................................. -76dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-104dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)...................-75dB
DC output offset......................................................................1mV
Input oovedoad 20) Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 30dB 30dB 29dB
Disc (me) input (HF).................... 26dB 26dB 26dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stenio separation
Disc input....................................... -92dB -91dB -72dB
Aux input....................................... -92dB -91dB -70dB
Output lmpedance(damping)....0.12ohm 0.12ohm 0.19ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz............................................. 0.5dB
Volummelbalance tracking OdB - 20dB -SOdB
Aux input....................................... 0.5dB 0.7dB 0.7dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phono 0.26mV 42kohms, 210pF
Disc (me) input.......... Phono 0.019mV 101ohms
Aux Input.................... Phono 18.9mV 38kohms, 100pF
Dlacequallaatlon error, 30Hz-15kHz...................+ OdB, -0.2dB
Size (width, height, depth).................. ................ 43 x 34 x 12.5cm
Typical prtce inc VAT.............. .................. £190
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Sugden C128/P128
J E Sugden & Co Ltd, Valley Works, Station Lane, Heckmondwike, West Yorks WF16 ONF
Tel (0924) 404088

Sugden's latest amplifier combination con
sists of the unusual C128 pre-amplifier and the 
P128 power amp. The review sample P128 was 
a production item, but at the time of writing the 
only C128 available was in what appeared to 
be a rather rough pre-production form, and so 
this report can only be provisional.

The P128 is a double-mono unit, constructed 
as two power amps literally strapped together 
under a cosmetic top cover. With heatsinks 
dominating the front and rear aspects it has no 
real front panel as such. Rated at 130W per 
channel it employs MOSFET output stages 
and each channel has double mains trans
formers, making four in all.

The C128 interior was also rather messy and 
I would have thought rather hard to make. 
Discrete transistor 'op amp' stages are used 
with a special selection of component types, 
and high quality separate supply regulators 
are used. Input buffers are employed for both 
mm and me, inputs, and the volume control is a 
top quality model.

Sound quality
On the review sample, the me buffer stage 
gave problems and so the amp was not 
auditioned via moving-coil, as a replacement 
was not supplied by press date. The moving
magnet input was fine, and from the system 
design should actually be representative of 
both disc inputs. As a combination, the 
C128/P128 scored a respectable 'good plus' on 
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audition, the mid tonal balance proving 
pleasantly sweet and lacking the usual hard or 
brittle quality so often encountered. Stereo 
focus and image precision were fine and good 
ambience and depth were also heard. The 
sound was well detailed, bass good and the 
treble better still.

Via auxiliary a neutral, musical sound 
emerged with only a mild restriction of depth. 
Auditiuned separately, the power amplifier 
sounded slightly bandlimited with a mild lack 
of crispness and a slightly in articulate 
exposition of transients and dynamics. It 
proved to be a 'powerhouse' reaching 107dBA 
into the normal speaker and 104.5dBA into the 
adverse load, making it one of the most power
ful models tested. It also sounded pleasant in 
mild clip and could get very loud indeed.

The pre-amplifier, tried separately, proved 
capable of a still better-focused and defined 
sound, and is potentially in the 'very good' 
class with a most musical overall character.

Lab results
The 8ohms continuous output over the power 
bandwidth was close to specification at 
21.5dBW.A good bandwidth and level was 
maintained into 4ohms on continuous drive. A 
quite good peak current capacity was meas
ured at +21, - 23A, this reflected by the good 
peak level delivery. A substantial peak 
22.8dBW into 8ohms (nearly 200W) fell to 
21.5dB 4ohms, and a still reasonable 18.0dBW



into 2ohms. At full power to 20kHz, harmonic 
distortion was worsening but elsewhere both 
IM and harmonic distortion levels were very 
good. Signal-to-noise ratios were also 
satisfactory. The power amp de offset was 
satisfactory but that from the pre-amp was not 
- beware using it with a de-coupled power 
amp, if this sample is representative.

Input overload margins were exemplary and 
while stereo separation was satisfactory it 
was measured as strangely constant over the 
spectrum. Channel balance and volume 
tracking were fine. All the input and pre-amp 
output characteristics were entirely satisfac
tory, while the power-amp sensitivity was 
compatible with direct line source connection 
via a passive control.

Perhaps contributing to the sweet sound via 
disc, the RIAA equalisation rolled off above 
10kHz, to -3dB at 20kHz, which was a trifle 
premature. The bass rolloff sensibly follows 
the I EC practice, and the response was other
wise very flat.
Conclusion
Taking the P128 first, this very powerful unit is 
sweet-sounding, and produces good stereo, of
fering quite good value for money. Where wide 
dynamic range is required with an output of 
200W and good load tolerance, the P128 can be 
recommended.

The C128 partners it well and the pair make a 
worthwhile combination. Although judged here 
in pre-production form the C128 promises 
more, and could be a front rank product in its 
own right in its chosen price category. It can 
certainly do justice to a smaller but superior 
power amplifier but only trial of a production 
sample could finally determine its abilities.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3d8 or 6d8 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Pre- and power amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Bohms. maker's spec 130W( = 21dBW) 
Power output 20Hz............ 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load. . . .21.9dBW 22.0dBW 21.5dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load. .19.?dBW 20.0dBW 19.4dBW
One channel, 2ohms. pulsed. .17.2dBW 18.0dBW 17.4dBW
Instantaneous peak current +21 A -23 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input - 78dB - ??dB -55dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power. aux input. . > -8OdB 
Intermodulation. 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).............. > -8OdB
Intermodulation, 19:20kHz, at OdBW. disc (me).................> -8OdB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). - 74dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). -72d8
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted). -97dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min). . . -64dB‘ 
DC output offset ................................................................................11mV
DC ottset, pre-amp. . . ........................    . .35mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF). 36dB 36dB 36dB
Disc (me) input (IHF). 35dB 36dB 30dB
Aux/CD input (IHF).. >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input. -51dB -51dB -51dB
Aux input.............................................. -50dB -50dB -50dB
Output impedance (damping). . . 0.2ohm 0.22ohm 0.3ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz. ................ _ . OdB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60d8
Aux input. OdB 0.1d8 1.1d8
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input Phono 0.17mV 50kohms, 150pF
Disc (me) input. Phono 0.017mV 1kohm, 0.1nF
Aux input Phono 16.5mV 18kohms
Power amp. .................... Phono 53mV 50kohms
Output, pre-amp (tape)................................ . 16.1V max, 48ohms
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz. _ _ +OdB, -idB
Size (width, height, depth). . 22.5 x 26 x 12.5cm, 47 x 31 x 7.5cm 
Typical price inc VAT.. _ . ............ ..£275, £385
• This residual originates in power amplifier.
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Tandberg 3012
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex 
Tel (0903) 205611

Tandberg's revisions to the 3012 integrated I 
amplifier were completed just in time for the 
latest A version to be included here. A high 
quality, upmarket model, rated at 100W per 
channel, this slimline design is well finished in 
satin alloy and comes well equipped. Speaker 
connections are via 4mm socket/binding posts 
(removal of the black caps exposes the 
sockets) while the signal connections are via 
phono sockets. A headphone jack is also pro
vided. Inputs available are disc (moving-coil 
and moving-magnet) tape 1 and 2, tuner and 
aux/CD, while the bass and treble controls 1 
have a defeat switch. The balance control is 
concentric with the volume knob. Large slots 
in the cover allow free airflow to the inboard 
heatsinks, which run fairly hot after extended 
listening. This amplifier also benefits sonically I 
from a good warm-up period.

Inside, a large toroidal transformer is fitted 
(producing some mechanical hum) while the 
output stages are direct coupled complement
ary with Hitachi MOSFET output devices type 
K175/J355. Relay muting protection is 
employed and the construction uses a number 
of high-quality components, particularly in the 
signal-carrying area. This is where the most 
significant improvements in 3012 sound 
quality have occurred.
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Sound quality
Reference to an earlier 3012 sample confirmed 
that with the 3012A Tandberg had indeed made 
some significant advances in the clarity and 
depth of reproduction. Rated 'good' on audi
tion, the amplifier showed a distinctive 
character with a rather clinical 'coldness' this 
ameliorated slightly when it was (physically) 
well warmed up. This factor together with 
some 'feathery grain' in the treble, were the 
main weaknesses in what was in other re
spects a very good sound. It appeared sharp 
and alive with exceptional percussive and 
transient effects. Bass was powerful and 
extended, with a dynamic, almost tactile 
attack. Stereo depth and focus were both well 
portrayed, while musical detail was also pretty 
good, especially via the aux input.

A mild veiling of information was detected 
via the me and mm disc inputs, which were in 
other respects to the required standard, and 
the 3012 could play loud, reaching 105dBA 
normally, but only 102d8A into the adverse 
load, where it seemed less comfortable.

Lab results
Rated at 20dBW, 100W per channel, the 3012A 
provided 21.?dBW minimum over the Sohm 
power bandwidth. Into 4ohms, continuous, the 



loss was a little higher than expected at 3dB, 
while high frequency peaks into 2ohms were 
shunned. The peak current capacity was some
what restrictive, at ± 15A, in view of the 
22.2dBW peak level available and this shows in 
the fall of 6.6dB from 8 to 2ohms.

Both harmonic and intermodulation distor
tion results were fine and input overload levels 
exemplary. Noise levels were good, while de 
output offset was satisfactorily low. Stereo 
separation was well above average and power
amp output resistance negligible. Channel bal
ances were fine and well maintained through
out the dynamic range. Input characteristics 
were pretty standard though with the high mm 
sensitivity allowing direct connection of some 
of the highest-output me cartridges. The tone 
controls offered dual-frequency turnover 
points as shown on the graph, while the 
auxiliary response was very wide band, 
deviating very little from 10Hz to 50kHz. RIAA 
equalisation was very uniform.

Conclusion
One's opinion of this finely crafted and 
generously powered amplifier depends on the 
importance placed on the idea of a neutral, 
relaxed tonal balance. We found the 3012A, 
even when fully warmed up, to be rather 
'clinical' and 'cold' in general character; 
conversely, with tonally-rich speakers and/or 
cartridge this may represent a positive factor 
in aiding system balance. Placed in the 'worth 
considering' category, on the grounds of its 
other considerable merits, this model would 
need careful auditioning in view of room and 
system requirements; it could just meet your 
particular needs.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3d8 or 6d8 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ehrns, maker's spec...............100W( = 20dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load.. . .20.8dBW 21.4dBW 21.3dBW
Both channels, 4ohmload. ..18.ldBW 18.5dBW 18.4dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........15.2dBW 15.6dBW 9.WBW
Instantaneous peak current. + 15 A -15 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -77dB -79dB -76dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input >-8OdB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm). -79dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me). . - 75dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). . -81dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................- 76dB
AuxlCD input (IHF, CCIR weighted). . -74dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -8OdB
DC output offset........................ 17mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 37dB 34dB 34dB
Disc (me) input (IHF)..................... 34dB 33dB 32dB
Aux/CD input (IHF).............  >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input................................... -76dB -76dB -53dB
Aux input...................... . —BOdB -77dB -54dB
Output impedance (damping). . 0.06ohm 0.06ohm 0.11ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.. .............. 0.ldB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... O. IdB O.BdB 0.2dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input......... Phone 0.177mV 47kohms, 90pF
Disc (me) input........... Phone 0.01mV 149ohms
Aux input. ................... Phono 15.86mV 97kohms, 18pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz....................... -» OdB. 0 9dB
Size (width, height. depth)........................................43 x 38 x 8.5cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................... i520
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Tandberg 3002/3006A
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex 
Tel (0903) 205611

Developed from an earlier series of separates 
that did well in HFC over two years ago, this 
top-line Tandberg amplifier system comprises 
the 3002A, a versatile pre-amplifer, and the 
3006A, a large 150W per channel power ampli
fier. These sell at over £900 for the pair, and this 
price level, a decent standard of performance 
is obviously required.

The pre-amplifier offers multiple input selec
tion from tape 1 and 2, tuner, aux/CD and disc. 
Moving-magnet and moving-coil are both cat
ered for, with various mm loading options 
giving 100k, 47k and 33kohms, with additional 
capacitance of 20, 120 350pF. The sensitive 
moving-coil input has a 150ohm input resist
ance. A headphone socket is provided and this 
has its own volume control. Other facilities 
include a subsonic and loudness filters, bass 
and treble adjustment and a mono switch.

No controls are provided on the power ampli
fier, the panel bare except for on/off and the 
two peak clipping indicators. Speaker connec
tions are 4mm socket/binding posts, while sig
nal connections are phono.

The power amplifier uses a massive toroidal 
transformer with generous reservoir capaci
tors. The output stages are direct-coupled 
complementary using Hitachi MOSFET de
viceR and ilfl with thp :wn?, rpcpnt updates 
include the use of selected high quality 
components in the signal coupling stages. 
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Constructional quality is to a very high 
standard in both units.

Sound quality
Scoring 'average plus', the audition results 
must however be regarded as a serious short
fall from the required standard. It was un
doubtedly inferior to the 3012A integrated 
model. An over-riding impression was of a 
'hard' tonal quality which 'thinned' the repro
duction of vocal passages as well as 
compressing stereo depth effects. The bass 
register was in fact quite good, but it lacked 
the lean attack of the 3012, while the mid focus 
and image precision were also inferior. Via 
moving-coil, the sound seemed somehow 
dulled, with muted transient, yet the treble 
appeared a trifle 'obvious' and 'brash'. This 
aspect improved somewhat via the moving
magnet input. The amplifier did not seem 
particularly happy driven to mild clipping nor 
was the adverse load handled too well at the 
highest levels. Nevertheless, substantially 
loud peak sound levels were attained of 
107dBA into 8ohms, with 105dBA into the 
3.5ohm load, the latter level one of the highest 
recorded for the group.

Lab report
Meeting specification by a small margin, the 
amplifier produced 22dBA over the Sohm 



loaded power bandwidth and it held up well 
into 4ohms, both channels driven.

The peak current available was pretty good 
at ± 20amps, and helped to maintain good 
output levels into the 2ohm load, measuring a 
reasonable 3.5dB lower than the generous 
23.4dBW peak programme Bohm level (this is 
over 200W per channel).

Harmonic and intermodulation distortion 
results were particularly good, as were the 
input noise levels. The de offset was negligible 
both at the speaker terminals and at the pre
amp output. Input overload margins were 
ample while the stereo separation was about 
average, particularly at the higher frequencies. 
Power amp output impedance was negligible, 
as usual. Channel balance was accurate via 
the tested inputs over a wide volume control 
range. The inputs were in my view excessively 
sensitive, particularly the CD input which only 
required 30mV or so (IHF); However, the good 
overload margins suggested that no problems 
will result. The pre-amplifier was capable of 
driving most power amps and the power amp 
input presented no problems.

RIAA equalisation showed a touch of excess 
IEC rolloff of - 4dB at 10Hz, but was otherwise 
commendably uniform. No ultrasonic rolloff 
was incorporated, though this can be helpful in 
many designs.

Conclusion
Despite some recent upgrades, the 3000 series 
has not held up well against new competition. 
Recent lower priced products including Tand
berg's own integrated model show these more 
costly products to be at a disadvantage, and 
no recommendation can apply here.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Pres-and power amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec.......... 150W( = 21.5cBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Sohm load................22.4dBW 22.9dBW 22.0dBW
Both channels,4ohm load..............20.2dBW 21.0dBW 20).2dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........18.9dBW 19.9dBW 19.MBW
Instantaneous peak current..................... + 20 A -20 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input............... -91dB -92dB -87dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input........> -80dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBw, disc (mm)............> -8(dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (me)................ -77dB 
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).................................-84dB
Disc (me) input (IHF, ClIR weighted).................................-75dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-87dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)................... -78dB
DC output offset........................................................................4mV
DC offset, pre-amp................... ...............................................1mV
Input overload 20 Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).................... 39dB 36dB 34dB
Disc (me) input (IHF).................... 33dB 33dB 32dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)........................ >2(dB >20dB >2(dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -70dB -60dB -42dB
Aux input................................. -73dB -61dB -44dB
Output impedance (damping)... .O.Wohm O.Wohm 0.09ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz. ..0.1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -2(dB -6(dB
Aux input. 0.1dB 0.9dB OdB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.13mV variable
Disc (me) input............ Phono 0.009mV 149ohms
Aux input................ Phono 9.8mV &)kohms, 130pF
Power amp.................. Phono 76.4mV 20kohms, 120pF
Output, pre-amp..............................................11.0V max, 558ohms

1 sc equalisation error, ounz-i5kHz.....................+ o.^d , — ¿d
Size (width, height, depth)..........43x 38 x 8.5cm, 43x 38 x 8.5cm 
Typical price inc VAT...................................................... £415, £510
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Technics SU-V303
National Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks 
Tel (0753) 34522

Previous-generation Technics models have 
done well in Choice and it was therefore 
something of a challenge for one of their 'New 
Class A' models to see if the performance 
standard could be repeated, if not exceeded.

A compact modestly priced integrated amp
lifier, rated at 40W per channel, the unit is 
cleanly styled in satin silver. Facilities included 
a headphone outlet, rather wide-range bass 
and treble controls and A-plus-B speaker 
switching, together with the prefered type of 
'record out' selector. Input selection was from 
disc (moving-magnet), tuner, CD/aux, tape 1 
and 2. Subsonic and loudness filters complete 
the front panel details, while at the rear, bare- 
cable binding posts connect to the speaker 
cables, with the input connections exclusively 
in phono.

A key feature of the new range is the use of a 
small microprocessor to monitor and direct the 
optimum biasing levels for the output stage, 
the technique including dynamic biasing 
which results in the so called 'New Class A' 
system.

Inside, mains wiring was to a commendably 
safe standard, while much of the amplifier is 
constructed to a large printed circuit board. 
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The disc amplifier is based on a dual inte
grated circuit with feedback equalisation, 
while the output amplifiers are direct-coupled 
complementary, with the usual Japanese 
electronic protection incorporated via a 
monitoring IC, this operating a muting/ 
disconnect relay.

Sound quality
Scoring a little below average, the sound 
quality was rather unexceptional, which was 
'about right' for the price.

Via the moving-magnet input, the amplifier 
was felt to be in good control, in a well 
balanced manner. The vocal balance was a 
touch 'thin' and nasal sounding but the stereo 
image showed promising width, with some im
pression of depth and ambience. Stereo focus 
was felt to be reasonably sharp.

Via the auxiliary input, some of the detail 
present in the original programme was judged 
to be absent, the vocal lines seemed to lack 
full expression and immediacy. It sounded 
slightly 'hard', this worsening toward full 
power and noticeably so into mild clipping. 
Quite good peak levels of 102dBA were 
recorded, and the adverse load tolerance was 



fairly good, the amplifier reaching 99.5dBA 
before entering clipping or overload.

Lab results
Rated at 16dBW, the 303 reached 17.1d8Wover 
the whole Bohm power bandwidth. The reduc
tion at 4ohms, both channels driven was 
reasonable, and with a symetrical peak current 
capability of ±BA it made a good attempt at 
the extreme loading of 2ohms.

Both total harmonic and high frequency 
intermodulation distortion results were very 
good, and input signal-to-noise ratios were 
also impressive. The de output offset was 
negligible as was the output impedance at the 
speaker terminals. Input overload margins 
were ample and the stereo separation about 
average. Channel balance and volume control 
tracking was also very good. The disc input 
had a surprisingly high input capacitance of 
310pF, and if a typcial 130pF is added by the 
tonearm, the 440pF total may need to be con
sidered when choosing a suitable cartridge. 
The graph shows the subsonic filter, a slow- 
slope design measuring -3dB at 40Hz, which 
is rather high up the band. The tone control 
responses showed broader lift in the bass than 
in the treble but this was of little significance. 
The disc input had a sensible subsonic rolloff 
on the RIAA equalisation in any case, with 
-3d8 at 20Hz and -13d8 at 10Hz.

Conclusion
This is an ordinary, straightforward and inex
pensive integrated amplifer, and while the 
sound is nothing to write home about, it is 
nonetheless of sufficient quality to suggest 
that this model is worth considering.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power nto 8ohms, maker's spec ............. 40W( = 16dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, 8ohm load................ l7.6dBW l7.7dBW 17.1dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 15.2dBW 15.6dBW 14.9dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........14.0dBW 14.3dBW 14.0dBW
Instantaneous peak current...................... +8A -8A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input.............. -82dB -86dB -81dB
Intermodulation,19/20kHz, rated power, aux input........ > -80dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc(mm)............ >-80dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)......................... ..-82dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-87dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control atmin).................... -81dB
DC output offset.........................................................................2mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)..................... 33dB 32dB 32dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -62dB -60dB -43dB
Aux input., : :, ........ —67dB -61dB -42dB
Output Impedance (damping) ....0.04ohm 0.04ohm 0.06ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz............................................. 0.6dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input....................................... 0.3dB 0.7dB OdB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.42mV 44kohms, 310pF
Aux input.. ........ Phono 24.2V 60kohms, 240pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz.....................+ OdB, -0.5dB
Size (width, height, depth)..................................... 43.5x 28x 11cm
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................£129

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy Tone control/filter responses
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Trio KA-31
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD
Tel (0753) 716911

Selling for under £100, this budget integrated 
model is rated at 30W per channel, or 15dBW. 
Styled in silver alloy and blue, with a tidy front 
panel, it is quite well equipped — for example, 
two sets of speakers may be connected and 
both muted as required for headphone listen
ing. Bass and treble controls are included with 
a quoted ± 10dB range. Inputs include tuner, 
disc, aux and tape, selected via a touch panel 
with electronic switching; two tape decks may 
be used, with a dubbing connection for 'A' to 
'B'. The amplifier also sports fluorescent 
power level indicators.

Examining the interior, this amplifier was 
found to be neatly constructed, offering a fine 
exercise in product engineering. In typcial 
Japanese style, it uses several printed circuit 
boards, these joined by ribbon cable, with an 
integrated circuit type AN6555 responsible for 
the disc input. Standard series RIAA feedback 
equalisation is used, followed by another 
'6555, this dual IC used in the tone 
control/buffer section.

The 'short' power amplifier is of simple 
design, with a modest, direct-coupled and fully 
complementary output stage. The smallish 
mains transformer supplies 2 x 4700pF reser
voir capacitors.
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Sound quality
Judged as generally below average on sound 
quality grounds, nonetheless, the KA31 
appeared reasonably neutral and was fortun
ately low in 'fatigue-inducing' properties. 
Conversely, it appeared to compress musical 
dynamics, thereby making the music sound 
'flat' and less interesting.

Via the moving-magnet disc input, the bass 
showed some softness and a mild boom. The 
midrange was reasonably focused in stereo 
terms, although fine musical detail appeared 
masked. More serious was the weak perform
ance on subjective transparency, while stereo 
depth was barely reproduced.

Via the auxiliary input, the amp sounded 
fairly smooth and sweet, although still 
compressed in dynamic terms with generally 
average definition, and below-average 
rendition of depth and ambience. Images were 
in consequence rather two dimensional. It 
behaved quite well into clip, reaching 
100.5dBA, this fairly well maintained into the 
adverse load, peaking 98dBA here.

Lab results
With a 30W (15dBW) rating, this amplifier 
showed an impressive power bandwidth of



15.9dBW for Bohms. The small size of the 
transformer was reflected by the shortfall into 
4ohms on continuous loading. Notably asy- 
metric at +11, -16A, this amplifier's peak 
current capability was more than sufficient 
and the 2ohm load was consequently quite 
well handled on peaks. With 16.7dNW 
available into 8ohms, value dropped by 3.8dB 
into 2ohms.

Harmonic distortion figures were good but 
some two-tone high-frequency intermodulation 
was present towards full power. At lower levels 
via the disc input, the corresponding result 
was fine. Noise levels were good and the de 
output offset satisfactory. Disc overload levels 
were fine, while the stereo channel separation 
was about average, and although higher than 
usual, the 0.3ohm output impedance was of no 
significance.

Channel balance and volume tracking was 
fine, and the input parameters in order, noting 
the 220pF of disc input capacitance. The tone 
controls are shown; the bass curve peaks 
higher in the band than usual at 110Hz. Sens
i b I y bandlimited, the curve for RIAA 
equalisation showed a mild rolloff in the treble. 
In fact this roll off is probably not a bad thing 
in view of the bright sound of some 
inexpensive cartridges.

Conclusion
While this amplifier has a normal performance 
and a reasonable sound quality it has nothing 
special to offer. By the best standards of the 
review group at the price, this budget Trio 
amplifier lacked clarity, and more especially 
stereo depth; on this basis, it could not be 
considered for recommendation.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB = 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into Behrns, maker's spec.................30W( = 15dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel, Bohm load................ 16.2dBW 16.2dBW 15.9dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.............. 12.9dBW 13.6dBW 13.3dBW
Onechannel, 2ohms, pulsed. .12.1dBW 12.9dBW 12.9dBW
Instantaneous peak current..................... + 11 A -16 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input  -83dB -85dB -70dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input. .. -58dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm............. > -80dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted). .. -77dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................- 84dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min).................. -79dB
DC output offset.................... ....................................... 31 mV
Input overtoad 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)... 32dB 30dB 25dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)........................ >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input............  ................ -62dB -63dB -43dB
Aux input....................................... -72dB -67dB -45dB
Output impedance (damping).... 0.30ohm 0.3Cohm 0.31ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz.............................................0.1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input.................................... OdB 0.3dB 1.5dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.41mV 48kohms, 220pF
Aux input................... Phono 26.4mV 31kohms, 150pF
Disc equalisation error. 30Hz-15kHz.....................+ OdB, -0.8dB
Size (width, height, depth). .... ................ 44 x 23x 9cm
Typical price inc VAT...................................................................£95
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Trio KA-71
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 500
Tel (0753) 716911

Related to the KA-31, this Trio amplifier sells 
for around £150, and provides a considerable 
increase in power to a rated 65W (18dBW). Its 
feature line-up is much the same as the '31, 
and includes a headphone socket, two sets of 
speakers, bass and treble tone controls, a 
mono switch, loudness and subsonic filter 
plus inputs for tuner, disc (moving-magnet 
only), with tape units A and B. The case styling 
is straightforward in a silver aluminium alloy, 
with blue on some fascia areas. The speaker 
cables connect to binding posts at the rear. 
Signal input terminals are all in phono.

A very substantial mains transformer is 
fitted, well screened magnetically to reduce 
hum induction. It feeds 2 x 7500pF reservoir 
capacitors. Well heatsinked, the direct coupled 
complementary output stage uses massive 
Sanken C2871/A1215 output transistors. 
Strangely a switch is mounted on the rear 
panel which alters the transformer secondary 
supply voltage, and is marked 4 or 16 ohms, the 
latter position intended presumably to reduce 
the possibility of overheating with very low 
impedance loads.

The mains wiring was none too tidy, with un
shrouded parts fairly close to the amplifier's 
metal lid. Otherwise the construction quality is 
pretty good, and the low level circuitry is much 
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the same as in the KA-31, with a similar use of 
integrated circuits.

Sound quality
Rated about 'average' the KA71 represents yet 
another rather ordinary integrated amplifier. 
Via the moving-magnet disc input, the stereo 
focus was unspectacular while depth effects 
were only superficial. The treble range was of 
reasonable quality and clarity, but the bass 
sounded lumpy and lacked definition, as well 
as attack. Generally, however, it sounded fairly 
pleasant with freedom from listener fatigue.

Via auxiliary, there was some improvement 
notably in the depth department, while the 
bass lines sounded more tuneful, and the 
stereo focus also sharpened up a little. It 
remained vaguely lightweight however and 
showed increasing hardness at higher levels.

Its Bohm delivery was quite loud at 104dBA, 
reducing to 102dBA into the adverse load, 
which was a respectable result. Unfortunately 
it didn't sound so good into the lower impe
dance loads, and its clipping performance was 
rated as only average.

Lab results
Rated at 65W per channel or IBdBW, the KA71 
comfortably reached IB.BdBW over the Bohm 



power bandwidth. The loss on 4ohm continu
ous rating was more than anticipated, the 
result here 3dB lower at 20Hz. The amplifier did 
have a generous peak current capacity, 
somewhat asymetric at + 25, -30A. Peak pro
gramme level into 8ohms measured 19.5dBW 
(approaching 100W) and held well into 2ohms 
at 16.4dBW.

Distortion was good at moderate powers 
while towards full power and the high fre
quency limit the results were poorer. Signal-to
noise ratios were fine but the de offset at the 
speaker terminals was too high to be 
acceptable at over 100mV.

Input overload margins were fine, while 
stereo separation was about average. Output 
impedance was low while the channel balance 
and volume tracking were very good. Input 
characteristics were normal, though the disc 
input capacitance was fairly high at 290pF, 
which could be a factor in the choice of a 
moving-magnet cartridge.

The RIAA equalisation was quite well bal
anced with a mild treble rolloff and sensible 
tailoring at the band edges. The tone controls 
gave the usual results with an approximate 
range of ± 12dB.

Conclusion
This straightforward amplifier provided a load
tolerant and substantial output level for the 
price. Conversely, its sound quality was pretty 
average and certainly not interesting enough 
for a recommendation here. It seems that est
ablished brands such as Trio will have to make 
real advances in sonic engineering if they are 
to keep a competitive hold on the future 
market.

Disc input: RIAA equalisation accuracy

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB= 1 W), without adding 3d8 or 6d8 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, maker's spec................ 65W( = 18dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz ^)kHz
One channel, 8ohm load................18.8dBW 19.0dBW 19.0dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load............. 16.0dBW 16.5dBW 16.5dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed..........15.5dBW 16.4dBW 16.4dBW
Instantaneous peak current....................... + 25 A -30 A
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion, 2)Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input. -75dB -83dB -71dB
Intermodulation, 19/2)kHz, rated power, aux input.......... -69dB 
Intermodulation, 1920kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm)............ >-80dB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...............................- 77dB
Aux/CD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)...................................-82dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)................ .. - 73dB
DC output offset....................................................................117mV
I nput overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF)................... 32dB 30dB 24dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)......................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input....................................... -60dB -56dB -33dB
Aux input....................................... -62dB -56dB -34dB
Output impedance (damping)....0.19ohm 0.20ohm 0.24ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz............................................. 0.1dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input...................................... OdB 0.5dB 1.0dB
Input data socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input.......... Phono 0.26mV 49kohms, 290pF
Aux input..................... Phono 17.0mV 51kohms, 120pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz...................... + OdB, -0.5dB
Size (width, height, depth)..........................................44 x 23 x 9cm
Typical price Inc VAT................................................................£149

Tone control/filter responses
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Yamaha A-300
Natural Sound Systems Ltd, Unit 7, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB 
Tel (0923) 36740

A budget amplifier in a smart satin-black case, 
the A300 offers the usual set of facilities on its 
well laid-out front panel - switching for A and 
B speaker sets, a headphone socket, bass and 
treble rotary controls plus a fully variable loud
ness control. Input selection is for tape/aux, 
tuner and disc (moving-magnet). The speaker 
cables connect to rather light-duty spring clip 
terminals while all inputs are via the usual 
phono sockets.

Internally the A300 was very tidy, partially 
reflecting a need to minimise the internal cir
cuitry and components to meet a cost target. A 
single printed circuit board is used with a large 
aluminium 'U' bracket as a heatsink. The com
mon power supply is modestly sized, and the 
pre-amp, usual line buffer stage is omitted. The 
power amplifier section has a higher than 
normal gain, and has the tone control circuits 
incorporated in its feedback loop. The output 
stage is direct coupled complementary, with a 
relay for switch on muting. Disc amplification 
for the moving-magnet input is carried out by 
the usual dual integrated circuit with series 
feedback equalisation.

Construction is to the usual Yamaha 
standard and is of good quality overall.
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Sound quality
The A300 scored 'above average' on the listen
ing test sessions, this a fine result at the price. 
While it demonstrated a slightly ‘hard' tonal 
quality, tending to place the stereo image 
rather up front, at the same time it showed 
promising depth and ambience and good 
stereo focus.

Via the disc input, the bass was a little soft 
but not seriously so, and programme dynamics 
were portrayed with greater faithfulness than 
usual at this price level.

Via the auxiliary input the rendition of depth 
and space was encouraging, with once again a 
reasonably solid central image focus. Detail 
was good with a pleasing separation of com
plex musical strands. In the bass it lacked the 
real power and definition of the larger models, 
but performed quite well nonetheless. It 
sounded satisfactory into mild clipping, pro
viding 100dBA into the standard load, and a 
modest 97dBA into the adverse load.

Lab results
Rated at 25W (14.5dBW), the amplifier specifi
cations were cut a little fine, the amplifier just 
reaching 13.9dBW over the single-channel



8ohm power bandwidth. On the plus side, the 
level held up well on 4ohms continuous dual
channel duty. For the size, the peak current 
available was quite generous at ± 9A. Into 
8ohms, the peak output level reached 15.1dB, 
falling very little into 4ohms, and a reasonable 
3.6dB into 2ohms; a pretty tolerant amplifier, 
this.

Both harmonic and intermodulation results 
were low and good signal-to-noise ratios were 
also demonstrated. The de offset at the output 
terminal was satisfactory. Input overload 
margins were ample, while stereo channel sep
aration was rather better than average, and 
channel balance and volume control tracking 
were in fact very good.

Disc input capacitance was on the high side 
at 260pF, though this is now quite a common 
feature. The other input characteristics were 
fine. The tone control responses were a little 
odd showing mild shelf cut, and stronger nar
rower boost at the frequency extremes. RIAA 
equalisation was essentially uniform, with a 
hint of treble lift above 10kHz, and no band
limiting or tailoring was evident.

Conclusion
This attractive budget amplifier offered good 
value for money. The sound was clear, well 
focused and compared with favourably with 
many designs at higher prices. It also provided 
a well-balanced overall performance, with 
good build quality and finish, plus a versatile 
set of facilities, and at a price rather under the 
£100 level; such a performance indicated a 
Best Buy rating.

Test measurements
To show how well the amplifier sustains ‘its 
Bohm output into real loudspeaker loads, the 
level into 4ohms and 2ohms is given in dBW 
(where OdB= 1 W), without adding 3dB or 6dB 
respectively, as in usual 'power' ratings.

GENERAL DATA Integrated amplifier
Power output 
Rated power into Bohms, maker's spec................... 25W( = 14dBW)
Power output 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
one channel, Bohm load.....................i4.3dBW in.jdow i3.9dBW
Both channels, 4ohm load.................12.9dBW 13.2dBW 12.7dBW
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed............ 11.4dBW 11.7dBW 11.5dBW
Instantaneous peak current.......................... + 9 A -9.4 A
Distortion
Total harmonicdistortion, 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
at rated power, aux input................. -82dB -85dB -73dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux input. . . - 73dB 
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, at OdBW, disc (mm).. -:i. .>-BOdB
Noise
Disc (mm) input (IHF, CCIR weighted).....................................-81dB
AuxlCD input (IHF, CCIR weighted)........................................... -82dB
Residual, unweighted (volume control at min)......................- 75dB
DC output offset.................................................................................. 24mV
Input overload 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Disc (mm) input (IHF).......................... 32dB 31dB 31dB
Aux/CD input (IHF)............................... >20dB >20dB >20dB
Stereo separation
Disc input................................................ -69dB -67dB -53dB
Aux input................................................ -72dB -68dB -53dB
Output impedance (damping). .0.06ohm 0.06ohm 0.12ohm
Channel balance, disc, at 1kHz..................................................... 0.3dB
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input................................................ 0.3dB 0.6dB 0.1dB
Inputdata . socket type sensitivity loading
Disc (mm) input............ Phonb i:4mV 46kohms, 260pF
Aux input........................ Phono 29.5mV 38kohms, 40pF
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz15kHz........................+ 0.5dB, -0.2dB
Size (width, height, depth)..............................................44 x 30 x 10cm
Typical price inc VAT............................................................................. £90



AMPLIFIER NEXT ON YOUR LIST?
Come to phase 3 and check ours!

We stock, "Best Buy" Yamaha A300 
Recommended Quantum IAIOO 

Sansui AudlOl 
Sondex S230 

also great sounding amps from 
Tresham, Hitachi, Technics and Sony

PHASE 3 HIFI
PHASE 3 HIFI 

53 BRIGHTON RD. 
WORTHING SUSSEX 

TEL.206820

" YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A HI-FI 
BUFF TO COME AND TALK TO US" 

(BUT THEN YOU COULD BE!)

WE STOCK THE PRODUCTS THAT 
IMPRESSED THE EXPERTS AT'HFFI CHOICE 

STOCKISTS OF QUALITY PRODUCTS 
FROM: YAMAHA ROTEL ONKYO• HAFLER. 

MARANTZ, LUXMANJ.V.C. SANSUI
YOU'VE READ THE REVIEWS NOW 

LISTEN FOR YOURSELF
105 HIGH STREET, ANDOVER, 

HANTS. TEL: 0264 58251

ONKYOA22 YAM AH AA300 A&R CAMBRIDGE 
C2OT/SA200

Recommended and Best Boy products from quality manufacturers: 
A & R CAMBRIDGE, LUXMAN, NYTECH, QUANTUM, SANSUI, 
SUGDEN. ONKYO. ROTEL & YAMAHA.
All available for demonstration.
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Burmester Audiosystems is a West German firm specializing in the design and production of preamplifiers and power 
amplifiers of the very finest quality . Burmester's entire approach embodies what we in Britain have come to expect from 
the best of German engineering: Research and development are unusually thorough and extended. In addition. every 
piece of Burmester equipment is individually hand-built. The results are audic products that do not quickly become 
obsolete, that do not require continual 'up-dating', that retain their sonic and operational excellence for many years - in 
fact. the reliability of these units is legendary .

The 785 is the mainstay of the range of Burmester electronics. The sound quality of this preamplifier is superb . It is a true 
audiophile product that will complement some of the finest audio systems available . And yet the 785's elegance. its 
versatility, its reliability and even its price justify its inclusion in a variety of quality audio systems. The 785 is also well 
suited for use with active loudspeakers. including the latest range from Meridian

The 785's reception in Europe has been unequivocal. It is considered to rank among the best preamplifiers currently 
available . In the short time that it has been distributed in the UK the 785 has built up a substantial reputation and has been 
favourably compared to preamplifiers costing considerably more . A Hi-Fi for pleasure test report (May 1982) rated the 785 
very highly: "A worthy contender for a place at the top table" And in Practical Hi-FUDec. 1982): "Sonically it is excellent 

. Very good indeed by any standards and comparable with the Audio Research SP-8 I use. which is an incredible act to 
follow/' While the review in Hi-Fi News & Record Review (Oct. 19831 concluded. ''Its high sound quality rating makes it 
eligible for inclusion in the elite audiophile group of products, and it can be recommended for upmarket purchasers 
seeking a very high standard of build quality, versatility and finish, as well as fine sound and an immediate compatability 
with digital master program"

Of course for those seeking an even better sound quality, there are the 808 and 838 preamplifiers. The 808 is 
acknowledged as a bench-mark in preamplifier design, lt joins a select grnup of 2 or 3 world-class preamplifiers that define 
the state oi iiie art Many of the 808's specifications are at the theoretical limit and its sound quality is truly remarkable.

The 808 is very costly. But it is now possible to enjoy the sound quality of the 808 for a fraction of the cost. The 838 disc 
preamplifier utilizes the same advanced electronics and massive external power supply of the 808. The 838 can also be 
externally connected to your current preamplifier for use with high level inputs such as tape, tuner. CD. Of course, later 
you may wish to purchase the 838 high level preamplifier

The 828 monoblock power amplifier has recently entered production after more than 3 years in development . As with the 
808 it is quickly establishing itself as a bench-mark.

The 838 Preamplifier

lhe Burmester range of audio equipment is distributed in the UK by Automation Sciences Co. who. incidentally, also 
import the van den Hui MC-1 cartridges. the Breuer Dynamic tonearm and other outstanding European audiophile 
products.
Come and audition the superb range of Burmester audio equipment.
Subjective Audio 
2 Camden High St 
London NW1 
01-387 8281

KJ Leisuresound 
48 Wigmore St 
London Wt 
01486 8262

Eulipion Audio 
81 Wilmslow Rd
Manchester M14 
061-225 4448

Reading Hi-Fi 
6 Harris Arcade 
Friar St. Reading 
0734-585463

Simply Hi-Fi 
48 Spring Bank 
Hull 
0482-29240

----------------Automation Sciences Co., 58 Eton Avenue, London r:i3. 01 435 8210
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A TOE IN THE WATER...
FROM THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO BUYING HI-FI EVER PUBLISHED

If you're a regular reader 
of the hi-fi monthlies 
you ’II certainly have 
noticed our advertise
ments for Hi-Fi Choice. 
For almost five years 
now, Hi-Fi Choice has 
been regularly publishing 
what amounts to the most 
comprehensive guide to 
purchasing hi-fi in the 
world.
That's a big claim, but, as 
our regular readers and 
subscribers will know, it's 
a true one. Many kind 
words have been lavished 
on the Hi-Fi Choice series 
by 'rival' publishers, 
often in print. Testimon
ials from readers are 
sometimes lavish enough 
in praise to make us 
blush. But we have pro
blems and we're honest 
enough to acknowledge 
them. In short, our 
'Readers Digest' size 
makes us difficult to find 
on newsagents shelves; 
our publishing schedule 
(five times a year) makes 
life complicated and 
we're an expensive publi
cation at £2.50 per copy. j

been awarded a Hi-Fi 
Choice 'Recommended 
or 'Best Buy' tag in the 
past eighteen months. In 
fact over 180 Best Buys 
are Recommended.
If you are considering 
making a hi-fi purchase in 
the near future, it could 
save you a small fortune. 
And if you have never 
read Hi-Fi Choice before

dipping your toe m tne 
water without purchas
ing our entire range. 
We 're confident that 
when you've tested the 
temperature you ’II join 
us for regular swims in 
the deep end.

Available from most 
good newsagents or by 
using the coupon below.
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In order to combat some 
of these difficulties we 
have produced the Hi-Fi 
Choice Best Buy Guide. 
It isn't a replacement for 
the whole series. But it 
does contain scores and 
scores of comparitive re
views of the vast majority 
of models which have

::
it will probably come as 
a pleasant revelation. 
Authored by some of 
Britain's finest audio 
technicians with fascinat
ing introductions and 
clear conclusions on real 
value for money hi-fi, it 
offers you a way of
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CONCLUSIONS:
AMPLIFIERS

With the test programme complete, it is possible to sum up the general findings of the project, 
as well as to give specific conclusions on current amplifier designs.

This edition was my first Choice on the subject 
of amplifiers, and in retrospect I must say that 
it was an arduous as well as a rewarding 
undertaking! All the reviews in this issue are 
completely new, there being no reassessments 
of products previously tested, and the total 
includes over 50 amplifiers (many of which are 
comprised of separate pre- and power 
amplifiers) and nearly 20 tuners - which even 
in HFC terms is a very large number of reviews. 
There is no doubt that in recent years, and cert
ainly since the last issue, the buying public 
has become more discerning over their choice 
of amplifier. We considered it essential that the 
auditioning be conducted in such a way so as 
to produce solid, clear-cut ratings, obtained 
under conditions of low stress; that is, as 
naturally as possible. Small listening panels 
were far more more closely in tune with the 
product sounds than, for example, the larger 
assembly used during the 'double blind' 
behind the curtain tests for the auditioning of 
loudspeakers. We did crosscheck a number of 
the test amplifiers under controlled con
ditions, in order to verify the ratings obtained 
under the less formal conditions. Those who 
believe that most if not all, amplifiers sound 
the same, and that in any case any differences 
could only be shown under very stringent 
listening conditions, will probably part 
company with us here! My experience is that 
amplifiers do sound substantially different, 
that these differences are often not exposed or 
even hinted at in the results of lab tests, and 
that the audible differences can themselves 
vary according to a number of factors.

Test conditions
Test conditions do play a part. For example, 
some models do not perform at their best when 
first switched on, and a warm-up period of 
some minutes is often desirable. This may be 
as short as five minutes duration with some, 
but much longer, even hours with models such 
as Mission 777, Tandberg 3000 series and 
several others. This is because their output 
bias settings are adjusted for best operation 
when warm, and will not regain that adjust
ment until fully warmed up again.

Another factor is electrical matching, both 
in and out. For the latter, the ability to meet the 
demands of an awkward speaker load is 
important, depending on the type of speaker 

used. A 'kind' load may not expose the output 
weakness of some models. Conversely at the 
input, the disc stage is also important, whether 
moving-magnet and/or moving-coil. The first 
priority is for a decent match of sensitivity, 
noise level and overload margin to the chosen 
cartridge source. The overload problem is 
rarely encountered today, but there are 
exceptions, as the test results for the Creek, 
Nytech and to a lesser extent the Sondex, 
show. Insufficient sensititivity can spoil the 
signal-to-noise ratio; and listening test results 
are affected to a suprising degree by the 
presence of background noise, which can alter 
the perception of stereo depth and treble 
response balances.

Another factor is electrical load matching - 
is the amplifier input of the resistance and 
capacitance considered ideal for the cart
ridge? Although with a good moving-coil 
cartridge, loading effects may be mild, the 
story is different for moving-magnet 
cartridges, where noticeable changes in treble 
balance and measured response occur with 
variations in total input resistance and 
capacitance. A number of amplifiers showed 
more than 200pF of mm disc input capacit
ance, which would be influential. For the 
purposes of the listening tests, a low- 
impedance cartridge was used which effec
tively moved this variable. Where CD was used 
as a signal a source, its output (up to 2V rms) 
was sufficiently high to dictate rather low 
volume control settings. Where this was felt to 
have a possible bearing on the results, a 12dB 
RTJ attenuator was used in the CD signal lead 
to produce signal levels nearer normal, say 
500mV.

Signal-to-noise and crosstalk
Interestingly very few of today's amplifiers can 
match the signal-to-noise ratio of the best CD 
players. The latter have been measured at 
100dB, relative to full output for 1kHz ref 
CCIA/ARM weighting (better still with pre
emphasis.) The amplifier test results show 
figures in the 75-85dB range for a 1W output, 
IHF reference. Only if the figure for noise 
measurement was primarily due to power 
amplifier input noise could the quietest 
amplifier designs recover the full CD dynamic 
range in noise terms, at a 100W output (this 
being of course 20dB above the IHF level of 
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BEST BUY RECOMMENDED

IT AIN'T NECESSARILY SO W
Would you make up a motorcar by joining up the best buy engine, 
recommended gear box and exhaust system with least distortion?

If not, why do you think a hi-Ii system should be assembled that way?

Before deciding on a complete system, or even up-grading an existing system, it is 
essential to listen. Don't read about it, don't study specifications, but spend your time 
listening, because that's what it's all about.

And don't waste your time listening in a demonstration room which has rows and rows 
of speakers piled on top of each other. That's not what you will hear when you get your 
system home. The only meaningful way to judge any hi fi component or complete chain 
is to listen in a room containing only l pair of speakers at a time. If more than l pair of 
speakers is present, they will re-act one with another.

That's why we at Studio 99 built the first "single speaker" demonstration studio, the 
now famous "concert room". Since then we have added 2 more single speaker studios, 
which you can reserve for you to listen and judge. You will learn and hear how some 
simple items like speaker leads, correct speaker stands, positioning of equipment, etc 
etc make all the difference.

So before wasting your money, phone us up and make an appointment to listen. By all 
means, bring your own records. You will be pleasantly surprised by the lack of sales 
pressure, and the good sounds you will hear. You will be pleased by our after sales 
guarantees and installation service.

studio •• ltd
81 Fairfax Road 
Swiss Cottage 
London NW6 
01-624 8855 
10^7 Mon^Fri 
l 0-6 Saturday

studio 1 ltd
82 High Street 
Harpenden 
Herts 
05827-64246 
9^5.30 Daily 
Closed Wednesday

LINN, NAIM, REGA, NYTECH, CREEK, NA.D, QUAD, 
MERIDIAN, NA.KAMICHi, YA.MA.HA., KEF, MISSION, B&O, 
ROGERS, N.V.A........................................................................................ 
IF IT'S GOOD, WE STOCK IT!!!!!!!
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CONCLUSIONS:
AMPLIFIERS

1W).
Historically, amplifiers have not needed a 

particularly high stereo separation and indeed 
even now the case for high separation is 
unproven in subjective terms. Nonetheless CD 
sources provide 80dB and more over the whole 
band, which makes the separation results 
achieved for a number of amplifiers via their 
auxiliary inputs look rather silly - some were 
as poor as 35dB at 20kHz.

Frequency responses
Most amplifiers' auxiliary inputs were 
sufficiently uniform in terms of frequency 
response for this factor to be ignored, and with 
a few exceptions this was also true of the disc 
inputs, whose main variation was due to the 
presence or absence of the I EC-recommended 
low-frequency rolloff. Even here, subjective 
evaluation of bass tonal balance, transient 
quality, tightness and so on rarely correlated 
with the low-frequency equalisation differ
ences.

Amplifiers often showed differences in 
sound via each class of input - disc mm, 
discs me, and aux/CD and each therefore 
needed careful subjective consideration. 
Where the pre-amp was itself in doubt an 
alternative was often substituted, to give the 
matching power amplifier every chance. Total 
judgement with these varying input results 
was necessarily complicated.

As the work on the issue progressed new 
amplifiers were introduced, and some of these 
were of quite outstanding performance in their 
respective categories. It was quite a surprise 
to hear a Rotel RA820 for example, having 
become accustomed to the average run of the 
mill sound obtained at the £80-£200 level. The 
best models excepted, the average score for 
subjective sound in this category was 4.5 out 
10, while the Rotel (the cheapest), scored a 
clean 6. Extending the comparision further, 
and excluding for the moment any consider
ation of the value of the extra facilities offered 
by up-market designs, it is worth noting that a 
number of well respected component systems 
in the £400-£700 range achieved a group score 
of 6.6 out of 10. Thus the Rotel, in company 
with its other lower priced 'Best Buy' 
colleagues, demonstrated that good sound is 
possible without resort to elaborate 
technology or expense.

Tone controls
Our results also appeared to deny certain 

audio legends, or perhaps more accurately 
folklore suspicions, concerning the neces
sarily deleterious effect of tone controls and 
integrated construction. Both the Audiolab 
and the Rotel have proved that neither factor 
need be a constraint, and the subjective pre
ference for their performance in fact exceeded 
that of many separate component amplifiers 
without tone control facilities. Nonetheless I 
feel the designers of both models would 
probably agree that given a larger budget and 
a higher customer price, they could make 
further improvements, notably resulting from 
separate pre-and power amp construction, but 
it is hard to say whether the end results would 
wholly justify the costs entailed.

Amplifiers do matter. They affect the sound 
in a different way to other components, but 
because their influence may be less obvious, it 
does not necessarily follow that it is less 
important. The amplifier can often be the very 
component which influences the long term 
'listenability' of a system.

Overall ratings
During the two years since the last issue of 
Amplifiers there has been a dramatic 
improvement in the performance of the less 
expensive models on the market; so much so, 
in fact, that the established ratings of some 
well known models has been seriously dis
turbed.

So for some readers and even some manu
facturers, this new issue's product ratings may 
come as something of a shock. Nevertheless, 
these listings have been drawn up with great 
care, and given the conditions of test, they 
should be more accurate than before, since 
every review here printed has from start to 
finish been undertaken specifically for this 
issue - there are no reviews based on revis
ions of earlier work. However, as with every Hi
Fi Choice the judgement standards are to a 
great degress self-regulating, being 
determined by the overall standard of the 
product entry.

In addition to the mainstream of products, a 
i sprinkling of what can only be called 'super-Ii' 
models was included, these top-end designs 
helping to establish a perspective for the 
issue, as well as adding much interest; we took 
several monuments to fidelity off their 
pedestals and they too were submitted to all 
our rigorous test procedures.

In a sense therefore this edition of Choice 
can be seen as presenting a two tier analysis;
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What some 
people do 
with money, 
most people 
dowithhi-fi.

Every manufacturer whose 
product is featured in this advertisement 
has given us their consent to throw 
them. unmercifully. •down the drain/

What's more. each produci is Vic 
best in its class.

The reason'
Simple. Achieving sound equal to 

the quality of each individual component 
is as much an art as a science. It's as 
much trial and error as expertise and 
judgemenl

The point is. we've done the 
experimentation. We've listened to the 
mismatches. And we've eliminated the 
mistakes. All we have to do now is to 
find a sound that suits you.

From that point on. you can stop 
worrying, Whatever you spend. if 
necessary. we'll deliver and install il to 
ensure that the system works to ib 
maximum capability.

So what makes us different'
We're not a shop in the traditional 

sense. we're more of a consultancy. 
Which means that whatever you buy. 
you'll have heard alternatives. made 
comparisons. and hopefully listened to 
s< >me sound advice.

And after thal if you think youw 
made a mistake. let us know. We'll 
change il

So next time you're investing 
money in hi-fi. don't do what everyone 
else does. Come and talk to us at The 
Sound Organisation. We're at 
I Cathedral SL London SEI !Near 
London Bridge). Or call us on 
01-403 3088 or 01-403 2255 and we'll 
tdl you how to find us.

Because there's no one in 
London to touch LLs.

the sound Organisation
You can't go wrong. We wouldn't let you.
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CONCLUSIONS:
AMPLIFIERS

in the first place, it principally covers the broad 
market and seeks to provide helpful 'Best Buy' 
ratings up to a £250 price level. At higher price 
levels however the 'law of diminishing returns' 
applies to amplifiers as it does to other hi-fi 
items, and 'Best Buy' ratings become inappro
priate. Instead, a 'recommendation' at the 
higher price levels indicates a fine perform
ance where value considerations are of 
declining importance. With this in mind, we 
can 'recommend' a £1500 model providing that 
we considered its performance to be of 
sufficient merit.

Models are also recommended in the under 
£250 category, the rating here influenced by 
particularly favourable combinations of power, 
style, facilities and specific price of availability 
as well as sound quality. In some systems or 
circumstances, a 'Recommended' unit may 
suit better than one which is a 'Best Buy' in the 
same class.

Throughout the product group here tested 
there is a third category also listed, namely 
'worth considering.' Here the product shows 

merit, but in the reviewer's opinion its strong 
points are unevenly spread, resulting in a less 
well-balanced performance.

The remainder which receive no special 
comment we considered to be below par on 
grounds of value and/or performance.

A brief word on the review criteria. Sound 
quality of course comes first, followed by a 
weighted mix of technical performance, build 
quality and ergonomics ('feel', ease of use, and 
style). Below the £250 price level, we have not 
attached too much importance to the provision 
for moving-coil cartridges but above this price 
level they assume increasing importance and 
the sound quality via this input plays a 
commensurately greater part in the value 
judgements.

Where pre- and power combinations are 
concerned, these are in the main assessed 
primarily as a combination, but where it was 
considered appropriate, separate ratings are 
also given. In the 'Best Buys' and 'Recom
mendations' listing, separates follow in a 
section after the integrated and combined 
results.

TECHNICS

B4BrWOOD
The dealer for the full range of cassette decks from:

TECHNICS

...." ।iBiaiiBinBiiiaEiiiaEiiBiDinDii-iisai i' - «■raBKRH-S—1EnRS-B-IKIIIIHIIIMV«lll t

• ' ) o ■ O JT ,, r 11 J

SA104RECEIVER ST255 TUNER

HITACHI HA4800 AMPLIFIER
RING FOR A DEMONSTRATION AND DETAILS OF OUR HIGHLY 
COMPETITLVE PRICES OR VISIT OUR EXTENSIVE NEW SHOWROOM 
29-31 The Parade, Oadby, Leicester LE2 588 (0533) 719174

y. 257-261 Upping Ham Road, Leicester (0533) 76OOII___________________
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ANDREW 

THOMSON

THE SPECIALISTS 
IN HI FI

HI FI? SO SORRY 
SIMPLY BETTER.

6-8 BONNAR ST, DUNFERMLINE, FIFE. 
TEL 0383 724541 EST 1930

AKAi JBL JVC MARANTZ AIWA
Ê KB HbFI CENTRE ! 
E O
S 175^177 GT DUCIE ST Z
T STRANGEWAYS m
0 185 THE ROCK MANCHESTER m
M, BURY 061-834 2403 40
Q LANCS (closed Saturday) ¿
Tl. 061-1911146 J
ï (closed Tuesday Z
; and Sunday) z
CH THORENS PIONEER TEAC IC

..w40&Tl.DO
AUDIO

AUDITIONS AVAILABLE IN OUR SINGLE 
SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOM

UNIVERSITY AUDIO, 1 & 2 PEAS HILL, 
CAMBRIDGE. TEL: CAMBRIDGE 354 237

SHANNONS
Talk to Shannons first where expert 

and personal advice is cheerfully given. 

Single speaker demonstrations available.

Stockists of
A&R. SPFNDOR. KEF AR. LOGIC
NAGAOKA. ARISTON 
CELESTION. THORENS. 
BOSTON DUAL GLANZ. 
GRADO. NAD. ORTOFON.

Shannons Sound & Video 
25/29 Station Rd, Urmston 
Manchester. M31 1JG

SONY. HITACHI & TECHNICS 061-748 2339

HI-FI CONSULTANTS
Demonstrations any time, by appointment 

Telephone 0625 582704

scon 
LOO

4 West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire

GERAV & GILL

HORPE TELEVISION
HPFI VIDEO

FOR THE LARGEST CHOICE 
OF HI-FI IN CORNWALL

AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD 
WE STOCK IN DEPTH

AIWAe DUAL e FISHER «JVC 
MITSUBISHI e PANASONIC 
PIONEER«SANSU1 • S0NY 

T=AC ;TECHMCS« TRlO »etc 
v-'s' ......................... -SS...... s speakers ... .HbiW,,,.. Tapes Muses

25 Trinity Street. St.Austell. Cornwall 
Phone (0726) 5400

CMCHESTEl’ 
HIW FIUELIDO

APPOINTED STOCKISTS OF
A&R (Cambridge), 

Lentek, Quad, RCL, Rogers, Ket, Linn Pro^ 
ducts, Naim Audio. Tandberg, Dual, SME, 

Celestion, GoldriAg, Walker, Rega Research
40 ^UT LONDON. CHICHESTER, W SUSSEX

TELEPHONE 0243 776402

(Closed ell day Monday)
A SINGLE SPEAKER 
L \ DEM ROOM

198 CHUACHSTREET,BLACKPOOL^  Tel: (0253)27703

84 PENNY STREET, LANCASTER • Tel: 10524) 39657

PRACTICAL HFFI

A&R, 
CAMBRIDGE ACOUSTICS, 

DUAL, 
HEYBROOK, 
MERIDIAN, 

MYST,

NAD, 
OAK, 

NAKAMICHI, 
QUAD, 

ROYCE. 
YAMAHA

TWO YEAR GUARANTEE 14 
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FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
Cassette Decks wailable from

AKA! DUAL N^MICHI, 
REVOX, SANSUI, YA^A 

All units subject to thorough 
pre-delivery alig^ent check

DEMONSTRATIONS BY ALPOI^NTMENT 
TELEPHONE 021-4554667

Five Ways Hi-Fidelity, 12 Islington Row, 
Edgbaston. B^irmingham BJS JW 
9.30 — 6.00 Tuesday — Saturday

HU^IS lll HHI llH
Stockist of. ADC AKG AR A and A B 

and W CASTLE OBX DUAL 
HADCOCK HARBETH KEF LUXMAN 
NAKAMICHI TANDBERG PIONEER 

QUAD REVOX SANSUI SME 
THORENS SONY TECHNICS 

WALKER

Skilled advice COMPARATOR 
DEMONSTRATIONS and installation 
service make buying HIFI a pleasure 

at
G.E. MANDERS

2 EDWARD ST, GRIMSBY Phone(STD0472) 51381
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Hi^Fi Components . 2 LISTENING 
ROOMS

84 BATTERSE 
LONDO 

01-

Available lo hear the best in amplifiers:- A
- Hofler — Luxman - Nad - Nytech - 

Creek - Mission - Rote! - Yamaha
We would expect you to want a good front 
end into the above amplifiers and suitable 

speakers. We have them all. Just phone first

Fon your Hi-Fi needs at
for a personal demonstration.

IVE LRRICK S Or bHAylORD 
RAWSON SQUARL 
BKAM ORD Bll l JJR

I- irAi 309266

Tel Dawlish (0626) 863604

Gulliford House Ltd 
for 

A&R, EAR, NAIM, NYTECH 
AMPLIFIERS & TUNERS 

By appointment at 
Kenton Exeter Devon

audition
A li

.... Albarry, Alphason, Audio Lab, Audio Vois, 
Castle, Clearwater, SL6, Diesis, Gyrodec, Helius, 
Heybrook, Kiseki, Logic, Musical Fidelity, Myst, 
Mordaunt Short, NVA, Pink A, ProAc, Quad, 
Quantum, Royce, Sansui, Sondex, Spendor, 
Supex, Syrinx, Systemdeck .... etc.

By appointment please 
Leicester (0533) 393607

Specialist dealers for the 
best in Hi-Fi

Demonstrations at any time

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR: 
A&R CAMBRIDGE, AUDIO LAB, CREEK, 

HEYBROOK, LINN PRODUCTS, 
MUSICAL FIDELITY, ROTEL.

RU&1 AnJrewj 
Hi-Fi {omuJ/at1t5 Ltd 

Linn Products, Meridian, Nairn Audio, 
Nytech Audio, Rega Research, ARC, 

Grace and Supex.

THE AUDIO FILE
40 HOCKERIL ST. 

BISHOPS'S SIORTEORD. HERTS 
TEL: 0279 506576

Contact John Chapman 
By appointment please. 

0202 570307
3 Plassey Crescent, Bournemouth, Dorset.
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HOW ABOUT A LINN SONDEK 
FOR LESS THAN £4 A WEEK?

Or a Mission Cambridge system for £5 a week or even a Meridian M2 system for just £11 a week.
That's just some examples of how easy the KJ 3 YEAR PURCHASE PLAN makes buying good hi-Ii equipment. It brings 

within reach the top performance equipment that maybe you thought was beyond your means.

NOTHING TO PAY
-fora month

The KJ 3YEAR PURCHASE PLAN 
enables you to buy any combination of 
equipment you care to choose from our 
extensive range and what's more 
there's Nothing to pay.for a month with 
our NO DEPOSIT credit (terms.

NO REPAIR BILLS
-for 3 years!

An additional benefit you receive when 
buying equipment on our 3 YEAR 
PURCHASE PLAN is that whatever the 
manufacturer's warranty we guarantee 
that you will not have any repair biils for 
3years.
(This excludes wear and tear on the stylus.)

SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATIONS
-by appointment!

Al stores are now eq dipped with single 
speaker demonstration studios where 
you can make your selecticon without 
disturbance. We recommend you book 
our studios by appointment and at your 
personal convenience.

BRANDS STOCKED: A & R, AcousticResearch, Aiwa, Albarry; Alphason, A.R.C.; Ariston. Audio Note, B& W, Burmester," Celestion, Dean; Oenon, 
ONM: Dual, EAR," Etude,' Fidelity Research. Grace, Harbeth, Helius, Heybrock, Jecklin, KEF, Kiseki, Koetsu," Kord, Krell,* Linn, Logic, Marantz, 
Mercian, Mission Mor itor Audio. Musical Fidelity," MAD, Nakan .chi, Na in • Nytech, Oak, Oracle," Quad, Cuar turn, Questar Revox, Rc gc rs. Rotel, 
Royce,Sds.iCE.Sonde>, Spndor.Stad*SUx.SugcenSumko.Supex, Synn>,Systemcel-,Tausm:n:Tannoy,Teac.i€Chntcs.Thorens, 
Threshold,* Tresham, Walker, Yamaha, Van den Hui; Zeta. Zenn.
’Wigmore Street Ony.

e CROYDON 
e HARROW
e LONDON W1 
e UXBRIDGE 
e WATFORD

89 London Road. Tel: 01 -TO 1343
340 Station Road. Tel: 01 -863 8690 
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263 
278 High Street. Tel: Uxbridge 33474
101 St. Albans Road. Tel: Watford 45250

Important:-
the KJ 3 YEAR PURCHASE 
PLAN is available to personal 
shoppers only and full written 
detaiis are available on 
request.OPEN: Mon-Sat. 9.30am-5.30pm

(Wigmore St. 10am-6pm-late nights Thursday Friday until 7pm).

Recommended by this magazine

A&R CAMBRIDGE C200 MYSTG-Ohm

OTHER AGENCIES INCLUDE - ARISTON - DUAL - DAIS - LOGIC - LINN PRODUCTS - MICHELL - REGA RESEAkCH - SYSTEMDEK - 
PS. AUDIO - MYST - MISSION^ S.M.E. - SYRINX - OAK - ZETA - BRIER - DYNAVECTOR - ELITE - GLANZ -

GRADO - GOLDRlNG - KOETSU - SVPEX - NYrTECH - KISEKJ - A&R (CAMBRIDGE) - E.M.T. -
1 LENTEK - ONIX - QUAD - ROTEL - ROGERS - BURMESTER - J.P.W. - NIGHTINGALE - PRO-AC - 
AIWA - SENNHEISER - BEYER - NAGOAK A - DISCWASHER - QE.D. - A.K.G. - STAX etc etc etc etc

WE ARE ALSO A "SUPER-RECORD" CENTRE! 
(M.F.S.L. TELARC: SHEFFIELD LAB etc) 

HOURS OF BUSINESS:- TUES - SAT 9.30am - 5.30pm 
LUNCH 2pm - 3pm TUES - FRI

6, HARRIS ARCADE.! 
FRIAR STREET.! 

READING, MRKSHRE.
TELEPHONE 

!07341585463'

ACCESS
BARCLAYCARD 
MAIL ORDER
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BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
AMPLIFIERS

Here we have attempted to summarise the 
strong points of those models we have picked 
out as ‘Best Buys', Recommended' and ‘Worth 
Considering' in each price category; but please 
note that the full picture is only obtained by 
reading the reviews themselves.

Products which we have rated as ‘Best Buy' 
are deemed to have shown themselves excep
tional value for money in their price bracket, up 
to a maximum of £250. We feel that above this 
price level, sheer value for money is no longer 
so clearly definable or strictly relevant, and 
have accordingly restricted ourselves to ‘Re
commended' and 'Worth Considering' ratings 
on the £250-plus models.

BEST BUYS: UNDER £100 
Rotel RA820 (£80)
A remarkable little amplifier of true high 
fidelity sound and bearing comparison with 
models up to twice the price. Output power is 
realistic and this load tolerant design is quite 
complete in all respects, offering great value.
Onkyo A22 (£85)
This tidy amplifier is well equipped and fin
ished, offering above average sound quality as 
well as a good output level for the price. It is 
also quite load tolerant.
Yamaha A300 (£90)
This well finished amplifier in satin black, did 
well throughout the testing. It is reasonably 
load tolerant and has flexible tone controls, 
representing fine value for money.

RECOMMENDED: UNDER £100
Sansui AUD 101 (£99)
This amplifier has been improved notably 
since first introduced and provides a well-built 
and complete package. Sound levels are gen
erous with normal speaker loads, but it is still 
rather intolerant of the more difficult speakers.

BEST BUYS: £100-£175
Cambridge Audio P35 (£160)
Subject to last minute testing of a production 
sample, this is a sweet sounding, musical amp
lifier offering a good dynamic range and good 
versatility and including a moving-coil input.

RECOMMENDED: £100^£175
There were six models in this group, listed in 
ascending price order 
NAO 3020A (£110)
Possessing good load tolerance and dynamic 
range, as well as a generally good perform
ance and versatility, this model also gave an 

above-average sound quality.
Creek CAS 4040 (£115)
An amplifier with a measured disc input over
load weakness, the Creek will require careful 
choice of matching cartridge. However it did 
so well in other respects, particularly on sound 
quality that recommendation was assured.
Rotel RA820B (£120)
An ‘audiophile' version of the RA820, which is 
listed above.
Quantum IA 100 (£120)
This recently improved UK model now sports a 
veneered case and moving-coil option at the 
additional cost of a further £10. A good all
round performance was established from this 
promising design.
Nytech 202 (£125)
A lively sounding, above average performer 
with good ergonomics this model was held 
back by a modest output as well as some input 
headroom limitations.
Harman^Kardon PM640 (£170)
A tidy design, the '640 returned a fine technical 
performance and generous output levels with 
good sound quality and exemplary load tol
erance.

WORTH CONSIDERING: £100£175
In this category were the Akal AMU-3, (£109) 
and the Technics SUV 303 (£129).

BEST BUYS: £175-^250
Nairn Nait (£179)
A compact, well built model. Choice of match
ing system is important if the ‘Best Buy' sound 
of this modestly priced amplifier is to be ob
tained. Load-tolerant, it provided a highly 
competitive sound quality full of musical detail 
and life.
Sondex 5230 (£179)
Another compact unit, this one is unusual in 
offering a range of no extra cost input options 
for cartridge sensitivity and loading, including 
moving-coil. While the easier Bohm speakers 
work best, it can provide good sound levels, of 
pleasing quality.
Rotel RA870 (£220)
A fine all-rounder from the straight-line school, 
no tone controls being included. The RA870 
offered a good sound with decently high vol
ume levels and a fine load tolerance.
Mission 778 (£230)
This is a compact, cleanly styled model, with 
the option of a power booster to improve load 
delivery and bass power response. It provided 
high peak sound levels as well as a fine subjec- 
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NO HALF-MEASURES HERE!
Not one but THREE single-speaker demonstration rooms now in use!

• Open Thursday until 8.00pm • Special discs stocked
e Extensive FREE parking • All equipment checked before sale
• Demonstrations are available in FIVE demonstration rooms •
e Our THREE single speaker demo-rooms are available by appointment •
We stock selected items from:- Aloi, A&R, Audioref, Ariston, Audio Technica, Celestion, Creek 
Crimson, Denon, Dual, EAR, Elite, Entre, Gale Glanz, Grado, Gyro-Dec, Heybrook, Hunt E,D,A., 
Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Lentek, Linn Isobarik, Linn Sondek, Maxell, Meridian, MFSL, Michell, 
Mirage, Mission, Mission Cambridge Monitor Audio, NAD, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Nytech, Oak 
Ortofon, Philips QED, Quad, Quantam, RCL, Revox, Rogers, Rotel, Sennheiser« Stanton, Sugden, 
Supex, Swallow, Syrinx, Systemdek, Technics, Trio, Walker, Yamaha and others.
Active system by Meridian, Swallow, Linne & A&R On demonstration.

HampshireAudio Ltd
8&12 BURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLER’S FORD, HHANTS. TEL: (04215) 2827 & 65232

Your ^best ^^.•^
is of most concern to you. Rarely is it also the concern 
of the hi-fi dealer. Yet Hampshire Audio is one of 
those rare Independent Hi-Fi Specialists who put 
quality and value first and foremost Volumes abound 
on the whys and wherefores of this and that— black is 
proved tobe white, and white black— butyou still have 
to make a choice. Buying hi-fi should not be likebetting 
on a horse, whether you study form in detail orjustuse a 
pin. On average the punter does not win because the 
odds are stacked against him Test reports never show 
variability between different samples nor general 
reliability — grood or bad — but these facts a grood 

dealer le^s from experience. In any event your 
requirement might be best met by a model not included 
in test reports. The risk is just not worth it, so approach 
Hampshire Audio if you have not already been 
recommended to come to us. In fact, recommendation 
we consider to be our most effective formofadvertising 
(sorry Hi-Fi Choice and other magazines). Recom
mendations from those persons who really apppreciate 
the joys of music are valued ¡greatly forenjoyment is the 
final result of our endeavours. This we are comitted to. 
Hi-Fi equipment is our only speciality and we stock 
notthing else.
Come and try us.

.. .at Hampshire Audio Ltd
8&12 BURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLER’S FORD, HHANTS. TEL: (04215) 2827 & 65232
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BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
AMPLIFIERS

tive quality, and moving-coil facilities are 
included.
Audiolab 8000A (£250)
This remarkable UK design otters a very good 
all round performance with good dynamic 
range, fine load tolerance and considerable 
versatility. It looks good too!

RECOMMENDED: £175-£250
Rotel RA860 (£180)
This model is equipped with tone controls and 
is a slightly 'downmarket' version of the 
RA870, offering fine value for money.
Luxman L230 (£180)
A beautifully finished and highly versatile 
amplifier from a respected brand name, the 
L230 is a trifle load-intolerant but makes up for 
this with a good sound quality and fine all 
round performance, with suitable speakers.
Myst Tma-3 (£250)
This integrated amplifier has much in common 
with Myst's larger G-ohm system; its classifi
cation here remains provisional, as the Tma-3 
did not arrive in time for the full test procedure. 
Why not try it for yourself?

WORTH CONSIDERING: £175-£250
These models are headed by the trusty A&R 
A60, (£200), a well equipped, versatile and 
established UK design.

The Fisher CA275 (£180) was meritorious for 
its remarkably high output power and 
generally satisfactory overall standard. Sony's 
TA^AX500 (£180) is another highly versatile 
Japanese design, rather like the Luxman but of 
somewhat lower sonic attainment.

RECOMMENDED: ABOVE £250
Best Buy ratings do not apply here, and these 
models are included on the basis of their good 
value and/or sheer performance attainment. 
Taking the integrated models first we have: 
Luxman L430 (£325)
A big brother to the L230, this model otters 
better sound, a substantial output power, good 
flexibility and a highly competant perform
ance.
Meridian MCA-1 (£375-£500)
With this amplifier, price is dependent on the 
facilities purchased; the lowest figure secures 
only one mm input! Sound quality is very fine, 
with a lovely, relaxed and spacious stereo. 
Output power is modest for the price, though it 
is very load-tolerant.
Myst G-ohm (£439)
Exquisitely finished, this 'gathering of mod

ules' provides a good sound, good load tol
erance and a tine dynamic range at a 
reasonable value. It sounded well controlled 
and nicely balanced.
A&R C200/SA200 (£615)
The pre-amplifier accompanying this good 
power amplifier has recently been much im
proved, and now sounds notably more trans
parent. Together these units provide a 
versatile, load tolerant combination of good 
stereo sound and decent power output, the 
pair comfortably justifying the price asked.
Hatler DH110/DH220 (£670)
A powerful and highly load tolerant system, 
the Haflers gave fine all round performance 
worthy of approval. A moving-coil facility is 
extra.
Sugden C128/P128 (£670)
This amplifier is very powerful and also load
tolerant. The combination givesa sweet sound 
of great, relaxed power, but the unfinished 
state of the prototype sample pre-amp quali
fies it tor cautious approval only.
Musical Fidelity The Pre-amp/Dr Thomas (£740) 
Moving into the higher price territory, this 
combination offers an exciting dynamic 
sound, a trifle forward and bright, but with a 
powerful 'slam', especially in the bass.
PS Audio IV/lWo C (£980)
An up-market product at a price to match, the 
US-built PS Audio combination does provide a 
genuine up-market sound. With excellent bass, 
fine load tolerance and surprisingly high 
subjective output levels, this is an impressive 
product.
Naim Audio NAC32 (SNAPS)INAP250 (£1130)
Quietly and confidently justifying its high 
reputation, the Nairn provides a musical, well- 
controlled performance rated as 'very good' on 
test. Highly load tolerant it can also be relied 
upon for a consistent and accurate sound.
Electrocompaniet Pre-Ampliwire 11/Ampliwire II 
(£1560)
While this combination did return a high sonic 
quality, it would appear to be rather expensive 
in the light of its limited versatility and mod
erate output power.

WORTH CONSIDERING: OVER £250
Some models not listed above are also well 
worth considering; tor example, the Quad 
341405 II (£500). This is a versatile model (but no 
headphone socket is included) of fine build 
quality and appearance offering a respectable 
sound. Another is the Tandberg 3012 (£530), a 
high quality and very powerful integrated 
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BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
AMPLIFIERS

model offering comprehensive facilities and 
making for convenient operation in a complex 
audio system.

RECOMMENDED PRE-AMPLIFIERS
The following is a selection of pre-amplifiers 
which were found worthwhile and which we 
recommend for separate trials.
Musical Fidelity The Pre-amp (£250)
A compact 'straight-line' model, this provides 
slightly 'bright' but clean audio with a fine 
midrange and pleasing focus. A 'no-fuss' pro
duct offering realistic value.
Sugden C128 (£250)
With an awkward construction and, for me an 
old-fa&hioned appearance, the new C128 (as 
reviewed in prototype form) was nonetheless 
most promising. Its sound was clean and tight, 
free of false perspectives or hardness, and 
compared favourably with units at twice the 
price. Given a good production standard I 
would like to recommend this one.
A&R Cambridge C200 (£300)
Now a good performer, this model scores with 
its high versatility (including a headphone 
socket) and compatible all-round matching 
ability.
Meridian MCP-1 (£175-450)
This designation covers the pre-amp of the 
MCA-1 'Component Amplifier', so prices are 
according to the number of modules pur
chased. This gives potentially the finest single
input pre-amplifier at the price, if that is all you 
need. With more modules to give the usual in
put arrangements, the price lifts to the audio
phile range but the sound quality can take the 
strain!
Burmester 785 (£790)
A 'straight-line' exotic of superb build quality 
and finish, this unit offers a good input/output 
level versatility for matching, with a high level 
of sound quality, this being little removed from 
that of some of the most costly units made. 
Neutrality is its hallmark.
Audio Research SP8 (£1400)
An audio legend, this superbly built valve pre
amplifier is very costly (since it also needs a 
good head amplifier) but rewards the pur
chaser with beguiling stereo images full of 
impact, clarity, space and ambience.

We also tried the Krell PAM-1 (£1700) which 
showed every sign of sonic compatibility with 
the very fine Krell power amplifier. The PAM-1 
has me and mm facilities, as well as flexible 
tape dubbing. The Burmester 808 (£3000-£4000 
the price once again dependent on the choice 

and number of input modules), also proved to 
be a very worthy near-ultimate reference, 
which could conjure up remarkably musical 
and involving performances of great accuracy, 
given the appropriate ancilliary equipment. 
Finally, not included in the Choice test 
programme but again recently assessed by the 
author, comes the Sony Esprit 900 (£1700), a 
model offering fine sound quality.

RECOMMENDED POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Rotel RB870 (£180)
This modest stereo amplifier is of double^ 
mono construction and gives a solid, sweet 
sound, decent power output and excellent load 
tolerance. Having bought one, you can later 
buy another, set them both to 'bridge' and 
enjoy nearly four times the power output.
A&R SA200 (£350)
A relaxed, powerful, and gutsy peformer with a 
reliable sound and good load tolerance, the 
SA-200 provides a particularly nice depth 
impression in the stereo sound field.
PS Audio Two C (£370)
With a modest specified power, this one gets 
louder than you think, and has genuine 'super
fi' bass. The rest is good too, and it is very load 
tolerant. It deserves wider notice. Again, if you 
want more power, a second unit can be added 
in 'bridge' mode, to give 200W/channel peak.
Mission 777BU (£770)
11 was hard choosing from the larger and most 
costly power amplifiers. This one is a lusty 
performer, pretty neutral-sounding with 
powerful bass, good treble, a clean midrange 
and well-developed stereo depth. Its double
mono construction also provides for near-zero 
crosstalk between the two channels.
Krell KSA50 (£1400)
A true 'reference' product, this model was 
clearly head and shoulders above the rest. 
Bass, mid and treble were all excellent, while 
stereo focus and depth were exceptional. 
Musically, it proved sweet and unfatiguing. It 
was revealing, in a 'kind' manner.

Special mention
Finally, given the above recommendations I 
feel it is also still worth pointing out those few 
products which were felt to be notably star per
formers in their particular categories. These 
were as follows: the Rotel RA820 (£80) and 
Audiolab BOOOA integrated amplifiers; the PS 
Audio Two C (£370) and the Krell KSA-50 (£1400) 
power amplifiers. The Sugden C128 pre
amplifier is also provisionally included.
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OVERALL COMPARISON CHART:
AMPLIFIERS

Power output 
Continuous 
power. 8ohms, 
one channel

watts dBW 
(sspec) (test)

F\'Jak Power

&Jhms 4ohms

dBW dBW

Cohms

dBW

Disc input 
Movingmagnet

noise, RIAA
CCIR/ response
ARM X!Hz-fiJkHz 
-dB

^ov^n^mil

sensitivity noise

-dB

TapelauxK:D input

sens/’tivity nose 
/HF

-dB

A&R Cambridge AM 35W 16.MBW 17.5 16 7.7 -78 + 0. -2.4dB 17.2mV -72 18.7mV -84
A&R Cambridqe C^^^W 110 20.1dBW 21.3 20.8 19.8 -76 + 0, -OBoB 15pV -72 11.1mV -78
AkaiAMU3 45W 18.1dBW 18.6 18 14.2 -77 + 0.6 . -OdB — — 23mV -85
AkaiAMU5 10 18.MBW 18.6 18.2 15.8 -79 + 0.3,0.7dB 7pV -74 19Mv -81
Audiolab BOA 10 19.MBW 19.8 18.6 18.0 -78 ■0.3dB 7.5mV -73 12mV -82
Audio Research SP8 (pre) Pre-amplifier — — ■ 0.1dB — — — —
Burnnester 7185 (pre) Pre-amplifier — 72' + 03. -0.1dB 30MW -67' 45mV' -96'
Cambridqe P35 35W 18.MBW 19.4 18^0 15,6 -79 + 0.2, -0.MB 32pV -75 24.2mV -81
crek 35W 15.5dBW 16.5 15 12.0 -74 + 1.4, -0.5dB — — 70.4mV -75
Crimson 610/630$ BOW 18.MBW 20 19 16.9 -81 + 0.5. -0.5dB 10pV -72 15.5mV -83
DenonDenon PMA-750 10 20.3dBW 21 18.5 15.5 -84 0. -0.1dB 13pV -76 16.9mV -85
Electrocompaniet 10 17.3dBW 18.3 17.5 NA -81 0.2 - O.BdB variable -76 10.8mV -89
Fisher CA 275 75W 22.MBW 23.5 22 14 -73 + 0.4 . -OdB — — 14.1mV -76
Haffer DH110/DH220 110W 22.MBW 23 22 18.8 -76 + 0.2. -0.2dB — — 14.3mV -BO
HarmanKarrdon PM640 10 17.4dBW 18 16.8 15.5 -83 + O . -0.2dB — — 24mV -87
HarmanKarrdon PM650 10 18.4dBW 19.5 18.5 17.0 -BO + 0. -0.BdB 8pV -83 18.4mV -BO
Hitachi HA2 SOW 17dBW 19.5 17.2 10.3 -76 + 0.5 , -0.3dB — — 23mV -83
JVCAK-22 38W 17.MBW 18.5 17.5 9.0 -75 + 0.7,0.4dB — — 25mV -BO
JVCAX-40 10 18.4dBW 19.2 16 8.8 -76 + O. -0.1dB — — 19.4mV -79
Krell KSA-50 (power) 10 19.1dBW 19.3 19.0 18 — — — — 110mV -103
Luxman ^L.230 10 19.1dBW 20 17 9.5 -83 + 0.3 . -0.2dB 23mV -70 24mV -84
LuxmanL430 105W 21.1dBW 21.6 21.2 14.1 -84 + 0.5, -0.15dB3pV -71 21mV -85
Marantz P^-230 10 15.4dBW 16 14.1 12.1 -74 + 0.3 . -0.6dB — — 32mV -82
Marantz PM-330 35W 16.BdBW 18.3 15.9 14.2 -76 + 0.2, -0.MB — — 25mV -82
Meridian Component Amplifier 35W 14.2dBW 15.5 15.0 14.7 -84 + 0.2. - 0.3dB Cart. deo. -76 25mV -84
Mission778 10 17.9dBW 19 17.5 14 -77 + 0, -1.BdB 20pV -83 17mV -79
Mission m BU (power) 100W 20.BdBW 20.9 20.4 19.4 • — — — — — -91
Musical Fidelity Pre-amp/DrT 120W 22.0dBW 23 21.8 19 -79 + 0. -0.3dB 16pV -78 19mV -82
Myst G-Ohm BOW 19.7dBW 20 14.1 15.0 -76 + G 3. -1.4dB Cart. dep -70 38mV -75
NAO 10 15.MBW 16.6 14.8 13.0 -83 + 0.8. -0.2dB -70 34mV -83
Nairn NAIT 15W 13.0dBW 13.5 12.2 11.3 -78 + 0.5, -1.5dB — — 21mV -BO
Naim321250 7OW 19.0dBW 19 18.6 16.5 -79 + 0, -0.7dB 10pV -72 10.3mV -BO
Nytech202 10 13.4dBW 15.5 14 10.6 -76 + 0 5, -OdB — — 16.8mV -82
Onkyo A22 35W 16.BdBW 17.7 16 13.1 -77 + 0 3. -0.4dB — — 25mV -83
PirmserABO 100W 21.7dBW 22.5 20.0 15.5 -83 + 0.15. -OdB 5MV ^69 12.1mV -84
PS Audio V/Two C 10 17.MBW 18.2 17.5 16.3 -BO + 0. -0.2dB 10mV -72 33mV -82
Quad34/405 100W 20.3dBW 21 19.6 13.2 -BO + 0, -0.3MB 13pV(var) -74 11.3mV -81
Quantum IA100 25W 16.1dBW 17 15.8 12.6 -77 + 0.2. -0.2dB se text — 26mV -83
Revox 8251 100W 21.3dBW 22.2 21 15 83 + 0.2, - 2.MB 20pV (var) -76 24mV (var) -100
Rotel RARA820 20W 15.4dBW 16.3 15.1 13 -70 + 0.2. -1dB — — 53mV -71
Rotel RA870 ■ 60 20CM 18.3dBW 19.3 18.5 16.5 -BO + 0.2 -0.5dB 13mV -78 20mV -83
Sansui AU0.101 10 17.7dBW 18.5 16.5 9.4 -81 + 0.4 . -0.2dB — — 36mV -83
Sansui AU0.55X 7OW 20.2dBW 21 18 10.6 -83 F 0. -0.3dB 5uV -71 22mV -83
^hexS230 10 15.1dBW 16.5 14.7 11 -BO + 0.2. -2.6dB 44pV(var) -76 82mV -75
Sony TA-AX500 BOW 20.1dBW 20.8 19.0 14.6 -84 + 0. -0.2dB 20pV -76 19mV -184
Sugden C128/P128 110 21.5dBW 22.8 21.5 18.0 -74 ■+ 0. -1.MB 17pV -72 16.5mV -87
Tandberg 301Z 110 20.BdBW 22.2 21.3 15.6 -81 + 0. -OedB 10pV -74 16mV -74
Tandbem ^^^A 150W 22.0dBW 23.4 22.6 19.9 -84 + 0.2, -2dB 9pV -75 9.8mV -87
Technics SUV303 40W 17.1dBW 18.3 16.8 14.3 -82 + O . -0.5dB — 25mV -87
Trio KA31 10 15.9dBW 16.7 14.9 12.9 -77 + O . -0.BdB — — 26mV -84
TrioKA71 65W 18.MBW 19.5 18.4 16.4 -77 + O . -0.5dB — — 17mV -82
Yamaha A30 25W 13.9dBW 15.1 14.3 11.7 -81 + 0.5 -0.2dB — — 295mV -82

* rel 05V output. Do not compare with pre/power amplifier results
§ Myst Tma5 integrated, 102 and 97.5dBA
' Listening results and programme power. Crimson 6701620II
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OVERALL COMPARISON CHART:
AMPLIFIERS

Maximum 
SU^bjectM! 
^^nd^/eve/

qualities Midband 
tonal 
ba^^

Musical 
detail

Bass T^reble 
quality

G^^l 
^^nd 
quality via 
aux input/ 
power 
amp 
direct

JYpical 
fpticel 
ratingst^ee

depth and 
am^^œ 
quality

s^tereo 
f^s 
and
^sm

lb/Jm 
icad

dBA

4ohm 
icad

dBA

101.5 05 average good sI. hard good average average + average w A&R Cambodge A60
105 104 good good I.neutral good + good + good good + £615 A A&R Cambridge C^^^M
102 05 average - average - I. neutral average - average average £119 w AkaiAMU3
102 100.5 average average thin average + average average - average - ^00 — AkalAMUS
103 102 very good very good sl. clinical very good very good good + very good 0500 B Audlolab ^80
— — excellent very good neutral very good very good excellent excellent £140 A Audio R^arch SP&

— very good excellent neutral very good excellent very qood excellent A Bu^wter 785
102 100 average + average + neutral average + average + qood good £160 A Cambridge P35
101 05 average + average + sI. thin average + ave average + average + £9 A cre^
101* 05.6* good average + f. neutral good average average average + — Crimrimson 61(^
105 105 average average sl. hard average + average average average 0505 — ^Denon PMA750
102 100 very good very good sl. hard very good good very qood very good £1570 A Elect rocompaniet
107 102 average average I.neutral average + average average average £100 w Fl^CAZTS
1()6 1052 good good sl. hard good + good + good good + £670 A Hatler DH110IDH220
101.5 100.5 good + good sl.clinical good good good good £169 A Hannan-Ka^ PM640
104 103.5 good + good neutral good good + good + qood + 0540 A Hannan-Kardon PM650
102.5 101.5 average - average - sI. hard average - average - average average - £120 — HttachiHA2
102 05.5 average - average - I.neutral average - average - average + average - £90 — JVCAK22
101.5 96.5 average average - sI. hard average average - average - average - £154 — JVCAX40
105 102 excellent excellent neutral excellent excellent excellent excellent £140 A Krell K^SASO (power)
103 102 average + good sI. thin good average + good good £100 A Luxman^l.230
105 104 good good sI. thin good average + good good + A Luxman L40
101 97.5 average - average - neutral average poor average - average - £90 — Mararantz PM230
101.4 05.5 poor average - sl. hard poor average - poor poor £110 — Mararantz PM330
100 97.5 very good good + sweet good + very good good + qood + ^ + A M^lan Component Amplifier
104 105 good + good + sl. hard good + good very good good + 0500 B Mi^to7788
105 103.5 very good very good sl. hard very good good + + qood + very good £700 A Mirais m BU (power)
105 104.5 good + good + sl. 'bright' very good good + good + qood + £740 A Mitral Fidelity Preamp/Dr T
104§ 102§ good + good + sl. hard good + good good qood + £40 A Myst G-Ohm
100 05 average + average sI.rich average average average + average + £110 A NAD^3020A
97.5 05.3 very good good + sl. thin very good good average + qood + £100 B NaimNAIT
103 101 qood + very good sl. hard very good very good very good very qood £1130 A Nalm^£90
05 96 average + good sI. thin good average average average + £125 A Nytech202
101 100 good good sl. hard qood average + average average + £90 B Onkyo A22
105.5 105.8 average - average + sI.thin average + average average average ££390 —
101.3 100 good + very good sI.thin very qood very qood good + very qood ^00 A PSAudio IVwo C
105 104 average average neutral average + average + average + average + £400 w Quud34/405
05 97 average + average sI.thin average + average average + average + £120 A Quantum IA100
105 104.5 average average + I. neutral average - average average + average — FRevoxB251
05 97 good average + sI. hard good average + average + qood £90 B ^Rotal ^RA820
105 102 good good sI. hard good + good + average + nood + B Rotala RA870 (and RB870)
101 97 average average sI.thin average average + average average £9 A SansulsuiAU0.101
105 102 average average - neutral average average average average - 0569 — ^Sansui AUD-5X
100.8 05 good + good neutral good + average + average + good + £100 B ^Sondax^
104.5 105 average average neutral average average average average £100 w Sony TAAXSO
107 104.5 good good + sweet good good good + good + £670 A Suaden C1281P128
105 102 good good + clinical good + very qood average + good £520 w Tandberg 3012
107 105 average + average + hard average + good average average + £925 — Tandberg
102 05.5 average good sI.thin average average + average + ave £129 w Tachnlcs ^V303
100.5 05 average - average I.neutral average - average average average - £05 — TrloKA31
104 102 average average f. neutral average average average average £149 — TrioKA71
100 97 average + average + sl. hard average + average + average + average + £100 B YamahaA30

•Rating B — BestBuy R — Recommended W — Worth Considering
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Now, two things about audio 
are a lot more satisfying.

At Musical Fidelity, we have a different idea of what audio should be.
So we offer outstanding sound at a relatively modest price.

One result is reviews that are far from modest.
"On changing over to The Preamp the improvements were sm^^g and 

obvious ... I know of no otherpre-amplifier at this price that could look at 
The Preamp.” Dave Berriman, PracticalHiFi, Nov. '82

The Dr. Thomas "is a clean, sharp and very powerfol-sounding amplifier 
with tight, articulate bass, excellent imaging and clear, extended treble... at 
a very approachable price." / M Hughes, HiFiAnswers, May'83

And how do people who own Musical Fidelity feel about this?
Satisfied.
Get satisfaction from The Preamp, Dr. Thomas or Studio T power amplifiers or 

Synthesis integrated amplifier, at one of the dealers listed below.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 208, 16 Brune Street, London El 7N}.Tel: 01-247 3066.

Aberdeen: Holborn HiFi,445 HolbornStreet,0224 25713Birmingham: Perfect Electronics, 504-516 Alum Rock Road, 0)21327 1497.Brighton: Jeffries HiFi,69 London Road,0273 605*431Duxford: Audiofile 2,16 Peterslleld Road,0223 834038.Eastbourne: Jefferies HiFi, 4 Albert Parade, Green Street,0323 31336.Edinburgh: HiFi Corner, I Haddington Place,031 556 75*01.The Gramaphone, Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct, 0)31 225 9535Exeter: Gulliford House. Kenton,0626 863 60)4falkirlu HiFi Corner, Cow Wind, OJ24 29011Gateshead: Lintone Audio,9-11 Park Lane,0632 774167Grimsby: Sound Perfection, 138-140 Cleethorpe Road,0472 50)908

Kingsdere: Donnington Audio,Swan Streel, Hampshire,0635 297 479. Liverpool: W. A. Brady & Son, 4-01 Smithdown Road, 051 733 68)55*.London: Grahams Hifi,88 Pentonville Road, NI, 01 837 4412Subjective Audio,2-4 Camden High Street, NWI, 01 387 8281Unilet Products, 14 Buie S1reet,SW7,01 585 2586*Unilet Products,35 High Street, New Malden, OJ 542 5567.Norwich: Basically Sound, The Old School,School Road, Bracon Ash, 0508 70825.Radlett. rtadlctt Audio, 141 Watlini5tr«t,0?27GG"4?7Stirling: Hifi Corner, 73-75 Murray Place,0786 5053Tonbridge: Hifi Consultants, 15-21 Quarry Hill Road,0732 366 767.
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CONSUMER INTRODUCTION:
TUNERS

Stereo radio broadcasting at its best offers very high standards of sound quality, though a good 
tuner and a suitable aerial are needed to realise the potential at home.

A live music broadcast on BBC radio gives you 
better fidelity to the original than almost any 
analogue disc system can, but FM radio is 
neglected by many hi-fi users - if you are one 
of these, give it another chance!

Nearly all tuners are supplied with a simple 
indoor wire aerial designed to be strung up on 
the picture rail, and you can 'get away' with 
this in very strong signal areas. However, such 
an aerial will never get the best sound from FM 
radio broadcasts, even if the reception 
appears adequate. For best results an outdoor 
or loft aerial will be needed.

The actual receiving element of an FM aerial 
array is the dipole. Parallel to this, in front of 
and behind it from the transmitter point of 
view, are other similar looking-elements called 
directors and reflectors.

A simple two-element aerial, then, has a 
dipole and one reflector, while a six-element 
type would consist of a dipole with one 
reflector and four directors. The extra 
elements make the aerial more directional - it 
can produce much stronger signals from the 
wanted direction, though at the expense of 
signals coming from other directions. The BBC 
recommend at least a two-element aerial in 
primary service areas (close to the 
transmitter), four-element types for secondary 
service areas or where signals reflected from 
buildings or hills ('multipath') causes 
distortion problems.

Aerial suppliers and riggers should have all 
the necessary knowledge of local reception 
conditions, but if in doubt, you can obtain 
reception area maps and advice from the BBC 
Engineering Information Department, 
Broadcasting House, London W1A 1AA, and 
for independent commercial stations, from the 
IBA Information Service, Crawley Court, 
Winchester, Hants S021 2QA.

Despite the 'digital revolution' there are still 
plenty of 'analogue' tuners around, these 
using the traditional tuning knob, scale and 
pointer rather than an array of buttons. The 
digital type of tuner does not inherently offer 
better sound quality than the analogue type. 
However, in practice, actual sound quality is 
easily spoilt by inaccurate tuning, and so any 
system which helps avoid this ought to be a 
benefit.

In a digital synthesiser tuner, the broadcast 
station frequencies are exactly copied quartz-

controlled electronics in the tuner itself, hence 
the claims for greater 'accuracy' The main 
advantages are ease of use (assuming good 
design!) and particularly the provision of pre
set station selection.

Conventional analogue tuners may have pre
sets, but these will be more cumbersome in 
that each will need its own manual tuning 
device to create the pre-set adjustment, and 
there will be no automatic scanning devices to 
help you find the stations in the first place.

One problem which has cropped up with 
some synthesiser tuners is the breakthrough 
of electronics noise into the audio channel, 
producing a background buzz or various 
annoying whistles; most manufacturers have 
overcome these problems now, but they should 
be watched for if you are considering an 
untried tuner of the digital type.

Finally, note that some tuners merely have a 
digital display, and are tuned conventionally, 
not by means of a synthesiser.

BEARD 
CRIMSON 
MARANTZ 
NAO 3020

QUANTUM IAI00 
SANSUI AUD101 
SONDEX S230 
YAMAHAA300

ALSO ARISTON, LOGIC, 
SPENDOR, CASTLE, 
SYRINX, ZETA ETC.

8 ST ANNES ROAD 
HEADINGLEY 

LEEDS 
Tel: 789374

SINGLE SPEAKER OEMS BY 
APPOINTMENT 

111141 MAlUiErt'S
The place where people care about hi-fi
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)"f truly remarkable instrument,,.'

CLASS A

Will I ever be able to live without the Kreils'
Stan Curtis, Hi Fi for Pleasure 

“A truly remakable instrument, it combines power and naturalness, guts and 
delicacy, and weight and tonal transparency in a manner wholly without 
precedent in my experience.”

James Michael Hughes. Practical Hi-Fi. 
“The KSA-50is the best power amp I have tried in my system. Its clarity, depth 
and sheer neutrality, coupled with apparently effortless dy namics, got the best 
out of all the speakers with which it was used.”

John Atkinson, Hi Fi News
Models available from the KRIII range

KSA 100 Pure Class \ Power Amplifier ( 100 w per ch).
?KS \ 50 Pure Class A Power Amplifier (50 w. per ch).

K M \ 100 Pure ( lass \ Power Amplifier (100 w mono).
KM A 200 Pure Class A Power Amplifier (200 w. mono).

PAM I Pre ampliler.

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 Parkside, London SW19.
Tel. 01-947 5047

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR FOR: Audio Research, 
Kreil, The ARM, Audiophile Products, DCM (Time 
Windows), Koetsu Etude, Oracle, DLN, 
RG Dynamics, Threshold.

KRELL DEALERS'
UNILET PRODUCTS, 35 High St, New Malden, 
Surrey. Tel: 01942 9567
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High St.
London, NW1. Tel: 01 387 8281
SIMPLY HIFI, 41 Spring Bank, Hull.
Tel: 0482 29240

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crnys Rd, CardffCF2 
4NA. Tel: 0222 28565
SPALDING$, 352-4 Lower Addiscombe Rd,
Croydon, Surrey. Tol : 01—6M '231 _
W.A. BRA5Y& SQN,4i1 Smit;Jown Rd, Liverpool
15. Tel: 051733 6859
RAOLETI AUDIO, 36 Beech Avenue, Radlett, Herts. 
Tel: 092766497
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION:
TUNERS

All the tuners included in the test programme were subjected to laboratory analysis as well as 
listening tests to determine sound quality under various reception conditions.

Tests were carried out on a group of tuners 
which are the logical partners of a number of 
the amplifiers covered in this book. All were ex
amined carefully in the laboratory and given 
thorough subjective tests, even though the 
reporting of these results is somewhat brief.

Listening tests
For the auditioning, the tuners were tried on a 
variety of local and regional stations at the 
author's North London address. Critical tests 
included the use of a studio quality stereo 
enoder and low distortion transmitter/gener- 
ator, fed with master-quality digital PCM 
programme material. The degradation impart
ed by the tuners was assessed on a before- 
and-after transmission basis. In addition, the 
low-signal radio frequency and quieting 
performances were subjectively assessed, 
particularly with respect to the odd whistles 
which as still to be found on some digitally 
synthesised tuners. Stereo signal-to-noise was 
also assessed.

Laboratory testing
Lab testing included a number of distortion 
measurements, for example, at 100% modula
tion depth, 1kHz, with the results for both 
mono and stereo working. Response to over
modulation was subjectively assessed on 
programme as well as by a 130% modulated 
1kHz tone, with distortion readings here in 
mono. Distortion was also assessed via a 
Curtis-designed test whereby one channel is 
fed 1 kHz, and the other 5kHz, with the resulting 
crosstalk and dynamic intermodulation pro
ducts analysed.

Output level quoted is for full modulation, 
those tuners producing over 700mV being 
potentially suited to direct connection to some 
of the more sensitive power amplifiers, such as 
Mission or Quad.

Muting levels were noted, these the signal 
strengths below which the designer considers 
that noise is excessive and the tuner output is 
therefore automatically muted.

AM rejection is a measurement allied to 
capture ratio, these seeking to quantify how 
powerfully the tuner can reject co-channel 
interference, multipath reflections, ignition 
and impulse breakthrough, unwanted radio 
signals from other transmitters or a weaker FM 
signal very close to the wanted one. Capture 

ratios of lower than 1.3dB are pretty good, the 
range generally between 0.6 to 3.0dB, the latter 
upper limit being regarded as poor. AM rejec
tion ratios go from 50 to 80dB, the former an 
adequate result, the latter an excellent one.

Pilot tone rejection is the supression of 
unwanted stereo tones at 19 and 38kHz, which 
for most people are inaudible, but they none
theless can disturb tape recordings. Better 
than 55dB is considered to be good for here.

Ultimate signal-to-noise ratios (CCIR ARM 
weighted with a 1 kHz reference) for mono and 
stereo are also given, the latter rather more 
relevant. Some tuners do add a degree of 
audible hiss to broadcasts. Stereo separation 
is measured from 1 to 10kHz, with figures of 
45dB, and 35dB, 10kHz considered pretty good.

Alternate channel selectivity quantifies how 
well the tuner can receive a weak distant 
transmission spaced closely on the dial to a 
strong station. Here 60dB is considered a good 
practical standard, with 80dB as very good.

Graphs of limiting and quieting were pro
duced, these measured versus signal strength, 
the former showing how quickly the output 
level stabilises and the latter how quickly the 
noise level improves to a good subjective 
value. These determine how clean the tuner 
will sound on weaker stations, or in fringe 
areas where the signal strength is low.

Finally, the frequency responses were meas
ured, these charted from a low 10Hz to 20kHz; 
but most had pretty flat responses, which were 
therefore considered unlikely to be a major 
influence in the auditioning results.

Aerial considerations
FM reception conditions can vary considerably 
with quite small differences in district, address 
or local geography and buildings. When pur
chasing a tuner for use in a difficult area, it is 
worth having an arrangement with a dealer to 
return those models that prove unsatisfactory 
at your location. We cannot also stress too 
strongly the need for a good, preferably roof
mounted aerial for FM if a hi-fi performance is 
to be achieved from a good tuner - a poor or 
badly sited aerial with multipath effects can 
produce a constant 10-15% distortion on peak 
modulation. Fitting an aerial, if required, must 
therefore be included in the real cost of a tuner, 
and may influence or dictate the purchase of a 
cheaper or a more expensive model.
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A&R Cambridge T2 l
A&R Cambridge Ltd, Denny End Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB
Tel (0223) 861550

An established British tuner which matches 
the A&R A60 integrated amplifier, the T21 is a 
slimline model with a walnut veneered 
surround sleeve. An analogue-tuned design, it 
has a varicap front end, and the coarse tuning 
dial is composed of a number of red LEDs. Up 
to five stations may be pre-set via a row of 
knobs on the rear panel, with the manual 
tuning set to a sixth station or used for further 
selection. A mono switch and ate button are 
both fitted.

The output terminal is a five pin DIN, while 
UK 75ohm and 300ohms balanced aerial inputs 
are provided. The audio output level is variable 
from 10mV to about 1 volt and could drive a 
power amp direct. Overall, the construction is 
very tidy. '

Sound quality
Scoring a little below average on audition, the 
tuner was also not particularly sensitive in 
terms of stereo quieting, requiring over 1mV 
signal to attain the usual subjective quieting 
limit. Background noise was also poorer than 
usual.

The sound was described as lacking in full 
clarity, or indeed stereo depth; the bass 
appeared mildly soft, the treble a touch grainy 
and slurred, while the mid range could have 
done with more subjective detail. Tonally the 
response sounded quite uniform.

Lab results
Mono sensitivity was satisfactory, but for full 
quieting the stereo sensitivity was below 
average, as was the stereo signal-to-noise 
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ratio. Alternate channel rejection was quite 
good, with reasonable AM rejection and a good 
capture ratio. Distortion results were below 
average as was the stereo separation. Pilot 
tones were however well suppressed. The 
output level reached almost 900mV. The T21 
handled overmodulation satisfactorily, while 
the muting function also worked well. 
Frequency response was very uniform, with 
just 1dB loss at 20Hz and 14kHz, with no 
peaking.

Conclusion
Though its price is not so far removed from the 
£200 level, the T21 appears comparatively 
primitive when viewed against the latest 
generation of tuners. Its lab performance was 
at or below average, and the sound quality was 
judged to offer no real improvement over that 
level. Unfortunately this design cannot be said 
to offer good value and cannot be 
recommended.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo.................................................................... 12MV/200MV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo....................................................................72dB/65dB
Muting threshold............................................................................ - pV
Alternate channel selectlvlty ...............................................- 66dB
Piiot tone rejection....................................................................- 69dB
AM rejection..........................................................................- 57dB
Capture ratio.................................................................................1^5dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo......................... 0.33%/0.56%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kH^10kHz.............. 38dB/31dB/26dB
Output level, 100% mod.......................................................870mV
Dimensions (width, depth, height)....................... 45 x 27 x 6cm
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................. £190



The TU750 sells at a moderate £150, and is a 
slimline design with a silver fascia and a brown 
case. Denon have chosen the digitally-tuned 
route whereby all controls are push button and 
a fluorescent numeric display shows tuned 
frequency for both AM and FM wavebands. 
This tuner offers a number of additional 
features such as a record level calibration 
signal, as well as manual and automatic 
station-seeking tuning, and a memory section 
which will store the settings for seven FM and 
seven AM stations. The intensity of the display 
has two settings to help accommodate 
different lighting conditions.

Screw terminals provide for 300ohm and 
75ohm connection, while the AM loop aerial is 
demountable, on a short cable, and can be 
pinned up for the best reception. The fixed 
level output sockets are phono.

Sound quality
Clearly one of the better tuners in the group, 
the TU750 provided a pleasant sound. 
Subjectively stereo background noise was low, 
and it was also sensitive enough to attain good 
noise levels on quite low signal strengths.

Stereo images were fairly sharply-focused, 
and a fair impression of depth was also given. 
Well balanced tonally, the subjective distortion 
was fine with good clarity, and the AM sound 
quality was rather better than average.

Lab results
A 150pV input sufficed for a 50dB stereo signal 
to noise ratio with the mono result at 7pV (1kHz 
ref, CCIR ARM).

Ultimate stereo signal to noise ratio was 

marginal at 63dB stereo improving to 67dB 
mono. Alternate channel selectivity was fairly 
good, while capture ratio and AM rejection 
levels were fine. Total harmonic distortion was 
satisfactory and did not deteriorate when the 
signal was overmodulated by a factor of 30%, 
while pilot tone rejection was just satisfactory 
at - 39dB. Output level was 500mV and stereo 
separation about average. Crosstalk 
intermodulation was unexceptional, while the 
frequency response showed a slightly rising 
level with increasing frequency, measuring 
1dB up at 12kHz relative to 200Hz, and 2dB 
down at 20Hz.

Conclusion
Though the sensitivity is quite good, and the 
background noise subjectively fine, free of the 
common spurious whistles, the overall techni
cal performance was quite unexceptional. 
However the unit did sound well for the price 
on both AM and FM, and was also well 
equipped. It deserves recommendation.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signaltonoise 
Mono/stereo.................................................................... 7^V/150^V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo ................................................................. 67dB/63dB
Muting threshold.....................................................................5.5^V
Alternate channel selectivity ........................................... -61dB
Pllot tone rejection..............................................................- 39dB
AM rejection........................................................................-62dB
Capture ratio.......................................................................1.0dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo.........................0.37%/0.40%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz.............. 39dB/34dB/28dB
Output level, 100% mod...................................................... 500mV
Dimensions ((width, depth, height)........................ 43 x 30 x 7cm
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................££50
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Built by Sanyo for their Fisher division, this 
low-profile unit is styled in satin black to suit 
the ‘super power' CA-275 amplifier also 
reviewed in this issue. Selling at a budget £130, 
the unit uses the currently-popular set of 
digital tuner electronics, including the 
fluorescent numeric display of station carrier 
frequency. Three wave bands are provided - 
long, medium and FM - and the memories can 
store up to eight stations on each band, which 
is a comprehensive selection. Manual and 
automatic station seeking are provided, 
entering stations to the memory store proving 
straightforward. On the rear panel a small 
switch adjusts the synthesiser steps from 
'9kHz AM, 50kHz/FM' for the UK, to 
10kHz/100kHz for other countries. Audio 
output is in phono, while FM aerial input is 
75ohm (coax) only. AM reception is via a ferrite 
bar, with some limited adjustment. An external 
AM aerial could be used to get the best results 
from this model.

Sound quality
This tuner proved insensitive, in that a high 
signal level, of over 10mV was required for a 
full subjective suppression of spurious 
whistles in the audio background. It was then 
pretty quiet however, and gave a good stereo 
performance. The depth and clarity were well 
above average and the bass was also favoured, 
while stereo focus was fine, and the tonal 
balance appeared neutral. The AM sound was 
judged poor though, appearing noisy as well 
as coloured and muffled.

Lab results
Rated sensitivity was in fact to a good 
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standard, with the stereo (1 kHz CCIR/ARM) 
signal to noise ratio satisfactory at 200pV, 
although full stereo quieting did not occur until 
15mV was reached, this due to the presence of 
'birdies' or low level whistles in the audio. The 
RF parameters - capture ratio, selectivity and 
AM suppression - were pretty good, and pilot 
tone rejection was excellent. Output was a 
healthy 925mV and distortion levels were quite 
low under all modulation conditions, including 
the severe crosstalk intermodulation tests. 
The frequency response was quite flat mid
band, but drooped slightly at the band edges, 
reaching -1dB, 30Hz and 15kHz. Stereo 
separation was average.

Conclusion
Highly rated for its sound on strong FM stereo 
signals, which was good for the price, it was 
rather poorer on AM, and may also show slight 
whistles from weaker FM stations on 
occasion. Fortunately, this tuner can produce 
a really competitive sound under good signal
strength conditions, and so is recommended.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signabtomoise 
Mono/stereo.....................................................................6pVl200pV
Ultimate signahto-noise (CCIRIARM) 
Mono/stereo.....................................................................73dBl68dB
Muting threshold.......................................................................5.5pV
Alternate channel selectivity........................................ -70dB
Pilot tone rejection................................................................. -83dB
AM rejection............... ......................................-60dB
Capture ratio.............................................................................1.1dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo .........................0.17%/0.25%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHzl10kHz ....43dBl30dBl27dB
Outputlevel,100% i mod.....................................  . ,..,. 925mV
Dimensions (width, depth, height)........................ 44 x 27 x 11cm
Typical price inc VAT.......................................... £130



Harman-Kardon TU-610
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD 
Tel (0753) 76911

This low-profile tuner matches the Harman- 
Kardon range of integrated amplifiers and
sells for a modest £130. An analogue design, it 
is described as ‘linear phase' on the panel 
which presumably refers to the type of pilot 
tone filtering. Off station, the long dial is 
illuminated in red, while accurate tuning 
causes a change to green. An LED bar type 
signal strength display is employed, and the 
tuning knob is well weighted, as well as 
smooth in action. FM and AM medium 
wavebands are covered and the muting and 
stereo/mono switching is separated. A high
blend function improves the signal to noise 
ratio on weak transmissions at the expense of 
treble separation.

The AM aerial is a large swivelling bar, and 
an external aerial may also be fitted. Three 
inputs are provided for FM - 300ohm 
balanced, 75ohm binding posts and a 75ohm 
(male) coax connector. Audio outputs are 
phono while an unshrouded US-type two-pin 
mains outlet was also fitted on our sample, 
this not strictly to the safety standard.

Sound quality
Subjectively, the TU-610 seemed fairly 
sensitive and offered good stereo background 
noise levels by 1mV input, and did not suffer 
from whistles etc. One listener commented 
that it possesed a touch of the 'HK sound' with 
an above average bass definition. Inevitably 
some loss of detail and clarity was noted when 
it was compared with the original sound, but 
this was considered moderate, and the HK 
achieved quite a good rating for sound quality. 
The stereo was fairly well focused with 

reasonable depth, but on AM it was considered 
to be a little below average.

Lab results
Sensitivity was moderate, with 100pV required 
for the 50dB stereo quieting level, though it 
quieted quickly above this input attaining a 
good 69dB stereo signal-to-noise ratio by 1mV 
aerial input. The front-end performance was 
quite reasonable with a 67dB selectivity 1.3dV 
capture ratio and 60dB AM rejection.
Distortion levels were just satisfactory and it 
did not respond too well to overmodulation. 
Output was quite healthy at 840mV and good 
channel separation results were recorded, 
while pilot tone rejection was fine at 60dB.

Conclusion
This neat tuner provided a good all round 
performance at a competitive price. The sound 
quality was sufficient to bring it into the 'Best 
Buy' category, and it can be warmly 
commended.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50d8 signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo....................................................................8^V/100^V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo .................. . > . , ........ 74dB/69dB
Muting threshold........................... ., , ., . .............5.1hV
Alternate channel selectlvlty........................................... -67dB
Pllottone rejection..............................................................-60dB
AM rejection........................................................................-60dB
Capture ratio........................................................................... 1.3d8
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo................0.44%/0.47%
Stereo separation, 1kH^5kHz/10kHz.............. 40dB/39dB/36dB
Output level, 100% mod...................................................... 840mV
Dimensions (width, depth, height) .........................44 x 38 x ?cm
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................£130
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Hitachi FT-21
Hitachi Sales UK Ltd, Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR 
Tel 01-848 8787

One of the least expensive tuners in the survey, 
the FT-2L is styled to match the budget Hitachi 
amplifiers. It comes in a low profile silver and 
grey case, and uses the standard set of quartz- 
locked, digital synthesiser integrated circuits 
which give a fluorescent numeric frequency 
display. The fascia controls are all push 
button, with a row of eight of these being 
responsible, in conjunction with a slightly 
confusing ‘shift’ control, for a total of 16 
memorised station settings. Automatic and 
manual tuning are incorporated, and in 
addition the ‘P-Scan' button enables pre-sets 
to be stepped through automatically. FM, long 
and medium wavebands are covered. Aerial 
facilities are comprehensive, with an FM 
75ohms (male) coax socket, 75ohm binding 
posts, AM binding posts and finally a 
demountable AM loop aerial on a cord which 
allows it to be pinned at a suitable orientation 
for the best results. Output is via phone 
sockets.

Sound quality
Although commonly used even on inexpensive 
tuners now, the synthesised tuning can cause 
its own problems, generally manifested as 
spurious low level whistles or tones in the 
audio output. The FT-2L is no exception to this, 
and only when 10mV of aerial signal was 
applied did the whistle vanish. The sound was 
below average, with flattened stereo 
perspectives, a dulled, slightly muddy mid 
quality and some treble lispiness. AM 
reception was reasonable.

Lab results
The basic mono sensitivity was quite good, but 
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500pV was required for 50dB, 1kHz weighted 
noise suppression in stereo, which was quite a 
poor result. 3mV was needed for full stereo 
quieting when the noise level was about 
average. Pilot tone rejection was fine however 
and the RF performance on capture ratio, AM 
suppression and indeed alternate channel 
selectivity were all pretty good, particularly at 
the price. Output was a perhaps too healthy 
1.2V, while distortion levels were good, even 
under excess modulation. Stereo separation 
was about average, while the frequency 
response illustrated a flat midband, but with 
some droop at the higher frequencies; for 
example, -2dB at 10kHz which could explain 
the 'dulled' effect on audition.

Conclusion
While this model performed quite well at the 
price, and did the job required, it would seem 
sensible to pay a little more for a tuner of 
rather better subjective sound quality; and as a 
result the FT-2L does not warrant 
recommendation here.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo . . ............ 5^V/500^V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIA/AAM) 
Mono/stereo.................................................................... 71dB/66dB
Muting threshold ............................................................... .6.5pV
Alternate channel selectivity . ................-72dB
Pilot tone rejection............................................................ .. - 69dB
AM rejection.................................. ....................................-57dB
Capture ratio............................................................................... 1.2dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo.................. ..........0. %/0.2%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz............... 38dB/38dB/24dB
Output level, 100% mod .. ........................................12V
Dimensions (width, depth, height).......................44 x 27 x 8.5cm
Typical price inc VAT. ............... ...£100



JVC TX-22L
JVC (UK) Ltd, 6-8 Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, London NW2 7AF 
Tel 01-450 2621

Priced at just over £100, the JX22L tuner 
matches the correspondingly-priced JVC 
amplifiers. Styled in silver alloy with a blue 
fascia incorporating the usual fluorescent 
digital display, the tuner has no rotary 
controls, as it is digitally operated. It can store 
a total of 14 preset station frequencies - 
three for long wave, four for medium and seven 
for FM. Manual as well as automatic scan 
tuning is provided, with a mono button to mute 
stereo operation on noisy signals.

Aerial connection is via binding posts for 
75ohms and 300ohm termination on FM, and 
also for auxiliary AM aerial; a hinged box aerial 
is for AM fitted but it is not possible to rotate 
this for optimum reception. Signal outputs are 
in phono.

Sound quality
As has been noted with other inexpensive 
digital tuners in this survey, the JX22L showed 
some minor whistles in the audio output at 
around levels below 1mV. Above a 5mV input 
the stereo output was decently quiet, and 
overall this tuner sounded above average, with 
a lively, open character and good clarity. Detail 
loss was mild, with reasonable treble, and it 
also responded well to overmodulation. It gave 
quite good stereo depth, and the AM sound 
was also above average, showing good clarity.

Lab results
The JVC was quite sensitive particularly on 
stereo where it achieved a 50dB, 1kHz 
weighted signal to noise ratio for 100pV of 

aerial input. 4mV was required for full quieting 
reaching a good ?OdB stereo, 74dB mono. 
Output level was just over 1 volt. The RF 
parameters were to the usual standard, 
alternate channel selectivity about average, 
with AM rejection and capture ratio both good.

Total harmonic distortion was satisfactory 
on mono, but rather higher in stereo, reaching 
0.85% on peak modulation. Stereo separation 
was better than average, with a good 34dB 
recorded at 10kHz.

Conclusion
On decent strength signals, this tuner provided 
a good sound quality on FM and to some 
extent, on AM as well. At lower FM signal 
strength levels it still worked well, but with 
some slight whistles, which may however not 
prove obtrusive in practice. This design offers 
good value for money and is rated as 'Best 
Buy'.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noiss 
Mono/stereo.........................................................................7MV/100pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo.................................................................. 74dB/70dB
Muting threshold.....................................................................5.^V
Alternate channel selectivity ...........................................-62dB
Pilot tone rejection..............................................................- 65dB
AM rejection  ........................ ..................................... .. -59dB
Capture ratio  ........................................................................l.2dB
Total harmonic distortion 
A 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo.......................... 0.21%/0.85%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz...............42^ B/39^ B/34^ B
Output level, 10)0% mod............................................................1.15V
Dimensions (width, depth, height) ..........................44 x 30 x Bern
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................... £115
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IF MCM BUY 
CHBMSrU'iNHeKi 
TFU- NMT 
FO KNOW

We stock a wide selection of quality AMPs 
including many of the Best Buys, and all at highly 
competitive prices.

Why not pop into one of our branches for a 
demonstration?

MISSION 778 
MISSION 777 
NAD 3020A 
QUANTUM IA1OO

ROTEL RA820
ROTEL RA870
SANSUI AUD101
YAMAHA A300

SEVENOAKS (Sales/Mail Order)
118 London Rd, Sevenoaks, Kent. Tel: (0732) 459555

LONDON SE18
162 Powis St, Woolwich, London SE18. Tel: 01-855 8016

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
34 Mount Ephraim, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tel: (0892) 
31543

CHATHAM
4 Railway St, Chatham, Kent. Tel: (0634) 46859

BRIGHTON
55 Preston St, Brighton, Sussex. Tel: (0273) 733338

BECKENHAM
51 Beckenham Rd, Beckenham, Kent. Tel: 01-658 3450

NB: all branches are closed all day Wednesday.
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Luxman T2 l OL
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 
Tel 01-607 2717

This is an 'old-fashioned' design in its use of a 
conventional FM front end with a normal 
tuning dial and a nicely weighted, free- 
spinning rotary control. The fast and 
convenient action of this system for seeking a 
wide range of stations must be set against the 
digital alternative, where manual tuning is 
more awkward but pre-set station selection is 
instant.

Finished to high Lux standards, the open 
dial covers three wavebands, namely long, 
medium and FM. The final detail is the 
stereo/mono button, with rear connections 
including 75ohm coaxial (male) socket for FM, 
plus 300ohm balanced binding posts. A large 
detachable loop aerial is provided on a short 
cable for AM, while an external aerial can be 
connected if required. The standard of both 
finish and construction was high for the price.

Sound quality
This modest tuner gave a good account of 
itself. Good noise quieting was observed, with 
no spurious tones or whistles. The sound was 
quite 'open' with a decent quality shown in the 
bass and treble registers. The midrange was 
well balanced with reasonable stereo depth 
and focus, with only a slight hardness, while it 
was also reasonably good on AM and certainly 
above average in clarity on strong stations.

Lab results
The mono sensitivity was quite good at 6pV for 
our specially weighted result, and the 60pV for 
50dB stereo was also OK. By 2mV input, a fine 
70.5dB stereo quieting was attained. Its RF 

performance was also promising, with 67dB of 
alternate channel selectivity and reasonable 
values for AM suppression as well as capture 
ratio. Muting was rather late at 2pV; 10pV is a 
more realistic muting threshold value. Output 
was normal at ?OOmV, while stereo separation 
was to the usual standard. Distortion was 
suprisingly low, and well maintained over the 
range of tests including the overmodulation 
section. Pilot tone suppression was also fine 
at -78dB. The frequency response showed 
some premature bass rolloff, measuring -3dB 
at 50Hz, while the treble was slightly lifted, to 
+ 1dB at 14kHz, but with no peaking. A dry 
open sound is to be expected.

Conclusion
This tuner, though without the convenience of 
pre-set stations, offered a fine all-round 
performance at a very attractive price, and 
accordingly it happily qualifies for 'Best Buy' 
status.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo........................................................................... 6pV/60pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo _,.,.. ............. ......................74.5dB/70.5dB
Muting threshold.  2J;V
Alternate channel selectivity ............... .............................. -67dB
Pilot tone rejection.................................................................. - 78dB
AM rejection.............................................................................- 58dB
Capture ratio.................................................................... . .. 1^6dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo ..........................0.11%/0.12%
Stereo separation, lkHz/5kHz/WkHz............... 42dB/38dB/28dB
Output level, 100% mod . . .700mV
Dimensions (width, depth, height) ........................... 45 x 24 x Bern
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................... £105
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Marantz ST-4301
Marantz (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex UB? OLW Tel 01-897 6633

An ultra-slim tuner in Marantz's usual pale 
gold styling, the 430's small control panel is 
almost too closely spaced, particularly the 
eight tightly-grouped station selector push 
buttons. Priced at a modest £90, this is a 
digitally synthesised tuner with no rotary 
tuning knob or dial. Frequency readout is via a 
fluorescent digital display and the usual 
manual and auto-scan tuning facilities are 
provided. A few years ago such technical 
sophistication was restricted to some of the 
costly designs ever marketed! Long and 
medium AM wavebands are included as well as 
FM stereo. Station setting is simple via the 
appropriate button. The AM loop antenna is 
detachable, and the aerial input facilities 
include a 75ohm coax, plus 300ohm binding 
posts for FM; outputs are via phono sockets.

Sound quality
Despite its modest price, this digital tuner 
showed less audible whistles than usual and 
was fully quiet by 500pV. It was however not 
very sensitive and for good stereo a decent 
signal input was required. The sound was 
unfortunately well below average, appearing 
thick, boomy and flat with poor clarity, and 
marginal stereo depth, while stereo focus was 
not much better. It was also judged below 
average on AM where it produced a brittle 
scratchy sound with audible distortion.

Lab r esults
For a moderate quieting level it was quite 
sensitive in radio frequency terms, with 60pV 
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sufficient for 50dB of stereo signal-to-noise 
ratio, with full quieting at around 1mV input 
reaching 66dB. Selectivity was reasonable at 
65dB as were capture ratio and AM 
suppression. Pilot tone rejection was however 
weak, at only 35dB down, though most Dolby 
cassette recorders have built in multiplex 
filters. So this should not be a problem. 
Distortion was just satisfactory, increasing to 
0.6% mono when over-modulated. Stereo 
separation was average with a 500mV audio 
output level. Despite the dulled sound the 
response showed a mild treble shelf lift of 
0.9dB in the upper octaves.

Conclusion
Noteworthy as the least expensive three 
waveband digital tuner we tested here, the 
430's below average sound quality precluded 
recommendation, though otherwise the perfor
mance was quite reasonable at the price.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo.............................................................................6pVi58'N
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo.......................................................... 70dB/65dB
Muting threshold...... ............................... .......... ......
Alternate channel selectivity ........................................ . -65dB
Pilot tone rejection............................................................. - 35dB
AM rejection . ........................................................................-57dB
Capture ratio......................................................................... 1.3dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod. 1kHz, mono/stereo.......................... 0.33%/0.58%
Stereo separation, 1 kHz/5kHz/10kHz.................36dB/30dB/29dB
Output level, 100% mod 500mV
Dimensions (width, depth, height) ..................... ...42 x 19 x ?cm
Typical price inc VAT.........................................................................£90
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Pioneer F90
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 8UZ 
Tel 01-575 5757

An advanced digital tuner, this Pioneer design 
offers the usual microprocessor-aided 
facilities such as preset tuning, power scan 
and so on. Extra features include AM medium 
waveband coverage, a record level calibration 
output signal and variable IF bandwith - 
narrow for congested reception with weaker 
signals and wide for clean well spaced 
stations to derive maximum sound quality. 
Eight preset buttons are provided, and the 
silver front panel is well laid out. Rear panel 
facilities include a 75ohm coaxial socket (UK 
female) with 300ohm binding posts and an 
unattached AM loop aerial which can be freely 
placed to get the best reception. Outputs are 
phono.

Sound quality
This tuner was sensitive and it 'limited' 
quickly, providing excellently quiet stereo 
backgrounds from 600pV up. Only the merest 
trace of digital whistles was apparent. The 
sound was considered quite good, with a slight 
dulling in transient attack, and it appeared 
open and clear, with quite good stereo depth 
and focus. It sounded tidy in the bass and 
treble extremes, as well as fairly presentable 
on the AM bands, a bonus in some reception 
areas.

Lab results
Very sensitive on mono, it also achieved 50dB 
stereo riuiP.tino hy RtyV and an excellent 75dB 
stereo signal-to-noise figure by 2mV, reaching 
a subjectively good 65dB by 0.6mV. The RF 
performance was excellent (as we have come 

to expect from Pioneer) with an 86d B 
selectivity complemented by a 1dB capture 
ratio and an astonishing 80dB AM rejection. It 
can cope with severe reception conditions, 
from fringe to over-congestion, while muting 
was sensible at 6pV. Audio output measured 
730mV. Pilot rejection was good, and 
distortion satisfactorily low, even when 
overmodulated. The best figures were attained 
on wide IF, but narrow was also pretty good, 
for example note the excellent stereo 
separation results. The frequency response 
was extremely flat to - 1dB, 15kHz, with 
accurate de-emphasis.

Conclusion
With a basically good, reliable, and accurate 
sound, the Pioneer also rewarded us with a 
superb lab performance and silent back
grounds. One of the best all round digital 
tuners at a realistic price, the F90 therefore 
qualifies for 'Best Buy' status.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50d8 signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo............................................................................ 5pV/60pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo........................ .................................. ...81dB/75dB
Muting threshold................... ..................................... ........ 6.0pV
Alternate channel selectivity .......... .......... ............-86dB
Pilot tone rejection............ .............................................. -58dB
AM rejection.......................................................................... .... - BOdB
Capture ratio.............................................................................1.0dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo .............................0.1%/0.15%
Stereo separation, 1kHzl5kHzl10kHz.............. 68dB/62dB/57dB'
Output level, 100% mod........................................................... /30mV
Dimensions (width, depth, height) . ........... 42 x 32 x 6cm
Typical price inc vAt...................................................................... £220
"Narrow' IF bandwidth setting
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A characteristically distinctive design from 
this famous British company, this middle- 
priced Quad tuner has been intelligently 
designed and works with a minimum of fuss. A 
large, well-weighted tuning knob gives manual 
station selection, the tuned frequency shown 
on the large digital display. A combined signal- 
strength/centre-tune bar graph is included in 
the display, and was found to work well. 
Seven pre-set stations may be automatically 
programmed, appropriately marked BBC 1 
through 4; BBC LA (local radio); and ILR1/ILR2 
for the local commercial stations.

Rear panel facilities include a three-pin IEC 
mains input, a shrouded IEC three-pin mains 
outlet, plus a 75ohm (female) coaxial aerial 
socket and a DIN audio output. Both finish and 
constructional standard are very high.

Sound quality
Despite digital tuning, the FM4 had clean 
backgrounds free from the usual annoying 
whistles. By the time input reached 1mV, it 
showed decently quiet stereo backgrounds, 
and the sound quality was much favoured, 
scoring up with the best in this group. Stereo 
images were well focused, and pleasing depth 
was reproduced. Tonally it sounded quite 
neutral, and the treble was free of grain or 
harshness. Some mild loss of detail and bass 
attack was apparent when compared with the 
original sources, which was nonetheless a 
favourable result when the attainment of some 
of the other models is taken into account.

Lab results
The FM4 was quite sensitive, reaching the 

50dB stereo quieting (1kHz ref, CCIR/ARM) by 
70pV and ultimate stereo signal-to-noise ratio 
by 2mV with a 66dB recorded which is a 
satisfactory result, and slightly better than the 
broadcast chain. This tuner was not at its best 
separating a weak from a nearby strong 
station with a selectivity of around 50dB, 
which was rather below average. Conversely 
AM rejection and capture ratio were quite 
good. Output level was lower than usual at 
300mV but good pilot tone rejection was 
shown. Total harmonic distortion was about 
average with 0.25% mono and 0.5% stereo (full 
modulation, left or right channel only). It also 
responded well to overmodulation, and 
attained good stereo separation.

Conclusion
This tuner appeals on the grounds of its fine 
sound, excellent ease of use, good build, and 
finish and a more than satisfactory technical 
performance. Clearly a quality design, it 
justifies 'Best Buy' status.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signaMomoise
Mono/stereo.......................................................................7^V/70,,.V
Ultimate slgnehto-nolse (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo.................................................................. 70dB/66dB
Muting threshold...........................................................................—
Alternate channel selectivity........................................... -4MB
Pllottona rejection..............................................................- 63dB
AM rejection......................................................................... -61dB
Capture ratlo...........................................................................1.8dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo ........................ 0.25%/0.35%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz............... 48dBl38dB/30dB
Output level, 100% mod...................................................... 300mV
Dimensions (width, depth, height)........................32 x 21 x 6cm
Typlcal price inc VAT.................................................................£240
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Quantum ST 100
Sound Marketing Ltd, Halldore Hill, Cookham, Berks 
Tel (06285) 22726

The Quantum tuner offers FM only, with 
manual tuning via a multi-turn knob and a 
coarsely calibrated moving coil meter display. 
Centre tuning is via two LEDs to be set to equal 
illumination; a trifle uncertain. In addition to 
manual tuning, 7 preset stations may be 
selected, these zeroed-in by a set of 
screwdriver adjustments at the rear. Output 
level is variable, for both channels separately. 
Audio output is via a DIN socket, with the FM 
aerial input a 75ohm (female) coax. No serial 
number was present on the model, bar the 
description 'OEM' so it is difficult to determine 
how far production has advanced. It was 
however distinguished from the other tuners 
by its appearance - a natural black ash wood 
veneered case has been used.

Sound quality
We experienced a number of problems when 
using the ST100, these commonly associated 
with an older generation of tuner designs. For 
example, there were severe 'thumps' from the 
speakers when operating the various controls 
and it also had some serious whistles in the 
noise background, the latter also rather poorer 
than average. Subjectively it sounded a touch 
bright and thin with some mid compression, 
while the stereo image was somewhat phasey 
with only moderate depth effects.

Despite these criticisms however there was 
a suggestion of a better sound waiting to be 
released by design improvements. Its beha
viour on closely grouped stations however, 
suggested that it is safer for use in strong 
reception areas.

Lab results
Whistles at low signal levels produced false 
readings for the 50dB (1kHz CCIR/ARM) quiet
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ing for both mono and stereo. Conventional 
50dB mono quieting was noted at a sensitivity 
of 4^V and the noise improved with decent 
signal levels, with a stereo quieting of 58dB 
reached by a 1mV input, which is not very 
good. Alternate channel sensitivity was also 
uninspiring though AM rejection and capture 
ratio were satisfactory. Pilot tone was well 
suppressed. Distortion was however rather 
high, just exceeding 1 % in stereo while the 
muting threshold was set far too low at 2.^V. 
Stereo separation was rather below average, 
and the frequency response showed a mild 
treble lift from 5 to 12 kHz, measuring + 0.5dB 
due to de-emphasis error.

Conclusion
This somewhat primitive UK tuner has the 
merits of a low price but in my view has been 
inadequately developed. Competition is fierce 
these days, and perhaps they should have 
another go at it. With some further 
development Quantum could have a good
sounding tuner at the price, but at present it 
suffers from too many problems for any 
recommendation.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo.................................................................... 3.tUV/40pV
Ultimate slgnal-to-nolse (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo.................................................................... 58dB/58dB
Muting threshold........................................................................... 2.2pV
Altemata channel selectlvtty ................................................— 59dB
Piiot tone rejection............................................. ......................— 65dB
AM rejection..........................................................................-59dB
Capture ratio............................................................................... 1.MB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo.........................0.42%/1.05%
Stereo separation, 1kH^5kHz/10kHz...............32dB/30dB/28dB
Output level, 100% mod....................................................... 6MmV
Dimensions (width, depth, height)..........................32 x 26 x 6cm
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................£13(0



Revox B261
F W O Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Road, Borehamwood, Herts WD2 4RZ 
Tel 01-953 0091

reVox

This is a remarkable FM tuner, closer to a 
professional rather than a domestic receiver in 
terms of build quality. For FM only, it has a 
host of facilities ranging from auto aerial 
rotation to twin volume-adjustable headphone 
sockets. Digitally synthesised, the tuner has 
space for 20 preset stations whose names may 
be entered on a keyboard and displayed on 
selection. The signal-strength meter is highly 
accurate and all its many facilities worked well 
including the variable muting threshold and 
variable stereo threshold. Infra-red remote 
control is possible, and this model is also 
compatible with the new line of Revox 
electronics. Variable and fixed output level 
phono sockets are provided, while the aerial 
input is 75ohm coaxial (male). A DIN audio 
socket is also included.

Sound quality
This tuner was superbly engineered, and felt 
'right' when setting up for the auditioning. It 
proved to be sensitive, with good quieting by 
50^V and almost silent at 500^V with no 
spurious tones or whistles. The sound quality 
rated as 'good', if slightly subdued and 
softened when compared to the original 
source, but very pleasant nonetheless, with a 
clean treble. The mid tonal balance appeared a 
little thin, but not seriously so, while the stereo 
focus was good and depth satisfactory.

Lab results
The IHF mono 50dB quieting figure was 
impressive at 1.6^V with our 50d8 stereo (1 kHz 
ref CCI A/ARM) figure sustained at a good 45^V. 
This is a sensitive tuner suited to a wide range 
of reception conditions, particularly if the 

aerial rotation facility is taken into account. 
Alternate channel selectivity was very good 
and capture ratio excellent, as was the AM 
suppression at no less than 77dB. Distortion 
was low, particularly when overmodulated. 
Pilot tone suppression was excellent and the 
ultimate signal-to-noise ratios were also pretty 
good. Stereo separation rated as very good, 
reaching 60dB mid band, while audio output 
was ample at 2.2 volts, this variable to suit the 
matching amplifiers. The treble response was 
very flat from 100Hz to 2kHz but showed a very 
slight lift in the last two octaves at around 
0.6dB, the output still at full level at 15kHz.

Conclusion
This comprehensive tuner was a most 
sophisticated and well executed example of 
modern broadcast design. For the FM 
enthusiast with a deep pocket it would be a 
logical choice, and can be expected to give 
years of service - on a hill site in southern 
England many of Europe's transmitters will be 
accessible.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to^noise 
Mono/stereo....................................................................... 4iAVI45^V
Ultimate slgnaMo-nolse (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo......................................................................76dB/70dB
Muting threshold.....................................................................variable
Altemate channel selectivity................................................-82dB
Pllot tone rejection.................................................................. - 82dB
AM rejection.............................................................................- 77d8
Capture ratio................................................................................O.8dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo.......................... 0.04%I0.15%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz............... 60d8I51dB/39dB
Output level, 100% mod...............................................................2.2V
Dimensions (width, depth, height) ......................... 45x33x 15cm
Typical price inc VAT........................  £897
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Sansui TU-S55XL
Sansui (UK) Ltd, Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex
Tel 01-575 1133

Retailing at around £160, this slimline, satin 
black model from Sansui has much the same 
facilities as the other digital tuners, and from 
the outside one might expect a similar 
performance as well. However, Sansui have 
spent money on improving the standard of 
both the RF and decoder sections. A three 
waveband model, with FM, AM and LW, the 
usual fluorescent display (too bright!) shows 
the tuned frequency while eight well-spaced 
buttons allow station selection of eight FM 
stations and a combination of LW and MW 
stations. On the rear panel are a detachable 
AM loop antenna, and a set of binding posts 
for FM 300ohm and 75ohm aerial connection.

Sound quality
The Sansui achieved an above-average sound 
quality rating which was about right for the 
price, but nonetheless unexceptional. It 
sounded slightly 'shut-in' and dim, with the 
bass apparently softened and lightened. The 
mid showed some muddle, with a loss of 
stereo depth and focus. On the plus side, it 
was free of the usual whistles which plague 
some digital tuners, and subjectively rated 
stereo noise levels were good, particularly with 
a decent input signal of over 1mV. AM sound 
quality was fine, and well above average.

Lab results
Of average RF sensitivity, the TU-S55XL 
required 80pV for 50dB quieting (1kHz ref, 
CCIR/ARM). Ultimate quieting, at over 2mV 
inputs, reached 72dB stereo and 76dB mono, 
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these both good results. Selectivity was 
average but capture ratio and AM suppression 
were both better than average. Pilot tone 
rejection was excellent.

Distortion levels were good and were 
maintained when the tuner was subjected to 
mild overmodulation. Output was 800mV, quite 
typical, while stereo separation was better 
than average. The frequency response was 
indeed dull, due to a de-emphasis error with 
the 8-14kHz band depressed nearly 2dB! With 
the right treble, it could sound rather better.

Conclusion
As supplied this tuner cannot be recom
mended as the sound quality fell short of the 
required standard. It might however just tip the 
balance in its favour with the right treble 
response, but this is up to Sansui to decide. In 
other respects it was quite a good design, with 
an above average AM performance.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo .................. .......................................................... 6pV/80pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo.........................................................................76dB/72dB
Muting threshold . -,;;.................................... 6.0pV
Alternate channel selectivity ...............................................-64dB
Pilottone rejection..................................................................... -83dB
AM rejection.................................................................................-72dB
Capture ratio ....................................... ........................... 1.1dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo ..................... . ...0.1%/0.16%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz................41dB/41dB/39dB
Output level, 100% mod .. ...................... 8OOmV
Dimensions (width, depth, height) .............. .43x 27 x 8ern
Typical price inc vAt............................................... ........... .. ..£160



Sony ST-JXSOO
Sony UK Ltd, Staines House, 158-162 High Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4AZ 
Tel Staines 61600

Another model priced at around £160 this Sony 
is a digitally synthesised design. It has a 
useful and unusual feature seen on other Sony 
designs, namely a user-exchangeable indi
cator set for the array of 10 push buttons 
which give preset station selection. These can 
then carry the names of the required stations 
rather than arbitrary numbers codes. The usual 
push-button controls select the various modes 
such as FM, LW, and MW wavebands, manual 
tuning and power on off.

Nicely built, in a slimline silver case, the 
ST-JXSOOL is fitted with a bar antenna with 
some tilt and rotation adjustment FM aerial 
input is via male 75mm coaxial socket, and 
300ohm balanced terminals are present An 
external AM aerial may also be connected if 
required.

Sound quality
This tuner provided a disappointing sound 
quality, well below average. Aside from some 
mild whistles close to the noise floor, the 
character was thickened and boomy, with a 
grainy effect in the mid band. The stereo 
sounded too forward with little depth 
representation, while the treble showed some 
lispiness, and the overall effect was not very 
detailed. AM was about average.

Lab results
This was a sensitive tuner requiring only 30pV 
to reach a 50d8 stereo signal-to-noise ratio 
(1kHz ref CCIR/ARM). The radio frequency 

performance was pretty good, suitable for 
difficult reception conditions, with a good 
72dB of selectivity, a 0.9dB capture ratio and a 
70dB AM suppression. Pilot tone rejection was 
very good, and ultimate signal-to-noise ratios 
were reached by 1.5mV input, and were very 
good at 74dB stereo, 79dB mono. Good mid
band separation was achieved, but deterior
ated a little by 10kHz. Audio output was 
healthy and the frequency response was very 
uniform, with just a hint of treble lift, belying 
the sound quality rating.

Conclusion
This was a sensitive tuner with good RF 
performance but let down by an unsatisfactory 
sound, the causes of which are not obvious 
from the measurements. No recommendation 
is possible here for this otherwise promising 
design.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo................................................................. 2.5d.V!32^V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo........................................................... 79dB/74dB
Muting threshold................................................................... 10.2pV
Alternate channel selectivity........................................... -72d8
Piiot tone rejection..............................................................- 77d8
AM rejection.................................................................-70dB
Capture ratio...........................................................................0.9d8
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo .........................0.06%/0.15%
Sterao separation, 1kHzl5kHz110kHz..............52dB/39dB/32dB
Output level, 100% mod..............................................................1V
Dimensions (width, depth, height).........................43 x 26 x 6cm
Typical price inc VAT................................................................ £165
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Sugden T28
J E Sugden & Co Ltd, Valley Works, Station Lane, Heckmondwike, West Yorks WF16 ONF 
Tel (0924) 404088

Two versions of this British-made tuner are 
available - the T28 here reviewed and the 
DT28, which adds a digital tuning readout at 
some extra cost. The T28 is in the traditional 
Sugden styling. The front panel is not properly 
labelled, and the designer has chosen to use a 
rotary switch for up to five pre-set stations, 
these adjusted via a set of screwdriver slots at 
the rear. No tuning meter is fitted; instead, 
there is a red-green-red lamp system, which 
can be confusing. A moving-coil meter gives a 
rough indication of tuned frequency. Manual 
tuning is by an unweighted knob coupled to a 
10-turn potentiometer.

Signal output is via a permanently- 
connected phono lead, with aerial input via a 
75ohm coax (female) with rather inaccessible 
screws provided for a 300ohm unbalanced 
connection.

Sound quality
While this tuner seemed quite sensitive and 
showed a rapid quieting, it was plagued by 
'birdies' or whistles until a signal level as high 
as 5-10mV was reached. Stereo background 
was reasonably quiet at this level though this 
was still poorer than average. However, the 
sound was liked, and a reasonable impression 
of depth as well as a clean, lively character 
was noted. It also seemed capable of above 
average musical detail, sounding tonally 
neutral.

Lab results.
The T28 was fairly sensitive, with 60^V 
sufficient for 50dB stereo noise quieting (1kHz 
ref CCIR/ARM). 1mV input was required for full 
stereo quieting, this levelling out at 61dB, 
which is poorer than average. Normally 

weighted, the mono sensitivity was 3.5^V. The 
RF performance was not very strong, with a 
selectivity of 52dB, a 55dB AM suppression 
and a 2.1dB capture ratio. Total harmonic 
distortion was worse than average at up to 
0.65% stereo, full modulation with a similar 
figure for mono overmodulation. Pilot tone 
rejection was fine however at -72dB. Stereo 
separation was good in the mid band but 
deteriorated at higher frequencies to 21dB at 
10kHz. Output level was 620mV while the 
muting threshold was ridicuously low at 2^V. 
Frequency response was quite uniform, with 
just a mild 1dB shelf down in the first half 
octave in the treble.

Conclusion
At £172 the T28 could do with some 
refinements such as better RF performance, as 
well as better suppression of spurious tones at 
moderate signal levels. Conversely the sound 
quality was quite good, sufficient in fact for a 
cautious recommendation to be in order; but 
we hope that the company will improve overall 
product quality.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo................................................................ 6pV/65pV
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIRIARM) 
Mono/stereo ............................................................65dB/61dB
Muting threshold...................................................................2^V
Alternate channel selectivity ....................................... - 52dB
Piiot tone rejection........................................................ - 72dB
AM rejection................................................................. -55dB
Captureratlo................................................................. 2.1dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo ...................... 0.39%/0.64%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz............. 40dB/28dB/21dB
Outputlevel, 100% mod................................................ 620mV
Dimensions (width, depth, height).......................43 x 23 x 9cm
Typical price Inc VAT.......................... £172
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Tandberg 3011
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex
Tel (0903) 205611

Styled and sized to match the 3000 amplifier 
range, both integrated and separate models, 
the 3011 is a larger FM-only tuner with rather 
deeply-recessed dial. It has a reasonably well 
weighted tuning, providing normal manual 
operation as well as a preset facility for up to 
eight stations. Variable output level and 
independent mono/stereo switching are 
provided, as well as muting buttons. A wide 
dynamic range signal strength meter is fitted, 
while the centre-zero tuning meter is also 
calibrated in kHz deviation or setting error.

Rear panel facilities include a 75ohm coaxial 
aerial socket (male), with silver-plated outputs 
for the audio, and switchable de-emphasis of 
25, 50 and 75pS for use in various locations 
(50gS for the UK). A detachable two-core mains 
cable is used as with other Tandberg and 
Revox gear, and both the finish as well as the 
constructional standard were very good, as 
they should be considering the price.

Sound quality
While the Tandberg sounded relatively uniform 
in frequency response, subjective transients 
seemed dulled. In the stereo image, focus was 
good but with a noticeable loss of depth, and 
tonally the 3011 could sound a trifle 'thin'. Its 
output was free of spurious tones or whistles, 
and overall it was ranked above average, but 
not by a significant degree.

Lab results
A high sensitivity design, our tough mono 
quieting level was achieved by 4pV with 35W 
required for stereo. Ultimate signal to noise 
ratio was achieved by 2mV at a good 70dB 
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stereo and barely improved at 71dB in mono. 
Its RF performance was exceptional, with 
better than 90dB selectivity plus a fine capture 
ratio, and excellent AM suppression. Clearly it 
is a model for difficult reception conditions. 
Distortion levels were moderate, even under 
overmodulation conditions, while stereo 
channel separation was fine, still measuring 
39dB at 10kHz. Pilot tone rejection was very 
good, while. the output level was high at a 
maximum of 2.3 volts, front panel adjustable. 
Muting was set at a sensible 7pV. The 
frequency response was very uniform with 
extended bass and negligible treble rolloff up 
to 14kHz.

Conclusion
This is clearly a high quality product with an 
excellent radio frequency performance as well 
as a good if not outstanding sound quality. It 
does not in our view represent very good value 
for money, but could come into its own in 
fringe reception areas.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signaMo-noise 
Mono/stereo...................................................................4.2HV/35HV
Ultimate algnal-to^nolse (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo...................................................................71dB/70dB
Muting threshold................................................................................7HV
Alternate channel selectlvlty ...............................................-90dB
Piiot tone rejection.....................................................................- 75dB
AM rejection..........................................................................-78dB
Capture ratio..................................................................................0.9dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo ......................... 0.14%/0.25%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz...............46dB/43dB/39dB
Output level, 100% mod............................................................ 2.2V
Dimensions (width, depth, height)...................... 43 x 38 x 85cm
Typical price inc VAT.................................................................. £410



Yamaha T-500
Natural Sound Systems Ltd, Unit 7, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB 
Tel (0923) 36740

This attractive tuner in satin black is nicely 
styled to complement the budget Yamaha 
amplifiers. Selling at a modest £119, it is a 
digitally synthesised type with five preset 
buttons useable over three wavebands FM, LW 
and MW. The stereo/mono muting switch is 
combined, and the tuning is manual, via a pair 
of push buttons used in conjunction with the 
usual fluorescent digital frequency display.

On the rear panel an AM loop antenna is 
clipped and may be detached and sited at a 
moderate distance from the unit for better 
reception. These leads and the 300ohm 
unbalanced FM connections are made via neat 
spring clips, and a 75ohm FM input is also 
provided (male). Signal outputs are in phono.

Sound quality
Some mild whistles were heard in the output of 
this model at moderate signal levels and were 
not reasonably suppressed until a 2mV RF 
input level was reached. Normal background 
noise was fairly good. The sound was 
considered quite smooth with a pleasant tonal 
balance on voice as well as decent bass. On 
loud sections some hardness was evident and 
it did not seem particularly transparent. Not 
much depth was shown, though stereo focus 
was fine, but the AM sound was rather poor, 
appearing very thick and boomy.

Lab results
The tuner's basic sensitivity was high, with 
50mV sufficing for the stereo 50dB signal-to- 

noise ratio (1kHz ref, CCIR/ARM). Ultimate 
quieting in stereo was 66dB at around 1-2mV 
input, a reasonably good result. The RF 
performance was surprising with a selectivity 
of 79dB making it suitable for crowded station 
areas. AM rejection and capture ratio were 
pretty good, and pilot tone suppression 
satisfactory. Distortion was moderate even 
when overmodulated, while stereo separation 
was about average. Measured frequency 
response fell within close tolerances, with no 
significant error up to 14kHz.

Conclusion
The overall performance was fairly respectable 
with a satisfactory sound quality and quite 
good sensitivity as well as selectivity. The 
value for money was thus fair enough, but 
unfortunately, we felt, insufficient to merit 
election to the recommended category.

GENERAL DATA Tuner
Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise 
Mono/stereo................................................................. 5^V/50^V
Ultimate signal-to-noise (CCIR/ARM) 
Mono/stereo...................................................................... 71dB/66dB:
Muting threshold............................................................................. 4pV
Alternate channel selectivity ..............................................-79dB
Pilot tone rejection................................................ .............- 53dB
AM »•ejection ... ..... ............................ ........................-59dB
Capture ratio................................................................................1.4dB
Total harmonic distortion 
At 100% mod, 1kHz, mono/stereo ..........................0.13%/0.33%
Stereo separation, 1kHz/5kHz/10kHz................ 37dB/35dB/31dB
Output level, 100% mod..........................................................550mV
Dimensions (width, depth,, height) .........................44 x 30 x 10cm
Typical price inc vAT.....................................................................£130
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BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 
TUNERS

The selection of tuners included for test in this 
edition has been made primarily to help those 
looking for a tuner to partner one of the ampli
fiers covered in the amplifer review section. 
Although we have been able to include models 
from most of the major manufacturers, we can 
claim only a limited coverage of the market, 
and it must be pointed out that other good 
tuners are available which we were unable to 
include.

Here the tuners chosen as ‘Best Buys' or 
‘Recommended' are listed in ascending order 
of price.

BEST BUYS
These five models are those which we regard 
as offering exceptional value for money.

BEST BUYS
Luxman T210L (£105)
A tidy product with good manual tuning and an 
AM waveband included. This Luxman model is 
a sensitive model, with fine quieting, while the 
overall RF and distortion performance is also 
quite good, especially for the price. Very good 
value.
JVC JX22L (£115)
This inexpensive model gives suprisingly good 
sound, particularly on the stronger, local 
stations when some whistles were well sup- 
ressed. Its audio and RF performance is well 
balanced, the unit offering fine value. The AM 
sound is also above average, with both MW 
and LW bands covered.
Fisher FM-275 (£130)
Another model needing a decent signal to 
avoid some minor whistles, given this it 
performed well subjectively with a fine 
dynamic range. Its lab performance is above 
average though the AM sound is poor; still 
good value though.
Harman Kardon TU610 (£130)
A good-sounding tuner with superior low level 
signal performance and fine quieting. This 
model has reasonable AM reception and offers 
a good all round balance: A fine non-digital 
tuner.
Pioneer F90 (£220)
This tuner provides an immaculate perform
ance suited to the most difficult reception 
areas. Quieting, separation and so on are 
excellent. The sound quality is good too, only a 
little behind that offered by this issue's best. 
AM performance is tolerably good and for the 
more difficult reception areas this is a logical 
choice.

Quad FM4 (£239)
A well-balanced technical performer, with a 
silent background and no whistles, this model 
offers really good sound quality and intelligent 
ergonomics. A fine product, offering FM only.

RECOMMENDED
The following models are recommended on 
grounds of general merit or value compared 
with the group as a whole.

Denon TU750 (£150)
A pleasant sounding tuner of good appearance 
and solid quieting on reasonably strong 
signals. No whistles were observed on FM, 
while the AM performance is distinctly above 
average.
Sugden T28 (£172)
This sensitive tuner offers very good sound 
quality for the price, but is marred by a weaker 
RF performance. In addition some whistles are 
apparent, these varying with input level. If 
these were cured, this tuner could be really 
good value. Perhaps you should try one 
yourself?
Revox B261 (£897)
Recommended for merit rather than value, this 
exceedingly sensitive tuner is an excellent 
performer with a wealth of facilities for the 
enthusiast including auto aerial rotation. The 
sound quality revealed in the listening tests 
was pretty good too.

Reception conditions
When choosing a tuner, you must consider its 
ability to deal with prevailing reception 
conditions as well as its actual audio sound 
quality given good reception. If you are 
interested in long-distance reception (DX'ing) 
you will need to look even more closely at the 
tuner's RF capabilities.

For a DX broadcast enthusiast, the Revox 
8261 is without peer, as even its signal 
strength meter can be relied upon over a wide 
dynamic range, A good-sounding modern tuner 
bristling with modern technology is the 
Pioneer F90, which is an exceptional performer 
in fringe reception conditions as well as in 
town.

If reception conditions are reasonable, the 
Quad FM4 provides a very good sound. At a 
small sacrifice in fidelity some much cheaper 
tuners will also fit the bill, particularly where 
reception conditions are kinder; examples 
worth trying here are the Lux 210L or the JVC 
TX22L.
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GLOSSARY

AFC: Automatic Frequency Correction; a 
special circuit that compensates for slight 
mis-tuning or tuning drift.
AM: Amplitude modulation; a form of radio 
transmission appropriate nowadays to inform
ation rather than hi-fi music (see MW, LW, SW). 
AM rejection: Ability of an FM tuner to 
discriminate against unwanted AM interfer
ence signals.
Amplitude: Size or magnitude, and hence level 
or loudness of a signal, for example.
Bandwidth: A range of frequencies with 
presumed defined upper and lower limits. 
'Birdies': A form of FM radio interference, 
caused by a strong signal near the frequency 
of a weaker, wanted station.
Capacitance: An element of electrical 
impedance that is particularly important when 
matching pickup cartridge, arm leads and 
amplifier input characteristics to achieve a flat 
frequency response from discs.
Capture ratio: The ability of a tuner to reject an 
unwanted station in favour of a slightly 
stronger wanted one on the same broadcast 
frequency.
Clipping: This is the state reached when a 
circuit is overloaded and overdriven, resulting 
in bad waveform distortion and audibly un
pleasant effects.
Coloration: A general term used to describe 
the audible effects of distortions, particularly 
in loudspeakers and record players. These are 
usually caused by frequency response irregu
larities and/or resonances.
Compatibility: The selection of interdependent 
components to achieve optimum system 
performance; notably arm/cartridge 
mass/compliance matching, cartridge 
electrical loading, or loudspeaker/amplifier 
matching.
Crosstalk: The leakage from one channel to 
the other in a two channel stereo system.
dB: See decibel
Decibel (dB): A logarithmic unit of relative 
loudness, or relative strength of electrical 
signals. In general use for specifying sound 
pressure level (SPL), the figure given in dBA 
will be relative to the threshold of hearing. 
Thus OdBA is the threshold of hearing, 120dBA 
the threshold of pain. In equipment tests for 
noise, hum and rumble, separation etc. the 
wanted signal is at a level defined as OdB and 
the unwanted signal (noise) is quoted as a 
minus figure, i.e. so many dB below. In these 
measurements the larger the figure, the better. 
See also 'weighting'. dB/W or 'decibels for one 

watt' is used to define loudspeaker sensitivity. 
If one watt is defined as OdB, amplifier power 
ratings can be given as dBW, for example, 
100W = 20dBW.
Decoder: The circuit in a tuner which separates 
the left and right signals from an FM multi
plexed (stereo) transmission.
DIN: German standards body, responsible 
amongst other things for a popular range of 
standard plugs and socket specifications.
Distortion: Usually refers to 'total harmonic 
distortion' which is the percentage of un
wanted frequency components (harmonics) 
present in a wanted signal. Strictly, distortion 
can mean any unwanted change in the signal, 
introduced by the equipment.
DX (DX-ing): Code/jargon to describe long^ 
distance radio reception.
Dynamic range: The range between the 
quietest and loudest sounds which a system or 
component is capable or reproducing.
Equalisation: The deliberate modification of 
frequency response, usually in response to 
some engineering limitation or deficiency in 
the component (eg loudspeakers) or the 
information medium (eg disc and tape).
Farad (F): Unit of capacitance.
FM: Frequency modulation; the technique 
used to encode audio information for 
transmission with good fidelity using very high 
frequency (VHF) transmission.
Ferrite rod: :A short rod type aerial used for AM 
reception; may be fitted internally or externally 
to tuner or receiver.
Filter: A circuit (normally) used to restrict the 
bandwidth of a system; may be fixed or 
switchable.
Frequency: The rate of a cyclic (repeated) 
vibration.
Frequency response: Abbreviated from ampli- 
tude/frequency response, this prime graphical 
measurement examines whether all frequen
cies across the spectrum are reproduced or 
generated at the same relative level.
Harmonic distortion: The addition of unwanted 
harmonics to a signal. Because the structure 
of music is already rich in harmonics, the aud
ible effects of moderate levels of harmonic 
distortion are rarely objectionable, but may be 
evidence of engineering limitations.
Hertz (Hz): Unit of frequency; 1 Hz equals one 
cycle per second, 1 kHz one thousand cycles 
per second.
Hum: Self explanatory and onamataopoeic; 
caused by interference of mains frequency or 
harmonics (50Hz etc in UK), perhaps as a result 
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THE ONLY CORNERS WE 
ARE ON OUR TAGS

You have probably seen them. In dealers 
windows, attached to display models y 
at exhibitions or featured in adver
tisements in the hi-fi press. Manu- fa\ 
facturers are inordinately proud of W ij 
them. As well they might be. We 
dish them out pretty sparingly.

So just why does a HI-FI mT] 
CHOICE recommendation carry so wj 
much weight?

Because we commit thousands of 
pounds and many hundreds of man 
hours testing equipment for every 
issue of HI-FI CHOICE. And when we 
say 'testing', we really mean it.

Each issue is authored by one of 
Britain's finest audio technicians. We 
pit machine against machine under 
controlled laboratory conditions 
manufacturers claims against 
reality.

We conducted 'blind' 
listening tests using a 
panel of listeners. We 
print the reviews,

A »y
k

warts and all 
These are preced
ed by a 'Con
sumer Intro
duction and 
a 'Techni- 
ea! Intro
duction', 
usually 
many pages in

a selection of the models tested.
We usually publish five HI-FI CHOICE editions 

a year. They cost £2.50 per copy. Each one dedica
ted to a particular theme. We laminate the covers to 
make them last for years and supply quality binders 
to keep them in for permanent reference. We also 
maintain stocks of back issues for people to buy 

k through the mail (using the coupon below) or 
A you can visit our new Back Issues Centre in the 
V\ West End of London. This is located at 14

Rathbone Place, London WlP IDE, five 
minutes walk from Tottenham Court Road 

tube station.
Any new issue of HI-FI CHOICE is 

usually to be found at W. H. Smiths or 
K \\ other good newsagents. Some hi-fi 
V\ dealers carry a stock of back issues, 
U too, but in case of difficulty, contact 

us at the above address.
Ours is not a very economic 

way of producing a hi-fi publi
cation. We could probably 

cut a few corners on obtain- 
k ing the information we
B publish and make a lot

more money. But our 
Series Editor,

Steve Harris , just 
wouldn't stand for

BESTBUY >
k it. And he stands 

for what is

length. Each
has a quick reference
'Overall 
course,

Comparison Chart' and, of 
a 'Best Buys and Recommended

Hi ri choice
printed 
the

cover
every

on 
front 

of 
HI-

Section'. Photographs of all models are 
included. Lastly, we award those little tags to

Simply a better w a

FT CHOICE 
'The 

most com
prehensive 

Guide to
Buying Hi-Fi Ever Published.'

Rush me the issues of Hi-FI Choice ticked below.
\ o LOUDSPEAKERS @ £300 D CASSETTE DECKS AND TAPES @ £300
D VIDEO BUYER'S GUIIDE @£300 DTURNTABLES & TONE ARMS@ £3 00
D CARTRIDGES & HEADPHONES @ £250 D BEST BUY GUIDE @ £300'

Al prices include ¡post and packing m the U.K.
Overseas orders ple^ add (sea) or £1.00 (a^ail) for each ^ue ordered :
O Please send me my free l/J-Fi Choice O Please debit my American Express/

bmder O have ordered 4 tsSues or more). Access/Barclaycard (V1Sa)*
0 Ple^ send me___ bmder(s) ait £3.50 each Card No ________ __________________

0 I enclose a cheque or money order for £  ExpiJ'YDate

Signed__  Name 

Address--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^^e cheques ¡payable to Sportscene Publishers 
Ltd. Send co upon with your remittanceto: 
Hifi loicc Ctffer. Froopost j 
HlUlUxme Place. London Wit 4t.4 
Nostamp a r^^^ Jested m0 t
•Delete where not applicable

Hm choice
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GLOSSARY

of poor earthing arrangements.
IHF: American Institute of High Fidelity, and 
important standards body, many of whose re
commendations on measurement techniques 
have been adopted in this book.
IM (Intermodulation): Interference between two 
or more single frequency tones can cause non
harmonic distortion components such as sum, 
and difference frequency signals to occur.
Impedance: The measure of an electrical load 
when using alternating currents as in audio, 
combining resistance, capacitance and 
inductance.
Jack plug/socket: Post Office style plug/socket 
standard, widely used for headphone and 
microphone connections both in mono and 
stereo formats.
Kilo^ (k^): Prefix for units meaning x 1000 (eg 
1kHz = 1000Hz).
LED: Light Emitting Diode; an indicator light. 
LF: Low frequencies; the bass end of the audio 
frequency range.
Load or Loading: The impedance (including 
resistive and reactive components) seen by 
one component looking back to its intercon
nected component; of importance in compat
ibility of cartridge/amp and amp/speaker.
'Loudness': An equalisation circuit frequency 
switchable on amplifiers which is designed to 
compensate for presumed hearing character
istics at low listening levels by boosting bass 
and treble.
Medium wave: An AM transmission band 
incapable of high fidelity signals.
Mico (gr): Prefix for units meaning one 
millionth of (eg seconds, Facads).
Midrange: The middle part of the audio 
frequency band.
Millie (m): Prefix for units meaning one 
thousandth of (eg volts, etc.).
Moving-coil (me): Type of transducer, used in 
some cartridges and widely in loudspeaker 
drive units.
Moving-magnet (mm): Type of transducer 
widely used in cartridges.
Multi-element aerial: FM aerial consisting of 
dipole plus one or more additional elements 
(called director and reflectors). This sort of 
aerial is more directional than an FM dipole 
and provides signal gain in the forward direc
tion. Useful for discriminating against 
interfering signals and for 'boosting' weak 
signals.
Muting: In FM tuners, circuit technique which 
mutes the audio section while tuning between 
stations thereby eliminating the loud inter

station hiss.
Muting threshold: Threshold point at which the 
muting is released. This should not be above 
weak stations otherwise these will not be re
ceived. It should be above very weak stations, 
however, because the background noise on 
these makes them unsuitable for listening to. 
Some tuners are equipped with adjustable or 
switchable threshold level.
Noise: Random unwanted low level signals 
generated fundamentally through thermal 
excitation on the molecular level. Poor system 
design may make it intrusive.
Ohm: (also eg kohm): measure of the load 
presented by a device to an electrical source. 
Phono: The most commonly-used plug/socket 
combination in audio components.
Power amplifier: The part of an amplifier that 
provides power to drive the loudspeakers; usu
ally integrated it is sometimes a separate 
component.
Pre-amplifier: The part of an amplifier that 
accepts the input signals, sorts them, applies 
any necessary equalisation, and then passes 
the signal to the (normally integral) power 
amplifiers.
Presence: The upper-midband/lower treble part 
of the frequency spectrum, emphasised by fre
quency response characteristics, makes 
human voice sound more forward - hence the 
term 'presence band'. Conversely, a dip in 
frequency response in this area makes the 
sound appear more distant, irrespective of 
actual overall volume.
Sensitivity: The amount of signal input 
required to generate a specified signal level 
output, or vice-versa.
Signal-to-noise, signal/noise, S/N: The 
difference in total output when an applied 
signal is removed.
Step-up: A transformer or head amp used to 
boost or match the output of a moving-coil 
cartridge to a normal moving-magnet amplifier 
disc input.
Transducer: Device transforming energy from 
mechanical to electrical form or vice-versa.
Transient: Signal of very short duration.
Volt (V): A measure of the amplitude of a signal. 
Watt (W): A measure of electrical power, 
combining the voltage (amplitude) with the 
current required to drive the 'motor' of a 
loudspeaker.
Weighting: Derived from psycho-acoustic or 
engineering considerations, this is a bias 
applied to a test method to improve its 
subjective relevance (hence also unweighted.
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When you're 
looking for the

l^^c^^ to the library
Here, in the heart of London's West End, just 
two minutes walk from Tottenham Court Road 
underground station, can be found copies of 
almost every Hi-Fi Choice ever published.

For example, there are issues of Hi-Fi 
Choice: Loudspeakers dating back to 1978, 
containing reviews of several speakers still 
current, but never subsequently tested in any 
later issue. Or Hi-Fi Choice: Tuners. Or even 
the first Video Choice.

These and all current volumes in the series 
are on sale at 14 Rathbone Place, as well as 
both current and back copies of ^^ich Bike? 
and Personal Computer World.

Nowhere is there a more complete collection 
of the many different volumes of Hi-Fi Choice 
published to date — anywhere in the world.

You will find the Choice that you are look
ing for, here on the shelves.

Hrn CHOICE
BACK ISSUE CENTRE

Bunch Books 
14 Rathbone Place, 
London W1P IDE

I . ■ W
Monday to Friday 
10am to 6pm 
Saturday 11am to 5pm

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

About Sound 57 Fisher 6,7 Phase 3 Hi-Fi 152
Absolute Sound 135 Fiveways 160 'Phonograph 36
AlternativeAudio 95 G.E. Manders 160 Pioneer 22, 23
Andover Audio 152 Gerry & Gill Manders 160 Practical Hi-Fi 160
Andrew Tomson 160 Gulliford House Ltd 160 PS Audio 29
A&R Cambridge 8 Halcyon of Bromley 57 Quad 56
Aston Audio 160 Hi-Fi Components Ltd 160 Quadraphenia 166
Audio Excellence 104 Image Hi-Fi 171 Radlett Audio 49
Audio Projects 95 JVC 26, 27 Rayleigh Hi-Fi 190
Audition Hi-Fi 160 KB Hi-Fi Center 160 Reading Hi-Fi 162
Barletts 123 Kernow Audio 36 RoteI 14, 15
Basically Sound 122 KJ Leisure Sound 162 Russ Andrews Hi-Fi 160
B&O 4 Luxman 30 Sevenoaks 180
Burmester 153 Linn I FC Simply Hi-Fi 91
Cam Audio 105 Meridian 19 Spaldings 194
Cambridge Audio 90 Musical Fidelity 170 Sound Advice 105
Chichester Hi-Fi 160 Mission OBC Studio 99 156
Cosmic 134 M O'Brien 152 Sugden 32
Crimson Electrik 36 Nairn 196 Technics 2,3
Darbys 35 Noel Cloney 57 Sound Organisation 158
Eastwoods 159 Norman Audio 122 Trend Hi-Fi & Video 57
Eric Wiley 51 Onkyo IBC University Audio 160
Erricks of Bradford 160 Paul Roberts 79 W.A. Brady 10
E.T.SHI-Fi Centre 122 Peter Russell's Hi-Fi Attic 122 W. Midlands Audio 104
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More than just 
the sum of its parts

A22 AMPS 'BEST BUY' HhFI 
CHOICE JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE 
OF A SUPERB PRODUCT FROM 
ONKYO

The individual specifications of lntegra Series com
ponents by Onkyo represent extraordinary value for the 
monev. The classically designed turntable, amplifier. tuner 
and cassette deck each provide truly superior audio per
formance, with the total clarity and extended range only 
the finest separates can offer.

Together they offer still more: a truly delightful synergy 
of sound, style and simplicity. The kind discriminating au
diophiles the world over have come to expect from Onkyo.

Integra, the svnergetlc sound from ONKYO ; sophisticated A-8015 amp with 2 x 6DW ohfi 2 x 9DW . (QIN 40) 
output; T-4015 quartz-synthesizer tuner with 8AM and 8FM presets; TA-2066 computer-controlled deck with new "silent" 
tape t ransport and "New Accu Bias" controls; CP -1055 F "Triple Stage Isolation" turntable; and D-7R 'Deltaolefin" speakers

ONKYO CORPORATION
In ternational Division: No.24 Mori Bldg, 23-5 .
Nishi-shimbashi 3-chome, Mrnato-ku:Toky;, Japan 
Telex: 242-3551 ONKYO J Tel.: 03-432-6981

Distributor for U.K.
Goodmans Loudspeakers LTD.
Downley Road, Havant , Hampshire , U.K.
Tel: 0705-486344

Onkyo can create that kind of quality and value because 
it specialises in premium audio equi pment. The company's 
entire effort is directed solely at improving the breed.
So when you invest in Onkyo, you can be confident 
of an uncompromising commitment to quality, both 
in detail and as a complete whole

Because we understand that when you only 
make one product, it had better be the best 
there is

> « - 
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because people like music

Write to Mission Cambridge, Huntingdon PE18 6ED, England. Phone: (0480) 57477 Telex: 32333


			— Specialist retailers: 	

	The Sight and Sound of Precision.

	Filters

	THE POWER AMPLIFIER

	Power indicators

	POWER SUPPLIES

	Listening tests


	We will help you choose the unit best suited to your needs and deliver and install it for you.

	LOCKEY HOUSE, ST. PETERS STREET, ST. ALBANS 50961

	Where sincere advice, courteous service and home demonstrations are the norm.

	A&R Cambridge A60 Mk II

	Conclusions

	Test measurements

	A&R Cambridge C200/SA200

	Akai AM-U3

	Akai AM-US

	Sound quality


	Audiolab 8000A


	Audio Research SP8 pre-amplifier

	Burmester 785 pre-amplifier

	Cambridge P35

	Conclusion

	Test measurements

	Creek 4040

	Music systems for thinking people.

	REAL HIFI

	IN IRELAND.

	WHY BY APPOINTMENT?


	Sbout &ounb

	LAi-eci Specialists

	VIDEO& HI-FI LLA



	Crimson 610/620

	Denon PMA-750

	Conclusion



	Fisher CA-275

	Lab results

	Conclusion


	Hitachi HA-2

	Conclusion

	11-FllN

	WESTCt"1SUPERMARE


	Marantz PM-230

	Sound quality

	Lab results

	Marantz PM-330

	Conclusion



	Meridian MCA-1

	Mission 778


	Mission 777BU power amplifier

	Musical Fidelity The Pre-Amp/Dr Thomas

	Myst G-Ohm and Tma-3

	Conclusions


	NAD 3020A

	Nairn NAIT

	Conclusion

	Test measurements

	Conclusion


	Nytech 202

	Conclusion

	Test measurements


	Onkyo A22


	Pioneer A-80

	PS Audio IV/Two C

	Quad 34/405

	Conclusion


	Quantum IA1OO

	Sound quality


	Revox B251

	PETER RUSSELL'S HI-FI ATTIC

	e I DONT SELL HI-FI FROM MY FRONT ROOM

	Sound quality

	Lab results


	Rotel RA-870 and RB-870


	Sansui AU-DlOl

	Sansui AUD-SSX

	Sondex S230

	Conclusion


	Sugden C128/P128

	Test measurements

	Conclusion


	Technics SU-V303

	Sound quality

	Conclusion

	Test measurements

	Frequency responses

	Tone controls

	Overall ratings

	You can't go wrong. We wouldn't let you.

	TECHNICS

	HITACHI HA4800 AMPLIFIER

	RING FOR A DEMONSTRATION AND DETAILS OF OUR HIGHLY COMPETITLVE PRICES OR VISIT OUR EXTENSIVE NEW SHOWROOM 29-31 The Parade, Oadby, Leicester LE2 588 (0533) 719174

	y. 257-261 Upping Ham Road, Leicester (0533) 76OOII	

	AKAi JBL JVC MARANTZ AIWA

	CH	THORENS	PIONEER TEAC IC

	SHANNONS

	HI-FI CONSULTANTS






	scon LOO

	□ to

	?

	FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

	A li

	Not one but THREE single-speaker demonstration rooms now in use!



	A&R Cambridge T2 l

	JVC TX-22L

	Sound quality

	Lab results

	Conclusion

	LONDON SE18

	TUNBRIDGE WELLS

	CHATHAM

	BRIGHTON

	BECKENHAM


	Marantz ST-4301

	Quantum ST 100

	Revox B261

	Sansui TU-S55XL

	Tandberg 3011

	Yamaha T-500

	BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: TUNERS

	Monday to Friday 10am to 6pm Saturday 11am to 5pm
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